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PLANS FOR TCF BANK STADIUM UNVEILED
- Regents approve $288.5 million stadium plan MINNEAPOLIS I ST. PAUL-- The University of Minnesota Board of Regents got its first look today at the
schematic design for the new TCF Bank Stadium. In what architects describe as "traditional collegiate
architecture with modem stadium amenities," the stadium will be a single rake bowl design wrapped in a brick
fa<;ade with arched portals reminiscent of the old Memorial Stadium. The board met in a special meeting today
and approved the design and budget for the stadium.
"This is a design that captures the character and tradition of our campus and also embodies the excitement of
Gopher football," said university President Robert Bruininks. "TCF Bank Stadium will be the largest and one of
the highest profile buildings on campus, and we want it to become one of the memorable venues in college
football."
The design offers a unique blend of brick and glass consistent with architecture around campus. Architects said
it links the heritage and pageantry of Memorial Stadium with TCF Bank Stadium by integrating a traditional
stadium wall with a new colonnade, plazas, landscapes and other open gathering spaces. The approved design is
for a 50,000-seat facility with the foundation and reinforcements necessary to potentially expand to 72,000 to
80,000 seats.
University officials outlined an updated cost of$288.5 million, based on a series of improvements designed to
enhance the fan experience and seating, improve campus aesthetics and incorporate sustainable or "green"
architecture designs. In addition, changes to the building code since the initial feasibility study and engineering
challenges resulting from the type of soil, have resulted in additional costs. Bruininks said the $39.8 million in
added cost would not be funded by taxpayers, students or at the expense of the university's academic mission.
Instead, it will be funded using a combination of financing tools and increased athletics revenue that will result
from the new stadium.
"In designing this stadium, we wanted to make wise, long-term decisions now that will enable this facility to last
for a hundred years," said Regent David Metzen, chair of the board's facilities committee. "We didn't want to
- more-
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----:u/comers at the expense of fans, our campus or the environment."
More information on the design for TCF Bank Stadium can be found at www.umn.edu/stadium.
Following the board's meeting, university officials held a news conference. Audio of the full news conference is
available at www.umn.edu/urelate/newsservice/audio/stadium-news-conference.mp3
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ACCESS TO THE INTERNET MEANS ACCESS TO LIFE OPPORTUNITIES
ACCORDING TO A REPORT FROM THE U OF M'S INSTITUTE ON RACE AND
POVERTY
MINNEAPOLIS I ST. PAUL-- People who have access to the Internet have better access to life opportunities
such as living-wage jobs, according to a report released today by the Institute on Race & Poverty (IRP) at the
University of Minnesota.
The report, "Digital Justice: Progress Towards Digital Inclusion in Minnesota" makes the connection between
access to the Internet and access to life opportunities. In the report, IRP analyzes the ways that many
Minnesota institutions are improving the underserved populations' access to technology. The institutions
included are community technology centers, public schools, public libraries, municipalities and Indian
reservations.
The report includes findings from a new survey of more than 80 community technology center directors across
Minnesota, as well as more than 400 surveys of individuals who use public computer labs. Survey results show
a strong success rate for urban public labs in their ability to link patrons with job-related outcomes, including
resume development, interviews and job offers.
Hennepin County's Brookdale Library is featured in the report. It redesigned its facilities to better meet the
needs of its diverse community, a community with a large immigrant population. The library is organized in a
series of information neighborhoods, the largest of which focuses on career resources.
The public schools section of the report examines the national trends in technology integration in the classroom
as well as local examples of implementation. The national emphasis is on providing one laptop per student, using
digital white boards and having Web sites for every classroom. Innovative examples of technology integration in
Minnesota schools are highlighted such as using the Internet to follow Arctic explorers on their journey and
watching real-time surgery.
The Digital Justice report also features how the community will benefit from the Wireless Minneapolis initiative,
- more-
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The Digital Justice report also features how the community will benefit from the Wireless Minneapolis initiative,
which will cover Minneapolis with a wireless network. Minneapolis' contract with wireless provider, US
Internet, includes provisions to create a Digital Inclusion Fund from a portion of the vendor's profits to support
local digital access projects. Other provisions include free online informational content, as well as discounted
service for more than 100 nonprofits. The city's vendor process and contract provide strong models for other
communities as they pursue wireless service.
The full Digital Justice report is available online at www.irpumn.org. Minnesota State Network Fund of The
Minneapolis Foundation funded the report.
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AFRICA'S CHARISMATIC CREATURES GET STAR BILLING IN 'ACROSS
AFRICA,' THE U OF M BELL MUSEUM'S WINTER TRAVELOGUE SERIES
MINNEAPOLIS I ST. PAUL-- Join University of Minnesota researchers on richly illustrated tours of their
expeditions across the deserts and plains of Africa in "Across Africa," a three-part travelogue series for explorers
of all ages beginning Sunday, Jan. 28 at the University of Minnesota's Bell Museum ofNatural History, 10
Church St. S.E., Minneapolis.
On Jan. 28, Tony Gamble, a former professional photographer and a graduate student in the university's
department of fisheries, wildlife and conservation biology, will share his astonishing photos of African reptiles
and amphibians including puff adders, web-footed geckos and a shield-nosed cobra from a 2005 expedition to
Botswana and Namibia.
In February, Meggan Craft and Anna Mosser, both graduate students in the university's department of ecology,
evolution and behavior, will reveal insights and images of some of the world's most fascinating creatures-African lions. Craft studies lions in Tanzania's Serengeti National Park, living the midst of a wild ecosystem
filled with challenges, and has worked in adventure tourism in Africa. Mosser will discuss her amazing
experiences while studying lions in East and South Africa.
The series is recommended for ages 10 and older. Tickets for each travelogue are $8 for the public; $6 for Bell
1

Museum members. Discount packages for the three-part series are available for members and nonmembers. For a
detailed list of scheduled travelogues and package prices, visit www.bellmuseum.org.
The Bell Museum is part of the university's College of Agriculture, Food and Natural Resource Sciences.
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'U OF M MOMENT' FEATURE LINKS FOR THE WEEK OF JAN. 8
MINNEAPOLIS I ST. PAUL-- "University of Minnesota Moment" radio features for the week of Monday,
Jan. 8 are available to Minnesota radio stations for free.
The features are as follows:
Monday, Jan. 8 "Soybean Production Conferences"
The University of Minnesota Extension Service and the Minnesota Soybean Research and Promotion Council are
sponsoring Soybean Production Conferences at four locations around the state this January. Seth Naeve, an
Extension agronomist, says the conferences, to be held in Morton, Owatonna, Princeton and Fergus Falls, offer a
unique opportunity for producers and agricultural professionals to interact with U of M research and Extension
faculty.
Fully produced :90 feature: http://blog.lib.umn.edu/urelate/radio/soybean_conferences.mp3
Raw audio: http://blog.lib.umn.edu/urelate/radio/soybean_conferences_raw.mp3
Tuesday, Jan. 9: "Wash Your Hands!"
Winter is the time of year when public health officials promote hand washing awareness. Why is handwashing so
important? Will Hueston, director of the University of Minnesota's Center for Animal Health and Food Safety,
has the answers.
Fully produced :90 feature: http://blog.lib.umn.edu/urelate/radio/wash_hands.mp3
Raw audio: http://blog.lib.umn.edu/urelate/radio/wash_hands_raw.mp3
Wednesday, Jan. 10: "CERTs Conference"
The second annual Clean Energy Resource Teams conference will take place Wednesday, January 17 at the St.
Cloud Civic Center. The theme of this year's conference is "Local Energy/Local Opportunities." Joel Haskard
with the U's Regional Sustainable Development Partnerships says the project is an opportunity for
Minnesotans to play a role in shaping energy conservation and renewable energy in their region.
Fully produced :90 feature: http://blog.lib.umn.edu/urelate/radio/CERTs_conference.mp3
Raw audio: http://blog.lib. umn.edu/urelate/radio/CERTs_conference_raw.mp3

- more-
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---·----------------------------------------------------------------------------------Thursday, Jan. 11: "An Artistic Portrayal of Homelessness in Minnesota"

Minnesota activists and artists will join together at the Plymouth Congregational Church in Minneapolis this
Sunday afternoon to put on a multimedia event to educate Minnesotans about homelessness. Andrew Turpening,
who helped coordinate the event together with the U's Human Rights Center, says the event will include music,
performance, visual art, short videos and photography.
Fully produced :90 feature: http://blog.lib.urnn.edu/urelate/radio/homelessness_event.mp3
Raw audio: http://blog.lib.umn.edu/urelate/radio/homelessness_ event_raw.mp3
Friday, Jan. 12: "How Dinosaurs Went Extinct"
The dinosaurs, along with the majority of all other animal species on Earth, went extinct approximately 65
million years ago. Some scientists believe that the impact of one large meteorite in the Yucatan Peninsula, in what
is today Mexico, caused the mass extinction, while others argue that there must have been many meteorite
impacts or other stresses around the same time. Donna Whitney, a U of M geology professor, took part in a new
study that provides compelling evidence that "one and only one impact" caused the mass extinction.
Fully produced :90 feature: http://blog.lib.umn.edu/urelate/radio/dinosaurs.mp3
Raw audio: http://blog.lib. urnn.edu/urelate/radio/dinosaurs_raw.mp3
All of the features will be posted the day for which they are scheduled at http://blog.lib.umn.edu/urelate/radio/.
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U OF M ASTRONOMERS USE NEW 3-D IMAGING TECHNIQUES TO MAP A
HYPERGIANT STAR'S MASSIVE OUTBURSTS
MINNEAPOLIS I ST. PAUL-- A group of astronomers led by University of Minnesota professor Roberta
Humphreys have combined images from NASA's Hubble Space Telescope and the W.M. Keck Observatory in
Kameula, Hawaii, to create the first images of one of the brightest supersized stars in the sky.
From these new images, astronomers have learned that the gaseous outflow is more complex than originally
thought from VY Canis Majoris, a red supergiant star that is also classified as a hypergiant because of its very
high luminosity.
The eruptions have formed loops, arcs, and knots of material moving at various speeds and in many different
directions. The star has had many outbursts over the past 1,000 years as it nears the end of its life.
"With these observations, we may have captured a short-lived phase in the life of a massive star," Humphreys
said. "We thought mass loss in red supergiants was a simple, spherical, and uniform outflow, but in this star it is
very complex. VY Canis Majoris is an important star for understanding the high-mass loss episodes near the end
of massive star evolution. With these new images, we have a complete picture of the motions and directions of
the outflows and their spatial distribution, which confirms their origin from eruptions at different times from
separate regions on the star."
Humphreys and her collaborators, including U of M professor Terry Jones and U of M graduate student
Andrew Helton, presented their findings today (Monday, Jan. 8) at a press conference during the American
Astronomical Society meeting in Seattle.
Astronomers have studied VY Canis Majoris for more than a century. Located 5,000 light-years away. the star is
500,000 times brighter and about 30 to 40 times more massive than the Sun. It is not visible to the naked eye.
Images and additional information about VY Canis Majoris are available on the Web at:
- more-
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http://hubblesite.org/news/2007 /03
The Hubble Space Telescope is a project of international cooperation between NASA and the European Space
Agency (ESA). The Space Telescope Science Institute in Baltimore conducts Hubble science operations. The
Institute is operated for NASA by the Association of Universities for Research in Astronomy Inc., Washington.
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'PHYSICS CIRCUS' ENTERTAINS STUDENTS WITH LESSONS IN PHYSICS
MINNEAPOLIS I ST. PAUL-- Smoking is not allowed in Northrop Auditorium-- unless it's a member ofthe
U of M Physics Force blowing smoke missiles above the audience to show the power of air pressure. The
Physics Force will present a unique mix of physics demonstrations and humor in its annual "Physics Circus" at
the University of Minnesota at 7 p.m. Thursday, Jan. 11, in Northrop Auditorium, 84 Church St. S.E.,
Minneapolis. The show is suitable for adults and children of all ages. It is free and open to the public.
"We want to show that physics is fun and interesting and something that people can understand," said Dan
Dahlberg, University of Minnesota physics professor. "People will be entertained and have a good time, and
they'll be surprised at how much they learn."
The Physics Force consists of current and retired high school physics teachers--Hank Ryan (Mounds View),
Jon Barber (retired), Jack Netland (retired), Fred Orsted (Maple Grove) and Aaron Pinski (Bloomington
Kennedy)--along with Dahlberg. They have performed at Disney's Epcot Center, on public television's
"Newton's Apple" and on the "Knoff-Hoff Show," a German television science program. The Physics Force has
been performing since 1985.
Demonstrations include dropping Ryan from a 20-foot gantry while shooting a ball at him to demonstrate the
effect of gravity on projectiles; collapsing a 55-gallon drum to show the force of air pressure; and Dahlberg
propelling himself across the stage on a cart by emptying a fire extinguisher to demonstrate how forces come in
pairs (for every force, there's an equal and opposite force). The Physics Circus is funded by the University of
Minnesota. For more information, visit www.physics.umn.edu/outreach/pforce/original.html.
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U OF M CARLSON SCHOOL'S DEPARTMENT OF INFORMATION AND
DECISION SCIENCES RANKED FIRST IN NUMBER OF PAPERS PUBLISHED
MINNEAPOLIS I ST. PAUL-- The University of Minnesota Carlson School of Management ranks as number
one in total number of scholarly articles published in top management information systems (MIS) journals,
according to a study results published in the October 2006 issue of "Communications of the Association for
Information Systems."
The Association for Information Systems (AIS) is the largest international association for information systems
research and teaching. This portion of the study considered the 50 top universities whose graduates, doctoral
students and faculty/staff published in the leading information systems journals between 2001 and 2005.
The Carlson School ranks as the number one overall best contributor to information systems (IS) research based
on total number of publications as well as productivity (articles per person) of its alumni, students and faculty.
Three professors at the Carlson School of Management, Robert Kauffman, Alok Gupta and Mani Subramani
were rated among the top researchers in the field of MIS based on publications in leading MIS journals. This
evaluation measured the top 50 universities that supply the most researchers who publish in leading information
systems journals.
"The MIS as an academic discipline was born at the U of M and we have a rich heritage of producing
high-quality doctoral students over a long period of time. The study results reflect and reaffirm the quality of
doctoral graduates that the MIS program has produced, as well as the high quality of MIS faculty resident at the
school," said Alok Gupta, Carlson School professor of information and decision sciences.
The Carlson School placed second among top universities in terms of number of faculty, staff, graduates and
doctoral candidates who publish in top journals. The article also placed the Carlson School among the top
universities worldwide that produce the most information systems researchers.
The article included the results of a study conducted in order to determine the leading information systems
researchers and the universities that supply them. The study was conducted by Jan Guynes Clark and John
- more-
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researchers and the universities that supply them. The study was conducted by Jan Guynes Clark and John
Warren of the College of Business at the University of Texas at San Antonio. They evaluated publications in
seven leading IS journals between 2001 and 2005, a time during which 2,401 authors contributed to 1,486
published articles.
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UNIVERSITY OF MINNESOTA ROCHESTER TO BEGIN REAL ESTATE LEASE
NEGOTIATIONS WITH GALLERIA MALL
MINNEAPOLIS I ST. PAUL-- The University of Minnesota Rochester Executive Steering Committee
announced today that they are authorizing the university's offices of University Services and Budget and
Finance to initiate negotiations with the agents of the Galleria Mall in downtown Rochester for space to
accommodate the expansion ofthe University of Minnesota Rochester (UMR) campus. These negotiations will
be for temporary occupation of the space to facilitate short-term university growth.
"This decision reflects the university's commitment to Rochester and represents our desire to provide facilities
for successful programmatic development. The location will aid the growth of strategic partnerships and will
meet near-term student requirements," said Robert Jones, senior vice president for System Academic
Administration.
A total of four potential landlords responded to the university's request for proposals issued November 2006.
As negotiations start for the temporary space in the Galleria Mall, planning is also underway to ensure
continuity of student services and academic programs during the transition from current facilities at UMR.
The decision to initiate negotiations for a temporary space in downtown Rochester is only the first step in a
long-term plan for Rochester campus development. The university will convene a Master Campus Planning
group this spring that will explore and recommend campus sites and concepts for a permanent campus in
Rochester. This planning group includes university leadership, representatives from local government and
advocacy groups and representatives of commercial and industries crucial to the economic development of the
region and state. The eventual master campus plan will include consideration related to economics, vision and
mission, land use and transportation issues as they relate to a future campus and the community.
The decision to enter negotiations was based largely on the university's ability to perform its academic mission
and facilitate programmatic growth and development. Financial evaluations were also a part of the space
consideration.

- more-
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A final lease agreement is subject to Board of Regents approval, which is expected in the first quarter of2007.
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UNIVERSITY OF MINNESOTA STATEMENT RESPONDING TO REP. SEIFERT
NEWS CONFERENCE
MINNEAPOLIS I ST. PAUL-- The following is a statement from Daniel Wolter, University ofMinnesota
spokesperson, in response to state Rep. Marty Seifert's news conference today:
"First and foremost, no tax or tuition dollars will be used to fund the $3.5 million buyout of the contract for
Coaches Mason and Monson. Those amounts will be paid entirely by revenues to the Athletics Department
through ticket sales, licensing and other means. State appropriations comprise roughly 25 percent of the
University's total budget.
"The University of Minnesota is the state's only NCAA Division 1-A school and faces a number of competitive
pressures in maintaining competitive athletics programs. Our contracts with coaches are typical for the
marketplace and usually rank in the middle of the Big Ten Conference in terms of compensation.
"The time was right to make coaching changes in both our football and men's basketball programs. These
changes were in the best interests of the programs, the University and the state of Minnesota."
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BEST-SELLING AUTHOR AND NOTED PHYSICIST ROGER PENROSE WILL
DISCUSS HIS BOOK THE ROAD TO REALTY AT THE U OF M BOOKSTORE,
FEB. 2
MINNEAPOLIS I ST. PAUL-- Best-selling author and noted physicist Roger Penrose will discuss his book
"The Road to Reality: A Complete Guide to the Laws of the Universe" at 7 p.m. Friday, Feb. 2, at the
University of Minnesota Bookstore, Coffman Union, 300 Washington Ave. S.E., Minneapolis.
Penrose, a professor of mathematics at Oxford University, describes our present understanding of the universe
and its physical behaviors as he explains how the revolutionary theories of relativity and quantum mechanics
have altered our visi~n of the cosmos. "The Road to Reality" explores the compatibility of classic theories of
modem physics-- including his belief that quantum theory, as presently constituted, still needs refashioning.
Penrose discusses a variety of issues, controversies and phenomena -- including the big bang, black holes, visions
of infinity and the profound challenge of the second law of thermodynamics, as he gives us educated guesses
about science in the near future.
Penrose will sign copies of his book following the discussion. This event is free and open to the public. For more
information, or to order a signed copy visit www.bookstore.umn.edu/genref/authors.html.
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U OF M CONFERENCE TO LOOK AT GLOBAL WARMING AND GOVERNMENT
RESPONSES
MINNEAPOLIS I ST. PAUL -- With the scientific data on global climate change so widely available, why do
some nations' governments take action while others deny that the problem even exists? In the middle of the
United States warmest winter on record, a conference at the University of Minnesota will bring together social
scientists from around the world to investigate that very question. "Risk and Response to Global Environmental
Change: Lessons from Cross-National Social Science Research" will take place Thursday, Jan. 25 and Friday,
Jan. 26 at Cowles Auditorium, Humphrey Center, 301 19th Ave. S., Minneapolis.
Global climate change is usually examined from a science perspective- the only way society knows about the
problem. But in practice, governments and societies often disregard scientific knowledge. The conference brings
together social scientists who, by comparing different national responses and global agreements, are examining
the social, political and cultural factors that make for the best public policy. These factors help governments take
science seriously as the basis for assessing risk and making responses to global climate change (GCC) and related
environmental problems. Factors under investigation include those that strengthen "advocacy networks," such as
opportunities for interest groups like business and non-governmental organizations (NGOs) to talk together and
create joint recommendations.
On the day after the conference, visiting researchers will gather to review the discussions of the previous two
days and design a research project to take what is known about human and governmental reaction to GCC to the
next level. These sociologists, political scientists and other social scientists will then conduct research in about 15
nations where they will develop case studies that offer comparisons and contrasts between government
reactions, with the goal of knowing what tactics countries can borrow from each other to help address the
problem. Nations to be involved in the research project include Canada, China, England, Germany, Greece,
Japan, Korea, the Netherlands, the United States and others. Ultimately, the research team hopes to use their
research to halt global warming. A follow up conference is scheduled for spring 2007 in Greece.
Conference speakers will include former Vice President Walter Mondale; Leslie King, dean of the Clayton H.
Riddell Faculty ofEnvironment, Earth, and Resources at the University of Manitoba; and researchers from the
- more-
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Riddell Faculty ofEnvironment, Earth, and Resources at the University of Manitoba; and researchers from the
United States, Canada, Germany and the Netherlands.
WHEN:
Thursday, Jan. 25 and Friday, Jan. 26
WHERE:
Cowles Auditorium, Humphrey Center, 301 19th Ave. S., Minneapolis
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PRESCRIBED HELP FOR OBESE DOGS
The Food and Drug Administration approved a drug to help control weight in obese dogs. An estimated 5
percent of American dogs are over their ideal weight and more susceptible to heart disease and joint problems.
What does the veterinary community think about the drug and prescribing drugs for pets altogether? University
of Minnesota experts who can comment on this issue are:

Jane Armstrong and Julie Churchill, University of Minnesota professors of veterinary clinical sciences
Armstrong and Churchill have participated in the clinical studies for the drug. They are available for interviews to
discuss the drug and their work with it.

To interview Armstrong or Churchill, contact Drew Swain at (612) 625-8962 or dswain@umn.edu, or Asim
Dorovic at (612) 624-0214 or dorovic@umn.edu.

Expert Alert is a service provided by the University News Service. Delivered regularly, Expert Alert is designed to

connect university experts to today's breaking news and current events. For an archive and other useful media
services, visit www.unews.umn.edu.
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NORWEGIAN DIPLOMAT TO DISCUSS THE HUMANITARIAN CRISIS IN THE
SUDAN AT THE U OF M HUMPHREY INSTITUTE
MINNEAPOLIS I ST. PAUL --Norwegian diplomat Tom Vraalsen will talk about "Sudan at the Crossroads:
Two Years After Signing the Comprehensive peace Agreement" at 11:30 a.m. Tuesday, Jan. 30, in Cowles
Auditorium at the Humphrey Center, 301 19th Ave. S., Minneapolis. All are invited to attend this free event. A
complimentary light lunch will be served in the Humphrey Center atrium after the program.
Since the late 1990s, Ambassador Vraalsen has served as the UN-Secretary General's Special Envoy for
Humanitarian Affairs for Sudan. In 2005, he was chosen to lead the Assessment and Evaluation Commission
(AEC) on behalf ofNorway. The international commission is monitoring the implementation of the
Comprehensive Peace Agreement (CPA) signed between the Sudanese government and the Sudan People's
Liberation Movement (SPLM) in January 2005.
The AEC's has a broad mandate to monitor and evaluate the implementation of the Sudanese peace agreement.
The commission will track efforts to improve the socio-economic and political situation in Sudan, as well as
assess whether the international community honors its pledges of support for the implementation of the peace
agreement. The term of the AEC's mandate is the six years leading up to the 2010 referendum to determine
whether South Sudan remains part of Sudan.
Vraalsen's appearance is cosponsored by the Norwegian Consulate.
WHEN:
11:30 a.m. Tuesday, Jan. 30
WHERE:
Cowles Auditorium, Humphrey Center, 301 19th Ave. S., Minneapolis
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DISCUSSION ON 'SHOULD WE ABOLISH THE UN?' AT THE U OF M HUMPHREY
INSTITUTE
.... Lecture to be delivered in French language ....
MINNEAPOLIS I ST. PAUL -- "Faut-il supprimer l'ONU?" (Should we abolish the UN?) is the topic of an
upcoming lecture by Pierre-Edouard Deldique at 7 p.m. Monday, Jan. 22, in the Wilkins Room, 215 Humphrey
Center, 301 19th Ave. S., Minneapolis. The lecture will be delivered in French. All are invited to attend this free
event.
Deldique, a renowned French journalist, covers the UN for Radio France Intemationale. In his remarks, he will
consider the future of the UN. Will it be able to hold its own with the great powers or is it condemned to remain
in their shadow? Will it be able to play a more political role in international relations?
Please RSVP by Friday, Jan. 19, by calling (612) 332-0436. For more information, contact Ed Coughlin at
edcough@hotmail.com. Deldique's visit is sponsored by the Delegation Generale de !'Alliance Franc;aise aux
Etats-Unis, the Humphrey Institute, and the Minneapolis-Tours Sister Cities Association.
WHO:
French journalist Pierre-Edouard Deldique
WHEN:
7 p.m. Monday, Jan. 22
WHERE:
215 Humphrey Center, 301 19th Ave. S., Minneapolis
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'U OF M MOMENT' FEATURE LINKS FOR THE WEEK OF JAN. 15
MINNEAPOLIS I ST. PAUL-- "University of Minnesota Moment" radio features for the week of Monday,
Jan. 15 are available to Minnesota radio stations for free.
The features are as follows:
Monday, Jan. 15 "Music for Martin"
This coming Sunday, the U's Office for Equity and Diversity and the School of Music will present "Music for
Martin," the 26th annual concert celebrating the life and achievements of Dr. Martin Luther King, Jr., at the Ted
Mann Concert Hall i:t). Minneapolis. Grammy Award-winning group Sounds of Blackness headlines the concert
with local a cappella group 4given as the opening act. Sue Hancock with the Office of Equity and Diversity says
the concert is about more than the music.
Fully produced :90 feature: http://blog.lib.umn.edu/urelate/radio/music_martin.mp3
Raw audio: http://blog.lib.umn.edu/urelate/radio/music_martin_raw.mp3
Tuesday, Jan. 16: "Check Your Home for Radon"
It's now more important than ever to test your home for radon, a radioactive soil gas, and winter is the best time.
Bill Angell, a professor and housing specialist with the U of M Extension Service, says recent studies show the
danger of lung cancer from high radon levels in homes is higher than previously thought.
Fully produced :90 feature: http://blog.lib.umn.edu/urelate/radio/radon awareness.mp3
Raw audio: http://blog.lib.umn.edu/urelate/radio/radon_raw.mp3
Wednesday, Jan. 17: "Time to Get Organized"
As tax time approaches, people start gathering the documents and receipts necessary for filing income tax
returns. In some households, these papers can easily be found in organized home filing systems, while in others
people search frantically through boxes, drawers, bags and vehicles. Glenice Johnson, a family resource
management educator with the U of M Extension Service, urges the less organized to use tax time as an incentive
to get organized.
Fully produced :90 feature: http://blog.lib.umn.edu/urelate/radio/get_organized.mp3
- more-
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Raw audio: http://blog.lib.umn.edu!urelate/radio/get_organized_raw.mp3
Thursday, Jan. 18: "A Blueprint for Minnesota's Environment"
The state of Minnesota has commissioned the U's Institute on the Environment to prepare a new longterm
conservation and preservation plan, a blueprint for where the state's attention and resources should be focused
on when preserving and protecting Minnesota's natural resources. Deb Swackhamer, the institute's interim
director, says the plan will address a wide field of environmental issues.
Fully produced :90 feature: http://blog.lib. umn.edu!urelate/radio/environment_blueprint.mp3
Raw audio: http://blog.lib. umn.edu!urelate/radio/environment_blueprint_raw.mp3
Friday, Jan. 19: "Preparing Teenage Drivers for Winter Conditions"
If your teenager received a driver's license in the past nine months, chances are he or she is inexperienced at
driving on winter roads. Patrick Jirik, aU ofM Extension Service educator in 4-H youth development, tells us
how parents can prepare their teens for winter driving.
Fully produced :90 feature: http://blog.lib.umn.edu!urelate/radio/teen_winter_driving.mp3
Raw audio: http://blog.lib.umn.edu!urelate/radio/teen_winter_raw.mp3
All of the features will be posted the day for which they are scheduled at http://blog.lib.umn.edu/urelate/radio/.
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THE UNIVERSITY OF MINNESOTA'S CENTER FOR TRANSPORTATION
STUDIES ANNOUNCES TRUCK WEIGHT COMPLIANCE TRAINING SEMINARS
MINNEAPOLIS I ST. PAUL -- The University of Minnesota's Center for Transportation Studies' Local
Technical Assistance Program (LTAP) will hold a series oftraining seminars from January through April to
promote voluntary compliance with truck weight regulations and reduce road damage and repair costs.
Road damage from overweight vehicles is a growing concern of local transportation authorities. The seminars are
geared toward trucking firms, scale operators, farm truck owners and operators, aggregate haulers, truck
manufacturers, township and county authorities, out-of-state companies and others who want to become familiar
with Minnesota truck weight regulations.
The instructor, Greg Hayes ofNorthland Community and Technical College ofThiefRiver Falls and East Grand
Forks, supervised commercial vehicle enforcement in northwestern Minnesota for 16 years as a Minnesota State
Patrol lieutenant.
The daylong seminars will be held at various locations in Minnesota. Applicants may register online at
http://www.mnltap.umn.edu/register/truckweight, or follow the directions there for fax or mail-in registration.
There is no fee.
The following topics will be covered:
• An update of road weight limits and differences between the state and local systems
• Laws governing gross weights, axle weights, tire weights, road-restriction weights, and seasonally increased
(winter and harvest) weights
• Road damage issues: how overweight trucks cost us all
• Overweight truck issues go beyond just gross and axle weights
• Classroom exercises to help you identify concerns in your own trucks
• What is the different between axle spacing? Do I have the right tires for the weight?
- more-
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• What is the different between axle spacing? Do I have the right tires for the weight?
• Issues to consider when purchasing a new truck, or altering a current truck
• Professional, easy-to-understand "take-home" materials to assist you with your own configurations and
options
Seminars will be held on the following dates:
• Jan. 16,- Mn!DOT District 4, Room- B109, 1000 Highway 10, West Detroit Lakes
• Feb. 16,- Mn!DOT Training Center, Room 1, 1900 West County Road I, Shoreview
• Feb. 27,- Lyon County Law Enforcement Center, 611 West Main, Marshall
• March 6,- Northland Community College, Room 315,2022 Central Ave. N.E., East Grand Forks
• March 16,- Mn/DOT District 3B Headquarters Lewis-Central, 3725 12th St. N., St. Cloud
• April 3,- Mn!DOT District lA Headquarters, 1123 Mesaba Ave., Duluth
• April17,- Olmsted County Fairgrounds, 4-H Building, Aune Drive S.E., Rochester
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U PARKING AND TRANSPORTATION SERVICES RECOGANIZED AS ONE OF
100 BEST FLEETS IN NATION
MINNEAPOLIS I ST. PAUL -- The University of Minnesota Parking and Transportation Services has been
recognized as one ofthe 100 Best Fleets in North America for 2006. The 100 Best Fleets program awards
outstanding, peak performing fleet operations across the country.
The 100 Best Fleets is sponsored by industry magazine Fleet Equipment, in publication since 1909; Faster fleet
management information and services company CCG Systems, Inc.; and Tom Johnson, consultant and author.
'

Beyond identifying premier fleet operations for others to emulate, The 100 Best Fleets program was developed
to promote ever-increasing levels of productivity and operational effectiveness through a series of 10 seminars,
and to promote pride in the industry.
"I'm honored that the University of Minnesota has been chosen once again," said Parking and Transportation
Services associate director Bill Roberts. "It is a true testament to the caliber of work we do. My staffworks
extremely hard to offer the best service possible and to discover new ways to make the university work better
and stronger."

11

The U ofM has a fleet size of 832 vehicles-- mostly cars, vans, trucks and SUVs --including 28 hybrids. Each
year, nearly 3.5 million miles are tallied by the 386 vehicles in the central motor pool. Along with its rent and
lease services, Fleet Services conducts driver training programs for the university and maintains a full-service
shop on campus. Fleet Services is also charged with fulfilling federal mandates concerning commercial vehicle and
driver regulations, and Clean Air Act regulations pertaining to alternatively fueled vehicles.
The university, along with Minnesota, leads the country in converting a portion of its fleet to Flexible Fuel
Vehicles. In fact, the university is one of the greatest users of E85 fuel -- in the state and also nationally -- with
more than 20,000 gallons pumped each year. It is also currently testing a portion of its non-E85 fleet to run on
E20, a new fuel proposed by the state of Minnesota that is 20 percent ethanol and 80 percent unleaded gasoline.

- more-
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The university has also converted its

d~esel

tanks to B20 (20 percent biodiesel and 80 percent petroleum-based

diesel.) "We are comm.itted to being a principled steward of civic funds while advancing the public good,"
Roberts said. "We've incorporated that premise into our philosophy; a healthy balance sheet and a cleaner
environment can go hand in hand."
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LT. GOV. CAROL MOLNAU AND CANCER RESEARCHER LEVI DOWNS TO
DISCUSS CERVICAL CANCER PREVENTION AT U OF M, JAN. 18
-College-age women are key audience when it comes to prevention awarenessMINNEAPOLIS I ST. PAUL -- Some women may only become aware of cervical cancer when they get the
results of their Pap smear. Worldwide, cervical cancer is the second most common cancer in women, and it causes
an estimated 233,000 deaths each year. Virtually all cervical cancer is caused by the human papillomavirus
(HPV), which is spread through sexual contact.
At 11 a.m. Thursday, Jan. 18, Minnesota Lt. Gov. Carol Molnau and Dr. Levi Downs, gynecologic oncologist
and researcher with the University ofMinnesota Medical School and Cancer Center, will join forces and hold a
news conference at Sanford Hall (student residence), ground floor lobby, 1122 University Ave. S.E.,
Minneapolis, to highlight the importance of cervical cancer awareness and prevention.
Molnau has been engaged in the National Lieutenant Governor Association's (NLGA) "Ending Cervical Cancer
in our Lifetime" campaign, a multi-state public health education campaign regarding cervical cancer. "Ending
Cervical Cancer in our Lifetime" aims to directly educate constituents on the nearly entirely preventable nature
of cervical cancer. The first 11 states in the campaign are: Colorado, Delaware, Illinois, Kentucky, Michigan,
Minnesota, Missouri, New Mexico, Pennsylvania, Utah and Virginia. As part of the program, the lieutenant
governor of each state seeks to distribute 8,000 educational brochures and 8,000 awareness bracelets to citizens.
New vaccines and drugs being tested by Downs at the University of Minnesota hold the promise of changing the
impact of cervical cancer. These vaccines could prevent the HPV infections that cause 70 percent of cervical
cancers.
Each year in the United States, about 6.2 million people become infected with HPV, making it the most common
sexually transmitted infection. The virus can spread through any kind of genital contact, and, once a woman is
infected, it's possible for certain types ofHPV to cause cells in the cervix, the lower part of the uterus that
opens into the vagina, to become abnormal, a condition known as cervical dysplasia. A Pap smear tests for these
abnormal cells. Usually, the abnormal cells return to normal, but in some women they progress to become
- more-
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cervical cancer.
According to the American Cancer Society, 9,710 women in the United States are expected to develop cervical
cancer annually, from which 3,700 will die. In Minnesota, about 200 women are diagnosed with invasive cervical
cancer each year.
For more information on cervical cancer prevention, visit www.health.state.mn.us or
www.maketheconnection.org or www.cancer. umn.edu.
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U OF M NAMES INSTITUTE ON THE ENVIRONMENT FOUNDING FELLOWS
- Scholars to tackle world's pressing environmental issues MINNEAPOLIS I ST. PAUL-- Provost Thomas Sullivan and Professor and Interim Director ofthe Institute on
the Environment Deborah Swackhamer today named 15 University of Minnesota faculty as founding fellows of
the university's new Institute on the Environment.
Established in 2006, the Institute on the Environment will coordinate the university's breadth and depth of
environmental resources to make it easier for researchers to share knowledge with each other and the public. The
institute will bring the university's wide-ranging environmental experts closer together, helping to trigger even
greater discoveries and further enhance the university's reputation as an environmental leader.
Selection criteria included being a leading scholar in an environmental field, with a robust record of scholarly
accomplishment in publishing and research support; having experience in multi-investigator and multidisciplinary
research; being excellent leaders, team-builders, communicators and institute ambassadors; and having a strong
commitment to the mission of the institute.
"The Institute on the Environment is a key component of the university's strategic positioning goal to become
one of the top three public research universities in the world," Sullivan said. "These founding fellows are
outstanding environmental scientists and scholars with remarkable commitment to helping solve some of the
most important issues we face in the 21st century. Their depth of understanding of the vision and mission of the
new institute is remarkable. We look forward to their pioneering work under the guidance of institute interim
director Deborah Swackhamer."
The 15 fellows are:
Susan Galatowitsch, professor in the College of Food, Agricultural and Natural Resource Sciences' department of
horticulture science. She is alandscape ecologist with a focus on the revegetation of natural communities. In her
current work she is investigating factors affecting ecosystem recovery in restored wetlands, including land use
- more-
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and invasive species. She holds a joint appointment in the department of horticulture science and the department
of landscape architecture.
Sagar Goyal, professor in the College of Veterinary Medicine's department of veterinary population medicine
and director of graduate studies. His research encompasses the pathogenesis and control of viral infections in
livestock and poultry, and conducts clinical studies in the development of rapid methods for the detection of
viral infection.
Lucinda Johnson, senior research associate in the Natural Resources Research Institute at the University of
Minnesota, Duluth. Her research projects include the effects of multiple stressors on aquatic communities;
testing indicators of coastal ecosystem integrity using fish and macroinvertebrates.
Anne Kapuscinski, professor in the College of Food, Agricultural and Natural Resource Sciences' department of
fisheries, wildlife and conservation biology. She conducts policy analysis on cross-sectoral governance of
biotechnology and is leading a large collaborative effort to develop recommendations for U.S. organic aquaculture
standards. Kapuscinski is also the director of the Institute for Social, Economic and Ecological Sustainability.
Bradley Karkkainen, professor in the University of Minnesota Law School. He is a nationally recognized
authority in the fields of environmental and natural resources law. Karkkainen's research centers on innovative
strategies for environmental regulation and natural resources management, with an emphasis on mechanisms that
promote continuous adaptive learning, flexibility, transparency, and policy integration.
David Mulla, professor in the College ofFood, Agricultural and Natural Resource Sciences' department of soil,
water, and climate. An internationally recognized researcher and scholar, his research in soil and water resource
; management involves many aspects of non-point source pollution. Mulla's research focuses primarily on
identifying the sources of lake and river pollution, and on developing tools and strategies to improve water
quality.
Lance Neckar, professor in the College of Design's department of landscape architecture. He is a practicing
landscape architect, historian, and urban designer. Neckar has investigated subdivision design approaches that can
reduce or stabilize the number of vehicle miles traveled by residents; he has also conducted planning studies on
light rail transit and bus transportation in the Twin Cities, and studied new ways to develop industrial and rail
properties in Saint Paul.
Paige Novak, associate professor in the Institute of Technology's department of civil engineering. Her studies
primarily specialize in research on the biological transformation of hazardous substances. She is currently
collaborating with colleagues in chemical engineering to develop a layered membrane that is capable of both
treating and containing common sediment contaminants.
Christopher Paola, professor in the Institute of Technology's department of geology and geophysics. His
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research focuses on creating a sedimentary record to study the history and composition of the Earth's
stratigraphy. The research is carried out at the St. Anthony Falls Laboratory here on the banks of the
Mississippi river. Paola is also a fellow ofthe Geological Society of America and is director of the National
Center for Earth-surface Dynamics (NCED).

t

t

Stephen Polasky, professor in the College of Food, Agricultural and Natural Resource Sciences' department of
applied economics and the College of Biological Sciences' department of ecology, evolution, and behavior.
Polasky's research focuses on ecological and environmental economics, biodiversity conservation and endangered
species policy.
Lanny Schmidt, Regents Professor in the Institute of Technology's department of chemical engineering and
materials science. His research focuses on various aspects of the chemistry and engineering of chemical reactions
on solid surfaces. Schmidt has published over 300 papers in refereed journals and most recently was recognized
for his work towards creating usable fuels from plant wastes like sawdust or cornstalks.
Richard Skaggs, professor emeritus in the College of Liberal Arts' department of geography. His work and
instruction are strongly focused in climatology. Recently, Skaggs has been studying investigating extreme
precipitation in Minnesota and assessing the impacts of climate variability and change on Minnesota natural
resources.
David Tilman, Regents Professor in the College ofBiological Science's department of ecology, evolution, and
behavior. Considered the inventor of the biodiversity concept, he studies the effects ofbiodiversity on the
stability and functioning of ecosystems. Tilman is also a McKnight Presidential Chair in Ecology and has had his
findings on ethanol and biodiversity published widely throughout the world.
Lawrence Wackett, professor in the College of Biological Science's department of biochemistry. He teaches and
researches in the areas of microbial genomics and bioinformatics. He is also a Distinguished McKnight Professor.

' Elizabeth Wilson, an assistant professor of energy and environmental policy and law at the Humphrey Institute
of Public Affairs. Wilson's research focuses on the development of carbon-managed energy systems. Recent
work examines the regulatory and legal contexts for the deployment of carbon capture and sequestration
technologies.
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U OF M HUMPHREY INSTITUTE SEEKS NOMINATIONS FOR THE 2007 HUBERT
H. HUMPHREY PUBLIC LEADERSHIP AWARDS
MINNEAPOLIS I ST. PAUL -- The University of Minnesota Humphrey Institute of Public Affairs is seeking
nominations for the 2007 Hubert H. Humphrey Public Leadership Awards. This awards program honors
individuals who have made contributions to the common good through public leadership and service. Four
awards are given annually: two to leaders (either emerging or established) and an award to celebrate the work of
the Humphrey Institute of Public Affairs (to a faculty member, student, center, research project, etc.). A Dean's
Award is given to a candidate selected by the Humphrey Institute dean. Past recipients ofthe Dean's Award
include former Secretary of State Madeleine Albright, members of the 9-11 Commission and peace envoy former
U.S. Sen. George Mitchell.
Nominations must be submitted in writing and should indicate how the nominee has contributed significantly to
the common good through public leadership or service in elected office, the nonprofit/non-governmental sector,
community service, and/or the private sector. Such contributions could include altering the political landscape
' through a lifetime of public leadership, sustaining a major positive influence through a career of public service,
fostering a sense of community, demonstrating social entrepreneurship, furthering active citizenship, and/or
demonstrating a significant act of courage in the face of opposition, pressure, or challenging circumstances.
Special consideration will be given to nominees who have blurred political boundaries-whether working across
party lines, crossing geo-political borders, or bridging other traditional divides. Nominees need not be from
Minnesota.
I

To nominate an individual, organization, or project, please submit the following information:
• Name and contact information of nominee, including address, telephone, fax, and e-mail;
• Name and contact information ofnominator(s), including address, telephone, fax, and e-mail;
• Resume or summary of accomplishments of nominee, not to exceed two pages; and
- more-
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• Letter of nomination describing how the nominee satisfies the above listed criteria. The letter of nomination
may not exceed one page. Do not include attachments. (Additional information may be requested later in the
process.)
Public leadership awards:
Letters of recommendation and resumes must be submitted on 8 and 1/2 x 11 white paper for ease and quality of
reproduction. Please do not submit clippings, brochures, etc. They will be discarded.
Letters of nomination must be postmarked no later than Feb. 16, 2007. Only letters with all contact information
will be considered. Nominations may be submitted via regular mail, special delivery, e-mail, or fax. The names of
the nominees and nominators will be held in confidence.
Please send nomination materials to:
James Matheson/Hubert H. Humphrey Public Leadership Award
Humphrey Institute of Public Affairs
301 - 19th Avenue South #307
Minneapolis, MN 55455
e-mail: matheson@umn.edu
phone: (612) 626-1837 I fax: (612) 625-6351
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CEO OF SPANLINK TO SPEAK AT U OF M ON BUILDING A HIGH-TECH
ENTREPRENEURIAL ENTERPRISE
MINNEAPOLIS I ST. PAUL-- Brett Shockley, CEO of Spanlink Communications, will speak at the University
of Minnesota's Carlson School ofManagement First Tuesday luncheon at 11:30 a.m. Tuesday, Feb. 6, at the
McNamara Alumni Center, 200 Oak St. S.E., Minneapolis.
Shockley will speak on, "The First $50 million- Building a High Tech Entrepreneurial Enterprise in Minnesota."
Shockley will share his entrepreneurial journey and explain how forward-thinking companies use
communications technology to beat the competition, whether the company has 100 employees or 10,000.
Spanlink Communications, which began as a $3,000 personal investment from the three founders and now has
over $50 million in revenue, became a global leader in call center and enterprise communications by changing the
way companies communicate with their customers. On its path, Spanlink has traversed many business cycles,
including going public, going private, almost getting acquired, surviving the tech-bubble burst, and raising venture
capital to leverage technologies, such as voice-over IP and unified communications, and to expand its software
, business.
Shockley, founder, chairman and CEO of Spanlink Communications, has more than 25 years of experience in the
telecommunications industry. He was instrumental in growing Spanlink from its earliest stages to an initial public
offering. Shockley was also involved in taking the company private and selling a minority interest to Cisco
Systems.
Each month the First Tuesday luncheon draws approximately 300 local business leaders, Carlson School alumni,
students and educators, who hear from the leading business voices on today's economy.
Advance registration by Thursday, Feb. 1 is $23 and $30 for walk-ins. The fee includes lunch and parking in the
Washington Avenue Ramp. Register by calling (612) 626-9634, visiting or www.carlsonschool.umn.edu/events,

- more-
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or e=maililng firsttuesday@csom.umn.edu.
WHEN:
11:30 a.m.- 1 p.m. Tuesday, Feb. 6
McNamara Alumni Center, 200 Oak St. S.E., Minneapolis
WHERE:
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BRIDGING COMMUNITIES GRANTS HELP NEIGHBORHOOD GROUPS REACH
OUT TO IMMIGRANTS
MINNEAPOLIS I ST. PAUL -- Seven Minneapolis neighborhood groups were awarded Bridging Communities
grants to reach out to new immigrants and residents who don't speak English. The University of Minnesota's
Center for Urban and Regional Affairs (CURA) administers the grants, which are funded by the city of
Minneapolis's Department of Community Planning and Economic Development (CPED). Funds will support a
broad range of approaches for bringing people together.
Grant winners are:
' West Bank Community Coalition (WBCC)- Project Open Door ($5,000)- an education and outreach effort to
develop relationships between WBCC and the leadership of immigrant communities in order to create a
; welcoming organization, inform people about the opportunity for citizen participation and hear from immigrant
groups about the barriers they see to their own involvement.
' Cleveland Neighborhood Association (CNA)- Hmong Thai Organizing Project ($5,000)- a project that aims to
' fight crime and reduce fear of crime among Hmong Thai residents, connect Hmong Thai families with their
neighbors and get Hmong Thai families actively involved with the CNA and with neighborhood and anti-crime
initiatives. It also aims to help CNA learn about Hmong concerns and help Hmong residents organize with their
Cleveland neighbors to deal with concerns.

Lyndale Neighborhood Association/Whittier Alliance/Stevens Square Community Organization- Nicollet
Avenue Business Organizing Project ($5,000) -- a new initiative to work with small-business owners along the
Nicollet Avenue corridor-- 65 percent of whom are immigrants and non-English speakers- to address common
challenges and concerns and to build a stronger partnership among businesses and among businesses,
neighborhood organizations and business associations.
Sheridan Neighborhood Organization- Shooting Stars ($5,000)- a project to train 9- to 18-year-olds with an

- more-
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emphasis on Somali, Hmong and Ecuadorian students, to use digital cameras and editing software and give them

1 access to cameras to take pictures of family, friends, community activities and their neighborhood. Participants
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will choose images for "slide shows" of their work, and participants' work will be selected by a panel oflocal
gallery owners and partner organization representatives for a still photograph show, presented in several venues.
Participants will also select their favorite photos for the show.
Harrison Neighborhood Association (HNA)- Harrison Organizing for Peace and Equity Initiative ($5,000)- an
even mix of community capacity building and community-driven action to bring about equitable development of
the area. The HNA will work with the Southeast Asian Community Council, the Lao Assistance Center of
Minnesota and the People's Institute to involve Lao and Hmong families in the redevelopment of the Bassett
Creek Valley.

Longfellow Community Council- Latinos en Acci6n ($4,000)- an initiative of the Longfellow Community
, Council, Corcoran Neighborhood Organization, Powderhorn Park Neighborhood Association and the Resource
Center of the Americas to represent the views of Latino community members in their workplaces and to
promote leadership development and engagement at the neighborhood level. Latinos En Acci6n presents a model
for the blending of community-based and culture-based organizing.
Seward Neighborhood Group- Seward Wellness Project ($3,000)- a project to address health literacy issues
within the immigrant community in Seward. Through their work with a group of East African women and
youths, Seward activists have uncovered a very important issue-- that of health literacy and awareness issues in
the East African community. The Seward Wellness Project will create "doctor's bureaus" to address several key
issues identified by East African community members.
Neighborhood organizations under contract with the City's Citizen Participation Program or Neighborhood
Revitalization Program (NRP) were eligible to apply for funding. Program guidelines are available on the CURA
Web site at: www.cura.umn.edu/Immigrants.php.
CURA is an all-University applied research and technical assistance center that helps the University of
Minnesota fulfill its land grant and urban missions by connecting faculty and student researchers with nonprofit
organizations, businesses, neighborhoods, local governments, and state agencies in Minnesota. CURA is on the
web at www.cura.umn.edu.
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"AMERICAN IDOL" AND REALITY TV MANIA
Reality TV's marquee show, "American Idol," begins its sixth season tonight. The talent competition has become
one of the most highly publicized events in the world, and Minnesota wasn't alone when "Idol" craze hit the
state last year during the show's visit to Minneapolis. Why do Americans have such fascination with the music
competition and reality television in general? A University of Minnesota expert who can discuss this topic is:

Laurie Ouellette, communication studies professor at the University of Minnesota
Ouellette has studied the genesis of reality television and why it has attracted so much attention. She has
co-edited the book, "Reality TV: Remaking Television Culture," and can discuss the perception that the "Idol"
competition represents "democracy" on television. Ouellette can also answer questions on if reality TV really is
anew genre.

To interview Ouellette, contact Drew Swain at (612) 625-8962 or dswain@umn.edu, or Asim Dorovic at (612)
624-0214 or dorovic@umn.edu.

Expert Alert is a service provided by the University News Service. Delivered regularly, Expert Alert is designed to
connect university experts to today's breaking news and current events. For an archive and other useful media
services, visit www.tinews.umn.edu.
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OUT-OF-CONTROL CHILDREN'S BIRTHDAY PARTIES IN AMERICA LEAD TO
PRESSURED AND SPOILED KIDS
- Expensive parties take toll on parents MINNEAPOLIS I ST. PAUL-- Children's birthday parties are careening out of control in America, stressing
parents out and turning some kids into overindulged brats. University of Minnesota professor William Doherty
along with a group of St. Paul parents have come together to put the brakes on the birthday party craziness.
On Tuesday Jan. 16, they launch their Birthdays Without Pressure project in an effort to start a national
conversation about the difficulties birthday excesses cause.
"We're raising overindulgent children who then feel entitled to more and more and bigger and bigger," said
Doherty, a College of Education and Human Development professor. "And parents are feeling pressured to give
, their children more stuff and to provide more and more and better and better."
Doherty will share his expertise in this area in the presentation, "Parenting Wisely In a Too Much of Everything
World," from 7 to 9 p.m. Tuesday, Jan. 16 at Highland Junior High School Auditorium, 975 South Snelling, St.
Paul. The Highland and Rondo ECFE Parent Advisory Councils are hosting the event. The suggested donation to
attend is $3 per person and $5 per couple. Doherty considers Birthdays Without Pressure one of the most
important public engagement projects in his career.
Evidence of gluttonous birthday parties are everywhere, according to members of Birthdays Without Pressure.
Some examples include:
• A 1-year-old's birthday in a Minnesota community had 60 guests, the gift opening takes two hours and the
infant sleeps through most of it.
• A stretch limousine picks up 7-year-old children and takes them to their friend's birthday party.
• A 6-year-old birthday party guest is disappointed by a St. Paul party without party bags and exclaims, "This
- more-
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is a rip offl"
• A rich New York father, David H. Brooks, spent $10 million on his 13-year-old's party, which included
performances by Aerosmith and 50 Cent and $10,000 gift bags for the guests.
"It's ridiculous-- unbelievable," Doherty said.
Parents say that more extravagant and expensive birthday parties for children are the ultimate example of parents
"trying to keep up with the Joneses."
"It seems parents are starting to celebrate children's birthdays at an earlier age," said Julie Elhard, who has a
six-year-old son." Already by 4-years-old, a child will have a party with 10 to 15 kids and each one of the kids
will bring a $10 to $20 gift."
At age 5 parents try to deliver even more.
"When children get to be 5, the birthday party gets to be quite a production where you have to rent huge
inflatable bouncers for the yard or take kids to Chuck E or to stores where each guest builds their own stuffed
animal.
Just at the pizza/arcade alone parents can spent a minimum of $100, she said. And with most parties today,
parents provide gift bags for the party guests.
"Middle class parents cannot afford this," she said.
Elhard along Doherty and other parents in the Birthdays Without Pressure group have Web site where they raise
awareness about the problem and offer alternatives for children and parents who want to have birthdays without
pressure. The group has also developed a quiz where parents can determine if the parties they throw for their
children are out of control. To visit the Website, go to www.birthdayswithoutpressure.org

To interview professor Doherty, contact Patty Mattern at (612) 624-2801
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UNIVERSITY OF MINNESOTA ANNOUNCES IMPROVED GRADUATION RATES
MINNEAPOLIS I ST. PAUL-- Graduation rates at the University of Minnesota, Twin Cities continue to
increase, showing consistent, steady improvement in recent years, University of Minnesota officials announced
Tuesday.
In 2006, the four-year graduation rate for the Twin Cities campus was 40.7 percent, the five-year graduation rate
57.9 percent and the six-year graduation rate was 60.8 percent. The most significant increase was in the
four-year rate, which increased more than 8 percent - from 32.6 percent in 2004 to 40.7 percent in 2006.
"We're making steady progress on our goals to increase graduation rates, which is good news for our students
: and the university," said university Provost Thomas Sullivan. "This is an institution that is driven to discover
, by attracting the best and brightest students, providing them with an outstanding education and helping them
graduate in a timely manner."
The university announced ambitious new graduation rate goals for all campuses of the university in October
2006. For the Twin Cities campus, the goal is a four-year graduation rate of 60 percent, five-year rate of 75
percent and a six-year rate of 80 percent.
"Enabling more students to graduate in a more timely manner is a good thing for the entire state; it makes the cost
of higher education for the student less expensive and it frees up higher education capacity for other
undergraduate students," Sullivan said. "As the university advances towards its goal of becoming one of the top
three public research universities in the world, we remain committed to improving all areas, especially our
graduation rates."
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U OF M'S FIRST-EVER ADAPTED SPORTS CLUB TO LAUNCH MEMBERSHIP
DRIVE WITH WHEELCHAIR BASKETBALL EXHIBITION
MINNEAPOLIS I ST. PAUL-- The University of Minnesota will host a wheelchair basketball exhibition game
featuring the Courage Center's athletes Friday, Jan. 26, to raise awareness and recruit members for its newly
formed Adapted Sports Club.
The event, to be held at University Recreation Center, 1906 University Ave. S.E., Minneapolis, will begin with a
social hour from 4:30 to 5:30p.m. Stafffrom the Department of Recreational Sports, Disability Services, and
Courage Center will be on hand to provide assistance, answer questions and lead tours of the Rec Center. Tip-off
of the exhibition game between the Junior and Adult Rolling Timberwolves and the Rolling Gophers is slated for
5:30p.m. At halftime, spectators can participate in free throw shooting. The event is free and open to the public.
The Adapted Sports Club was formed last spring, becoming the first recreation club at the university designed
for students, faculty and staff with disabilities.
"The event is a membership drive for the Adapted Sports Club," said Tony Brown, associate director of the
department of recreational sports. "One of their early objectives is to raise awareness of opportunities on
campus for people with disabilities to become more physically active and to participate in recreation and
sports."
The university has more than 1,200 registered students with disabilities but most do not participate in sports or
have their recreational needs met at other places in the community because they are not aware of the
opportunities on campus. Brown said the university has the capabilities and facilities to accommodate students
with disabilities who want to participate in recreation sports. The Adapted Sports Club, Brown said, can act as a
liaison between students and staff with disabilities and the department of recreational sports.
"If a student is interested in canoeing and kayaking, he can contact the club and club will contact our outdoor
recreation program and we can put something together," Brown said. "If the student is interested in being
- more-
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' physically fit we can set him up with a personal trainer or group training. It's a new concept and idea. We think
if we can get people become aware of it, membership will grow."
"It's really important that we get people with or without disabilities involved," club president Rachel Garaghty
said. "The significance of the club is that it brings people together with sports as a common interest. It's a really
good way of building relationships as well as showing the extent of activities that people with disabilities can
do."
WHEN:
WHERE:

4:30 to 6:30p.m. Friday, Jan. 26
University Recreation Center, 1906 University Ave. S.E., Minneapolis
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POLITICAL STRATEGIST, AUTHOR TERRY MCAULIFFE TO DISCUSS HIS NEW
BOOK"WHAT A PARTY" AT THE U OF M BOOKSTORE, FEB. 7
MINNEAPOLIS I ST. PAUL-- Leading political strategist and former chair ofthe Democratic National
Committee Terry McAuliffe, will discuss his new book, "What a Party! My Life Among Democrats: Presidents,
Candidates, Donors, Activists, Alligators and Other Wild Animals" at 7 p.m. Wednesday, Feb. 7, at the
University of Minnesota Bookstore, Coffman Union, 300 Washington Ave. S.E., Minneapolis.
McAuliffe, as a political insider, delivers a provocative look at American politics in his memoir, "What a
Party!" As one of the most successful fund-raisers in political history, McAuliffe recounts his experiences as a
leading Democratic strategist while chairman of the Democratic National Committee and his encounters with
prominent Democrats such as Tip O'Neil, Jimmy Carter, Dick Gephardt and Bill Clinton. McAuliffe has served
as confidant and advisor to President Clinton and countless presidential candidates, as a mediator among party
leaders.
McAuliffe will sign copies of his book following the discussion. This event is free and open to the public. For
more information, or to order a signed copy, visit www.bookstore.umn.edu/genref/authors.html.
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U OF M STUDY FINDS 1950'S STYLE IDEAL FAMILY MODEL PERSISTS IN 21ST
CENTURY AMERICAN CHURCHES
,.. Churches struggle to adapt to the idea of leadership roles among women and gay
congregants ,..
MINNEAPOLIS I ST. PAUL -- American churches remain a primary source of 1950s family ideology -- a kind
of "Ozzie and Harriet" mythology -- that lingers long after modem American family realities have changed,
according to a new study by University of Minnesota researchers.
Associate sociology professor Penny Edgell and graduate student Danielle Docka conducted an eight month-long
case study of three distinctly different churches -- an evangelical Black church, a Latino parish and an ultra
progressive Protestant church. The churches, all in the Minneapolis/St. Paul metropolitan area, were chosen
because the majority of their congregants fell outside the typical American family model of a married male-female
couple with children.
From the challenges to the patriarchal family in the Black church, to the pressures of immigration and cultural
assimilation on marriage in the Latino parish, the study found that each congregation, despite their differences,
struggled with meeting the demands oftoday's non-nuclear family model. Even innovative congregations put
limits on ways participants can express the concept of family: the most liberal church, a predominately white,
progressive church, struggled to adapt to the idea of leadership roles among its gay and lesbian congregants.
And because their roles have typically expanded beyond mother and caretaker, women congregants in particular
are caught in the crosshairs of the tension-- buffeted between real world demands and old fashioned, out-of-date
expectations.
"The tension comes from the fact that religious institutions have promoted the belief that men's and women's
roles are fundamentally different and that there's such a thing as an ideal family," says Edgell. "This gives rise to
the idea of separate roles and responsibilities even after those roles have been completely reshaped by the
realities of modem life."

- more-
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Gender roles are at the center of most church struggles and are representative of the struggle to redefine gender
roles in society at large, said Edgell. "It's important to understand how churches shape family and gender ideals
because they often provide a template for making private choices and staking claims to public resources."
The study, "Beyond the Nuclear Family: Familism and Gender Ideology in Diverse Religious Communities," will
be published in the March issue of Sociological Forum and was funded in part by the Lilly Endowment in
cooperation with the National Survey of Religion and Family Life. It's part of the university's American Mosaic
Project, a three-year project funded by the Minneapolis-based David Edelstein Family Foundation that looks at
race, religion and cultural diversity in the contemporary United States.
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ANNUAL LEGISLATIVE BRIEFING BRINGS TOGETHER UNIVERSITY
SUPPORTERS TO ADVOCATE FOR U PRIORITIES
.... Jan. 24 event at McNamara Alumni Center expected to draw 400 attendees ....

MINNEAPOLIS I ST. PAULThe University ofMinnesota will hold its annual Legislative Briefing and
Reception on Wednesday, Jan. 24, from 5:30-8 p.m., at the McNamara Alumni Center, 200 Oak St. S.E.,
Minneapolis.
The Legislative Briefing brings together alumni, students, faculty, staff and friends of the university to rally
behind the U' s 2007 legislative priorities, including the 2008-09 $123.4 million biennial budget request and the
2007 capital request, which would establish the Biomedical Sciences Research Facilities Authority to finance
new labs and research space over the next 10 years. Participants will be encouraged to increase their grassroots
advocacy efforts on behalf of the U throughout the legislative session. The event is expected to draw 400
attendees.
The event will include remarks from Denny Schulstad, president of the University of Minnesota Alumni
Association (UMAA), and a presentation on the budget and capital requests by Robert Bruininks, president of
the University of Minnesota. Bruininks will be joined by several students, faculty and staff to talk about the
need for a number of projects included in the request.
If passed by the legislature, the biennial budget and capital requests would enable the university to preserve and
enhance its current infrastructure and construct new facilities to meet growing demands. This state investment
would also advance the university's aspirations to become one of the top three public research universities in the
world within a decade.
In addition, the state's investment would:
• make a fundamental commitment to the educational and developmental experience of students;
• create opportunities for new groundbreaking research that would benefit the state; and
• support the land-grant mission to connect knowledge to the needs of Minnesota communities by making

- more-
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strategic facility investments.
For more information about the university's biennial budget and capital requests, see
http://wwwl.umn.edu/urelate/govrel/. For more information about the University of Minnesota's Legislative
Network, see www.supporttheU.umn.edu.
The 2007 Legislative Briefing is sponsored by the UMAA and the Legislative Network. The UMAA is an
independent, 57,000-member organization dedicated to connecting alumni, students and friends in lifelong
support ofthe University of Minnesota and each other. For more information about the UMAA, visit
www.alumni.umn.edu.
WHO:
WHAT:
WHEN:
WHERE:

University of Minnesota President Robert Bruininks and UMAA President Denny Schulstad
University of Minnesota Legislative Briefing and Reception
5:30-8 p.m. Wednesday, Jan. 24
McNamara Alumni Center, 200 Oak St. S.E., Minneapolis
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U OF M HOSTS FIRST QUALITY FAIR, JAN. 25
-"The Great University of Minnesota Get Together" to highlight best practices MINNEAPOLIS I ST. PAUL-- The University of Minnesota will hosts its first Quality Fair from 8 a.m. to 12
noon Thursday, Jan. 25 at the McNamara Alumni Center, 200 Oak St. S.E., Minneapolis. Faculty and staff from
around the university's system will share best practices that improve teaching, learning, research and work
processes.
University President Robert Bruininks will give opening remarks at 9 a.m., followed by keynote speaker Doug
Lennick, a nationally renowned organizational change expert, who will discuss "Breakthrough Leadership:
Aligning Personal Values, Aspirations and Behaviors with Organizational Strategy and Culture."
"I strongly encourage the U community to pay the Quality Fair a visit," Bruininks said. "We are constantly
improving at the U and with the new year ahead of us, now is a good time to swap success stories."
The fair will feature a variety of projects that help foster a culture of continuous improvement and that are
consistent with the goals of strategic positioning: exceptional students, exceptional faculty and staff, exceptional
organization and exceptional innovation.
Attendees can take in more than 50 poster and breakout sessions on a diverse array of topics including
podcasting, new employee orientation, the video campus, customer relations technology, student evaluation of
support services for online courses, engaged learning inside and outside the classroom, executing strategy through
a balanced scorecard, and aligning personal values, aspirations and behaviors with organizational strategy and
culture.
As the "Great University of Minnesota Get Together," the fair comes complete with a side-show barker,
mini-donuts, cotton candy, mini-com dogs and prizes.
The Quality Fair is sponsored by the Office of Service and Continuous Improvement and the Improvement
Liaisons Group.
- more-
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To register or for more information, go to www.umn.edu/osci.
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INNOVATION GURU GUY KAWASAKI TO SPEAK ON "THE ART OF THE START"
AT U OF M, JAN. 19
MINNEAPOLIS I ST. PAUL Guy Kawasaki, one of the individuals behind the success of the Macintosh
computer and considered as a computer age pop culture icon, will discuss "The Art of the Start" at 1 p.m.
Friday, Jan. 19, at the McNamara Alumni Center, 200 Oak St. S.E., Minneapolis. The event is sold out.
His speech will provide an overview of the fundamental knowledge needed to start a new organization, covering
topics such as fund raising, business positioning, branding, recruiting, rainmaking and business planning.
Kawasaki will be available for interviews between 10:30 and 11:30 a.m. on Friday.
Kawasaki is a managing director of Garage Technology Ventures, an early-stage venture capital firm and a
columnist for Forbes.com. Previously, he was an Apple Fellow at Apple Computer, Inc. where he was one of
the people responsible for the success of the Macintosh computer.
Kawasaki is the author of eight books including "The Art of the Start," "Rules for Revolutionaries," and "How
to Drive Your Competition Crazy, Selling the Dream." He has a bachelor's degree from Stanford University and
a master's degree from UCLA as well as an honorary doctorate from Babson College.
Kawasaki's appearance on campus supports the university's commitment to economic development and
innovation through its new discoveries, education of future leaders and application of new knowledge to benefit
society. This event is sponsored by the university's Venture Center and the Carlson School's Center for
Entrepreneurial Studies. Other sponsors include Haberman and Associates, the James J. Hill Library and SDWA
Ventures.
For more information on Kawasaki and to read his renowned blog, visit http://www.guykawasaki.com/.
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U OF M HOSTS PUBLIC SYMPOSIUM ON THE FUTURE OF BIOFUELS
- Some of the nation's top biofuels experts meet to discuss future of renewable energy MINNEAPOLIS I ST. PAUL-- Some of the nation's top biofuels experts will meet at the University of
Minnesota from 1:30 to 4:30p.m. Thursday, Feb. 1, in the Cargill Building for Microbial and Plant Genomics,
1500 Gortner Ave., St. Paul, to discuss the future of renewable energy. The public is invited to the "Pathways
Toward a Renewable Energy Future" symposium.
The purpose of the event is to discuss ways to reduce dependence on fossil fuels by producing sustainable,
environmentally-friendly and abundant biofuels.
"This is a valuable opportunity to learn how our country's transition from fossil fuels to biofuels may unfold,"
said David Tilman, who is hosting the event. Tilman is a Regents Professor of ecology in the College of
Biological Sciences.
Featured speakers, in addition to Tilman, include:
• Alexander Farrell, Joint Center for Transportation Sustainability Research, University of California, Berkeley.
Farrell's areas of expertise are energy systems, energy and environmental policy, transportation fuels and climate
policy.
• Eric Larson, Princeton Environmental Institute, Princeton University. Larson's area of expertise is the
technical, economic and policy-related assessment of advanced clean-energy systems.
• John Sheehan, National Renewable Energy Laboratory, United States Department of Energy. Sheehan's area of
expertise is biomass energy technology.
' • Robert Williams, Princeton Environmental Institute, Princeton University. Williams' area of expertise is energy
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technologies, strategies, energy policy for industrialized and developing countries.
• Elizabeth Wilson, Humphrey Institute ofPublic Affairs, University ofMinnesota. Wilson's areas of expertise
are the development of carbon-managed energy systems and regulatory and legal contexts for carbon capture and
sequestration technologies.
A formal program consisting of 15-minute presentations by each speaker will be followed by an informal
discussion with the audience.
To register, go to www.iree.umn.edu and click on "upcoming events."
Tilman's recently published research on the energy and environmental advantages of mixed prairie grasses -relative to com and soybeans -- as a source for biofuels appears in the Dec. 8, 2006 issue of Science.
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ERASMUS JAMES OF THE MINNESOTA VIKINGS TO APPEAR AT U OF M
BOOK DRIVE TO BENEFIT AFRICAN AMERICAN READ-IN
MINNEAPOLIS I ST. PAULErasmus James did not record many sacks for the Minnesota Vikings this season
because of a season-ending injury, but he is work hard to tackle the problem of low literacy rates among Twin
Cities African American youths.
James, a defensive end and the Vikings' 2005 No. 1 draft pick, has teamed up with the University of Minnesota
African American Read-In, a program aimed at increasing literacy rate among African American youth by
encouraging reading and writing. James will appear at a book drive and autograph signing from 5:30 to 6:15p.m.
Tuesday, Jan. 23, at the Cub Foods store at 701 W. Broadway Ave. N., Minneapolis.
"We are asking community members to share the gift of literacy and donate a new or gently used book to the
event," program coordinator Ezra Hyland said.
James will sign autographs and hand out books to children. It is not necessary to bring a book to get an
autograph. Books donated at the drive will be distributed to participants at this year's annual African American
Read-In in February.'
The event is sponsored by the U ofM Department of Post-Secondary Teaching and Learning in the College of
Education and Human Development.
WHEN:
WHERE:

5:30 to 6:15p.m. Tuesday, Jan. 23
Cub Foods store at 701 W. Broadway Ave. N., Minneapolis
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POLICY EXPERTS WILL DISCUSS THE AMERICAN DREAM AND THE
MINNESOTA OPERA'S 'GRAPES OF WRATH' AT THE U OF M HUMPHREY
INSTITUTE
MINNEAPOLIS I ST. PAUL -- Art and policy intersect as the Minnesota Opera and the University of
Minnesota Humphrey Institute of Public Affairs convene a public policy conversation inspired by the
Minnesota Opera's upcoming production of"The Grapes of Wrath" at 7 p.m. Wednesday, Jan. 31, at the
Humphrey Center, 301 19th Ave. S., Minneapolis. The program is free and open to the public but registration is
encouraged by calling (612) 333-6669.
In "Whose America is It? A Policy Discussion on Economic Migration and the American Dream," panelists will
explore The Grapes of Wrath's themes of searching for work, human dignity and the American dream through
contemporary issues of immigration and economic migration.
Moderated by opera commentator Robert Marx, the panel includes Humphrey Institute Professor Ann
Markusen; Peter Rachleff, labor historian and professor at Macalester College; community advocate Jesse
Bethke Gomez, president of Comunidades Latinas Unidas En Servicio (CLUES); and opera librettist Michael
Korie. Musical selections will be presented by composer Ricky Ian Gordon and cast members of The Grapes of
Wrath.
The Minnesota Opera presents the world premiere of The Grapes of Wrath Feb. 10-18 at the Ordway Center
for the Performing Arts. Based on the classic American novel by John Steinbeck, The Grapes of Wrath traces the
Joad family's journey from the ruin of their Oklahoma farm to the false promise of a better life in California. Call
(612) 333-6669 for tickets.
WHO:
WHEN:

Art and public policy experts, musical performers from the Minnesota Opera
7 p.m. Wednesday, Jan. 31

WHERE:

Humphrey Center, Cowles Auditorium, 301 19th Ave. S., Minneapolis
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U PRESENTS 26TH ANNUAL CONCERT TO HONOR THE LIFE OF DR. MARTIN
LUTHER KING JR.
MINNEAPOLIS I ST. PAUL The University of Minnesota Office for Equity and Diversity and the School of
Music present "Music for Martin," the 26th annual concert celebrating the life and achievements of Dr. Martin
Luther King, Jr. Grammy Award-winning group Sounds of Blackness headlines the concert this year with local
acappella group 4given as the opening act. The 90-minute concert will be held at 4 p.m. Sunday, Jan. 21 at Ted
Mann Concert Hall, 2128 4th St. S. Minneapolis. The concert is free and open to the public, and no advance
tickets are required. The lobby will open at 3 p.m. Parking is available in the 21st Avenue parking ramp, one
block southwest of the concert hall. For disability accommodations for the concert, please call (612) 626-1 094.
Since January of 1971, the Sounds ofBlackness have consistently performed and proclaimed the music, culture
and history of African-Americans to audiences all over the world. From jazz and blues, to rock & roll, R&B,
gospel, spirituals, hip-hop, reggae and soul, this group colors each and every "sound of blackness" with uplifting
messages ofhope, unity, love and peace for all humankind, and then works passionately to achieve it.
Also appearing on the program is 4given, whose style has been compared to such gospel groups as Take Six,
Glad and Commission. Their exceptional a cappella sound is unparalleled in the Twin Cities and the Upper
Midwest. Led by their mother, Kara Miller, the group has sung across the region at churches, professional
sporting events, conferences and concerts.
More information about the concert can be found at www.music.umn.edu.
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U OF MAIMS TO IMPROVE STUDENT-ATHLETE ACADEMIC PERFORMANCE
-Sullivan: Being in the top three means academic success across universityMINNEAPOLIS I ST. PAUL-- Improving the academic outcomes for student-athletes is an important priority
for the University of Minnesota, Provost Thomas Sullivan said today in announcing a series of actions aimed at
achieving that goal. The steps come from the final report of the Task Force on Academic Support and
Performance for Student-Athletes (ASAP), formed by Sullivan and university President Robert Bruininks more
than a year ago.
"Our goal is to be one of the top three public research universities in the world," Sullivan said. "That involves
improving the academic outcomes and graduation rates of all of our students, including student-athletes. The
university is mindful of the challenges we have historically faced in this area and we're committed to
continuously improving the academic opportunities and support for our student-athletes."
Athletics Director Joel Maturi added, "In intercollegiate athletics, our focus is on the student-athlete and giving
them outstanding learning opportunities both on and off the field. We've made significant progress in recent
years, but need to do more-- which is what this report is all about."
The ASAP task force was formed as part of the university's strategic positioning initiative and in light of new
NCAA requirements for student-athlete outcomes at Division lA institutions. The task force was co-chaired by
professors Mary Jo Kane, director of the department ofkinesiology and the Tucker Center for Research on Girls
and Women in Sports, and Perry Leo, associate department head in the department of aerospace engineering and
mechanics.
"This task force spent hours poring over data and developing a comprehensive profile of the student-athlete at
the University of Minnesota to determine indicators for success," Kane said. "Then we looked at what our
challenges were, what other schools have done and came up with specific recommendations of ways we can
better prepare our student-athletes for success."

- more-
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The task force recommendations include the following:
• Centralize and standardize data collection of student-athlete academic information to enable academic
counselors, athletics compliance officers and other relevant campus units to more effectively monitor
student-athlete performance. "This really is a simple step that will make a big difference in ensuring adequate
academic support," Leo said.
• Help student-athletes -- especially those who are academically fragile -- successfully transition into
the academic and social rigors of campus life by creating an intensive and comprehensive summer bridge
program that would help "jump start" their academic careers. "Summer bridge programs have had demonstrable
results in helping at-risk students succeed," Kane said. "Providing programs that prepare student-athletes for
the challenges they face in college is a good idea we want to take to the next level."
• Increase access to academic programs that are relevant to student-athletes as a way to increase interest
and motivation. The university will pursue expanding access to traditional majors and develop areas of emphasis
that would build on student-athletes' interests, such as sports marketing and promotion and sports journalism.
"It only makes sense that student-athletes are interested in the business of sports and we need to find more
opportunities to capitalize on that interest," Sullivan said.
• Intensify efforts to track, engage and provide opportunities to former student-athletes who left without
graduating, but who have accumulated enough credit hours so that graduation is within reach. "There are a
number of examples· of student-athletes who leave the U to pursue a professional career with just a few credits
left to earn their degree," said Leo. "Even if it's later in life, we want to engage people to come back and
complete their college degree."
• Strengthen efforts to more fully integrate intercollegiate athletics with the broader university
community by eliminating unnecessary barriers and creating·opportunities for integration. After the academic
scandals that occurred in Division I athletics in the 1990s, a number of "firewalls" have appropriately been
erected to between the academic and athletics side of the institution. While maintaining strong oversight, there
needs to more, positive interactions between coaches and faculty.
Sullivan said the university would begin implementing the recommendations immediately.
For a complete copy of the ASAP report, visit: www.academic.umn.edu/provost/reports/athletics.html.
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NEW FARM BILL TOPIC OF TWIN CITIES AGRICULTURAL ISSUES ROUND
TABLE
- U of M applied economics professor Kent Olson to discuss the Farm Bill's impacts on
Minnesota farms, Feb. 17 MINNEAPOLIS I ST. PAUL-- Kent Olson, a University of Minnesota applied economics professor and
internationally renowned farm management and farm policy issues expert, will speak at the applied economics
department's Twin Cities Agricultural Issues Round Table at 11:30 a.m. Thursday, Feb. 15, at the Four Points
Sheraton Minneapolis, 1330 Industrial Boulevard. His presentation is titled "The New Farm Bill: Impacts on
Minnesota Farms."
Olson will share current findings from an on-going analysis of the impacts of alternative Farm Bill provisions on
Minnesota farms. With discussion of the Farm Bill already underway in Washington and around the country, the
roundtable will offer a unique local foundation for what Olson hope's will be a continuing exchange of ideas in
the coming months.
Olson has been a member of the applied economics faculty since 1985. He is currently the Extension area
program leader for the agricultural business management program. His research emphasizes farm level
management issues, especially the interaction between farming and the environment, decision making and the
impact of government policies.
Olson is an award-winning teacher and advisor. His campus-based teaching includes a popular course on farm
management and an interdisciplinary course on world food problems. He has also taught and conducted research
in Sweden, Poland, Uganda and Italy.
Advance reservations are necessary. Contact Sue Pohlod at (612) 625-8779 or spohlod@urnn.edu to reserve
space. Luncheon cost is $30 with checks payable to the University of Minnesota. "No shows" or "late
cancellations" are responsible for the full luncheon fee.
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SPEAK OUT FOR MILITARY KIDS EVENT SLATED FOR JAN. 27 IN MANKATO
-Military kids to discuss what it's like to have a parent or family member deployed overseasMINNEAPOLIS I ST. PAUL-- Military kids aged 12-17 from around the state will present their own skits,
lectures or videos about what it's like to have a parent or family member deployed overseas.
The presentations, part of a "Speak Out for Military Kids" (SOMK) retreat, will take place from 6:30 to 8 p.m.
Saturday, Jan. 27, in the Centennial Student Union Heritage Room at Minnesota State University, Mankato.
"Minnesota will be doing more of these events due to the extended deployment of our troops," said Ann Walter,
a community youth development educator with the University of Minnesota Extension Service and one of the
event's organizers. "There's a huge need right now for our families to show support and get together."
SOMK is an educational program designed to raise awareness of issues facing military families during
mobilization and deployment. SOMK provides its youth participants, aged 12-17, with the opportunity to gain
valuable leadership, research, organization, technology, and public speaking skills.
"Our intent is to help build awareness in the community about what these kids are experiencing," said Amber
Runke, Extension state 4-H events coordinator and Operation: Military Kids program specialist. "They also get
to connect with other kids who are going through the same experiences -- namely a parent or family member who
is deployed."
In Minnesota, SOMK is coordinated by Minnesota 4-H, the Minnesota National Guard, the U.S. Army Reserve
and the Minnesota Child Care Resource and Referral Network.
Participants at the Mankato event will also take part in a military panel, Jan. 27 from 9:15 to 10:30 a.m., which
allows them to ask questions of military personnel who have been deployed in the past.
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UNIVERSITY OF MINNESOTA GREAT CONVERSATIONS 2007 CALENDAR
ANNOUNCED
,.., Series focuses· on improving the human condition ,..,
MINNEAPOLIS I ST. PAUL-- The 2007 University of Minnesota "Great Conversations" series focuses on
improving the human condition -- from individuals finding purpose and meaning in their own lives, to global
immigration issues and how they impact all of humanity.
All "Great Conversations" feature an outstanding university scholar in public dialogue with a guest of their
choice.
Each event takes place at 7:30p.m. at Ted Mann Concert Hall, 2128 Fourth St. S., Minneapolis, and is followed
by a dessert reception with the speakers.
Single tickets are $28.50, or $23.50 for university faculty, alumni, students and staff. Series tickets are $120, or
$100 for university faculty, alumni, students and staff. "Great Conversations" is produced by the university's
College of Continuing Education.
For more information or to purchase tickets, visit www.cce.umn.edu/conversations or call (612) 624-2345.
"GREAT CONVERSATIONS" 2007
Tuesday, Feb. 20 --Allen Levine and David Kessler
The Obesity Epidemic
Obesity accounts for nearly 300,000 American deaths each year. Two leading scholars look at the complex
causes of this rising epidemic. Levine is dean of the College of Food, Agricultural, and Natural Resource Sciences
and director ofthe Minnesota Obesity Center. Kessler was commissioner of the U.S. Food and Drug
Administration (FDA) from 1990-97. His bestselling book, "A Question of Intent: A Great American Battle

- more-
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with a Deadly Industry," chronicles the FDA's full-scale investigation into the practices ofthe tobacco industry.
He is currently dean and vice chancellor for Medical Affairs at the University of California, San Francisco.
Tuesday, March 27 --Robert Elde and Larry Rosenstock
Bridging the Digital Divide: The Future of Public Education
The national graduation rate at public high schools is an alarming 68 percent -- and falling. With conventional
public education failing, who is preparing tomorrow's citizens to take on the leadership challenges of the 21st
century? Meet two innovators who are transforming public education in America. Elde is dean of the College of
Biological Sciences and Rosenstock is the founder and chief executive officer of the innovative charter school
High Tech High in San Diego.
Tuesday, April 24 -- Kathryn Sikkink and Juan Mendez
For One, For All: International Human Rights
From the islands of Indonesia to the sands of the Sudan, the 20th century witnessed egregious violations of
human rights and inhumane treatment of people throughout the world. Meet two inspiring advocates dedicated
to upholding political freedom, ending abusive practices and ensuring that international standards of human rights
are extended to all people equally in the 21st century. Sikkink is Regents Professor and chair of political science
at the University of Minnesota. She is the author of numerous books, including "Mixed Signals: U.S. Human
Rights Policy and Latin America" and "The Power of Human Rights." Mendez is a human rights advocate,
lawyer and former political prisoner from Argentina. In 2004, he was named the first special adviser on the
prevention of genocide to the United Nations.
Tuesday, May 8 --Donna Gabaccia and Ruben Martinez
Global Immigration Issues
Explore the human face of immigration as two distinguished speakers discuss recent political events, immigration
policy issues and the larger historical and social contexts of the American immigrant experience. Gabaccia is
professor of history and director of the Immigration History Research Center at the University of Minnesota.
Martinez is an Emmy award-winning journalist and author of"The New Americans and Crossing Over: A
Mexican Family on the Migrant Trail."
Tuesday, June 5 --Richard Leider and Richard Bolles
What Happened to Your Parachute? The New Face of the Working World
With more than eights million copies in print, "What Color is Your Parachute?" is not only the best-selling career
book in history, its title has become a mantra for life and work planning. Two pioneers in the field discuss why
the question still represents an essential survival skill for today's world. Leider is a senior fellow at the
University of Minnesota Center for Spirituality and Healing and the bestselling author of seven books, including
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"The Power of Purpose." Bolles is the author of the best-selling job-hunting book in history, "What Color is
Your Parachute?" He is considered the most widely read and influential leader in the career planning field.
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UNIVERSITY OF MINNESOTA REACTS TO PAWLENTY BUDGET
MINNEAPOLIS I ST. PAUL -- University of Minnesota President Robert Bruininks gave mixed reviews to
Gov. Tim Pawlenty's biennial budget recommendation today, praising the full funding for a number of critical
research initiatives, but questioning the lack of funding for initiatives aimed at enhancing the university's
education mission and core infrastructure.
"Our budget request is realistic and based on the goal of maintaining and improving the competitive position of
both the university and the state," Bruininks said. "We're grateful to the governor for recognizing the need for
some critical research investments in key areas, but are concerned that the lack of funding for investments in our
educational mission and core infrastructure will put upward pressure on tuition."
Pawlenty's budget funds $90.4 million of the university's $182.3 biennial request. Items not funded include
$26.4 million to improve education through an increased emphasis on undergraduate writing, improved academic
advising, investments in better libraries, improved undergraduate research opportunities and increased financial
support for graduate students and $67 million to ensure that the university continues to attract and retain
talented faculty and staff.
The governor's budget also fully funds a number of key research areas important to the state, including science,
engineering, agriculture, the environment, renewable energy, health workforce and clinical sciences.
Bruininks noted that in recent years, the U has forged a place as one of the leaders in higher education
accountability, developing new and better ways to measure performance. He said the university is "eager to take
part in the accountability discussion that will likely take place with the governor and the Legislature." (More
information on the U's accountability effort can be found at www.academics.umn.edu/accountability)
"Minnesota's past economic success has resulted in large part because the state has taken an active role and
responsibility in funding the U as an integral part of our quality oflife," Bruininks said. "As the world gets more
competitive, the state role and responsibility become even more important."
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U OF M TO SCREEN DOCUMENTARY ABOUT "CHILDREN OF NEW ORLEANS,
STILL WEATHERING THE STORM ... "
MINNEAPOLIS I ST. PAUL-- A documentary made by a group of middle school students in New Orleans
about the children ofNew Orleans in the aftermath of Katrina will be shown at University of Minnesota
Coffman Union Theater at 11 a.m. Friday, Jan. 26 at the Coffman Union Theater, 300 Washington Ave. S.E.,
Minneapolis.
The documentary, "Children ofNew Orleans, Still Weathering the Storm ... ," was shot by 10 children who
attended Operation REACH's Gulf South Summer Youth Action Corps in New Orleans. The camp was set up
to help provide summer programs and recreation outlets for the children after Katrina ravaged most of the
recreational centers in New Orleans. Six ofthe camp counselors are University of Minnesota student volunteers.
The camp provided cameras to the children and they went around their neighborhoods filming and interviewing
friends and their families.
Six of the students and their families and several U of M students who served as camp counselors will be present
during the question-and-answer session from 11:30 to 12:30.
"It is an extraordinary new documentary film created by 11 middle school students from New Orleans," said

University of Minnesota social work professor Lisa Albrecht. "For the first time, children talk about their own
experience during and after Katrina with each other and their families."
"Sometimes children don't always say what they feel. .. even when they want to," said Operation REACH's
Director Kyshun Webster, who received a doctoral degree in education from the University of Minnesota in
2005. "The documentary provides these amazing children with a stage to tell their own stories in their own
voices and helps them make their voices heard and contribute to the future ofNew Orleans."
WHEN:
11 a.m. to 12:30 p.m. Friday, Jan. 26
WHERE:
University of Minnesota Coffman Union Theater, 300 Washington Ave. S.E., Minneapolis
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U OF M STUDENTS TO HOST CHINESE NEW YEAR PARTY
MINNEAPOLIS I ST. PAUL The University of Minnesota Chinese American Student Association (CASA) will
welcome in the Year ofthe Boar with a New Year party Sunday, Jan. 28, from 5 to 8 p.m. in the Great Hall of
Coffman Union, 300 Washington Ave. S.E., Minneapolis.
The evening will begin with a feast at 5 p.m. with food from local restaurants. Entertainment will follow and will
feature the Chinese Music Ensemble performing traditional Chinese music with traditional Chinese instruments,
the Ha Family performing a Chinese dance and the traditional Lion dance, the Minnesota Chinese Dance Theater
performing Chinese dances, and several student performances including singing and piano and violin performance
of oriental music by CASA members.
Admission is $5 per person, but there is no charge for children under 13 or for University of Minnesota students
and staff with IDs.

WHEN:
WHERE:

5-8 p.m., Sunday, Jan. 28
Great Hall of Coffman Union, 300 Washington Ave. S.E., Minneapolis
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PRESIDENT'S STATE OF THE UNION ADDRESS
President Bush will be addressing the nation this Tuesday evening, and the topics are expected to be health care policy, energy policy
and immigration reform. University of Minnesota experts who can address those topics are:

Bob Elde, dean of the College of Biological Sciences and chair of the Initiative for Renewable Energy and the Environment
(IREE)
Elde can talk about the IREE's mission of promoting national energy security through the development of bio-based and other
renewable resources and processes. Elde can talk about the current state of renewable energy research and about breakthroughs
happening at the U of M.

Stephen Parente, professor of finance at the University of Minnesota's Carlson School of Management
Parente has been researching health savings accounts for the Bush administration and provided cost scenarios around the
administration's recent health insurance proposal. Parente and his colleagues have studied why people choose and do not choose an
HSA as part of their health care coverage and what scenarios or conditions would make them more likely to use an HSA. In his
research, Parente has modeled how the president's tax and subsidy incentives could lead to reductions in the number of uninsured.
Their most recent work found Bush's 2006 proposals to lead to a reduction in the uninsured by 9 million people.

Katherine Fennelly, professor at the U's Humphrey Institute for Public Affairs
Fennelly's areas of expertise include immigration and public policy as well as diversity and cross-cultural relations. Her research and
outreach interests also include human rights of immigrants and refugees in the United States.
To interview any of the experts above, contact Asim Dorovic at (612) 624-0214 or dorovic@umn.edu; or Drew Swain at (612)
625-8962 or dswain@umn.edu

Expert Alert is a service provided by the University News Service. Delivered regularly, Expert Alert is designed to connect university

experts to today's breaking news and current events. For an archive and other useful media services, visit www.unews.umn.edu.
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MINNESOTA RESIDENTS VIEW TOURISM AS IMPORTANT TO STATE'S
ECONOMY
- 94 percent of Minnesotans indicate that tourism is very important or important to the
economyMINNEAPOLIS I ST. PAUL-- New research sponsored by the University of Minnesota Tourism Center
reveals that the majority, 54 percent, of residents feel tourism is very important to Minnesota's economy.
In fact, 94 percent of Minnesotans indicate that tourism is very important or important to the economy. In
Minnesota, tourism generates $11.786 billion dollars in gross receipts/sales and employs 286,000 people.
"This indicates broad support for tourism," said Ingrid Schneider, director of the U's Tourism Center.
Nearly all Minnesota residents perceived tourism as important to the state's economy, but those in greater
Minnesota indicated it was more important than metro residents. Perceptions of toUrism's importance to the
economy, however, did not significantly differ by age or income level.
"These results help demonstrate an awareness that travel and tourism is an important part of our state," said
Explore Minnesota Tourism Director John Edman. "Not only do traveler dollars circulate into our local and state
economies and create an impact, but they also support businesses and amenities that add to Minnesotans'
quality of life."
This is the second assessment of statewide attitudes toward tourism conducted by the U of M, and it will
continue annually. Telephone interviews were conducted among 803 Minnesotans September through December
2006. For more information on the survey, visit the Tourism Center Web site at www.tourism.umn.edu.
The U's Tourism Center serves as a source for tourism research and education in the state and beyond. Expected
outcomes from this work include sustainable growth, development and return on investment for tourism.
An advisory committee helps keep the Tourism Center in touch with industry needs and issues, Schneider said.
- more-
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An advisory committee helps keep the Tourism Center in touch with industry needs and issues, Schneider said.

These external partners include Carlson Companies, state government offices of tourism and transportation, as
well as Minnesota communities.
The Tourism Center is a collaboration between the University of Minnesota Extension Service and College of
Food, Agricultural and Natural Resource Sciences. The center prepares and supports the tourism industry for
success and sustainability through education, research and engagement.
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GAY SLURS AND OTHER NAME-CALLING MAKES NEWS
.... U of M GLBTA director available to speak about the issue ....

MINNEAPOLIS I ST. PAUL-- "Grey's Anatomy" star Isaiah Washington has been under fire for using an
anti-gay slur and the issue is still making national news. Meanwhile, the issue of name-calling and gays and
lesbians is in the news locally as well. Some parents at Farmington Middle School East are upset that the
school's "No Name-Calling Week" is sponsored by the Gay, Lesbian and Straight Education Network (OLSEN).
Anne Phibbs, University of Minnesota Gay, Lesbian, Bisexual, Transgender and Allies (GLBTA) Office, can
speak about the name-calling controversies and the importance of raising awareness about name-calling at all ages
in our society from elementary school to college and beyond.
In fact, the U of M is hosting the largest national GLBTA college conference in the nation next month and
name-calling is the subject of one of the workshops titled "Dude, That's So Gay!" The workshop examines how
language is used to oppress GLBT communities and reinforce heterosexism.
More than 1,500 people are expected to attend the Midwest Bisexual, Lesbian, Gay, Transgender Ally College
Conference "Alphabet Soup 2007" from Friday, Feb. 16 to Sunday, Feb. 18. The annual conference promotes
leadership, activism, networking, diversity, health and empowerment among gay, lesbian, bisexual, transgender,
allied students staff and faculty from across the United States.
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U OF M NAMES 11 MCKNIGHT LAND-GRANT PROFESSORS
MINNEAPOLIS I ST. PAUL-- Eleven junior faculty at the University ofMinnesota have been named 2007-09
McKnight Land-Grant Professors.
The recipients were chosen for their potential to make important contributions to their field; the degree to which
past achievements and current ideas demonstrate originality, imagination and innovation; their potential for
attracting outstanding students; and the significance of the research. The award consists of a research grant in
each of two years, summer support and a research leave in the second year.
"The major purpose of the McKnight Land-Grant Professorship Program is to strengthen our faculty for the
future," said Gail Dubrow, Vice Provost and Dean of the Graduate School. "The program is designed to advance
the careers of our most promising junior faculty members who are at the beginning stages of their professional
careers and have the potential to make significant contributions to their scholarly fields and departments. The
program is also intended to help build loyalty to the university."
The 2007-09 McKnight Land-Grant Professors and their research areas are:
Daniel Bond, Microbiology & BioTechnology Institute-- Using bacteria to make electricity and useful products
from renewable resources
Kathleen A. Collins, Political Science -- The rise of Islam and Islamism in Central Asia and the Caucasus
Christy Haynes, Chemistry -- Development of analytical tools to study cellular function and dysfunction
Karen Ho, Anthropology-- From Wall Street to microfinance: the culture and consequences of financial markets
Nihar Jindal, Electrical & Computer Engineering -- Pushing the limits of wireless communication networks

- more-
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Marta Lewicka, Mathematics -- Partial Differential Equations: propagation' of waves in fluid dynamics
Helene Muller-Landau, Ecology, Evolution'¥- Behavior-- Mechanisms underlying tropical forest diversity
William Schuler, Computer Science & Engineering -- Incorporating referential meaning into spoken language
interfaces
Kathleen Vohs, Carlson School ofManagement --Why do people fail at self-control?
Christophe Wall-Romana, French & Italian-- How film culture transforms poetic texts and writing practices
Chun Wang, Biomedical Engineering-- Biologically guided design and application ofbiomaterials.
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WHAT'S FOR DINNER? UNIVERSITY OF MINNESOTA LANDSCAPE
ARBORETUM CONFERENCE EXPLORES THE ETHICS AND AESTHETICS OF
FOOD
- Celebrated author Michael Pollan delivers keynote at April 19 event MINNEAPOLIS I ST. PAUL-- It's a question we ask every day: "What should we have for dinner?" But it's a
far more critical decision than simply deciding whether to order a pizza or pop a frozen dinner into the
microwave. What's at stake in our eating choices, says author and journalist Michael Pollan in his new book,
"The Omnivore's Dilemma: A Natural History of Four Meals," is nothing short ofthe health of the environment
that sustains life on earth.
Pollan will give the keynote address at the "What's for Dinner? The Ethics and Aesthetics of Eating" conference
on Thursday, April 19, presented by the University of Minnesota Landscape Arboretum (MLA) public policy
programs at the Arboretum, 3675 Arboretum Drive, Chaska, and sponsored by the university's program on
agricultural, food and environmental ethics and the Minnesota Institute for Sustainable Agriculture (MISA).
Registration for the full conference, including the keynote speech, panel and luncheon discussion, is $100. The
morning session only, which includes the keynote and panel, is $35. For more information and to register, call the
Arboretum's education office at (952) 443-1422.
Should we eat a fast-food burger? Something organic? Or perhaps something we hunt, gather or grow ourselves?
How we answer the question of what we should eat, Pollan says, may well determine our very survival as a
species. "No one has done more than Michael Pollan to invigorate our new national conversation about food,"
said Dan Philippon, director of the agricultural, food and environmental ethics program.
In his groundbreaking, New York Times-bestselling book, Pollan follows each ofthe food chains that sustain us
--industrial food, organic or alternative food and food we forage ourselves-- from the source to a final meal, and
in the process develops a definitive account of the American way of eating. The New York Times journalist and
director of the Knight Program in Science and Environmental Journalism at the University of California, Berkeley
surveys the often bewildering food landscape and the dynamic relationship that exists between us and the
- more-
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surveys the often bewildering food landscape and the dynamic relationship that exists between us and the
species we depend on.
Pollan's presentation will be followed by a panel discussion featuring Allen Levine, dean of the university's
College of Food, Agricultural and Natural Resource Sciences, along with regional experts, growers and
distributors. The conversation continues with Pollan and celebrated chefs at a special luncheon benefiting
Comercopia, the university's student organic farms and the MLA education programs.
Working closely with international, national and regional organizations, the public policy programs offer personal
access to engaging speakers and emerging topics. "Our commitment to bring the very best to the public
continues," said Mary Vidas, the Arboretum's public policy program manager, "as we explore the vital link
between plants, people and the Earth."
For more information, go to www.arboretum.umn.edu.
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U OF M PROFESSOR ABDI SAMATAR DISCUSSES THE CONFLICT IN
SOMALIA: WHAT'S NEXT AND ITS EFFECT ON THE TWIN CITIES
- "Headliners" discussion forum on Feb. 1 MINNEAPOLIS I ST. PAUL -- In December, after more than 15 years of civil strife in Somalia, fighting between
Somali Islamists and interim government forces allied with the Ethiopian army escalated into a state of war.
The Somali interim government now faces multiple challenges: from the Islamists, from rival clan militias and
from criminal gangs who are taking advantage of the unstable situation.
At 7 p.m. Thursday, Feb. 1, professor Abdi Samatar will discuss the complex reasons for this ongoing conflict,
the possibility of it enveloping the Hom of Africa and its impact on the changing face of the Twin Cities in the
next "Headliners" discussion forum at the University of Minnesota's College of Continuing Education
Conference Center, 1890 Buford Ave., St. Paul.
Tickets are $10. To purchase tickets or for more information, please visit www.cce.umn.edu/headliners or call
(612) 624-4000.
Since the infamous 1993 "Black Hawk Down" incident in which Somali warlords killed 18 U.S. Army Rangers
and Special Forces, the United States had not been involved militarily in Somalia-- until this January, when
American forces dropped bombs on the fleeing Islamists. American officials said the Islamists were sheltering Al
Qaeda terrorists who had been involved in the 1998 East African embassy bombings.
Minnesota is home to this country's largest population of Somali residents, most of whom are refugees fleeing
this civil strife.
Samatar is professor of geography and global studies at the University of Minnesota. His research focuses on
political economy, social change and globalization in the developing world with a particular focus on Ethiopia
and Somalia. Born in Somalia, Samatar received his doctoral degree from University of California, Berkeley and is

- more-
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a regular commentator on PBS's "The NewsHour with Jim Lehrer."
Through the University ofMinnesota's College of Continuing Education, motivated adults enrich their personal
and professional lives through learning opportunities ranging from courses, workshops, and retreats to credit
certificates and bachelor's and master's degrees. For more information about the college, please call (612)
624-4000 or visit www.cce.umn.edu.
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WORLD-RENOWNED PUBLIC HEALTH OFFICIALS TO SHARE HEALTH IMPACT
ASSESSMENT RESEARCH AT THE U OF M
MINNEAPOLIS I ST. PAUL -- Alex Scott-Samuel and Andrew Dannenberg, two internationally-renowned
public health officials, will be sharing their expertise on evaluating the public health impacts of development with
several local city planners during a workshop from 8 a.m. to noon, Tuesday, Jan. 30 at the University of
Minnesota. The workshop will be held in Campus Club Conference Room ABC at Coffman Union, 300
Washington Ave. S.E., Minneapolis.
The event is part of a workshop series sponsored by Design for Health, a year-long collaboration between the
Metropolitan Design Center at the University of Minnesota's College of Design and Blue Cross and Blue Shield
of Minnesota (BCBSMN).
Design for Health (www.designforhealth.net) serves to bridge the gap between the emerging research base on
community design and healthy living and local government planning, including planning for transportation, land
use, urban design, parks and open space.
The Design for Health project is collaborating with municipalities that received funding from BCBSMN to
address public health issues in their comprehensive plans and ordinances. The participating cities are St. Louis
Park, Bloomington, Eden Prairie, Arden Hills, St. Paul.
The expertise that Scott-Samuel and Dannenberg bring to people involved in the Design for Health project is
outstanding, said Ann Forsyth, a professor in the College of Design and director of the Metropolitan Design
Center.
Scott-Samuel serves as director ofthe International Health Impact Assessment Consortium (IMPACT), the
Liverpool Public Health Observatory and the Equity in Health Research and Development Unit (EQUAL) and
the Division of Public Health, University of Liverpool.
Dannenberg is associate director for Science in the Division of Emergency and Environmental Health Services in
- more-
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Dannenberg is associate director for Science in the Division of Emergency and Environmental Health Services in
the National Center for Environmental Health (NCEH), at the Centers for Disease Control and Prevention in
Atlanta. He is a member of CDC's livability workgroup that is examining the health aspects of community design
including land use, transportation, planning and other issues related to the built environment.
The workshop will focus on Health Impact Assessments (HIA). HIAs identify and evaluate the effects of
potential or existing policies, plans, programs, and project on the public's health. This may include an analysis of
the impact on air quality, water quality, food access, mental health and well-being, traffic injuries and physical
health. From awareness-raising rapid assessment methods to more data-intensive approaches, HIAs comes in a
variety of forms.
Barbara Lukermann, Senior Fellow Emeritus at the university's Hubert H. Humphrey Institute of Public Affairs,
will join the discussion with Samuel and Dannenberg. She teaches in the master of urban and regional planning
program.
Carissa Schively, assistant professor in the Graduate Program in Urban and Regional Planning at the university's
Hubert H. Humphrey Institute of Public Affairs, will moderate the discussion.
This event is intended for staff of Blue Cross and Blue Shield of Minnesota community funding recipients.
These municipalities received funding to address public health issues in their comprehensive plans and
ordinances. However, there is limited space for others interested in attending the morning workshop portion of
this event.
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UV RADIATION MAY AFFECT NITROGEN RELEASE; UNIVERSITY OF
MINNESOTA RESEARCHERS FIND LARGE-SCALE PATTERN

MINNEAPOLIS I ST. PAUL -- Results from a study by University of Minnesota researchers could help
scientists' ability to predict ecosystems' response to climate change.
The 10-year-study was published in the Jan. 19 edition of Science. Jennifer King, a professor in the department
of soil, water and climate and in the department of ecology, evolution and behavior, and graduate student Leslie
Brandt are co-authors. Researchers from six different universities examined how nitrogen is released into soil as
plant litter -- leaves and grasses -- decomposes. The researchers studied the process at 21 sites that included
seven of the world's biomes: coniferous forests, temperate deciduous forests, deserts, grasslands, rainforests,
shrublands and tundra.
Results of the study show that on a national scale, patterns of decomposition are very similar despite different
ecosystems. "The results should make it easier to make large-scale estimates about how rates of decomposition
will respond to climate change," King said. "It also gives scientists more information about how nutrients in soil
.
behave in a broad range of ecosystems."
The arid grasslands studied by King and Brandt were an exception to the pattern found across all other biomes.
Nitrogen release in these ecosystems appears to be controlled by UV radiation instead of by microbes.
The research also has implications for the study of global warming. Decomposition of plant litter releases carbon
dioxide -- an important contributor to the greenhouse effect. This study allows better prediction of
decomposition rates and carbon dioxide release to the atmosphere across a wide range of ecosystems.
King and Brandt have received a grant from the National Science Foundation for a large field study to determine
how UV speeds decomposition.

- more-
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GOPHER SPOT RENOVATION WINS PRESTIGIOUS DESIGN AWARD
MINNEAPOLIS I ST. PAUL-- The University of Minnesota's Gopher Spot gameroom 2006 renovation has
been named Contract Magazine's 2007 Interiors A wards winner in the sports and entertainment category.
The announcement was made today at the Interiors Awards breakfast in New York City. The Gopher Spot,
which was renovated by Studio Hive, Inc., an architecture and interior design firm, will also be featured in
Contract Magazine's annual awards issue in this month.
This year comprises the 28th annual Contract Magazine Interiors Awards, and last year's winners include the
Grand Hyatt Corporate Headquarters in Chicago, the Modem Restaurant in the Museum of Modem Art in New
York City and the Fashion Institute of Design and Merchandising/FIDM in Los Angeles. Studio Hive is also part
of the design team for TCF Bank Stadium.
Construction for the Gopher Spot renovation began in March of 2006 and was completed in time for the start of
school in September of 2006. Improvements include increased space for the bowling alley and the convenience
store, new features like party spaces, more seating, and a new bowling desk, new floors, paint, ceiling and
lighting, but most importantly an innovative new design.
As a result of the renovation, party reservations have increased by 71%, bowling revenue is up by 40% and sales
of select convenience store categories have increased by as much as 50%.
For more information including a photo gallery, visit www.spsc.umn.edu/gopherspot.
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RACE, GAMBLING AND MILLION DOLLAR COMMERCIALS AT THE SUPER
BOWL
It sounds like a typical Super Bowl Sunday: $2.6 million for a 30-second television commercial and betting men and women putting
hundreds of millions of gambling dollars on the line. But this year's competition makes history with the assurance that an
African-American head coach will take home the Lombardi Trophy. University of Minnesota experts who can discuss all of these
topics are:

Doug Hartmann, University of Minnesota professor of sociology
Hartmann can discuss the relation of race and sport and the context of Sunday's historic game. He can also talk about why football and
the Super Bowl are so important to men. Hartmann co-wrote the article, "The Sanctity of Sunday Afternoon Football: Why Men Love
Sports."
John Eighmey, University of Minnesota School of Journalism and Mass Communication professor
Eighmey is the Raymond 0. Mithun Land Grant Chair in Advertising and a national authority on advertising, marketing and mass
communications and is available to speak about Super Bowl advertising. He can also talk about what companies use Super Bowl
advertising to reach their target audiences and why others do not.
Ken Winters, University of Minnesota professor of psychiatry
Winters has been studying addictive behaviors for the past three decades. His research focuses on problem gambling, and he can
discuss its root causes.
To interview Hartmann or Eighmey contact Drew Swain at (612) 625-8962 or dswain@umn.edu, or Asim Dorovic at (612) 624-0214
or dorovic@umn.edu.
To interview Winters contact Liz Wulderk at (612) 624-5680 or ebryan@umn.edu.

Expert Alert is a service provided by the University News Service. Delivered regularly, Expert Alert is designed to connect university
experts to today's breaking news and current events. For an archive and other useful media services, visit www.unews.umn.edu.
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GREEN-TAILED TOWHEE GOES ON DISPLAY AT U OF M
- Bird rarely seen in Minnesota spotted in the town of Mountain Lake-

MINNEAPOLIS I ST. PAULA mounted green-tailed towhee, a bird sighted at a feeder in the southwestern
Minnesota town of Mountain Lake, will go on display in the lobby of the University of Minnesota's Bell
Museum of Natural History at 2 p.m. Tuesday, Jan. 30.
The sighting has caused a stir among birders, as the bird is several hundred miles out of its normal range and is
rarely seen in Minnesota. Viewing the bird is free and open to the public.

1

The bird will be on display through February. The Bell Museum is located at 10 Church St. S.E. in Minneapolis.
WHEN:
2 p.m. Tuesday, 30
WHERE:
U ofM Bell Museum ofNatural History, 10 Church St. S.E., Minneapolis
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U OF M HOSTS PUBLIC SYMPOSIUM ON THE FUTURE OF BIOFUELS
-Some of the nation's top biofuels experts to discuss ways to reduce dependence on fossil
fuels by producing sustainable, environmentally-friendly and abundant biofuels-

MINNEAPOLIS I ST. PAUL Some ofthe nation's top biofuels experts will meet at the University of
Minnesota from 1:30 to 4:30p.m. Thursday, Feb. 1, in the Cargill Building for Microbial and Plant Genomics,
1500 Gortner Ave., St. Paul, to discuss the future of renewable energy. The public is invited to this free event.
However, registration is suggested. To register, go to www.iree.umn.edu and click on "upcoming events."
"This is a valuable opportunity to learn how our country's transition from fossil fuels to biofuels may unfold,"
said David Tilman, who is hosting the event. Tilman is a Regents Professor of Ecology in the College of
Biological Sciences.
'

Featured speakers, in addition to Tilman, include:
• Alexander Farrell, Joint Center for Transportation Sustainability Research, University of California, Berkeley.
• Eric Larson, Princeton Environmental Institute, Princeton University.
• John Sheehan, National Renewable Energy Laboratory, United States Department of Energy.
• Robert Williams, Princeton Environmental Institute, Princeton University.
• Elizabeth Wilson, Humphrey Institute of Public Affairs, University of Minnesota.
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BLACK HISTORY MONTH
February is Black History Month and the University of Minnesota's department of African American and
African Studies has several experts who can comment on this topic:

Keith Mayes, assistant professor
Mayes' areas of expertise include: African American 20th century history; black nationalist politics of the 1960s
and 1970s; African American rituals; holidays and culture; and African American public history.
John Wright, associate professor
Wright's areas of expertise include: American and African American literature, intellectual history and popular
culture, folklore and oral tradition; African American and African cinema; the Harlem Renaissance, Negritude, and
the Black Arts Movement.
Alexs Pate, visiting assistant professor
Pate is a poet and novelist whose works include the novels Losing Absalom, Finding Makeba, and Amistad. He
can comment on the fiction of African American men, the poetry of rap and writing in the age of hip-hop.
To interview any of the experts above, contact Asim Dorovic at (612) 624-0214 or dorovic@umn.edu; or Drew
Swain at (612) 625-8962 or dswain@umn.edu

Expert Alert is a service provided by the University News Service. Delivered regularly, Expert Alert is designed
to connect university experts to today's breaking news and current events. For an archive and other useful media
services, visit www.unews.umn.edu.
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U OF M HOSTS PUBLIC SYMPOSIUM ON THE FUTURE OF BIOFUELS
,.., Symposium moves to larger venue ,..,

MINNEAPOLIS I ST. PAUL Due to overwhelming public demand, the biofuels symposium scheduled for 1:30
p.m. Feb. 1, will now be held at the University of Minnesota's St. Paul Student Center, 2017 Buford Ave., St.
Paul.
Some of the nation's top biofuels experts will meet at the University of Minnesota to discuss the future of
renewable energy. The public is invited to this free event. However, registration is suggested. To register, go to
www.iree.umn.edu and click on "upcoming events."
The event will be hosted by David Tilman, a Regents Professor of Ecology in the College of Biological Sciences.
Featured speakers, in addition to Tilman, include:
• Alexander Farrell, Joint Center for Transportation Sustainability Research, University of California, Berkeley.
• Eric Larson, Princeton Environmental Institute, Princeton University.
• John Sheehan, National Renewable Energy Laboratory, United States Department of Energy.
• Robert Williams, Princeton Environmental Institute, Princeton University.
• Elizabeth Wilson, Humphrey Institute of Public Affairs, University of Minnesota.
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U OF M APPLAUDS U.S. HOUSE ACTION ON SCIENCE FUNDING
MINNEAPOLIS I ST. PAUL-- University of Minnesota officials praised action today by the U.S. House of
Representatives that would increase funding for scientific research. The funding increases were part of the fiscal
year 2007 continuing resolution (H.J. Res. 20), which also included increases in the federal Pell Grant program.
"Federal research dollars are critical to maintaining and expanding America's competitive edge," said university
Vice President for Research Tim Mulcahy. "We're grateful to the House of Representatives for putting a
priority on science and research and hope this increased level of funding will make it into law."
Mulcahy singled out House Appropriations Committee member U.S. Rep. Betty McCollum (D-Minn.) for her
support of increases in the budgets for a variety of key research initiatives. Six House members from Minnesota
supported the message and two opposed.
The Appropriations Committee action includes the following:

National Science Foundation:
$4.7 billion, an increase of$335 million in the National Science Foundation's research account to fund Innovation
Programs. This increase is a down-payment towards enhancing U.S. global competitiveness by investing in basic
science research.
Department of Energy, Office of Science:
$3.8 billion, an increase of$200 million to support research including new energy technologies such as improved
conversion of cellulosic biomass to biofuels.
Department of Energy, Energy Efficiency and Renewable Energy Resources:
$1.5 billion, an increase of $300 million to accelerate research and development activities for renewable energy
and energy efficiency programs.
National Institutes of Health:
- more-
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$28.9 billion, an increase of$619.5 million to reverse a projected decline in new NIH research project awards and
support an additional 500 research project grants, 1,500 first time investigators, and expand funding for high risk
and high impact research.

National Institute of Standards and Technology Innovation Programs:
$50 million in new funding for physical science research and lab support for nanotechnology and neutron
research.
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2007 FARM BILL
U.S. Secretary of Agriculture Mike Johanns on Wednesday released details of the Bush Administration's
proposals for agriculture spending and a 2007 Farm Bill. Congress is preparing for hearings on the bill and
expects to begin discussions soon. University of Minnesota experts who are closely monitoring the process of
creating a new farm bill and are available to discuss it are:

Brian Buhr, professor of applied economics, University of Minnesota
Burh can discuss impacts of crop policies on livestock markets. He can also talk about bioenergy as it intersects
livestock and food markets.
Jason Hill, research associate in applied economics, University of Minnesota
Hill can discuss aspects of renewable energy and how they relate to this bill.
Kent Olson, professor of applied economics, University of Minnesota
Olson can discuss effects of the farm bill on Minnesota agriculture.
Ed Schuh, professor at the U's Humphrey Institute of Public Affairs, University of Minnesota
Schuh can address issues related to international trade and competitiveness.
To interview any of the experts above, contact Asim Dorovic at (612) 624-0214 or dorovic@urnn.edu; or Drew
Swain at (612) 625-8962 or dswain@urnn.edu

Expert Alert is a service provided by the University News Service. Delivered regularly, Expert Alert is designed

to connect university experts to today's breaking news and current events. For an archive and other useful media
services, visit www.unews.umn.edu.
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'U OF M MOMENT' FEATURE LINKS FOR THE WEEK OF FEB. 5
MINNEAPOLIS I ST. PAUL-- "University of Minnesota Moment" radio features for the week of Monday,
Feb. 5, are available to Minnesota radio stations for free.
The features are as follows:
Monday, Feb. 5: "Cabin Fever Season"
Some people get a lot done in the winter. They work on projects or do some cleaning and organizing. But for
others, spending time indoors causes frustration and a short temper, a phenomenon known by many
Minnesotans as cabin fever. Kia Harries, a 4-H youth development educator with the U ofM Extension Service,
says this time of year is prime cabin fever season.
Fully produced :90 feature: http://blog.lib.umn.edu/urelate/radio/cabin_fever_season.mp3
Raw audio: http://blog.lib. umn.edu/urelate/radio/cabin_fever_raw.mp3
Tuesday, Feb. 6: "Educating Minnesota's Horse Owners"
The U of M is offering five regional horse owner education programs throughout the state in February and
March. Krishona Martinson, a regional Extension Service educator, says the programs provide horse owners
with expert insight on topics ranging from hoof care to pasture management.
Fully produced :90 feature: http://blog.lib.umn.edu/urelate/radio/education_horses.mp3
Raw audio: http://blog.lib. umn.edu/urelate/radio/education_horses_raw.mp3

.

.

Wednesday, Feb. 7: "The Evolution of Fungi"
A recently published paper on the evolution of fungi, an unusual group of organisms, provides a new glimpse
into evolution of life on Earth. David McLaughlin, professor of plant biology in the College of Biological
Sciences and the paper's co-author, says that as early fungi made the evolutionary journey from water to land
billions of years ago and branched off from animals, they shed tail-like flagella that propelled them through their
aquatic environment.
Fully produced :90 feature: http://blog.lib.umn.edu/urelate/radio/evolution_fungi.mp3
Raw audio: http://blog.lib. umn.edu/urelate/radio/evolution_ fungi_raw.mp3
- more-
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Thursday, Feb. 8: "Cervical Cancer-- What You Need to Know"
Approximately 300,000 people are expected to die this year from cervical cancer, about 85 percent ofthem from
developing countries. What are the risk factors for cervical cancer and what preventive measures should I take?
We asked Kristin Anderson, a cancer epidemiologist at the University of Minnesota.
Fully produced :90 feature: http://blog.lib.umn.edu/urelate/radio/cervical_cancer_fyi.mp3
Raw audio: http://blog.lib. umn.edu/urelate/radio/cervical_fyi_raw.mp3
Friday, Feb. 9: "What's New with Teens and Their Families?"
What is normal teen behavior and how do families change through teen years? Kathleen Olson, aU ofM
Extension family relations educator, says these and other questions are addressed in a new online course,
"What's New with Teens and Their Families? Research Update for Professionals."
Fully produced :90 feature: http://blog.lib.umn.edu/urelate/radio/teens_and_families.mp3
Raw audio: http://blog.lib.umn.edu/urelate/radio/teens_families_raw.mp3
All of the features will be posted the day for which they are scheduled at http://blog.lib.umn.edu/urelate/radio/
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U OF M CENTER FOR TRANSPORTATION STUDIES TO HOST SPEECH ON
PROBLEMS WITH YOUNG DRIVERS
MINNEAPOLIS I ST. PAUL-- National Institutes of Health (NIH) child and adolescent health behavior
researcher Bruce Simons-Morton will speak at the University of Minnesota Center for Transportation Studies
(CTS) annual winter luncheon at noon, Thursday, Feb. 8, in the Radisson Hotel Metrodome ballroom, 615
Washington Ave. S.E., Minneapolis.
The luncheon is open to the public. Cost is $30, $10 for students. For registration information, please contact
Electra Sylva, (612) 624-3708 or at conferences5@cce.umn.edu. More information about the luncheon is online
at www.cts.urnn.edu/events/luncheon.
In his keynote presentation, "Myths and Misconceptions About the Young Driver Problem and its Solutions,"
Simons-Morton will address the issue that newly licensed drivers have an extremely high rate of crashes. He will
present substantial evidence that it is possible through effective policy and behavioral interventions to alter the
pattern involving novice teens who engage in driving behavior that places them and others at risk.
Simons-Morton is chief of the Prevention Research Branch in the Division of Epidemiology, Statistics, and
Prevention Research at the National Institute of Child Health and Human Development, NIH, where he directs a
program of research on child and adolescent health behavior. He is the author of more than 100 scientific papers,
three books, and 20 book chapters. Simons-Morton's research on teen driving includes both observational studies
of teen driving risks and studies evaluating interventions to prevent motor vehicle crashes among novice
teenagers.
Currently, Simons-Morton is directing the 40-Car Study, in which teen driving performance will be assessed over
an 18 month period.
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LECTURE BY NIKKI GIOVANNI TO HIGHLIGHT U OF M BLACK HISTORY MONTH
AND WOMEN'S HISTORY MONTH CELEBRATION
MINNEAPOLIS I ST. PAUL-- Poet Nikki Giovanni, whom Oprah Winfrey called one ofthe "25 Living
Legends in America," will highlight the University of Minnesota celebration of Black History Month and
Women's History Month with a lecture at 7:30p.m. Wednesday, Feb. 28, in Ted Mann Concert Hall, 2128 4th
St. S., Minneapolis. Her lecture, "Truth-Telling and the Need for Poetry," is sold out.
Giovanni has written more than two dozen books, including volumes of poetry, illustrated children's books, and
three collections of essays. Her writing has often been a vehicle for her activism; the civil rights and black power
movements informed her early poetry, as seen in Black Feeling, Black Talk (1968), Black Judgment (1968), and
Re:Creation (1970). Those Who Ride the Night Winds (1983) acknowledged notable black figures. Her three
most recent works are Love Poems (1997), Blues: For All the Changes (1999), and Quilting the Black-Eyed Pea:
Poems and Not Quite Poems (2002).
Giovanni's honors include the Langston Hughes Award for Distinguished Contributions to Arts and Letters in
1996 and the NAACP Image Award for Literature in 1998. Several magazines have named Giovanni Woman of
the Year, including Essence, Mademoiselle and Ladies Home Journal. She is currently a professor of English and
the Gloria D. Smith Professor of Black Studies at Virginia Tech University.
The lecture is sponsored by TCF Bank, Office for University Women, Office of the Vice President and Vice
Provost for Equity and Diversity; Multicultural Center for Academic Excellence; College of Liberal Arts
Scholarly Events Fund; Institute for Advanced Study; College of Education and Human Development; Office for
Student Affairs; Black Student Union; Women Student Activist Collective; and the following University of
Minnesota departments: African-American and African studies; gender, women, and sexuality studies; and
creative writing.
For more information about the event see: http://www.umn.edu/women.
WHEN:
7:30p.m. Wednesday, Feb. 28

- more-
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Ted Mann Concert Hall, 2128 4th St. S., Minneapolis
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ALAN PAGE, ERASMUS JAMES OF THE MINNESOTA VIKINGS TO APPEAR AT
U OF M AFRICAN AMERICAN READ-IN EVENT
MINNEAPOLIS I ST. PAUL-- Alan Page, the former Minnesota Viking great turned Minnesota Supreme Court
justice, and current Viking Erasmus James will participate in an African American Read-In event from 3 to 4 p.m.
Wednesday, Feb. 7, at the Nelly Stone Johnson School, 807 27th Ave. N., Minneapolis.
The event is part ofthe 18th annual National African American Read-In that kicks off Sunday, Feb. 4 and
Monday, Feb. 5. Other Read-In events will be held during the month ofFebruary. Schools, churches, libraries,
bookstores, community and professional organizations, and interested citizens are urged to make literacy a
significant part of Black History Month by hosting and coordinating Read-Ins in their communities. Hosting a
Read-In can be as simple as bringing together friends to share a book, or as elaborate as arranging public readings
and media presentations that feature professional African American writers.
The event featuring Page and James is organized by University of Minnesota College of Education and Human
Development instructor Ezra Hyland, who has spearheaded African American Read-In events in the Twin Cities
for many years.
Page won lasting acclaim on the gridiron playing with the Minnesota Vikings and the Chicago Bears from
1967-1981. In 1971, he became the first defensive player in NFL history to receive the league's Most Valuable
Player award. In 1988, he was inducted into the Pro Football Hall of Fame.
But Page recognized that most sports careers are so short-lived that players need to plan ahead for the rest of
their lives. Juggling law school and a pro football career, he earned a degree from the University of Minnesota
Law School in 1978. He worked in a private law practice and also did a stint as a commentator for National
Public Radio. By 1987, he had worked his way up to the post of Minnesota's assistant attorney general, where
he stayed until his nomination to the state's highest court in 1993.
Page has made a career of encouraging minority students to go to college. He is the founder of the Page Education
Foundation, which has provided mentoring and approximately 3,000 scholarships to encourage Minnesota
- more-
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students to continue their studies after high school. Page also helped establish the Kodak/Alan Page Challenge, a
nationwide essay contest encouraging urban youth to recognize the value of education.
James attended the University of Wisconsin at Madison where he was an All Big 10 player and earned All Big
Ten Academic honors. James, a defensive end, was the Vikings' 2005 No. 1 draft pick. He has been active with
the African American Read-In program for two years.

WHEN:
WHERE:

3 to 4 p.m. Wednesday, Feb. 7
Nelly Stone Johnson School, 807 27th Ave. N., Minneapolis
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TONY DUNGY, WINNING COACH OF SUPER BOWL XLI, TO GIVE KEYNOTE
SPEECH AT UNIVERSITY OF MINNESOTA ALUMNI ASSOCIATION ANNUAL
CELEBRATION, MAY 8
"" Tickets to go on sale Feb. 22 ""
MINNEAPOLIS I ST. PAUL-- University of Minnesota alum Tony Dungy, head coach of the Super Bowl XLI
winning Indianapolis Colts, will be the keynote speaker at the University of Minnesota Alumni Association
Annual Celebration on Tuesday, May 8, the alumni association announced today.
Tickets for the annual celebration will go on sale at the Northrop Auditorium Box Office on Feb. 22. People can
order tickets by calling (612) 624-2345 or online at www.northrop.umn.edu or by going to the Northrop Box
Office in person.
Held in Mariucci Arena, 1901 Fourth St. S.E., Minneapolis, across from the site of the new Gopher football
stadium, the evening includes a reception at 5:30p.m., dinner at 6 p.m. and program at 8 p.m. The program will
also include remarks by special guest and alum Stan Freese, talent booking and casting director for the Walt
Disney Company, as well as performances by members of the Minnesota Marching Band. Details are available
at www.alumni. umn.edu/annualcelebration.
"Who among our alumni better epitomizes everything good about college athletics and has achieved greater
football fame than Tony Dungy," said Denny Schulstad, volunteer president of the alumni association.
"Everyone, alums, students, faculty, staff and friends, is invited to attend this special evening and celebrate with
us."
Dungy, who received his bachelor of science degree in 1978, is head coach of the Indianapolis Colts. This year,
he made history as the first black head coach to win the Super Bowl.
Dungy is one ofthe most respected and popular coaches in the National Football League. He has led teams to the
playoffs for eight consecutive years, and during his tenure as Vikings defensive coordinator had one of the
top-ranked defenses each year. In 2006-07, his Indianapolis Colts won the division and advanced through three
- more-
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rounds of playoffs to win the Super Bowl XLI in Miami on Feb. 4.
As a Gopher, Dungy quarterbacked the university to winning records his two years as a starter, including a tie
for third in the Big Ten as a senior, a level Minnesota has reached only once since. Dungy, an academic all-Big
Ten honoree, was Minnesota's all-time career leader in passing yards, completions and touchdowns when he
graduated. He also ran the ball413 times for 1,345 yards and 16 touchdowns, earning the team's Most Valuable
Player Award twice. As a senior, he played in the East-West Shrine Game, the Hula Bowl and the Japan Bowl.
He played parts of three years in the National Football League, winning a Super Bowl with the Pittsburgh
Steelers, before turning to coaching. Converted to a defensive back at Pittsburgh, Dungy holds an unusual
distinction: When his team's top two quarterbacks were hurt, he entered the game at quarterback. He completed
three of eight passes for 43 yards in a game in which he both intercepted a pass and threw an interception.
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INCOMING MINNESOTA STUDENTS BENEFIT FROM THE UNIVERSITY OF
MINNESOTA FOUNDERS FREE TUITION PROGRAM
- Minnesota College Goal Sunday takes place Feb. 11 MINNEAPOLIS I ST. PAUL --As high school students across the state gear up for College Goal Sunday on
Feb. 11, the University ofMinnesota encourages eligible incoming students to take advantage ofthe unique
University of Minnesota Founders Free Tuition Program.
The University of Minnesota Founders Free Tuition Program combines federal, state and university grants to
cover 100 percent of tuition and fees for all Pell-eligible students. There is no limit to the number of eligible
students who will benefit from the program. Supporting admitted eligible Minnesota residents, the program is
available to freshman and transfer students enrolling at any University of Minnesota campus, including
Crookston, Duluth, Morris, Twin Cities and Rochester. In the most recent academic year, more than 2,100
Minnesota residents benefited from this program.
"This need-based program is our way to support eligible Minnesota residents and provide them with access to a
great University of Minnesota education," said university President Robert Bruininks.
Students who would like to be considered for the program must be admitted incoming freshman or transfer
students from Minnesota, and must fill out the Free Application for Federal Student Aid (F ASF A). Recipients
are selected based on financial need. Minnesota residents who are eligible for federal Pell grants will have free
tuition. The Pell grant program provides need-based grants to low-income undergraduate students to promote
access to postsecondary education. A Pell grant, unlike a loan, does not have to be repaid. Pell eligibility -- not
income level-- is the defining criterion for the Founders Free Tuition Program.
Students who would like assistance in filling out the FASF A are encouraged to participate in Minnesota College
Goal Sunday on Feb. 11, at 25 locations throughout the state. Experts will guide families step-by-step through
the financial aid application. Details and locations are available online at www.mncollegegoalsunday.org.
Complete details and eligibility requirements for the Founders Free Tuition Program are available online at
- more-
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www.founders.urnn.edu.
For more information about Pell eligibility, please contact One Stop Student Services at (612) 624-1111,
1-800-400-8636, or helpingu@umn.edu.
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U OF M JOB AND INTERNSHIP FAIR, FEB. 12
MINNEAPOLIS I ST. PAUL Mark your calendar for the biggest student career fair in Minnesota. Nearly 200
organizations will be at the University of Minnesota Job and Internship Fair from 10 a.m. until4 p.m. Monday,
Feb. 12 at the Minneapolis Convention Center, 1301 Second Ave. S., Minneapolis, recruiting for hundreds of
jobs and internships.
"Fairs like this offer students the valuable opportunity to network with potential employers," said Paul
Timmins, coordinator, Career and Community Learning Center Career and Community Learning Center.
To register for the Fair, visit www.umjobfair.org, where you'll also find great preparation tips and details about
the free transportation provided from campus. All students who register and attend will be entered into a
drawing to win one of several iPod nanos. To see a list of employers who will be at the event, check online to see
the list. Also visit the Web site to see a list of employers who will be at the event.
The Fair is free and open to all U ofM students and recent graduates (class of2003 to the present) from all U of
M campuses.
WHEN:
10 a.m. to 4 p.m. Monday, Feb. 12
WHERE:
Minneapolis Convention Center
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VALENTINE'S DAY
Valentine's Day is fast approaching, so better run to get those flowers and chocolates. So, how's that relationship going?
Communcation going well? Perhaps you have an online Valentine this year? And what do those flowers you'll buy really mean?
University of Minnesota experts on these topics are:

Kathleen Olson, family relations educator with the University of Minnesota Extension
Olson can talk about Valentine's Day as time for a relationship check up. She can speak to common communication barriers that get
in the way of relationships, and what couples (or anyone else) can do about these barriers. Olson can also provide examples of
communcation barriers and what to do.
Heather Haberman, researcher in the department of family social science at the University of Minnesota
Haberman can speak about Cyber Romance. Haberman has conducted research about online dating and taught classes on Cyber
Romance. She can talk about how romantic relationships are initiated, developed and maintained using the Internet. She can also talk
about safety precautions people should take when developing Cyber relationships. When she started her research in 1999, there were
about 500 people on Match.com (an online dating site) and today there are millions of people using it, Haberman said. People can find
love on the Internet, she said. In fact, research has indicated that people who start relationships online are just as successful as
relationships started in more traditional ways, she said.
Wayne Caron, assistant professor in family social science, University of Minnesota
Caron can speak about intimate relationships, long distance relationships and the impact the Internet has had on people who are
forming and maintaining relationships. For example, the Internet allows people to maintain multiple relationships at once-something
that is much more difficult to do in the real world, Caron said. The Internet also opens up a new opportunity for people who might
not get out of their homes much for a variety of reasons, he said.
Neal Anderson, University of Minnesota horticulturist
Valentine's Day is among the top days for flower sales worldwide. But how do you know you're sending your sweetheart the best
roses for the money? Neal can discuss the practical aspects of flower-buying and preservation as well as the history and cultural
background of giving flowers.
To interview any of the experts above, contact Asim Dorovic at (612) 624-0214 or dorovic@umn.edu; or Drew Swain at (612)
625-8962 or dswain@umn.edu

Expert Alert is a service provided by the University News Service. Delivered regularly, Expert Alert is designed to connect university
experts to today's breaking news and current events. For an archive and other useful media services, visit www.unews.umn.edu.
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U OF M BOARD OF REGENTS TO MEET THIS WEEK
MINNEAPOLIS I ST. PAUL-- The University of Minnesota Board of Regents will meet on Thursday and
Friday of this week on the university's Twin Cities campus. The agenda includes a work session on the
university's urban outreach initiative, a discussion of the future ofNorthop Auditorium and a number of
presentations on the importance of research.
The schedule for the meeting is as follows:
Thursday, Feb. 8
I

9- 10:15 a.m., Audit'Committee, East Committee Room.
9:15 - 10:15 a.m., Litigation Review Committee, W.R. Peterson Conference Room. The committee will consider
meeting in a non-public meeting to discuss attorney-client privileged litigation matters.
10:30 a.m.- 12 p.m., Facilities Committee, West Committee Room. Action will be taken on a number of capital
budget amendments, including renovation of the second floor of Johnston Hall and two upgrades to data centers.
In addition, the committee will review a proposed capital budget amendment for the proposed East Gateway
District.
10:30 a.m.- 12 p.m., Faculty, Staff and Student Affairs Committee, East Committee Room. The committee will
review a number of employee policies and review orientation opportunities for new faculty.
1:45- 2:45p.m., Work session, Boardroom. Senior Vice President for System Academic Administration Robert
Jones will lead a presentation on the university's urban initiative, including an update on the University
Northside Partnership.
3 -4:30p.m., Educational Planning and Policy Committee, West Committee Room. The theme for the meeting is
research, including a presentation by Vice President for Research Tim Mulcahy on the distinctive importance of
- more-
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research, a presentation by University of Minnesota Extension Dean Bev Durgan on how Extension takes
research to the people, and a presentation by Vice Provost for Undergraduate Education Craig Swan on research
and the undergraduate experience.
3-4:30 p.m., Finance and Operations Committee, East Committee Room. The committee will hear from Chief
Financial Officer Richard Pfutzenreuter on the six-year capital plan.
Friday, Feb. 9
9- 11:30 a.m., Board of Regents meeting, Boardroom. Vice President of University Services Kathleen O'Brien
and Dean of the College of Liberal Arts Steven Rosenstone will present the results of their task force studying
the future of Northrop Auditorium.
More information on the Board of Regents meeting can be found at www.umn.edu/regents.
WHEN:
Thursday, Feb. 8- Friday, Feb. 9
WHERE:

600 McNamara Alumni Center, 200 Oak St. S.E., Minneapolis
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TARGET GIVES $5 MILLION TO THE UNIVERSITY OF MINNESOTA FOR
CAPITAL PROJECTS
MINNEAPOLIS I ST. PAUL-- Target has made a gift of$5 million to the University of Minnesota, to be used
exclusively for three capital projects that expand the university's programs in key areas. The gift has been
designated for an addition to the Weisman Art Museum, the Carlson School of Management's new undergraduate
facility and TCF Bank Stadium.
"We're grateful to Target for their generous support of the University of Minnesota," said university president
Robert Bruininks. "Target's gift will support three important capital projects that will build on our academic
mission, improve the student experience and add to the entire state's quality of life."
"Access to art and design and a quality education make communities successful and vibrant," said Laysha Ward,
vice president, community relations, Target. "Through this gift, we are able to help the university further
develop future community leaders and a talented workforce."
Target has previously supported several university projects, such as the Design Institute's summer Design
Camp, the arboretum, the Goldstein Gallery and programs at the Carlson School and the Weisman, among other
projects.
Included in Target's new gift is funding for a new wing for the Weisman Art Museum. The new addition,
designed by Frank Gehry, will expand exhibit and programming space, including a new studio for showcasing
creative collaboration among artists and other practitioners. Named the Target Studio for Creative Collaboration,
the studio will be open to view while collaborative works are in process.
The gift also provides funds toward the construction, now underway, of the Carlson School's Herbert M.
Hanson Jr. Hall. This new facility on the West Bank will make it possible for the Carlson School to increase its
undergraduate enrollment by 50 percent. The expansion of the Carlson School undergraduate program will bring
the size of the program up to par with most of its peer schools in the Big Ten, which currently enroll about
twice as many students.
- more-
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twice as many students.
"Increasing the size of our undergraduate business program helps Minnesota by attracting high-potential
students to the U and keeping them in Minnesota as a part of our community," said Bruininks. "It's an exciting
project, right in line with the aspirations we've set to become one of the top public universities in the world."
Also included in the Target gift is support for the new on-campus stadium. "TCF Bank Stadium will be an
exciting new center of campus life where students, alumni and friends will gather for many years to come," said
Bruininks.
Target is committed to supporting the local communities where it does business, giving more than $3 million
every week to strengthen families and communities with a focus on education, the arts and social services.
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UNIVERSITY OF MINNESOTA AND THE MINNESOTA DEPARTMENT OF
EDUCATION TO ANNOUNCE NEW ENGINEERING EDUCATION PROGRAM
MINNEAPOLIS I ST. PAUL The Minnesota Department of Education, in cooperation with the University of
Minnesota Institute of Technology, will announce the establishment of the world's first global engineering
education program from 1:30 to 2:30p.m. Thursday, Feb. 8, in Room 3-180 of the Electrical
Engineering/Computer Science Building, 200 Union St. S.E., Minneapolis.
Minnesota Commissioner of Education Alice Seagren will announce a partnership with Parametric Technology
Corporation (PTC), a Massachusetts-based global software company. PTC will provide free specialized
software to middle school and high school teachers and students across the state, as well as University of
Minnesota engineering students and faculty. The Windchill ProjectLink software is a Web-based engineering
collaboration tool that supports team-based design of complex products and systems with users anywhere in the
world.
James Heppelmann, a 1987 University of Minnesota mechanical engineering graduate, currently serves as PTC's
executive vice president and chief product officer. Heppelmann will participate in the announcement and
demonstrate the Windchill ProjectLink software.
Lockeed Martin executive James Krause, who received his doctoral degree in electrical engineering from the U of
M, will also participate in the announcement and share his company's global engineering approaches in design.
High school teachers, Institute of Technology Associate Dean Mos Kaveh and Will Durfee, mechanical
engineering professor, will be available for interviews after the announcement regarding future uses of the
Windchill ProjectLink software in schools and at the university.
1:30-2:30 p.m. Thursday, Feb. 8
WHEN:
WHERE:
Room 3-180, Electrical Engineering/Computer Science Building, 200 Union St. S.E.,
Minneapolis
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EDUCATING SOCIALLY CONCERNED STUDENTS TO BE DISCUSSED AT U OF
M SYMPOSIUM, FEB. 19
MINNEAPOLIS I ST. PAUL -- The Symposium on Civic Engagement and the Moral Education of Students will
explore why citizen development is as important as career development on Feb. 19, 2:30p.m. in the Cowles
Auditorium of the Humphrey Center, 301 19th Ave. S., Minneapolis. The event will bring together three of the
nation's leading philosophy scholars in order to explore the role of universities in sustaining the moral education
of socially concerned students and their commitment to making the world a better place. Philosophical and
religious assumptions behind the vision for civic engagement Y~ill also be explored. The symposium is free and
open to the public.
Philosophers Richard Bernstein, Mark Bauerlein and Nicholas Wolterstorffwill discuss how the purpose of the
university has evolved and whether it is simply a factory of knowledge or a forum to engage in the moral
education of students. They argue that in a changing environment of higher education with post-game riots and
academic cheating scandals, public support for universities is being threatened.
About the speakers:
Richard Bernstein, Vera List Professor of Philosophy at the New School for Social Research in New York City,
is a leading neopragmatist, in the broad tradition of John Dewey, who has widely engaged in conversations and
scholarly research on the purposes of higher education.
Mark Bauerlein, an english professor at Emory University, was appointed as the director of research and
analysis for the National Endowment for the Arts in 2004. His work, which includes seven authored or
co-authored works, has spmmed literary criticism, African-American studies and philosophical pragmatism.
Nicholas Wolterstorffis the former Noah Porter Professor of Philosophical Theology at Yale University. He has
authored over 18 books on philosophy, including Thomas Reid and the Story of Epistemology (Cambridge
University Press, 2001 ).
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UNIVERSITY WORKS WITH CITY OF MINNEAPOLIS TO RAISE AWARENESS
ABOUT HOUSING INSPECTIONS
MINNEAPOLIS I ST. PAUL --This month the city of Minneapolis has launched a two-year
inspections initiative to ensure the safety and well-being of people living in housing in
neighborhoods surrounding the University of Minnesota.
The University of Minnesota is working closely with the city of Minneapolis to make sure all
renters, including students, are aware of the inspections process and to encourage students to
work with the city and their landlords to ensure their neighborhoods are safe places to call
home.
This initiative is designed to maintain the quality and improve the
neighborhoods. These inspections are part of a larger initiative to
rental dwelling at least once every five years. Some properties will
more frequently than others, based on the owners' Housing Code

safety of housing in the
inspect every Minneapolis
continue to get inspected
Violation histories.

In the first phase of this initiative, about 850 buildings of rental housing will be inspected during
2007 and 2008 to make sure the properties meet safety codes. Inspectors will look for working
smoke detectors, safe electrical systems and make sure properties are not overcrowded. If
Minneapolis Housing Inspection Services 'receives a complaint about a code violation, they will
inspect the property without waiting for its scheduled inspection.
Inspectors will visit rental properties in the Cedar-Riverside, Marcy-Holmes, Prospect Park-East
River Road, Southeast Como and the University District neighborhoods. Fraternity and sorority
houses are on a separate, regular inspection cycle that will continue as usual.
Renters in these neighborhoods who have questions or concerns about their off-campus rental
housing should call the City of Minneapolis Inspections Division by dialing 311.
The U of M also has resources available to help students who have questions and concerns
about off-campus housing. In fact, University Student Legal Services (USLS) staff will arrange for
same day appointments for students in emergency situations. Students may call USLS at (612)

624-1001.
"We know that problems with housing create a lot of stress for students· and many do not know
we are here to help them," said Bill Dane, of USLS.

- more-
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Many students express fear about having to move out of their rental housing due to health and
safety or occupancy issues. Their worry centers on finding a different place to live and on the
costs associated with that move. And, the roommates left behind worry about paying rent with
one fewer person.

"It is very rare that students have had to move out with little warning," Dane said. The inspectors
will work with the landlords to bring the housing up to code without having to displace anyone, he
said.
In those situations, the U of M is here to assist them. U of M's Housing and Residential Life will
assist students to find housing on campus if available and that office also has resources that
explore off-campus housing as well. To contact them, call (612) 624-2994.

'I
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FORMER STATE SEN. STEVE KELLEY JOINS U OF M HUMPHREY INSTITUTE AS
A SENIOR FELLOW
MINNEAPOLIS I ST. PAUL -- The University of Minnesota Humphrey Institute of Public Affairs welcomes
Steve Kelley as a senior fellow in the Center for Science, Technology and Public Policy. Kelley's part-time
appointment will allow him to continue his relationship with the law firm of Mackall Crounse & Moore.
"Steve Kelley's leadership and policy background in science and technology will greatly enhance the work being
done in this area at the university," said J. Brian Atwood, dean of the Humphrey Institute. "His years of service
in the legislature combined with his work throughout Minnesota will give our students and our faculty members
a new perspective and added resources."
Kelley served as a Minnesota state senator for Senate District 44 (St. Louis Park and Hopkins) from 1997 to
2006 and as a state representative for House District 44A from 1993 to 1996. He holds a bachelor's degree in
political science and political economy from Williams College in Massachusetts and a degree from Columbia
University School ofLaw in New York.
"I am excited about the opportunity to work with the team at the Humphrey Institute," said Kelley. "Science
and technology are becoming bigger parts of our lives. I hope to support good policy decisions based on science
and the potential of technology."
In addition to supporting the overall work of the Humphrey Institute, Kelley will focus on science and math
education policies and issues related to telecommunications and information technology.
The Humphrey Institute regularly invites former elected officials and other distinguished individuals from
outside the university who can make meaningful contributions to the institute's research, teaching and outreach
programs as senior fellows. These fellows include practitioners and policymakers with a significant national or
international reputation in some field of public affairs. Other former officeholders who have joined the
Humphrey Institute include Minnesota U.S. Representatives Vin Weber and Tim Penny and Minneapolis
Mayor Sharon Sayles Belton.
- more-
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Mayor Sharon Sayles Belton.
The Center for Science, Technology and Public Policy aims to enhance the public's understanding of the role of
science and technology in daily life, particularly relationships to economic growth, health, the environment,
education and national security. For more information on the center and its research and activities, visit
www.hhh.umn.edu/centers/stpp/index.html.
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U OF M FORUM TO DISCUSS AFFORDABLE HOUSING STRATEGIES FOR
GREATER MINNESOTA CITIES AND TOWNS

MINNEAPOLIS I ST. PAUL-- The work and accomplishments ofthe Greater Minnesota Housing Fund in
financing, design and production of affordable housing over the last 10 years will be the topic of the University
of Minnesota Center for Urban and Regional Affairs (CURA) monthly forum from noon to 1:30 p.m. Friday,
Feb. 23, in Room 2-215, Carlson School of Management, 321 19th Ave. S., Minneapolis.
The forum's title is "Affordable Housing Strategies for Greater Minnesota Cities and Towns." Warren Hanson,
president and CEO of the Greater Minnesota Housing Fund, will give an overview of his agency's role in
developing affordable housing strategies for Minnesota cities.
The event is a monthly brown-bag discussion of housing issues and research in the Twin Cities. Forums are free
and open to the public.
RSVP is required no later than Wednesday, Feb. 21, to (612) 625-2086
For more information contact Adrienne Hannert ofCURA, (612) 625-2086, or visit
http:/Icura. umn.edu/cura_mailing/.

WHEN:
WHERE:

noon to 1:30 p.m. Friday, Feb. 23
Room 2-215, Carlson School of Management, 321 19th Ave. S., Minneapolis
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U OF M PROFESSOR WORKS TO DECIPHER VIOLENCE AND SHOOTINGS
Another round of shootings in America has left nine people dead. A University of Minnesota expert who has
studied these types of situations and can comment on the tragedies is:

Edward Taylor, University of Minnesota professor of social work
Taylor is available to discuss the issues surrounding the recent violence. He is currently completing a research
article on the developmental histories of more than 200 people who were violent and had schizophrenia. He has
also done a survey of high school students' fears about school violence.
To interview Taylor contact Drew Swain at (612) 625-8962 or dswain@umn.edu; or Asim Dorovic at (612)
624-0214 or dorovic@umn.edu.
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Contacts: Dawn Skelly, Carlson School of Management, (612) 624-8770
Registration Contact: (612) 626-9334, firsttuesday@csom.umn.edu

U OF M CARLSON SCHOOL DEAN TO SPEAK ON THE OBLIGATIONS AND
CONTRIBUTIONS OF A BUSINESS SCHOOL IN A LAND-GRANT ENVIRONMENT
MINNEAPOLIS I ST. PAUL-- Alison Davis-Blake, dean ofthe Carlson School of Management, will speak at
the University of Minnesota's Carlson School of Management First Tuesday luncheon at 11:30 a.m. Tuesday,
March 6, at the McNamara Alumni Center, 200 Oak St. S.E., Minneapolis.
The University of Minnesota was established 155 years ago to provide educational opportunities for the state's
citizens and is part of one of the most successful, large-scale social experiments-- the land-grant university
program. In her talk, "Delivering on the promise: obligations and contributions of a business school in a
land-grant environment," Davis-Blake will discuss how a business school at a land-grant university can deliver on
the promise of accessibility for those prepared to benefit from a rigorous education, responsiveness to the need
for innovation and relevance to today's increasingly interconnected sectors of society.
Davis-Blake is an accomplished leader, scholar and educator. She is responsible for leading the development and
implementation of the Carlson School of Management's strategic plan and for guiding the programs that serve the
school's 4,200 students.
Previously, Davis-Blake was the senior associate dean for academic affairs at the McCombs School of Business
at the University of Texas at Austin.
Advance registration by Thursday, March 1, is $23 and $30 for walk-ins. The fee includes lunch and parking in
the Washington Avenue Ramp. Register by calling (612) 626-9634, visiting www.carlsonschool.umn.edu/events
or bye-mailing firsttuesday@csom.umn.edu.
11:30 a.m.- 1 p.m. Tuesday, March 6
WHEN:
WHERE:

McNamara Alumni Center, 200 Oak St. S.E., Minneapolis
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OBESITY EXPERTS KICK OFF U OF M "GREAT CONVERSATIONS" 2007
SERIES
MINNEAPOLIS I ST. PAUL-- Obesity accounts for nearly 300,000 American deaths each year. In the
inaugural "Great Conversations" 2007 event, two leading scholars look at the complex causes of this rising
epidemic.
Dr. Allen Levine is Dean of the College of Food, Agricultural, and Natural Resource Sciences and Director of the
Minnesota Obesity Center. Kessler was Commissioner of the Food and Drug Administration from 1990-97. His
bestselling book, "A Question oflntent: A Great American Battle with a Deadly Industry," chronicles the
FDA's full-scale investigation into the practices of the tobacco industry. He is currently Dean and Vice
Chancellor for Medical Affairs at the University of California, San Francisco.
Kessler and Levine will appear at 7:30p.m. Tuesday, Feb. 20 at Ted Mann Concert Hall, 2128 Fourth St. S.,
Minneapolis Following their discussion, audience members are invited to a reception with the speakers.
Single tickets are $28.50, or $23.50 for university faculty, alumni, students and staff. Series tickets are $120, or
$1 00 for university faculty, alumni, students and staff. "Great Conversations" is produced by the College of
Continuing Education at the University of Minnesota.
For more information, please visit www.cce.umn.edu/conversations. Call
(612) 624-2345 in order to purchase tickets.
Through the University of Minnesota's College of Continuing Education, motivated adults enrich their personal
and professional lives through learning opportunities ranging from courses, workshops, and retreats to credit
certificates and bachelor's and master's degrees. For more information about the college, please call (612)
624-4000 or visit www.cce.umn.edu.
WHEN:
Tuesday, Feb. 20 at 7:30p.m.
WHERE:

Ted Mann Concert Hall, 2128 Fourth St. S., Minneapolis
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U OF M SELECTS M.A. MORTENSON COMPANY AS GENERAL CONTRACTOR
FOR TCF BANK STADIUM
MINNEAPOLIS I ST. PAUL-- The University of Minnesota today announced the selection ofthe M.A.
Mortenson Company as the general contractor for TCF Bank Stadium. The selection was made through a
competitive process that reviewed qualifications, experience, cost, schedule and commitment to using targeted
businesses. The project executive committee, co-chaired by Athletics Director Joel Maturi and Vice President of
University Services Kathleen O'Brien, made the selection.
"After a very thorough process that involved outstanding local and national contractors, the M.A. Mortenson
Company stood out as the most competitive proposal, providing the best value to the university," said O'Brien.
"Mortenson has experience with both athletic facilities and large public projects and has an outstanding track
record. We're pleased with the strong interest in this project and look forward to moving to the next stage."
Mortenson, a Minneapolis-based family-owned business, is the largest construction compaily in Minnesota and
the nation's third largest builder of sports facilities. In addition to also being general contractor for the new
Minnesota Twins stadium, the company was the general contractor on the Xcel Energy Center in St. Paul and
the Target Center in Minneapolis. In addition to sports, the Minneapolis office is involved in a wide variety of
building types with expertise in healthcare, corporate, cultural and public assembly, higher education, and
hospitality.
"Mortenson's commitment to the University of Minnesota dates back more than 80 years to 1924 when my
grandfather worked as project superintendent for the original Memorial Stadium," said Mort Mortenson,
chairman and CEO of M.A. Mortenson Company. "Since those early days, we have had a long and trusted
partnership with the university, building numerous projects over the years."
"As one of the nation's largest sports facilities builders, Mortenson has built signature sports facilities across the
country. Today we are honored to be part of the team that will bring gopher football back to campus," said Ken
Sorensen, vice president and general manager of the Minnesota office of Mortenson. "We look forward to
reaching out and involving the community in this landmark project."
- more-
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reaching out and involving the community in this landmark project."
TCF Bank Stadium, planned to open in 2009, will be a $288.5 million football stadium located on the University
of Minnesota campus. In addition to $13 7.25 million financed by the State of Minnesota, $86 million of the cost
will be paid by sponsorships and private gifts. With recent gifts from the Target Corporation and the Securian
Foundation as well as a number of recent verbal commitments, the university has raised nearly $55 million
towards that goal, with $31 million yet to be raised.
"Today's announcement is another step forward in making TCF Bank Stadium a reality," said Maturi. "We are
excited about the progress we are making in reaching our fundraising goal. We're well on our way."
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Mark Cassutt, University News Service, (612) 624-8038

UNIVERSITY OF MINNESOTA STUDENT NAMED TO USA TODAY ALL-USA
COLLEGE ACADEMIC TEAM

MINNEAPOLIS I ST. PAUL-- University of Minnesota senior Rebecca Lynn Mitchell has been selected for
the USA Today All-USA College Academic Team. Mitchell was also named a 2006 Harry S. Truman Scholar
and one of the Top Ten College Women by Glamour magazine.
Mitchell, who grew up in Chippewa Falls, Wis., is a biology, society, and environment major in the College of
Liberal Arts Honors Program. She plans to earn a combined medical and master's degree in Public Health to
pursue a career in international health care and health policy.
Out of the over 600 applicants, Mitchell is one of only 20 students selected nationwide for the All-USA College
Academic Team. The team honors full-time undergraduates who not only excel in scholarship but also extend
their intellectual abilities beyond the classroom. Judges consider not only grades, honors and leadership, but also
how nominees apply their intellectual skills outside the classroom and how that may benefit society.
"I am very excited and humbled to be featured in USA Today alongside other students who have done such
incredible things in their college careers. I owe a great deal to the U of M, and especially the national scholarship
adviser Sally Lieberman, for all of the resources and support available to me during the past four years. I also
hope this award will help publicize the Student Project Africa Network (SPAN), or cause students to consider
similar opportunities to travel and volunteer internationally," Mitchell said. (Mitchell is currently attending a
women's health internship in rural Egypt.)
SPAN, a non-profit organization, matches American college student volunteers with humanitarian organizations
in Africa. Mitchell founded SPAN after volunteer experiences at a clinic and orphanage in Nakuru, Kenya,
inspired her to focus on health issues in Africa, particularly those affecting women.
"You will meet few 21 year olds who possess the compassion, intellectual abilities and leadership qualities that
Rebecca does. You will meet even fewer still who are already actively using these skills to better the lives of
- more-
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' Rebecca does. You will meet even fewer still who are already actively using these skills to better the lives of
others every day and inspiring so many along the way to do the same," said Leonard Muyelele, principal of the
Kenyan Pistis Academy and Orphanage, where Mitchell volunteered.
Mitchell continues to deepen her understanding of international women's health issues. She will work on an
Obstetric Hemorrhage research project in Nigeria later this spring. Last semester, she interned at the University
of California-San Francisco's Women's Global Health Imperative. In Minneapolis, Mitchell volunteered at
Family Opportunities for Living Collaboration, where she lead health classes for Somali refugee women.
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AL FRANKEN RUNNING FOR SENATE
The former SNL comedian, author, and up until Wednesday a raaio host, has announced his intentions to run for
Minnesota's U.S. Senate seat against incumbent-Republican Senator Norm Coleman in 2008. Will he be a good
fit for the U.S. Senate representing Minnesota? A University of Minnesota expert who can offer commentary
on this is:

Kathryn Pearson, professor of political science at the University of Minnesota
Pearson is a national political expert who is available to talk about Franken, his opponent and the political
landscape nationally -- all in a nonpartisan fashion.
Pearson specializes in American politics, national institutions, political parties, elections, and women and
politics, with particular expertise in the U.S. Congress. Her paper, "The Political Assimilation of the Fourth
Wave," is forthcoming in the book "Transforming Politics, Transforming America: The Political and Civic
Incorporation of Immigrants in the United States."
Prior to joining the university's department of political science, Pearson was a Research Fellow in Governance
Studies at the Brookings Institution and a scholar at the American Political Science Association's Centennial
Center.
To interview Pearson, contact Asim Dorovic at (612) 624-0214 or dorovic@umn.edu; or Drew Swain at (612)
625-8962 or dswain@umn.edu

Expert Alert is a service provided by the University News Service. Delivered regularly, Expert Alert is designed
to connect university experts to today's breaking news and current events. For an archive and other useful media
services, visit www.unews.umn.edu.
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U OF M TO HOST GLBTA COLLEGE CONFERENCE THIS WEEKEND
MINNEAPOLIS I ST. PAUL -- The University of Minnesota Queer Student Cultural Center and GLBT A
Programs Office will host a conference, "Alphabet Soup 2007," to discuss the issues gay, lesbian, bisexual and
trans gender people face. The conference will be held this weekend on the ground floor of Coffman Memorial
Union, 300 Washington Ave. S.E., Minneapolis.
More than 1,500 people will visit the U of M, Twin Cities for what has become the largest gay, lesbian, bisexual,
transgender and allies (GLBTA) college conference in the nation Friday, Feb. 16 to Sunday, Feb. 18. Conference
organizers use the term alphabet soup communities to describe the diverse population of people who will attend
the conference in order to keep the focus on issues and experiences that unite them.
Recent controversies about anti-gay comments from a number of celebrities, including retired NBA player Tim
Hardaway and television star Isaiah Washington, will be part of discussions on tolerance. The conference
promotes leadership, activism, networking, diversity, health and empowerment among gay, lesbian, bisexual,
transgender, allied students staff and faculty from across the United States.
"Some ofthese recent comments demonstrate the kind of misunderstanding and overt hostility that still exist,"
said Anne Phibbs, director of the U of M GLBTA Programs Office. "There needs to be more understanding and
that is why this student-organized conference is so timely."
In the most recent Advocate College Guide for LGBT Students, the U of M, Twin Cities was selected as one of
the top 20 best colleges and universities for lesbian, gay, bisexual and transgender students. The U's Duluth
campus was one of the top 100.
"This conference will be an important opportunity for collegians to network with one another and learn ways to
empower GLBTA-individuals and student organizations on college campuses around the entire region," said
'
conference co-director Michael Grewe.

- more-
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The conference will include keynote addresses by GLBTA activists and artists along with workshops focused on
a variety of GLBTA-related issues and entertainment.
Those giving the keynote addresses are:
• Faisal Alam, founder of Al-Fatiha Foundation, an organization dedicated to the empowerment and advancement
of gay, lesbian and trans gender Muslims.
• Photographer Loren Cameron, who is famous for his documentation of gender transformations, including his
own, and author of"Body Alchemy: Transsexual Portraits."
• Robyn Ochs, co-founder of the Bisexual Resource Network and author of"Getting Bi: Voices of Bisexuals
Around the World."
• Mandy Carter, a self-described "southern out black lesbian social justice activist," has been a grassroots
organizer for the past 37 years. She was a founding member of two groundbreaking organizations, Southerners
On New Ground (SONG) and the National Black Justice Coalition (NBJC).
The conference is in its 15th year, but this is the first time that the U of M, Twin Cities plays host.
Conference organizers are currently accepting submissions for workshops from college students, faculty and
staff.
To submit a workshop, to register for the conference or learn more about the conference, go to the conference
Web site at http://www.alphabetsoup2007.org/index.html
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U OF M CLOTHING DESIGN STUDENTS MAKE SOME 'NOISE'
University of Minnesota clothing design students will host their Senior Fashion Show, "Noise!" at 5 p.m. and
7:30p.m., Saturday, Feb. 17 at the McNamara Alumni Center, 200 Oak St. S.E., Minneapolis.
"Noise!" presents 11 university seniors showcasing their final senior lines which have been in development over
the last year, as well as other pieces shown from the junior and sophomore clothing design classes.
The senior show is an annual event in which each senior student develops a focused concept, creates sketches
and constructs garments of a clothing line to be displayed in the fashion show. The juniors and sophomores are
also invited to show pieces that they have designed and constructed.
This year, "Noise!" debuts as the first show of students from the new College ofDesign and will showcase the
talent and variety of fashion concepts in a visually exciting and entertaining show.
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U OF M LAW STUDENTS TO PERFORM IN PLAY
MINNEAPOLIS I ST. PAUL-- The Theatre ofthe Relatively Talentless (T.O.R.T.) presents "Frankenlaw," the
fifth annual University of Minnesota Law School Musical, March 2nd and 3rd at Pantages Theatre, 710
Hennepin Ave., Minneapolis. Performances start at 7:00, doors open at 6:00.
Frankenlaw is the comical tale of a law school professor's attempt to create the perfect law student.
The Law School Musical is an original, full-length parody written, directed and performed by University of
Minnesota Law Students. Each year more than 70 Law School students showcase hidden talents of wit, song and
dance.
Tradition dictates that each production must feature cameo appearances by faculty and prominent members of
the legal community. Past participants include former Vice President Walter Mondale, former Attorney General
Mike Hatch, Eight Circuit Chief Judge James Rosenbaum and U.S. Sen. Amy Klobuchar.
Tickets: $14.50 (general public) and $9.50 (U ofM students) available through Ticketmaster, the online
T.O.R.T. store http://www.umnlaw.com/tortstore, or at the door. For information on group or special
accommodations, email tort@umn.edu or cal1612-309-4468.
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U OF M SCHOOL OF MUSIC PRESENTS FIFTH ANNUAL SPARK FESTIVAL OF
ELECTRONIC MUSIC AND ARTS, FEB. 20-25
- Festival to feature composer Morton Subotnick and sound artist Richard Devine MINNEAPOLIS I ST. PAUL-- The University of Minnesota School of Music (SOM) presents the fifth annual
Spark Festival of Electronic Music and Arts. The festival runs from Tuesday, Feb. 20 to Sunday, Feb. 25 in
various locations on the university's Minneapolis campus. (A complete schedule of events can be found at
www.sparkfestival.org.)
The Spark Festival brings internationally recognized scholars and performers of electronic music and arts to the
School of Music and the West Bank Arts Quarter for lectures, performances, master classes and multimedia
installations. This year's featured guest artists are composer Morton Subotnick and sound artist Richard Devine. Subotnick is regarded as one of the pioneers in the development of electronic music and an innovator in works
involving instruments and other media, including interactive computer music systems. At 1 p.m. Saturday, Feb.
24, Subotnick will present a lecture in 225 Ferguson Hall and his music will be featured at various concerts
throughout the festival.
Devine has remixed artists like Aphex Twin and Mike Patton of Faith No More. He has released four albums and
performed his own music worldwide. Devine's music will be featured in a concert at 10 p.m. Saturday, Feb. 24 at
the Nomad World Pub, 501 Cedar Ave. S., Minneapolis.
The Spark Festival is a six-day celebration of the latest electronic music and arts, featuring works created by
artists from around the globe-- United States, India, England, Sweden, France, Italy, Switzerland, The
Netherlands, Japan, Lithuania, Israel, Germany, Great Britain, Norway, Denmark, Australia, the Czech Republic
and New Zealand.
Other festival highlights include daily multimedia performances and lectures by artists on their works and ideas, a
circuit-bending workshop, a headphone festival, video and so~d installations, guerilla-style events throughout
the West Bank Arts Quarter, as well as Spark NightLife-- noisy, pop-influenced live electronica performances

- more-
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with video-- every night at the Nomad World Pub.
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U OF M UPWARD BOUND, BARNES & NOBLE BOOKSELLERS TO HOST
BOOKFAIR
MINNEAPOLIS I ST. PAUL-- In an effort to raise funds for supplies and resources for its tutoring program,
University of Minnesota Upward Bound is teaming up with Barnes & Noble Booksellers to host a bookfair at
the Roseville store from 9 a.m. to 11 p.m. Saturday, March 3.
Upward Bound is a federal program that helps low-income and first generation high school students to prepare
and enter four-year colleges. With a 98 percent success rate, Upward Bound works with 113 students from
North, South and Edison high schools in Minneapolis. It provides academic counseling, parent workshops,
college application assistance and a tutoring program that helps more than 40 students weekly to improve grades
and study skills for high school success and college preparedness.
On March 3, Barnes & Noble will donate a percentage of every sale made with a special bookfair voucher to the
U ofM Upward Bound. Vouchers will be available online at www.mntrio.org/new/events.html, by emailing
rese0009@umn.edu, and in hard copy at U ofM Upward Bound, 128 Pleasant St. S.E., Minneapolis.
"A percentage ofbookfair sales will underwrite tutoring supplies and resources," said Upward Bound
coordinator Anna Resele. "The program will be able to create a wish list for titles. Bookfair supporters may
choose books from an in-store wish list display to purchase for the tutoring program."
WHEN:
9 a.m. to 11 p.m., Saturday, March 3
WHERE:
Barnes & Noble in Roseville, 2100 Snelling Ave. N., Roseville
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U OF M PRESIDENT BRUININKS TO DISCUSS "HUMAN CAPITAL OF THE
FUTURE" IN SPEECH TO ST. PAUL ROTARY
On Tuesday, Feb. 20, University of Minnesota President Robert Bruininks will speak to the St. Paul Rotary
Club about the importance of human capital to Minnesota's economic future and the critical role of higher
education in building human capital.
The Rotary Club meets at noon at the Crowne Plaza Hotel, 11 East Kellogg Blvd., St. Paul. Reservations are
required before 10:30 a.m. on Tuesday by calling Sherry Howe at (651) 222-2028.
Bruininks is in his fifth year as president of the University of Minnesota. Under his leadership, a number of
ambitious changes have been set into motion aimed at making the university one of the top three public research
universities in the world. He also has focused on increasing access to the university by raising hundreds of
millions of dollars for private scholarships at)d launching the historic "Founders Free Tuition Program" to
provide free tuition to all Pell Grant-eligible students.
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U OF M RESEARCHERS DISCOVER ABNORMAL PROTEIN LINKED TO
ELEVATED BODY MASS INDEX IN PEOPLE OF AMERICAN INDIAN AND
MEXICAN ANCESTRY
- Protein is linked to elevated body mass index, obesity and Type 2 diabetes MINNEAPOLIS I ST. PAUL -- University of Minnesota researchers have discovered a variant of a common
blood protein, apolipoprotein C 1, in people of American Indian and Mexican ancestry that is linked to elevated
body mass index (BMI), obesity and Type 2 diabetes.
The finding will be published in the Feb. 20 online issue of the International Journal of Obesity.
Lead investigator Gary Nelsestuen, a professor in the College of Biological Sciences' department of
biochemistry, said the abnormal protein may promote metabolic efficiency and storage of body fat when food is
abundant. This could have provided a survival advantage to American Indians in the past when food was scarce.
The discovery can be used to identify those who are at risk for diabetes and to guide diet and lifestyle choices to
prevent diabetes.
Apolipoprotein C1 is a component of high density lipoprotein (HDL) and low density lipoprotein (LDL). HDL
cholesterol is often referred to as good cholesterol, while LDL is called bad cholesterol. The common form ofC1
tends to be found in the high-density protein complexes (HDL) that ferry cholesterol to storage depots in the
body and are linked to lower cardiovascular disease risk. But the variant form ofC1 tends to become part oflow
density protein complexes (LDL), which transport cholesterol to arterial walls and are associated with higher
cardiovascular disease risk. Thus, having the variant could tip the balance of cholesterol carriers and lead toward
depletion ofHDL-also a risk factor for heartdisease. The variant differs from the normal protein by a single
change in one of its 57 amino acids.
Among 1500 subjects from widely divergent genetic backgrounds, the variant was found in 35 of228 persons
with American Indian ancestry and in 10 of84 persons with Mexican ancestry. The average body mass index
(BMI) of persons with the variant protein was 9 percent higher and the diabetes rate 50 percent higher among
- more-
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(BMI) of persons with the variant protein was 9 percent higher and the diabetes rate 50 percent higher among
study subjects and their parents. Parents were included because type 2 diabetes often doesn't appear until later
in life.
This project has been a departure for Nelsestuen, who has made important discoveries related to blood
coagulation proteins involved in bleeding disorders such as hemophilia and coagulation disorders such as sepsis
and thrombosis. The university has licensed these proteins to three pharmaceutical companies who are
developing them as therapeutic agents. Nelsestuen is recognized on the university's Wall of Discovery for some
of these achievements.
Nelsestuen used income from the blood coagulation protein licenses and his endowment from the Samuel
Kirkwood Chair to support the research that led to finding the abnormal variant of C 1 lipoprotein.
The funds were used to apply new proteomics technology to screen blood samples for proteins related to
disease. This type of protein screening is often described as "discovery" research. In its purest form, proteomics
discovery research looks for abnormal proteins in what seems like a random process.
"This type of research is often dismissed as a fishing expedition by funding agencies," Nelsestuen said. "But our
finding shows the value of discovery research and of having unrestricted funds to pursue it."
Nelsestuen' s interest in education of minority graduate students provided many of the connections to the
communities that became involved in this research. Former student Michael Martinez, helped establish a
collaboration with Kenneth McMillan, medical director of the American Indian Community Development
Corporation in Minneapolis, and Cristina Flood-Urdangarin of St. Mary's Health Clinics in St. Paul.
Nelsestuen's next steps will be to expand the study to the Turtle Mountain Indian Reservation in North Dakota
and the Cheyenne River Indian Reservation in South Dakota.
"I hope that this discovery will ultimately lead to a Minnesota center for research on minority health issues that
can deliver actual health benefits to these communities," Nelsestuen said.
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U.S. REP. KEITH ELLISON TO SPEAK AT U OF M LAW SCHOOL
In celebration of Black History Month, U.S. Rep. Keith Ellison will speak at the University of Minnesota Law
School at 4 p.m. on Feb. 22 in room 40 ofMondale Hall, 229 19th Ave. S., Minneapolis.
He will speak about his journey from civil rights attorney to Minnesota's first black U.S. representative and the
U.S. House of Representatives' first Muslim. The event is co-sponsored by the U of M Muslim Law Students
Association, MLK Raise the Bar and the Law School Democrats.
Ellison graduated from the U ofM Law School in 1990 and was elected in 2006 to the United States Congress.
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U OF M TO HOST LECTURE ON LAND AND ENVIRONMENTAL POLICY
MINNEAPOLIS I ST. PAUL-- The University of Minnesota and the Minnesota Lectures on Applied
Economics and Policy present the second Philip M. Raup Lecture on Land and Environmental Policy at 3 p.m.,
Thursday, March 1, in the Cargill Building of Microbial and Plant Genetics, 1500 Gortner Ave., St. Paul.
The speaker will be Daniel Bromley, Anderson-Bascom Professor of Applied Economics at the University of
Wisconsin-Madison. He will present, "Crafting Environmental Policy in the Teeth of Possessive Individualism:
Whose Land Is It?"
The event is also sponsored by the Center for International Food and Agricultural Policy, the department of
applied economics and the Fesler-Lampert Chair.
The event is free and open to the public, although registration is required at
www.apec.umn.edu/rauplecture07.html. There will be a reception following the lecture.
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WHAT IF AN ASTEROID WAS ABOUT TO HIT EARTH ...
-Do we send Bruce Willis or Ben Affleck?-

A group of scientists and astronauts have called on the United Nations to create emergency plans for the asteroid
Apophis, which could strike earth in 2036. What would happen if the asteroid did hit, and what types of
measures could be taken to prevent such a catastrophe? A University of Minnesota expert who can discuss these
catastrophic scenarios is:

Terry Jones, professor of astronomy at the University of Minnesota
Jones teaches the class, "Cosmic Impacts: Scars on the Earth" where he explores the impact on humanity if such
a calamity were to occur. Although the odds that an asteroid will hit are only one in 45,000, he says this is a
relatively high probability and "may worry some scientists" into pursuing methods to stop it.
To interview Jones, contact Drew Swain at (612) 625-8962 or dswain@umn.edu, or Asim Dorovic at (612)
624-0214 or dorovic@umn.edu.

Expert Alert is a service provided by the University News Service. Delivered regularly, Expert Alert is designed to
connect university experts to today's breaking news and current events. For an archive and other useful media
services, visit www.unews.umn.edu.
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U OF M APEXES PROGRAM TO HOST 60 GIRLS FROM HARVEST PREP
ACADEMY
,.. Visit designed to introduce girls to science and engineering,..

MINNEAPOLIS I ST. PAULin honor of Black History Month and National Engineers Week, the University of
Minnesota's Academic Programs for Excellence in Engineering and Science (APEXES) will host 60 girls from the
Minneapolis Afrocentric Charter School, Harvest Prep Academy, from 10 a.m. to 1 p.m. Friday, Feb. 23, in the
Armory Building, 15 Church St. S.E., Minneapolis.
The fifth and sixth grade girls will engage in hands-on workshops in engineering and science principles under the
guidance of U of M students and faculty members.
"The purpose of the visit is to expose students to different fields of engineering and sciences through hands on
projects," APEXES outreach associate Richard Pollard explained. "By exposing children to science and
engineering at younger ages, we have more time to equip them for academic excellence in math and science, which
in tum will prepare them to compete at a higher level in college and beyond."
APEXES is a program in the university's Institute of Technology that promotes academic excellence in
engineering, physical sciences, and mathematics with a focus on students of color and women. APEXES has
developed pre-college, undergraduate, and graduate/faculty initiatives designed to empower students to perform
academically at peak level and to increase the number of students from underrepresented populations who earn
degrees in these disciplines.
National Engineers Week is celebrated Feb. 18-24, and is co-chaired by the Society of Manufacturing Engineers
and Tyco Electronics Corporation.
WHEN:
WHERE:

Friday, Feb. 23 from 10 a.m. to 1 p.m.
Armory Building, 15 Church St. S.E., Minneapolis
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GOV. PAWLENTY TO SIGN HISTORIC RENEWABLE ENERGY BILL AT U OF M
ON THURSDAY, FEB. 22
MINNEAPOLIS I ST. PAUL Gov. Tim Pawlenty will be at the University of Minnesota St. Paul campus to
sign the historic renewable energy bill at 10:30 a.m. Thursday, Feb. 22. The event takes place in the atrium ofthe
Cargill Building for Microbial & Plant Genomics, 1500 Gortner Ave., St. Paul.
The governor will be joined by Senior Vice President of Academic Affairs and Provost Thomas Sullivan and
College of Biological Sciences Dean Bob Elde.
WHO:
Gov. Tim Pawlenty
10:30 a.m. Thursday, Feb. 22
WHEN:
WHERE:
Atrium of the Cargill Building for Microbial & Plant Genomics, 1500 Gortner Ave. St. Paul.
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TICKETS FOR ALUMNI CELEBRATION, WITH SPEECH BY TONY DUNGY,
COACH OF THE WORLD CHAMPION INDIANAPOLIS COLTS, ON SALE
TOMORROW
MINNEAPOLIS I ST. PAUL-- Tickets for the University of Minnesota Alumni Association Annual
Celebration go on sale at 10 a.m. Thursday, Feb. 22. University of Minnesota alum Tony Dungy, head coach of
the world champion Indianapolis Colts, will be the keynote speaker at the May 8th event.
"Who among our alumni better epitomizes everything good about college athletics and has achieved greater
football fame than Tony Dungy," said Denny Schulstad, volunteer president of the alumni association.
"Everyone-- alums, students, faculty, staff and friends-- is invited to attend this special evening and celebrate
with us."
Held in Mariucci Arena, 1901 Fourth St. S.E., Minneapolis, across from the site of the new TCF Bank football
stadium, the evening includes a reception at 5:30p.m., dinner at 6 p.m. and program at 7:30p.m. The program
will also include remarks by special guest and alum Stan Freese, talent booking and casting director for the Walt
Disney Company, as well as performances by members of the Minnesota Marching Band.
A ticket for the dinner and program is $60 for UMAA members, $70 for the general public. A ticket for the
program without dinner is $20 for UMAA members; $35 for general public and $10 for students.
After April 13, prices for the dinner tickets go up to $70 for UMMA members; $80 for general public.
Tickets can be purchased online at www.northrop.umn.edu or by calling the ticket office at (612) 624-2345.
They can also be purchased directly at the Northrop Box Office, 84 Church St. S.E., Minneapolis.
Event details are available at www.alumni.umn.edu/annualcelebration.
TCF Bank is the presenting sponsor of the UMAA Annual Celebration; Macy's is the association's 2007
signature sponsor.

- more-
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TWELVE 2007 TOYOTA PRIUS HYBRID VEHICLES ADDED TO U OF M FLEET
MINNEAPOLIS I ST. PAUL-- The University of Minnesota has expanded its environmentally friendly fleet of
hybrid vehicles to 28 by adding twelve 2007 Toyota Priuses.
The hybrid vehicles are one of the most fuel-efficient automobiles and run on a combination of gasoline and
rechargeable electric batteries. The Prius has an EPA-estimated rating of 52 miles per gallon (mpg) in city driving
and 45 mpg on the highway.
"We have been very pleased with the Prius's performance and style. In today's world, it's smart to try
alternatives to gas and diesel powered vehicles," said Bill Roberts, the U ofM's Parking and Transportation
Services associate director. "The Prius is an environmentally-friendly alternative that looks and drives great."

,,
'('

University vehicle users have been happy with its performance as well. In focus groups conducted in January
2007, participants raved about the Prius and requested that the University buy more.
"We are committed to being a principled steward of civic funds while serving the public good," commented
Roberts. "We've incorporated that premise into our philosophy; a healthy balance sheet and a cleaner
environment can go hand in hand."
The university began using hybrid vehicles in the fall of2001 when they purchased three 2002 Toyota Priuses.
In addition, the university currently has five Ford Escape hybrid vehicles with two more on order.
The new Prius vehicles will be used for a variety of purposes. Five will be added to the Twin Cities rental pool
and the rest will be signed to long-term leases for specific departments on all the university's statewide
campuses.
The University of Minnesota has a fleet size of 832 vehicles - mostly cars, vans, trucks and SUV s - including 28
hybrids. Each year, nearly 3.5 million miles are tallied by the 386 vehicles in the central motor pool. Along with

- more-
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its rent and lease services, Fleet Services conducts driver training programs for the university and maintains a
full-service shop on campus. Fleet Services is also charged with fulfilling federal mandates concerning commercial
vehicle and driver regulations and Clean Air Act regulations pertaining to alternatively fueled vehicles.
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U OF M STUDY: STANDARDIZED TESTS OUTDO PRIOR ACADEMIC
EXPERIENCE IN PREDICTING STUDENT SUCCESS
,., In the largest and most comprehensive study of graduate and professional school
admissions tests ,.,
MINNEAPOLIS I ST. PAUL -- In the largest and most comprehensive study of graduate and professional
school admissions tests, a University of Minnesota-led team has found that standardized test scores are more
accurate than prior academic experience in predicting student success. Nathan Kuncel, an assistant professor of
psychology at the University of Minnesota, and Sarah Hezlett of the Personnel Decisions Research Institute
said that after 89 years of controversy about the value of such tests, their ~ tudy reinforces the correlation
between students' standardized test scores and success in their graduate studies and in their field. The study is
published in the Feb. 23 issue of Science.
The study evaluated graduate school tests as they relate to several indicators of performance, including first year
grades, overall grades, licensing exams, faculty ratings, degree attainment, research productivity, citation counts
and comprehensive exams. Evaluations of tests were based on hundreds, tl ousands or hundreds of thousands of
people. All outcomes showed that standardized test scores outperformed prior academic experience in predicting
success.
"Standardized tests from the GRE to the MCAT, and from the LSAT to the GMAT predict a lot of important
and complex student outcomes, years after the test was taken, in fields ranging from the humanities to
engineering, medicine, management and the law," Kuncel said.
Graduate admissions tests are designed to indicate students'abilities in a range of disciplines. Most of these
standardized tests combine verbal, quantitative and reasoning sections with field-specific knowledge. They are a
primary selection factor for admission into many graduate programs, such as law, medicine,science and business.
"Both advocates and critics often have their favorite study or two that supposedly proves their point," said
Kuncel. "This study is based on an exhaustive synthesis of the literature, both pro and con. The final analysis is

. · UNIVERSITY OF MINNESOTA
that the tests are solid predictors."
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U OF M LIBRARIES GIVES COMMUNITY ACCESS TO ARCHIVE OF
HOLOCAUST SURVIVORS AND WITNESS TESTIMONIES
,.., Archive to help move U of M to forefront of Holocaust and genocide studies ,..,
MINNEAPOLIS I ST. PAUL -- The University of Minnesota Libraries has become one of only six universities
that provide the public and researchers access to the world's largest archive of visual histories of the Holocaust.
The University Libraries has launched a digital media archive oftestimonies from the University of Southern
California (USC) Shoah Foundation Institute's Visual History Archive. The archive includes nearly 52,000 video
testimonies ofHolocaust survivors and other witnesses, in 32languages and from 56 countries. Most ofthe
interviews-- about 90 percent-- are with Jewish survivors of Nazi persecution; however, political prisoners,
Roma and Sinti (Gypsy) survivors, gays and lesbians, Jehovah's Witnesses, and liberators, witnesses, rescuers,
and aid providers are also represented in the archive.
"The oral histories in the Visual History Archive are an invaluable resource for researchers," said University
Librarian Wendy Pradt Lougee. "By studying the firsthand experiences ofthese survivors, scholars of history,
religion, anthropology and many other disciplines can gain the authentic perspective that only primary source
material can provide. We are deeply honored that the University of Minnesota is now one ofthe USC Shoah
Foundation Institute's partners and can give millions of Minnesotans access to the archive."
The USC Shoah Foundation Institute grew out of Survivors of the Shoah Visual History Foundation, founded by
Steven Spielberg to document the experiences of survivors and other witnesses of the Holocaust. The institute
currently provides licensed access to the U of M and five other universities worldwide. These partners can, in
tum, give users access to the entire archive over the high-speed Intemet2 research network.
"The Holocaust is one of the most horrorific events in history," said Stephen Feinstein, director of the
University's Center for Holocaust and Genocide Studies. "However, thanks to the work of the USC Shoah
Foundation Institute, survivors and liberators have had their stories recorded and documented in a clear fashion in
many languages."

- more-
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"The project offers many new opportunities for research and learning, especially for fields like history,
sociology, psychology and foreign languages," Feinstein said. "This is a unique opportunity for the University
of Minnesota to move to the front of Holocaust and genocide studies."
Accessing the Visual History Archive requires users to be physically present on the University of Minnesota,
Twin Cities campus. Using a computer connected to the university's Internet servers, a user can conduct a
variety of searches using a hierarchical thesaurus that includes more than 50,000 geographic and experiential
keywords, as well as the names of every person mentioned in the testimonies and biographical information for
each interviewee. Users can view testimonies already available on the local U ofM cache or request that
testimonies be uploaded from the USC Shoah Foundation Institute's archive.
Users can access the local VHA site at http://www.lib.umn.edu/vha.
The mission of the USC Shoah Foundation Institute is to overcome prejudice, intolerance, and bigotry-- and the
suffering they cause -- through the educational use of the institute's visual history testimonies. The institute
relies upon partnerships in the United States and around the world to provide public access to the archive and
advance scholarship in many fields of inquiry. The institute and its partners also utilize the archive to develop
educational products and programs for use in many countries and languages.
The University of Minnesota Libraries provide collections, access and service to students, faculty, researchers,
and citizens worldwide. With a collection of over 6.5 million volumes, the University Libraries are a vital
component in the education and information infrastructure of the state of Minnesota and make a fundamental
contribution to the university's excellence in teaching, research, and public outreach.
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GARY HOLMES OF CSM CORP. DONATES $6 MILLION TO U OF M CARLSON
SCHOOL TO LAUNCH NEW ENTREPRENEURIAL INITIATIVES
MINNEAPOLIS I ST. PAUL-- On the eve of national EntrepreneurshipWeek, the Carlson School of
Management at the University of Minnesota announces a gift of$6 million for the growth of the school's
entrepreneurship teaching, research and outreach programs.
The gift was given by Gary Holmes, president and founder of CSM Corp., Minneapolis, who was named
Minnesota Entrepreneur ofthe Year in September at the University ofMinnesota. The Carlson School will
rename its Center for Entrepreneurial Studies as the Gary S. Holmes Center for Entrepreneurship.
"The future vitality of our state and our country is dependent upon innovative entrepreneurs who will grow the
economy," said Alison Davis-Blake, dean of the Carlson School of Management. "Holmes is clearly recognized
as a leader in our community, a gifted businessman and a driver of change. We couldn't be more pleased that our
center for entrepreneurship will bear his name and that he chose to kick-off our fundraising with this very
generous gift."
Holmes' $6 million gift is a part of the Carlson School's effort to secure a $9 million endowment so that the
center can accomplish the following educational objectives:
• Teaching: Continue and expand existing experiential courses, target cross-campus education, and further
develop courses and faculty.
• Research: Fund academic research and host leading academic conferences on entrepreneurship.
• Outreach: Continue and expand a broad range of programs for internships, mentoring, student competitions,
student clubs, alumni groups, resources for entrepreneurs and advising/grants for student-owned businesses.
"It is imperative that we invest in developing the next generation of entrepreneurs," said Holmes, who frequently

speaks to MBA classes and helps develop the school's entrepreneurship programs. "The Carlson School can
play a lead role in improving the entrepreneurial business community in Minnesota."

- more-
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About entrepreneurship at the Carlson School
Entrepreneurship is the fastest-growing and fourth-largest undergraduate major at the Carlson School.
Enrollment in entrepreneurship courses has quadrupled over the past five years, with more than 1,200 students
enrolled in the 2006-2007 school year.
The Center for Entrepreneurial Studies was built upon the legacy of legendary entrepreneur Curt Carlson and a
subsequent leadership gift by Bob Buuck. The center leads the development and implementation of innovative
entrepreneurship curriculum, including entrepreneurship courses, two experiential courses for graduate students,
and an Entrepreneurship in Action course for undergraduates, in which they conceive, launch and operate a real
business.
The center also drives outreach activities like the Minnesota Cup, a statewide business plan competition; the
Entrepreneurial Forum, which includes a speaker and panel series for alumni and the entrepreneurial business
community; and 3M Seminars on Technology Commercialization, designed for graduate and doctoral students in
technology and science colleges at the University of Minnesota. The center also engages the entrepreneurial
business community through mentorships, internships and business hatchery programs, in which business
practitioners advise students on planning and operating their own business ventures.
Carlson School alumni have a major impact on local business formation and job creation. According to a 2005
alumni survey, Carlson School alumni have founded more than 1,800 Minnesota-based businesses that employ
more than 110,000 people and generate annual revenues of $21.2 billion.
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BRUININKS TO GIVE ANNUAL STATE OF THE UNIVERSITY ADDRESS
University of Minnesota President Robert Bruininks will give the annual State ofthe University Address at
3 p.m. on Thursday, March 1. The address will be held at Coffman Memorial Union Theater, 300 Washington
Ave. S.E., Minneapolis.
Bruininks' speech will focus on the achievements that have been made with the university's strategic positioning
initiatives and the need to reset its goals for the future to meet new challenges.
"For the past three years, the U ofM has taken great strides in its bold effort to become one of the top three
public research universities in the world, and we deserve to celebrate that success throughout our campuses,"
Bruininks said. "Now, we must remain persistent in that cause and follow our common vision of excellence
through the trials ahead."
The address can be viewed online at: http://www1.urnn.edu/pres/stateoftheu.html
Interactive broadcasts will also be shown at the following sites:
• 100 Dowell Hall, 2900 University Ave., University of Minnesota, Crookston
• 410 Library, 416 Library Dr., University of Minnesota, Duluth
• Science Auditorium, 600 East 4th St., University of Minnesota, Morris
• ST1 08, University Center Rochester, University of Minnesota, Rochester
• 155 Peters Hall, 1404 Gortner Ave., University of Minnesota, St. Paul
A question and answer session will follow the speech.
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U OF M TO HOST INTERNATIONAL WOMEN'S DAY CELEBRATION
MINNEAPOLIS I ST. PAUL-- Minnesota Advocates for Human Rights and the Human Rights Program at the
University of Minnesota will hold the 12th annual International Women's Day celebration from 8 a.m. to 3 p.m.
Saturday, March 3, at Coffman Union, 300 Washington Ave. S.E., Minneapolis.
The event -- "Crossing Borders, Connecting Cultures" -- will bring together scholars, community activists,
advocates for women's causes -and community members for a day of reflection and celebration of women's
issues. The event is free and open to the public.
Maria Jose Alcala, technical adviser for Gender Equality and Women's Empowerment at the United Nations
Population Fund (UNFP A), will deliver the keynote address at 9 a.m. in the Great Hall. She is a former senior
researcher at the UNFPA and the principal author of their 2005 and 2006 State of World Population Reports.
Her 15 years of international development work include both U.N. and nongovernmental organizations and have
focused on poverty and development, human rights, gender equality/women's empowerment, sexual and
reproductive health and rights, HIVI AIDS, adolescents and youth.
During her work with NGOs, she played a key role in negotiations on final agreements at both the 1994
International Conference on Population and Development, Cairo, and the 1995 Fourth World Conference on
Women in Beijing. Her expertise includes program design and project management, as well as advocacy strategy
development and policy/legislative analysis. She has worked and traveled extensively in Latin America, the
Caribbean, Africa, Asia, and Europe.
The event will also feature workshops and panels on a variety of human rights issues, including girls and media,
homelessness, human trafficking, immigrant women, LBT women and families, reproductive rights, violence
against women and women's empowerment.
Entertainment will be provided by Voices Merging, a multicultural student organization from the University of
Minnesota, and a closing ceremony will be created by Global Site Performance, Marylee Hardenbergh, Director.

- more-
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Inspired by the 1995 U.N. Fourth World Conference on Women in Beijing, the local International Women's Day
event is designed to celebrate the strength and diversity of Minnesota women, encourage activism and increase
understanding and tolerance in our community. The workshops were selected to raise awareness of international
women's human rights on the local and global levels, and to draw attention to the 12 areas of concern articulated
in the Beijing Declaration and Platform for Action.
For more information about the event, visit http://www.mnadvocates.org/International_Women_s_Day, or call
Mary Hunt, Minnesota Advocates for Human Rights, at (612) 341-3302 ext. 107.
WHEN:
WHERE:

8 a.m. to 4:30p.m. Saturday, March 3
Coffman Union, 300 Washington Ave. S.E., Minneapolis
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U OF M ALUMNI ASSOCIATION KICKS OFF GREATER MINNESOTA ROTARY
AND KIWANIS TOUR
MINNEAPOLIS I ST. PAUL-- University of Minnesota Alumni Association CEO Margaret Sughrue Carlson
will kick off a statewide Rotary tour this week that will feature various top university administrators, educators
and researchers discussing the impact the U of M has on the state.
The tour begins Wednesday, Feb. 28, in Virginia and continues through April, with visits to Marshall, New Ulm,
Mankato, Willmar, Red Wing and Stillwater.
"Advocating for the university has been one of the Alumni Association's most important roles for more than a
century," said Margaret Carlson. "I'm excited to hit the road with the university's leading educators, researchers
and administrators. We'll be making presentations all over the .state to community leaders about how the U
educates our citizens, and how our research touches their lives. We want Minnesotans to understand that the
university is the knowledge engine that will help lead our state into the future."
The visits are as followed:
Wednesday, Feb. 28: noon-1 p.m. Virginia Rotary. Location: Coates Plaza Hotel, 502 Chestnuts St., Virginia
Tuesday, March 13: noon-lp.m. Marshall Rotary. Location: Best Western, 1500 East College Drive, Marshall
Tuesday, March 20: noon-1 p.m. New Ulm Rotary. Location: 221 N. Minnesota St., New Ulm
Monday, March 26: noon-1 p.m. Mankato Kiwanis. Location: Holiday Inn, 101 E. Main St., Mankato
Wednesday, April4: noon-1 p.m. Willmar Rotary. Location: Kandi Entertainment Center, 500 S.E. 19th Ave.,
Willmar
Tuesday, AprillO: noon-1 p.m. Red Wing Rotary. Location: St. James Hotel, 406 Main St., Red Wing
Thursday, April26: 11:45 a.m.-1 p.m. Stillwater Rotary. Location: Lowell Inn, 102 2nd. St. N., Stillwater
University speakers will be announced closer to the date of each event.
Carlson has been chief executive officer of the University of Minnesota Alumni Association, a 60,000-member
- more-
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Carlson has been chief executive officer of the University of Minnesota Alumni Association, a 60,000-member
organization, and associate vice president ofthe university since 1985. She is a long-time member and past
president of Minneapolis Rotary Club #9.
For more information on the upcoming rotary tour, contact David Ruth, University News Service, at (612)
624-1690 or (612) 702-94 73 on the day of event.
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MEDIA AVAILABILITY FOR NIKKI GIOVANNI, U OF M BLACK HISTORY MONTH
AND WOMEN'S HISTORY MONTH LECTURER
MINNEAPOLIS I ST. PAULNikki Giovanni, who will deliver the University of Minnesota Black History
Month and Women's History Month lecture at 7:30p.m. Wednesday, Feb. 28, in Ted Mann Concert Hall, will
be available to speak with the media from 6:30 to 7:15p.m. at Ted Mann, 2128 4th St. S., Minneapolis.
Her lecture, "Truth-Telling and the Need for Poetry," is sold out.
Giovanni is a world-renowned poet, writer, commentator, activist, and educator. One of the most widely read
American poets, she prides herself on being "an African American, a daughter, a mother, a professor of English."
Giovanni remains as determined and committed as ever to the fight for civil rights and equality. Always insisting
on presenting the truth as she sees it, she has maintained a prominent place as a strong voice of the Black
community. She has come to be called both a "national treasure" and, most recently, one of Oprah Winfrey's 25
"Living Legends."

WHEN:
WHERE:

6:30 to 7:15p.m. Wednesday, Feb. 28
Ted Mann Concert Hall, 2128 4th St. S., Minneapolis
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ANOTHER SNOW STORM AND TIPS ON HOW TO STAY SAFE
Once again, the National Weather Service has issued a winter storm warning for most of southern and central
Minnesota and a winter storm watch for the rest of the state. University of Minnesota experts who can offer
winter weather advice for the coming days:

John Sbutske, extension engineer and bioproducts and biosystems engineering professor
From shoveling the driveway to blazing around on the snowmobile, Shutske can discuss snow storm preparation
and safety. He'll tell you just how to deal with that heavy, wet stuff while avoiding dangerous situations and
InJUry.
Larry Jacobson, extension engineer and bioproducts and biosystems engineering professor
Jacobson can offer preventative measures regarding snow and ice loads on large, agricultural buildings that are
susceptible to high amounts of accumulation. He can also discuss the proper way to remove the snow and ice
that threaten rooftops.

To interview Shutske or Jacobson, contact Drew Swain at (612) 625-8962 or dswain@umn.edu, or Asim
Dorovic at (612) 624-0214 or dorovic@umn.edu.

Expert Alert is a service provided by the University News Service. Delivered regularly, Expert Alert is designed to
connect university experts to today's breaking news and current events. For an archive and other useful media
services, visit www.unews.umn.edu.
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MARVIN MARSHAK NAMED FACULTY DIRECTOR OF UNDERGRADUATE
RESEARCH
MINNEAPOLIS I ST. PAUL-- University of Minnesota Vice Provost and Dean ofUndergraduate Education
Craig Swan announced Wednesday that physics professor Marvin Marshak has been named faculty director of
undergraduate research at the University of Minnesota, Twin Cities.
"Professor Marshak is the perfect candidate to take undergraduate research at the U to new levels," Swan said.
"He has served as head of the School of Physics and Astronomy as well as senior vice president for academic
affairs at the university, and his commitment to undergraduate students is legendary on the Twin Cities campus."
Marshak will lead the university's effort to expand undergraduate research opportunities and to make research a
hallmark of the University of Minnesota undergraduate experience. He will work with colleges to develop new
opportunities for students to participate in research and to make current opportunities more visible and more
accessible.
"Marvin is an outstanding choice to lead the expansion of undergraduate research at the university," University
of Minnesota Provost Tom Sullivan said. "He conducts an active and highly regarded research program in
particle physics and has involved undergraduate students extensively in his own work, as well as leading
numerous other efforts to improve undergraduate education at the university."
Marshak earned his doctorate degree in physics from the University of Michigan in 1970. He then joined the
University of Minnesota and has since won every teaching, advising and service award offered by the university
and the Institute ofTechnology.
"Experience in research is an excellent way for the university to add real educational value for our undergraduate
students," Marshak said. "Enhancing the student experience is clearly important in helping the university reach
its goal to be one of the top three public research universities in the world. I look forward to helping our students
and our university get there."

- more-
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The new Office for Undergraduate Research will include the current Undergraduate Research Opportunities
Program (UROP) and will connect with undergraduate research programs housed in colleges and elsewhere in the
university.
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GOPHER STUDENT-ATHLETES HELP CRITICALLY ILL CHILDREN AT
HOPEKIDS AND MINNESOTA CHILDREN'S MUSEUM EVENT
MINNEAPOLIS I ST. PAUL-- University of Minnesota student-athletes will volunteer for critically ill children
at the HopeKids Pizza Party from 6 to 8 p.m., Thursday, March 1, at the Minnesota Children's Museum, 10
West 7th St., St. Paul.
U of M students will interact with families and children, share in the exhibits, serve pizza and offer hope. Teams
represented at the event include baseball, football, women's golf, women's hockey, rowing, women's tennis,
men's and women's track and women's swimming. The event is a private party for the HopeKids organization
and Gopher student-athletes.
HopeKids is an organization, which supports children with cancer and other critical illnesses and their families,
via a program of ongoing events. Founded in September 2001 by Robert Cottrell in Phoenix, Ariz., it has recently
branched out to chapters in Dallas/Fort Worth and Minneapolis/St. Paul. HopeKids serves mostly children with
cancer, cystic fibrosis, kidney disease, heart disease, sickle cell and bleeding disorders. HopeKids is for children
between the ages ofzero to 18, with the majority of children being between the ages offive and 14.
For more information, please contact Josh Taylor, HopeKids Executive Director of the Minneapolis/St. Paul
Chapter, at (612) 345-0933 or Anissa Lightner, University of Minnesota Assistant Life Skills Coordinator at
(612) 625-1544.

Media is welcome to cover the event. Parking coupons will be available in
the lobby for the ramp at the corner of 7th St. and Wabasha St.
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MINNESOTA ORCHESTRA MUSIC DIRECTOR OSMO VANSKA TO CONDUCT U
OF M SYMPHONY ORCHESTRA IN CONCERT
- Vanska conducts week of rehearsals leading up to performanceMINNEAPOLIS I ST. PAUL-- Minnesota Orchestra Music Director Osmo Vanska will make his concert debut
with the University of Minnesota Symphony Orchestra at 7:30p.m. Thursday, March 22, at Orchestra Hall,
1111 Nicollet Ave., Minneapolis.
The concert-which also features a six Minnesota Orchestra principal players performing next to their student
counterparts-includes a piece by well-known living Finnish composer Einojuhani Rautavaara and Icelandic
composer Jon Leifs, who has been hailed as the most important and original composer of Icelandic music in the
20th century. The concert concludes with Brahms' Second Symphony. Tickets for the concert are $2.50 and are
available by calling (612) 371-5656 or online at www.minnesotaorchestra.org. Tickets for students are free with
a valid student ID.
In the weeks leading up to the concert, university students will have the opportunity to work with Minnesota
Orchestra musicians in sectional rehearsals, and Vanska will lead the ensemble in four weekday rehearsals to
prepare for their debut concert collaboration. Minnesota Orchestra musicians participating in the concert include
Jorja Fleezanis (Concertmaster), Thomas Turner (Principal Viola), Janet Horvath (Associate Principal Cello),
Peter Lloyd (Principal Bass), John Snow (Associate Principal Oboe), Douglas Carlsen (Associate Principal
Trumpet) and Jason Arkis (Associate Principal Percussion).
Erik Rohde, a senior violin performance and biomedical engineering major, looks forward to the week's events.
"Working with Maestro Vanska and the Minnesota Orchestra musicians is the highlight of our spring semester,"
he said. "We can"t wait to see and hear the immediate effects of our rehearsals with them!"
"It is a very important part of the Orchestra's mission to work with student players," says Vanska, who has led
the University Symphony in rehearsals in the past, but never before in a concert. "I am very happy that we have

expanded our collaboration this year to include a concert performance. I very much look forward to working

- more-
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with these students. They have a great capacity for hard work and they play very well."
The University of Minnesota School of Music and the Minnesota Orchestra share a long tradition of
collaboration, including many years during which the Orchestra performed on campus at Northrop Memorial
Auditorium. More recently, the School of Music and the Orchestra have shared a commitment to create
experiences-from side by side rehearsals and performances to master classes and sectional rehearsals-that connect
students with Minnesota Orchestra musicians and Orchestra Hall. Both institutions are grateful to be able to
present this concert and the activities surrounding it, which are made possible by the George T. and Elizabeth H.
Pennock Endowment gift.

.
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NORWEGIAN AND U.S. AMBASSADORS TO VISIT UNIVERSITY OF
MINNESOTA MARCH 6
MINNEAPOLIS I ST. PAUL-- Norwegian Ambassador to the United States Knut Vollebaek and U.S.
Ambassador to Norway Benson Whitney (a University of Minnesota alumnus) will visit the university
Tuesday, March 6, to discuss student exchange and learn more about the university's relationships with Norway.
Other members of the delegation include Grethe Sofie Bratlie, deputy director general of the Norwegian Ministry
of Education; Bill Frame of the Norwegian-American Foundation; Rolf Willy Hansen and Geir T0nnessen of the
General Consulate Minneapolis; and Christian Hansson of the Norwegian Embassy.
The delegation will begin their visit by meeting with University President Robert Bruininks. They will then meet
with representatives from the Office oflntemational Programs to discuss student mobility between the U.S. and
Norway, followed by a meeting with representatives from various colleges of the university to discuss specific
activities with Norway. The delegation will conclude its visit at a gathering with Norwegian students and U.S.
students who have studied in Norway.
Vollebaek is a former Norwegian foreign minister. As head of the Organization for Security and Cooperation, he
played a key negotiating role during the war in Kosovo.
Vollebaek has previously been stationed in New Delhi, Madrid, and Harare, Zimbabwe, as well as serving as
ambassador to Costa Rica. He also assisted Thorvald Stoltenberg in peace negotiations in the former Yugoslavia.
In 2001, Vollebaek was appointed commander ofthe Royal Norwegian Order of St. Olav by King Harald V. He
received the honor for his years of public service.
As a student, Vollebaek spent a year at the University of California studying political science. He received a
master's degree at the Norwegian School of Economics and Business Administration.
Whitney was appointed the U.S. Ambassador to Norway by President George W. Bush. He assumed his duties
Jan. 12, 2006.
- more-
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Jan. 12, 2006.
He received a bachelor of science degree magna cum laude from Vassar College in Poughkeepsie, New York, and
earned a law from the University of Minnesota Law School.
Whitney's career has included extensive experience in business, law, and community affairs. He practiced law
with Popham, Haik, Schnobrich, Kaufman and Doty Ltd., specializing in health care, cable television, and other
regulated industries as well as election law. He then served as managing general partner of the Gideon Hixon
Fund, an evergreen venture capital fund focused on early stage technology and health care companies in
Minnesota and California. Full bio: http://norway.usembassy.gov/embassy/ambassador/
The University of Minnesota has a longstanding commitment to international research, teaching and service. It
has enjoyed a long relationship with Norway and offers undergraduate and graduate instruction in Norwegian
language, culture and society.
In fall2005, the University of Minnesota received a gift of$750,000 from the government ofNorway to endow
a faculty position in the fields of renewable energy and microbial genomics. The Norwegian Centennial
Interdisciplinary Chair builds on collaborative research between the University of Minnesota and the Norwegian
University of Life Sciences and supports the work that the university has already begun through a Presidential
Initiative on the Environment and Renewable Energy (PIERE). Judson Sheridan, professor of genetics, cell
biology and development at the University of Minnesota, and Odd Jarle Skjelhaugen, professor of environmental
engineering and director of research for the Norwegian University of Life Sciences, have been named to share the
chair.
Additional highlights of Norway-related activities at the University of Minnesota can be found at
http://www.international.umn.edu/about/facts/countryprofiles/norway06.pdf
1:30 to 5:30p.m. Tuesday, March 6
WHEN:
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U OF M CLOSES AND CANCELS CLASSES, EVENTS FOR THURSDAY
MINNEAPOLIS I ST. PAUL-- The University ofMinnesota is closing and canceling all classes and activities
effective at 2:30p.m. today, Provost Thomas Sullivan announced today.
"In light of current conditions and the forecast for severely worsening weather, this is an appropriate measure at
this time," Sullivan said. "The mid-afternoon closing of metro area schools, colleges and universities and other
institutions made it even clearer that this is the right thing to do."
President Robert Bruininks' State of the University address, which was scheduled for this afternoon, will be
rescheduled.
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Contacts: Cari Hatcher, U of M Northrop Auditorium, (612) 625-6600, (763) 442-1756 (cell)

U OF M NORTHROP PERFORMANCE, LES BALLETS AFRICAINS, POSTPONED
Due to inclement weather, the performance ofLes Ballets Africains, presented by the U ofM's Northrop
Memorial Auditorium, has been postponed to 7:30p.m. on Friday, March 2. All previously purchased tickets
will be honored on March 2. Patrons unable to attend Friday's performance should call the Northrop Ticket
Office at (612) 624-2345.
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Contacts: Harvey Thorleifson, director, MGS, (612) 627-4780 ext. 224
Mark Cassutt, News Service, (612) 624-8038

DIAMONDS IN MINNESOTA ... IT COULD HAPPEN
- U of M Minnesota Geological mineral survey of soils hints at rock formations that
sometimes contain diamonds MINNEAPOLIS I ST. PAUL-- The University of Minnesota's Minnesota Geological Survey (MGS) has
posted data from a statewide mineral survey of soils on its Web site
(http://talc.geo. umn.edu/mgs/indic_min_rpt/indic_min.htm).
The survey sampled soil from the entire state and adjacent regions at 30-km spacings during summer 2004. Its
purpose was to indicate the potential for mineral mining and generate data useful for environmental protection,
public health and exploration. It was carried out by the MGS and representatives of WMC Resources Ltd., an
Australian mining company that was acquired by BHP Billiton in 2005.
The data will help clarify the distribution of deleterious chemical elements in food and water and also the origins
and composition of sediments from which regional soils come.
One of the findings concerns the occurrence of minerals that suggest an origin in kimberlites, rock formations that
sometimes contain diamonds. Kimberlite-indicator minerals were found in an area from the Twin Cities to
southwestern Minnesota and in the far north-central part of the state. The data are presently inadequate to fully
assess the state's diamond potential, and it is possible that the kimberlite-indicator minerals were, at least in
some cases, transported into the state by glaciers from neighboring states or Canada. The university's Natural
Resources Research Institute is currently processing more closely spaced samples to assess the potential for
kimberlite in northeastern Minnesota.

...
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U OF M'S GRAHAM CANDLER RECEIVES PRESTIGIOUS 2007
THERMOPHYSICS AWARD
MINNEAPOLIS I ST. PAUL-- Professor Graham Candler of the University of Minnesota department of
aerospace engineering and mechanics recently received the prestigious 2007 Thermophysics Award from the
American Institute of Aeronautics and Astronautics (AIAA), the professional society of the aerospace
engineering field. This award recognizes the foremost leaders in the field of thermophysics -- the study of
thermodynamics, fluid mechanics and heat transfer. Candler's work in thermophysics is used to understand the
details of the flow field around spacecraft entering the atmosphere of a planet or traveling at high speed in earth's
atmosphere. For example, his methods are being used to analyze the NASA Jet Propulsion Lab Mars Science
Laboratory mission that is planned for launch in 2009.
Candler is the principal investigator for the National Center for Hypersonics Research, which has become a focal
point for U.S. academic research in hypersonic aerodynamics. Center researchers are developing simulation
methods to predict the flow of air over aircraft traveling at many times the speed of sound. One of Candler's
current research interests -- scram jets -- would allow aircraft to travel at Mach 10.
Thermophysics and the properties and mechanisms involved in predicting heat transfer rates during high-speed
flight -- Candler's main research interest -- remains one of the most important and challenging areas in aerospace
sciences, according to AIAA Executive Director Robert Dickman. "As systems become more complex, and
thermal properties in gases more difficult to measure, high fidelity numerical techniques are critical to our ability
to understand and predict the properties of high temperature gas dynamics flow," said Dickman. "The
techniques developed by professor Candler will have applications across a wide range of air and space systems."
Gary Balas, head of the aerospace engineering and mechanics department, stated that Candler's award is both
"well-deserved" and "a great honor." "Professor Candler is an outstanding researcher, mentor and teacher," he
said. "He attracts the best students throughout the world, is continually hosting leading international researchers
and is a wonderful example of the outstanding faculty who contribute to the department's research, teaching and
outreach mission."

- more-
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The aerospace engineering and mechanics department at the University ofMinnesota-Twin Cities is descended
from one of the oldest programs in the nation. In addition to teaching, faculty members focus research on fluid
mechanics, solid mechanics and materials, aerospace Systems and nanotechnology.
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Contacts: Dawn Skelly, Carlson School of Management, (612) 624-8770, dskelly@csom.umn.edu

AUTHORS SYLVIA HEWLETT AND BILL GEORGE HEADLINE U OF M CARLSON
SCHOOL'S WOMEN'S LEADERSHIP CONFERENCE
MINNEAPOLIS I ST. PAUL-- The University of Minnesota Carlson School of Management's chapter of the
National Association of Women MBAs (NAWMBA) will host the 2007 Women's Leadership Conference
"Own it! Creating Your Own Path to Success" from 8 a.m. to 3 p.m. Friday, March 23, at the Carlson School of
Management, 321 19th Ave. S., Minneapolis.
Keynote speakers for the conference will be Sylvia Hewlett, economist and director of the Gender and Public
Policy Program at Columbia University; and William George, author, Harvard professor and former chairman and
'
CEO ofMedtronic. Hewlett's address will be based on her Harvard Business Review article, "Off-Ramps and
On-Ramps: Keeping Talented Women on the Road to Success." George will speak about leadership and other
topics related to his best-selling book, "Authentic Leadership: Rediscovering the Secrets to Creating Lasting
Value," and his new book, "True North: Discover Your Authentic Leadership."
Conference attendees will participate in the following breakout sessions:
• Chemistry of Presence: The Role of Persona in Selling Yourself and Your Ideas
• Does it Fit? Leveraging Your Talents in the Right Corporate Environment
• Off the Beaten Path: Making nontraditional Work Arrangements Work for You
• Speaking Above the Crowd: Make Your Voice Heard
• Getting to the Comer Office Without Making Enemies
• Transcending Borders: Women in International Business
• Cash Flow Management for the Entrepreneur: From Idea to Fast Growth
Cost to attend the conference is $65, $55 for Carlson School alumni, $25 for Carlson School faculty or staff and
$15 for students. To register, visit www.carlsonschool.umn.edu/wlc or contact Oufreez Argenta at (612)
626-7407 or oargenta@csom.umn.edu.
WHEN:
WHERE:

8 a.m.- 3 p.m. Friday, March 23
Carlson School of Management, 321 19th Ave. S., Minneapolis
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NORWEGIAN AND U.S. AMBASSADORS TO VISIT UNIVERSITY OF
MINNESOTA ON TUESDAY
Norwegian Ambassador to the United States Knut Vollebaek and U.S. Ambassador to Norway Benson Whitney,
a University of Minnesota alumnus, will visit the university Tuesday, March 6, to discuss student exchange and
learn more about the university's relationships with Norway.
The visit launches the Ambassadors' four-day tour promoting education among Midwest schools. From March
6-9, they will visit six universities with strong ties to Norway, including the University of Minnesota, Augsburg
College in Minneapolis and St. Olaf College in Northfield.
The ambassadors will host a discussion with U ofM students from 4:30 to 5:15p.m. in room 110 of Heller Hall,
271 19th Ave. S., Minneapolis.
The event is open to the press. The ambassadors will be available for media interviews immediately following
the event as well.
The University of Minnesota has a longstanding commitment to international research, teaching and service and
has enjoyed a long relationship with Norway by offering undergraduate and graduate instruction in Norwegian
language, culture and society. In fall2005, the University of Minnesota received a gift of$750,000 from the
government ofNorway to endow a faculty position in the fields of renewable energy and microbial genomics.
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Contacts: Nina Shepherd, Bell Museum, (612) 624-7389
Mark Cassutt, University News Service, (612) 624-8038

CREATURES OF THE GALAPAGOS SUBJECT OF U OF M BELL MUSEUM'S
'ANIMALS OF THE ENCHANTED ISLES'
MINNEAPOLIS I ST. PAUL-- The exotic inhabitants ofthe most celebrated archipelago in history come alive
in "Animals of the Enchanted Isles: Photographs from the Galapagos," April14 through May 27 at the
University of Minnesota's Bell Museum ofNatural History, 10 Church St. S.E., Minneapolis.
Ecuador's Galapagos archipelago consists of 13 large islands and more than 100 tiny islands or "islets" made
famous for providing the backdrop to Charles Darwin's theory of evolution.
The islands are home to giant tortoises, curious sea lions, iguanas that swim in the surf and birds that have never
learned to fear humans. In 50 photographs, naturalist and Twin Cities area pediatrician Dr. Stanley Leonard
offers a glimpse into life on this popular ecotourism destination.
The opening reception, set for 7 p.m. Thursday, April 12, is free and open to the public. The Bell Museum is
located at 10 Church St. S.E. on the university's Minneapolis campus. For more information, call (612) 624-9050
or visit www.bellmuseum.org.
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Contacts: Adrienne Hannert, CURA, (612) 625-2086,
Bob San, University News Service, (612) 624-4082

U OF M FORUM TO DISCUSS LENDING PRACTICES AND SHATTERED
DREAMS: WHAT CAN WE DO ABOUT IT?
MINNEAPOLIS I ST. PAUL-- The impact of rising foreclosures on St. Paul's neighborhoods with an analysis
ofthe causes for the trend and opportunities for reform will be the topic of the University of Minnesota Center
for Urban and Regional Affairs (CURA) monthly forum from noon to 1:30 p.m. Friday, March 23, in Room
L-110, Carlson School of Management, 321 19th Ave. S., Minneapolis.
The forum's title is "Lending Practices and Shattered Dreams: What can we do about it?" Forum presenters are
Karen Reid, executive director, Neighborhood Development Alliance (NEDA); D. Tyler McKay, researcher, St.
Paul Coalition for Community Development; and Prentiss Cox, clinical law professor, University of Minnesota
Law School.
RSVP is required no later than March 21 to (612) 625-2086 or curahf@umn.edu.

WHEN:
WHERE:

noon to 1:30 p.m. Friday, March 23
Room L-11 0, Carlson School of Management, 321 19th Ave. S., Minneapolis
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Contacts: Martin Moen, College of Food, Agricultural and Natural Resource Sciences, (612)
624-0793
Jim Ertl, State FFA executive director, (651) 582-8347

MINNESOTA FFA CONVENTION RETURNS TO U'S ST. PAUL CAMPUS, APRIL
22-24
MINNEAPOLIS I ST. PAUL -- The 77th annual Minnesota State Future Farmers of America (FF A)
Convention will bring more than 3,000 high school students to the University of Minnesota St. Paul campus
April 22-24. Meetings will be held at various locations.
"Dare, Dream, Discover: Living in 3D" is the theme of this year's conference and students will have many
opportunities to develop leadership and communication skills, gain valuable career and agricultural knowledge,
and gather new ideas from fellow FFA members.
"FFA prepares young people to lead and solve the problems that confront society. We're pleased to host this
group and help them learn more about the role science plays in solving problems," said Allen Levine, dean of the
College of Food, Agricultural and Natural Resource Sciences.
At the convention FFA members and their chapters are recognized for their accomplishments throughout the
past year. Special ceremonies honor Minnesota FFA degree recipients, state proficiency award winners, and
recognize the State Stars in entrepreneurship, placement and agri science.
This year, Minnesota FFA will induct former members and supporters into the Minnesota FF A Hall of Fame.
The ceremonies and reception are set for Monday, April23, at Northrop Auditorium, 84 Church St. S.E.,
Minneapolis
Special guests at this year's convention include Jennifer Hamburg, National FFA southern region vice president
and Andrew McCrea, a farm broadcaster and motivational speaker, who will provide the keynote address.
Complete details aboJ.It the convention, chapter and individual award winners are available online at
www.ffa.umn.edu
FFA is a national youth organization with more than 495,000 student members preparing for leadership and
- more-
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careers in the science, business and technology of agriculture. In Minnesota, 8,600 members participate in 172
chapters throughout the state.
The University of Minnesota College of Food, Agricultural and Natural Resource Sciences is a highly ranked
research, teaching and outreach organization committed to helping solve problems through science. The college
offers a wide range of educational and career preparation choices, and has benefited from strong enrollment
growth in recent years. More information about the college is available at www.cfans.umn.edu.
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U OF M BOARD OF REGENTS TO MEET THIS WEEK
,.., Board to discuss next steps in strategic positioning ,..,
MINNEAPOLIS I ST. PAUL-- The University of Minnesota Board of Regents will hold its March meeting on
Thursday, March 8 and Friday, March 9, at the McNamara Alumni Center, 200 Oak St., S.E., Minneapolis. The
board will receive a series ofupdates on the university's strategic positioning effort to become one of the top
three public research universities in the world.
The schedule for the meeting is as follows:

Thursday, March 8, 2007
8:30- 9:30a.m., Audit Committee, East Committee Room.
9:45 - 11:45 a.m., Educational Planning and Policy Committee, West Committee Room. The committee will hear
a report from Provost Thomas Sullivan and Vice Provost for Undergraduate Education Craig Swan on
transforming the undergraduate experience.
9:45 - 11 :45 a.m., Finance and Operations Committee, East Committee Room. The committee will hear from
State Economist Tom Stinson on the state economic forecast.
1:30- 2:20p.m., Board Work Session, East Committee Room. The full board will hear from Senior Vice
President for Health Sciences Frank Cerra about the Academic Health Center's strategic positioning progress and
the role of the clinical sciences at the university.
2:45 -4:45p.m., Faculty, Staff and Student Affairs Committee, East Committee Room. Vice President for
Equity and Diversity Rusty Barcelo will provide an update on the university's equity and diversity efforts.
Barcelo's office was recently created as part ofthe university's strategic positioning effort. Also, Vice Provost
for Student Affairs Jerry Rinehart will provide a report on the annual student interest survey.

- more-
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2:45 - 5 p.m., Facilities Committee, West Committee Room. The committee will take action on a number of
schematic plans, capital budget amendments and real estate transactions. The plans and budget for a new
biomass heating plant at the University of Minnesota, Mortis will be considered.
Friday, March 8, 2007

9- 11:30 a.m., Board of Regents meeting, Boardroom. University President Robert Bruininks will provide an
update on the strategic positioning effort.
More information on the Board of Regents meeting can be found at www.umn.edu/regents.
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U OF M STUDENTS TO COMPETE IN INTERNATIONAL COLLEGIATE
PROGRAMMING CONTEST WORLD FINALS IN TOKYO
MINNEAPOLIS I ST. PAUL-- Imagine having five hours to solve 10 ofthe most difficult computer
programming problems-- some of which only a few people on earth can solve. That is what University of
Minnesota computer science and engineering (CSE) students Alex Dean, Zi Lin and Erik Shimshock are preparing
to do when they compete in the 31st ACM 2007 International Collegiate Programming Contest (I CPC) World
Finals in Tokyo, Japan, March 12-16.
Only 88 regional teams out of more than 6,000 teams worldwide advanced to the finals from regional
competitions. CSE teams last competed in the ICPC world finals in 2003 and 2004. The university's CSE team
--called Dijkstra --is named after the late Dutch computer scientist Edsger Wybe Dijkstra. CSE teaching faculty
member Carl Sturtivant, also the team coach, will accompany the students to Tokyo.
I

The competition is sponsored by IBM. Doug Heintzman, director of strategy for IBM's Software Group and
sponsorship executive of the ICPC, said the competition consists of a fun warm-up round focused on gaming
logic, followed by the five-hour competition. "Competing speaks volumes to the skill of the individuals and
often to the skill of the faculty and coaches," Heintzman said.
For the finals, IBM provides lodging, awards, scholarships and numerous prizes. But it's a symbiotic
relationship. "We turn around and hire some of the competitors," Heintzman said. He added that the contest is a
great recruiting tool for finding the brightest students.
Team Dijkstra qualified for the finals after competing in the regional North Central North American Regional
Programming Contest, which took place on Nov. 11 at the University of Minnesota. As part of the regional
competition, also sponsored by IBM, teams competed against other college teams at sites throughout the
Midwest and worked to solve difficult programming problems.
The university's CSE teams placed fifth, sixth, 18th and 25th out of approximately 180 regional teams. CSE
- more-
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teaching faculty members Chuck Swanson and Chris Dovolis served as the site coordinator and head judge
respectively, with support from the ACM Student Chapter. For more information about the competition, visit
http://icpc.baylor.edu/icpc/.
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'THE IMPACT AT HOME: WAR AND THE NATIONAL GUARD' TO BE
DISCUSSED AT U OF M HUMPHREY INSTITUTE
MINNEAPOLIS I ST. PAUL-- Approximately 40 percent of United States forces deployed in Iraq are from the
Army Reserves or the National Guard. These troops face yearlong tours of duty that can be--and have
been--extended. "The Impact at Home: War and the National Guard" will examine the impact of these long-term
deployments on the families, communities and businesses these soldiers leave behind. This free program will
begin at 7 p.m. Wednesday, March 21, at the University of Minnesota Humphrey Center, 301 19th Ave. S.,
Minneapolis.
Former Representative Tim Penny, Humphrey Institute senior fellow, will moderate a discussion on "The
Impact at Home" between Minnesota National Guard Col. Neal Loidolt and Denny Schulstad, state chair of the
Department of Defense's Employer Support for the Guard and Reserve (ESGR). Founded in 1972, ESGR aims
to gain and maintain active support from all public and private employers for the men and women of the
National Guard and Reserve who are called into service and away from the workplace.
"The Impact at Home" is part ofthe Humphrey Institute's Home and Away series, public programs examining
the domestic and foreign policy implications of the United States at war. Future programs in the Home and
Away series will examine the evolution of the treatment of war-related injuries and the role of medical ethics in
wartime interrogation. For more information, visit www.hhh.umn.edu/newslhome_and_away/.
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GOODWILL GONE WILD: U OF M STUDENTS JOIN PAY IT FORWARD TOUR
DURING SPRING BREAK
,.. 600 students. 77 communities served. 15 buses. One mission. ,..
MINNEAPOLIS I ST. PAUL -- Four buses will be departing from the University of Minnesota Friday, March 9
for the Pay it Forward Tour.
With a suitcase, pillow and sleeping bag in hand, 140 students will be boarding buses to start on the nine day
journey. Four buses will be departing from Morrill Hall, 100 Church St. S.E., Minneapolis, on the University of
Minnesota-Twin Cities campus. Departure times will be at 9 a.m., 11 a.m., noon and 3:30 p.m. and each bus will
be boarding one hour prior to their departure time.
Hundreds of colleges students from throughout the Midwest have chosen to perform service projects throughout
the country during spring break. Now in its fourth year, the Pay it Forward Tour is a student led and planned
spring break community service trip that has grown exponentially since it was conceived by four U of M
freshmen over Top Ramen noodles and caffeine during a late-night brainstorm. This year, 15 buses with 600
student volunteers will collectively serve 77 communities. After traveling across the country, eight buses will
meet in Washington, D.C., while seven buses will meet in San Antonio. In addition to unforgettable service
opportunities, the trip teaches lessons, breaks down stereotypes and participants often forge lifelong
friendships.
During spring break 2004, the tour started with one bus of 43 college students from the University of Minnesota
that stopped in five cities on way to its D.C, performing at least one service project in each city. The 2005 tour
consisted of 150 students on four buses - three from the University of Minnesota and one from University of
North Dakota- each traveling a different route on their way to D.C. Last spring, eight buses with 320 students
from more than a dozen Midwestern universities continued the tradition, serving more than 50 communities en
route to D.C., where they cleaned up a riverfront. To date, more than 700 students have gone on a Pay it
Forward Tour.

- more-
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The annual Pay it Forward Tour is the crowning accomplishment of Students Today Leaders Forever, a student
organization that was founded by four U ofM freshmen in September 2003. In May 2005, STLF became an
official non-profit organization. It has grown to 11 chapters throughout the Midwest. The main objective of the
entirely student-run group is to promote initiative and living with passion- believing that one student can truly
make a difference. Members of the organization spend time working on projects at their respected university's
throughout the year. For more information about STLF, please visit its web site: www.stlf.net.
WHEN:
Buses depart at: 9 a.m., 11 a.m., noon and 3:30p.m. Friday, March 9
WHERE:
Morrill Hall, 100 Church St. S.E., Minneapolis
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ELECTRIC "GOLF CART ON STEROIDS" SERVES U OF M'S CLASSROOM
NEEDS
- "Classroom Emergency Response Vehicle" to respond to class technology issues -

With the bulky appearance of a Humvee but the efficiency of a hybrid, the University of Minnesota's new
"Classroom Emergency Response Vehicle" will be used to monitor university classrooms and respond to urgent
technology problems. Managed by the Office of Classroom Management, it is the first of its type on campus
and one of the few operating in the state.
"Oftentimes, professors will have problems with the technology in classrooms and be forced to continue class
without added media," said Larry Gilbertson who oversees the vehicle operations. "Now, within seven minutes,
this vehicle can reach any of the university's 300 central classrooms in Minneapolis or St. Paul to save precious
teaching time."
Classified as a "Neighborhood Emergency Vehicle" (NEV) under a new law by the last legislative session, it has
all the mobility and access advantages of carts but is now allowed to run on local streets that are posted up to 30
mph. As a plug-in, rechargeable, electric vehicle, it is both green and cost effective.
You can download an image ofthe vehicle here: http://wwwl.urnn.edu/urelate/newsservice/downloads/CERV.jpg
To interview Gilbertson about the new vehicle, contact Drew Swain at (612) 625-8962, dswain@umn.edu or
Asim Dorovic at (612) 624-0214, dorovic@urnn.edu

Story Tips is a service provided by the University News Service. Delivered regularly, it provides unique story
ideas about U research, students and campus life. For an archive and other useful media services, visit
www. unews.umn.edu.
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Contacts: Ezra Hyland, African American Read-In coordinator, (612) 626-4780
Bob San, University News Service, (612) 624-4082

U OF M AFRICAN AMERICAN READ-IN PROGRAM RECEIVES $50,000 GIFT
FROM AUTHOR JOHN PATTERSON
,.., Author wrote books that became movies 'Kiss the Girls,' 'Along Came a Spider'

MINNEAPOLIS I ST. PAUL -- Author John Patterson is noted for writing detective tales that keep readers in
suspense. Patterson certainly kept Ezra Hyland in suspense last week before announcing that he had made a
$50,000 gift to Hyland's African American Read-In program at the University of Minnesota.
The African American Read-In program, created by Hyland 11 years ago, aimed to increase literacy rates among
African American youth by encouraging reading and writing. Over the years, Hyland has partnered with schools
and community organizations to organize reading events and has donated thousands of books to children.
Hyland's program attracted the attention ofPatterson, creator of the best selling detective series featuring
investigator Alex Cross and including the Hollywood-adapted movies "Along Came a Spider" and "Kiss the
Girls," starring Morgan Freeman. A champion of reading, Patterson founded the $500,000 Page Turner awards
that seek to spread the excitement and joy ofbooks and reading in the United States. The U ofM African
American Read-In program is one of 35 literacy programs to receive 2007 Page Turner Awards.
Hyland, a teaching specialist in the university's College of Education and Human Development, said the gift will
raise the visibility of the African American Read-In program and make a tremendous impact.
"This is a great award for our program," said Hyland, "The incredible thing about this award is that James
Patterson had the courage to look beyond our name and respond to what we try to do. Too often when you have
a program that focuses on inner city or African American issues, people look at you as suspect. But if we can
raise those on the bottom, everyone above them benefits."
Hyland said the gift will allow his program to expand services to the children.
"We will be able to do more events and more children will be given books," Hyland said. "We can expand our
- more-
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"We will be able to do more events and more children will be given books," Hyland said. "We can expand our
writing component and we will be able to take the children to events and visit the U of M campus or attend a
play at Penumbra Theater."
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U OF M'S DISTINGUISHED TEACHING AWARD RECIPIENTS NAMED
- Twelve will be inducted into Academy of Distinguished Teachers MINNEAPOLIS I ST. PAUL-- Twelve faculty members have been named recipients ofthe Distinguished
Teaching Award, the University of Minnesota's most prestigious award for excellence in teaching. They will be
honored at the Distinguished Teaching Awards Ceremony from 3:30 to 6 p.m. Monday, April23 at the
McNamara Alumni Center, 200 Oak Street S.E., Minneapolis.
Recipients are at U of M Twin Cities unless otherwise noted.
Seven faculty members will receive the Morse-Alumni Undergraduate Teaching Award for their outstanding
contributions to undergraduate education: Praveen Aggarwal, associate professor and chair, Department of
Marketing, Labovitz School of Business and Economics, U of M Duluth; Jay Bell, professor, Department of
Soil, Water and Climate, College of Food, Agricultural and Natural Resource Sciences; Thomas Hoye, professor,
Department of Chemistry, Institute of Technology; Patricia James, associate professor, Department of
Postsecondary Teaching and Learning, College of Education and Human Development; Ned Mohan, professor,
Department of Electrical and Computer Engineering, Institute of Technology; Paula O'Loughlin, associate
professor, Political Science, Division of the Social Sciences, U ofM Morris; and Joel Samaha, professor,
Department of Sociology, College of Liberal Arts.
Five faculty members will receive the Graduate-Professional Teaching Award for outstanding contributions to
post baccalaureate, graduate and professional education: Maria Damon, associate professor, Department of
English, College of Liberal Arts; John Day, professor, Departments ofNeurology and Pediatrics, Medical
School; Ruth Lindquist, professor, Adult and Gerontological Health, School ofNursing;
Thomas Molitor, professor, Department of Veterinary Population Medicine, College of Veterinary Medicine;
and Bruce Wollenberg, professor, Department of Electrical and Computer Engineering, Institute of Technology.
All12 faculty members will be inducted into the Academy ofDistinguished Teachers. As members ofthe
- more-
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academy, these faculty members will provide important leadership to the university community by serving as
mentors, advisers and spokespersons for the university's mission.
.
'
There is no charge to attend the awards ceremony. Registration is required and available at
www.alumni.umn.edu/distinguishedteaching. For more information, contact Jocelyn Brekken at (612) 625-9174
or brek0045@umn.edu.
The Distinguished Teaching Awards are sponsored by the Senate Committee on Educational Policy, the Senior
Vice President for Academic Affairs and Provost, and the University of Minnesota Alumni Association and its
2007 signature partner, Macy's.
The University of Minnesota Alumni Association is an independent, 57,000- member organization dedicated to
connecting alumni, students and friends in lifelong support of the University of Minnesota and each other.
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U OF M TECHIE INVENTS WEB SITE TO HELP PREVENT DAYLIGHT SAVING
TIME COMPUTER PROBLEMS
Daylight Saving Time (DST) begins this Sunday, March 11, three weeks earlier than previous years as a result of
a federal law passed in2005. Many computers are programmed to automatically switch to DST, but computer
programs developed before the law change could cause havoc for computer users. In fact, some techies are calling
this the "Y2K" of 2007.
University of Minnesota College of Design network administrator Jeff Williams has invented a Web page that
will help people prevent problems associated with the early DST. Williams, a self-described "tech geek,"
developed the site to help staff in the College of Design with the issue, but the Web site can help everyone. A
user can go to the Web site at http://dst.cdes.umn.edu/ and it will automatically test their computer system,
Williams said.
"I made the Web site friendly for your average computer users (aka "end users)," Williams said. "It can test
Windows or Apple operating systems.
He said Windows systems will probably face more difficulty than Apple ones. If a person's computer isn't
ready, the Web site directs them to where they can get the patch for their system and then they should return to
his Web site to test their system after patching and restarting.
Williams advises people to check their computers soon, so they don't have to scramble at the last minute.
And, don't stop at your desktop or laptop computer, he says.
"The traditional computers are just the tip of the iceberg," Williams said. "The cool new phones and other
handheld devices need the fixes as well."
To interview Williams about DST and helping average computer users prepare for the early DST, contact Patty
Mattern at (612) 624-2801.
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Story Tips is a service provided by the University News Service. Delivered regularly, it provides unique story
ideas about U research, students and campus life. For an archive and other useful media services, visit
www. unews.umn.edu.
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'CLASSES WITHOUT QUIZZES' HIGHLIGHTS DISCOVERIES IN YOUR BACKYARD
MINNEAPOLIS I ST. PAUL-- Water quality, Minnesota wines and apples, climate change and healthy eating
are among the featured topics at "Classes Without Quizzes." The forum will be held from 9 a.m. to 1 p.m. April
14 at the University of Minnesota's St. Paul campus. Classes are designed for the general public, including
students of all ages.
Nationally recognized experts from the College of Food, Agricultural and Natural Resource Sciences will present
mini-seminars on the latest scientific research and how it affects our daily lives.
This year's keynote speech, "Climate Change in Minnesota: Implications for a Citizen's Agenda," will be
presented by University of Minnesota climatologist Mark Seeley and WCCO-TV anchor Don Shelby.
The eight mini-seminars include:
' The Truth About Garden Remedies: Do hair clippings really repel rabbits? Do your plants like it if you play
music for them?
Eating and Exercising on the Go: Learn how you can live healthier while maintaining a busy lifestyle.
What Your Pet Really Wants for Dinner: Just like humans, pets need to eat right to stay healthy.
· Let Them Eat Cake: The Economics of Ethanol and Livestock: Why rising prices for com could lead to higher
' prices in the grocery aisle.
Eat Fish, But How Much?: Nutritionists urge us to eat more fish for health, but public health officials tell us to
· limit our fish consumption. What are we supposed to do?
: The Science and Art of Apple Breeding and Marketing: Chances are the successor to the Honeycrisp apple is
; already growing in the University's research plots. But which one will it be? The trick is picking the right apple.
MN Wine: Who has the Best?: Which grape characteristics affect the taste of our wine? What is Minnesota's
wine community doing to improve taste?

-more-
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High Performance Homes: Learn how to solve the 10 most common housing problems and turn your home into
a high performance house.
Cost for Classes Without Quizzes is $25 for the public, $20 for University of Minnesota Alumni Association
members and $15 for students. There is a $5 discount for registering before March 23.
For information and to register, go to www.cfans.umn.edu/cwq or call (612) 624-0822.
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UNIVERSITY OF MINNESOTA HUMAN RIGHTS CENTER TO SCREEN
DOCUMENTARY FILM 'BETRAYAL OF DEMOCRACY: ETHIOPIA'
MINNEAPOLIS I ST. PAUL-- The University of Minnesota Human Rights Center will screen the
documentary film "Betrayal of Democracy: Ethiopia," followed by a panel discussion at 7 p.m. Thursday,
March 29, in Room 25 at the University of Minnesota Law School, 229 19th Ave. S., Minneapolis. The event is
free and open to the public.
"Betrayal of Democracy: Ethiopia" gives a shocking insider's view of politics in a Third World country where a
system of tyranny, corruption and oppression is being held in place by a complex assortment of players ... all
who influence the internal affairs of the second most populous country in [sub-Saharan] Africa, not always with
the best interests of the Ethiopian people in mind.
During the film, the audience will learn from eyewitnesses about a government planned massacre of its own
citizens, the Anuak of Gambella, a region in southwestern Ethiopia. The film includes interviews of Ethiopian
intellectuals and political leaders from different ethnic backgrounds as they explain what is happening in their
country. The film shows actual footage of Ethiopians being shot by government troops under this regime as they
are peacefully protesting the stolen national election of2005. Filmgoers will also hear Ana Gomes, the chief
election observer from the European Parliament, denounce the election as not meeting international standards.
"Betrayal of Democracy: Ethiopia" was produced by the Anuak Justice Council and the Division of Media and
Technology from the University of Saskatchewan, Canada.
This film is the third showing in the Human Rights Center's 2006-07 film series. Through screenings and panel
discussions, the Human Rights Center brings experts and community members together to raise awareness,
promote discussion, and take action on issues affecting the human rights community in Minnesota, the United
States and the world. The University of Minnesota Human Rights Center and the Amnesty International Law
Student Group are sponsoring the screening.
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WEISMAN ART MUSEUM TO UNVEIL FRANK GEHRY DESIGNS FOR BUILDING
EXPANSION
The Weisman Art Museum at the University of Minnesota will unveil designs for a major building expansion
created by Frank Gehry, the visionary architect of its landmark facility at 10 a.m. Tuesday, March 13.
Since opening in its bold and innovative space in November 1993, the Weisman Art Museum has experienced
explosive growth and achieved extraordinary visibility. It will be adding critically needed space for the museum
that will double the size of the galleries for collections and exhibitions, allow for the addition of inventive new
programming, and enhance visitor services.
The Weisman Art Museum was the first and still is the only Gehry-designed art museum in the United States.
"The Weisman is special because it was the beginning of a new design direction for me," said Gehry. "But at the
time we always felt that the architecture was incomplete with the animation facing the river. It means a lot to me
that they have asked me to come back and do the expansion."
The Weisman's building expansion will add about 11,000 square feet to the museum. It will add a dynamic space
for a new program focused on creative collaboration, a collection wing with three galleries, and an intimate cafe.
WHO:
WHEN:
WHERE:

University President Bob Bruininks
Weisman Director Lyndel King
10:00 a.m. Tuesday, March 13
Shepherd Room, Weisman Art Museum, 333 East River Road, Minneapolis
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MAYORS RYBACK AND COLEMAN TO UNVEIL INITIATIVE TO REPOSITION
THE TWIN CITIES AT U OF M CARLSON SCHOOL EVENT
MINNEAPOLIS I ST. PAUL-- Minneapolis Mayor R.T. Rybak and St. Paul Mayor Chris Coleman will unveil
a new initiative to reposition the cities of Minneapolis and St. Paul as one destination from 5:30p.m. to 7:30
p.m. Monday, March 19 at the University of Minnesota Carlson School 3M Auditorium, 321 19th Ave. S.,
Minneapolis.
At the culmination of three years of top-tier marketing research, thousands of personal conversations and the
input of business leaders and citizens, the mayors will discuss this new marketing campaign that brings together
the perceptions of the Twin Cities and the reality of what they have to offer. The program is sponsored by the
Carlson School's Institute for Research in Marketing.
In an effort to apply cutting-edge marketing principles to city government, the mayors and their consultant,
Meet Minneapolis, will describe the thoughtful and innovative research that underlies the strategic repositioning
of the Twin Cities.
This is the first public discussion of this repositioning plan. Tickets to attend this event are $45. The discussion
and Q&A with both mayors and a reception immediately following the talk are included in the cost. The event is
free for students. Registration is required. For more information, or to register, visit
carlsonschool. umn.edu/marketinginstitute, or call (612) 624-9849.
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TALK AT U OF M TO EXAMINE GLBT MARRIAGE POLITICS
MINNEAPOLIS I ST. PAUL-- The University of Minnesota Gay, Lesbian, Bisexual and Transgender (GLBT)
Oral History Project will present Lisa Duggan, co-founder ofBeyondMarriage.org, in a talk at 7 p.m. Saturday,
March 31 at the Loft Literary Center, 1011 Washington AveS., Minneapolis. Her presentation, "Beyond
Marriage: Building New Alliances Around the Politics of Sexuality," offers a new focus for GLBT politics aimed
at arresting anti-gay marriage amendments that have passed in a majority of states and challenging the political
and economic reforms that are attacking non-traditional families.
Lisa Duggan is a professor of American studies and history at New York University, and the author of the
forthcoming book "The End of Marriage: The War Over the End of State Sponsored Love." Duggan's academic
and activist work considers the political, economic and social debates that surround the institution of marriage.
Duggan and others critique the GLBT movement for focusing on "marriage equality" as a stand-alone issue.
Duggan argues that GLBT people must respond to the full scope of the "family values" marriage agenda by
demanding the legal recognition of a wide range of relationships, households and families, as well as issues such
as affordable housing and health care, the defense of social security, unemployment insurance, workplace rights
and welfare benefits.
Lisa Duggan is available for interviews by phone in advance of her appearance in Minneapolis.
WHO:
Lisa Duggan, cofounder ofBeyondMarriage.org
WHEN:
7 p.m. Saturday, March 31
WHERE:
Loft Literary Center, 1011 Washington Ave. S., Minneapolis
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INTERNATIONALLY-RECOGNIZED HUMAN RIGHTS LEADER TO SPEAK AT U
OF M LAW SCHOOL
MINNEAPOLIS I ST. PAUL-- Romeo Ramirez, member ofthe Coalition oflmmokalee Workers (CIW) and
recipient of the 2003 Robert F. Kennedy Human Rights Award for his work fighting modern-day slavery in the
fields of Florida, will speak at the University of Minnesota Law School Friday, March 23.
Ramirez will speak at 12:15 p.m. in Room 55, Mondale Hall, 229 19th Ave. S., Minneapolis. The bag lunch
forum is open to the public and is sponsored by several U of M organizations, including the Human Rights
Center, the Human Rights Program, Chicano Studies, Global Studies and the Global Studies Student Association.
Ramirez will speak about the difficulties and bad conditions farmworkers living in the United States face and the
efforts of the CIW to change this reality.
Florida tomato pickers, who supply much of the country's fresh tomatoes, earn just 40 to 50 cents per 32
pound bucket of tomatoes, meaning they must pick and haul two tons of tomatoes to earn $50 in one day.
Farmworkers put in long hours without overtime pay for overtime work, the right to organize, health care or
benefits of any kind, Ramirez said. In the most extreme conditions, they are held and forced to work against their
will in modern-day slavery. Through the work of Ramirez and other organizers, the CIW has uncovered and
assisted the United States Department of Justice in successfully prosecuting five modern-day slavery rings in the
fields, freeing more than 1,000 workers.
The CIW is a farmworker organization based in Southwest Florida that has been recognized internationally for
their work to end human rights violations in the fields of Florida.
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BEST BUY'S SHARI BALLARD AT U OF M TO HEADLINE APRIL 3 FIRST
TUESDAY LUNCHEON
MINNEAPOLIS I ST. PAUL-- Shari Ballard, executive vice president, Best Buy Co., will speak on "Survive
and Thrive: Keeping Your Business Alive for Decades" at the University of Minnesota Carlson School of
Management's First Tuesday luncheon at 11:30 a.m. Tuesday, April3, at the McNamara Alumni Center, 200
Oak St. S.E., Minneapolis.
Best Buy has faced many challenges in its nearly 41 years in business. Ballard has worked with teams to identify
and battle several of these challenges as the Fortune 100 company continues to grow and define its next 40 years.
Ballard will talk about how the challenges have played out at Best Buy, from a on the brink-of-death experience
in the late '90s, to its new customer-focused business model, which requires relying on front-line employee
insight and innovation.
While overseeing human resources, legal, customer care and BestBuy.com, Ballard is leading a charge to change
the way Best Buy does business by recognizing that the best insights to grow the company don't necessarily
come from big titles at the top of an organizational chart.
Ballard began her career at Best Buy in 1993. In 1997, in partnership with store teams, she successfully executed
a new operating model across Best Buy stores. Ballard then moved to human resources, accepting responsibility
for the retail store's human resources group. In 2000, she was promoted to vice president of organizational
effectiveness. In 2004, she was named executive vice president.
Advance registration by Thursday, March 29 is $23. After that date the fee is $30. The fee includes lunch and
parking in the Washington Avenue Ramp. Register by calling (612) 626-9634, visiting
www.carlsonschool.umn.edu/events, or by e-mail at firsttuesday@csom.umn.edu.
WHO:
WHEN:
WHERE:

Shari Ballard, executive vice president, human capital and leadership, Best Buy
11:30 a.m.- 1 p.m. Tuesday, April3
McNamara Alumni Center, 200 Oak St. S.E., Minneapolis
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U OF M HOSTS "KEEPING OUR FACULTIES IV: RECRUITING, RETAINING, AND
ADVANCING FACULTY OF COLOR SYMPOSIUM"
MINNEAPOLIS I ST. PAUL-- What are the strategies universities can use to recruit people of color to join
their faculty? How can universities create a welcoming culture to keep them there? Those are two key questions
that will be addressed by 400 professors, administrators, human resources professionals and students from all
over the country at the University of Minnesota's "Keeping Our Faculties IV: Recruiting, Retaining, and
Advancing Faculty of Color Symposium" Thursday, April 12 to Saturday, April 14, at the Radisson University
Hotel, 615 Washington Ave. S.E. Minneapolis.
The symposium will include lectures, discussions and presentations on strategies that have been successfully
employed to attract faculty of color, develop a pipeline to retain students of color and recruit and advance
people of color, and transforming institutional cultures both within and outside academic institutions.
"The symposium will focus on approaches for recruiting and advancing persons of color in academia," said
University of Minnesota Senior Vice President for System Academic Administration Robert Jones. "We will
also explore strategies that have been successfully employed to date, models for leadership to promote change
and strategies to empower faculty of color and transform institutional culture."
"The strength of this symposium is that it brings together multiple voices from all over the country to
participate," said Rusty Barcelo, University of Minnesota Vice President for Equity and Diversity. "Through
their participation, they are able to share their unique perspective regarding faculty diversity. Most importantly,
this gathering mirrors what can happen when you bring diverse voices together to work on a common goal. "
This is the fourth biannual Keeping Our Faculties symposium hosted by the University of Minnesota and
cosponsored by the Minnesota State Colleges and Universities (MNSCU) and the Minnesota Private Colleges,
making Minnesota a leader in the important effort to diversify college and university faculty.
Jones and James McCormick, the Chancellor of the MNSCU system, will kick offthe symposium when they
welcomes the participants in a ceremony from 1 to 1:30 p.m. Thursday, April12. What follows is three days of
- more-
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welcomes the participants in a ceremony from 1 to 1:30 p.m. Thursday, April 12. What follows is three days of
lectures, panel discussions and presentations of research on the topic of recruiting and retaining faculty, staff and
students of color.
For a complete listing of events in the symposium, visit www.cce.umn.edu/conferences/kof/.
WHEN:
Thursday, April 12 to Saturday, April 14
WHERE:
Radisson Univeristy Hotel, 615 Washington Ave. S.E. Minneapolis
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INTERNATIONALLY KNOWN ARCHITECT AND SPECIALIST IN URBAN DESIGN
AND TRAFFIC ENGINEERING TO SPEAK AT THE U OF M
MINNEAPOLIS I ST. PAUL-- Internationally known architect and specialist in urban design and traffic
engineering Ben Hamilton-Baillie will be speaking at and offering workshops at the University of Minnesota's
Metropolitan Design Center beginning Monday, March 19. The workshops are free, however, please RSVP to
David Lowe at (612) 625-9000 or by email at lowex005@umn.edu by March 15.
Hamilton-Baillie will speak about "Shared Space -- A Fresh Approach to Reconciling People, Places, and
Traffic," at 5:45p.m. Monday, March 19 in 100 Rapson Hall, 89 Church St. S.E., Minneapolis.
Hamilton-Baillie and James Charlier, a nationally-recognized transportation planning professional, will lead the
workshop titled "Active Transportation and Facility Planning," from 8 a.m. to 10:30 a.m. Tuesday, March 20, in
conference rooms ABC at the U ofM Campus Club in Coffman Union, 300 Washington Ave. S.E., Minneapolis.
Active transportation -- walking and cycling -- requires a different set of infrastructure than the roads and rails
needed for motorized transportation. Hamilton-Baillie and Charlier will demonstrate the latest in paths, lanes,
lights, stripes and general design.
Hamilton-Baillie will talk about cars and communities in a workshop from 6 to 8 p.m. Tuesday, March 20, in
conference rooms ABC of the Campus Club.
For generations, the spaces between buildings in the towns and cities across the United States and Europe have
been dominated by the requirements of traffic engineering, with its language of signs, traffic signals, posts,
barriers, curbs and road markings. As a result most cities, towns and villages look increasingly alike, and there has
been little opportunity to express community values, history, or a sense of place.
In some mainland European countries this is beginning to change. Baillie will describe some of these changes and
sets them in a broader historical context. The examples, mainly from Denmark, Germany, Sweden and The
Netherlands, outline a radical new approach to the design and management of public space in towns and cities.
- more-
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Netherlands, outline a radical new approach to the design and management of public space in towns and cities.
Hamilton-Baillie will examine some of the history of traffic in towns, illustrated by examples of some remarkable
and surprising new approaches to safety and traffic management. He will explore ideas about gateways and
transition zones, speed management and safety, and the relationship between urban design, engineering and
behavioral psychology. Such ideas are in their infancy in the United States, he said, but they offer the possibility
for new relationships between vehicles, pedestrians, bicycles and the public realm.
Hamilton-Baillie will draw on recent examples from several European countries to suggest ways in which traffic
engineering and urban design might combine to enhance the prosperity, vitality and safety of the public realm.
Hamilton-Baillie is director ofHamilton-Baillie Associates in Bristol, England. Following a career in public
housing, he worked with the transport charity Sustrans to develop the National Cycle Network. The award of a
Winston Churchill Fellowship allowed him to investigate latest approaches to traffic in towns across mainland
Europe. In 2001 he became the first citizen in the United Kingdom to be awarded a Loeb Fellowship to the
Design School at Harvard University, allowing him to research and develop ideas about the relationship between
cars and communities. He has taught and lectured extensively across the United Kingdom, northern Europe and
the United States, and is author of"Home Zones: Reconciling People, Places and Transport" (Harvard 2001). He
is a visiting lecturer in urban design and transport at the University of the West of England.
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LECTURES SCHEDULED FOR MARCH 19 AND 20 BY UNITED KINGDOM
ARCHITECT BEN HAMILTON-BAILLIE HAVE BEEN CANCELED
- Active transportation workshop will still be held Tuesday MINNEAPOLIS I ST. PAUL -- Due to flight cancellations caused by weather, lectures and workshops led by
United Kingdom architect and urban design specialist Ben Hamilton-Baillie scheduled for today and Tuesday
have been canceled.
However, the University of Minnesota's Metropolitan Design Center will still hold the workshop titled "Active
Transportation and Facility Planning," from 8 a.m. to 10:30 a.m. Tuesday, March 20, in conference rooms ABC
at the U ofM Campus Club in Coffman Uni~n, 300 Washington Ave. S.E., Minneapolis. James Charlier, a
nationally-recognized transportation planning professional, will lead the workshop.
Active transportation -- walking and cycling -- requires a different set of infrastructure than the roads and rails
needed for motorized transportation. Charlier will demonstrate the latest in paths, lanes, lights, stripes and
general design.
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UNIVERSITY OF MINNESOTA TO LEAD SIX-UNIVERSITY EFFORT TO USE
BIOLOGY TO ADVANCE QUANTUM PHYSICS AND ELECTRONICS
- U.S. Department of Defense grant gives $6 million to team of nine scholars for the study of
quantum electronic arraysMINNEAPOLIS I ST. PAUL-- The U.S. Department of Defense (DoD) has awarded a team of nine scholars
from six universities a grant of $6 million over five years to exploit precise biological assembly techniques for the
study of quantum physics in nanoparticle arrays. This research will produce a fundamental understanding of
quantum electronic systems that could impact future electronics.
Leading the effort is electrical and computer engineering professor Richard Kiehl of the University of Minnesota,
who has wide experience in investigating the potential of novel fabrication techniques, physical structures and
architectures for electronics. Kiehl has brought together a multidisciplinary team to develop biological strategies
combining DNA, proteins and peptides with chemical synthesis techniques to construct arrays of nanoparticles
and to systematically characterize the resulting quantum electronic systems
Interactions between precisely arranged nanoparticles could lead to exotic quantum physics, as well as to new
mechanisms for computing, signal processing and sensing. But even basic studies of such nanoparticle arrays
have been hampered by the need to fabricate test structures with extreme control and precision. "By exploiting
biology to precisely control size, spacing and composition in the arrays, we will be able to examine electronic,
magnetic and optical interactions at much smaller scales than before," said Kiehl. "Our project blends some
really fascinating science at the edges of biology, chemistry, materials science and physics. And, I'm excited
about the chance to impact how electronic circuits could be engineered in the future."
The team members are UCLA professors YuHuang (materials science), Kang Wang (electrical engineering) and
Todd Yeates (biochemistry); New York University professors Andrew Kent (physics) and Nadrian Seeman
(chemistry); University of Texas at Austin professor Allan MacDonald (physics); University of Pennsylvania
professor Christopher Murray (chemistry & materials science); and Columbia University professor Colin
Nuckolls (chemistry).

- more-
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Kiehl and Seeman have previously collaborated in the first demonstrations of metallic nanoparticle self-assembly
by DNA scaffolding, which will be central to this project. Seeman will exploit DNA nanotechnology to construct
2-D and 3-D scaffolding, while Huang and Yeates will use peptides and proteins to make nanoparticle clusters
for assembly onto the scaffolding. Murray and Nuckolls will synthesize metallic and magnetic nanoparticles
with organic shells that will self-assemble onto the scaffolding and control the interparticle coupling. Kent, Kiehl
and Wang will carry out experiments to characterize the electronic, magnetic and optical properties of the arrays.
MacDonald will provide theoretical guidance for the studies and analysis of the experimental results.
The award was made by the Army Research Office (Marc Ulrich, research topic chief) and is one of 36 recently
made under the highly competitive DoD Multidisciplinary University Research Initiative (MURI). The DoD
news release can be viewed at http://www.defenselink.mil/releases/release.aspx?releaseid=10585.
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U OF M TO HOST WOMEN HISTORY MONTH LECTURE
MINNEAPOLIS I ST. PAUL-- University of Minnesota Civil Engineering professor Catherine French will
deliver the Ada Comstock Distinguished Women Scholars Lecture at 7:30p.m. Thursday, March 22, at the
Humphrey Institute, 301 19th Ave. S., Minneapolis.
French investigates the effects of earthquakes and other extreme natural and human-made events on structures
such as skyscrapers and bridges. She will discuss the process and potential promise of her research on the effects
of earthquakes on structural systems, various means to mitigate these effects, and how her work has led to
significant improvements in building codes and structural design.
The free lecture series, held twice during the school year, honors the exceptional research, scholarship and
leadership contributions ofUniversity ofMinnesota female faculty who are recipients of prestigious honors
such as the Distinguished Women's Scholar Award, the Regents Professorship and the McKnight Distinguished
Professorship. It is named after Comstock, a university alumnae, former assistant professor and dean at the
university. Comstock left Minnesota in 1912 to become the dean of Smith College and later president of
Radcliffe. She is one of the few people in the world to have residence halls named after her at three
institutions---the University of Minnesota, Smith and Radcliffe. Comstock Hall, which used to be the second of
Minnesota's two residence halls for women, salutes her as a distinguished member of the Minnesota faculty.
The lecture series is sponsored by the university's Graduate School, the Office for University Women, the Office
of the Vice Provost for Faculty and Academic Affairs and the University of Minnesota Libraries.
WHEN:
7:30p.m. Thursday, March 22
WHERE:
Humphrey Institute, 301 19th Ave. S., Minneapolis
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U OF M CARLSON SCHOOL LAUNCHES MOBILE COMPUTING PROGRAM FOR
UNDERGRADUATE STUDENTS AND PARENTS
""Lenovo's ThinkPad University Program to supply standard & high-end notebook computers
""

MINNEAPOLIS I ST. PAUL-- The University of Minnesota Carlson School of Management has partnered
with Lenovo to implement its ThinkPad University Program, providing incoming and current undergraduate
students with a worry-free, proven and affordable solution to purchasing a computer on their own.
As college commitment deadlines approach, high school seniors and their parents face tough choices. Families
fret anxiously over selecting the right school, applying for financial aid, and the overwhelming, and sometimes
expensive task of purchasing a personal computer.
Starting in the fall of 2007, all incoming Carlson students are expected to own a laptop that meets or exceeds the
published Carlson School minimum laptop specifications. Current students will also have the opportunity to
purchase a computer as early as summer 2007.
The decision to launch a new laptop program was not unfounded. A recent survey of the parents of prospective
Carlson School students revealed that nearly 92.5 percent of parents plan to buy a computer for their student to
use on campus, and 90 percent of parents expressed interest in a laptop program that provides students with a
laptop computer, software and full service support as part of the cost of attendance.
"The new laptop program is an exciting addition to Carlson's already outstanding menu of student services,
including career and internship services, study abroad programs and student groups," said Bob Ruekert, dean of
the undergraduate programs. "Lenovo is a vendor we can trust and makes this purchase easier for parents and
students alike."
' The Carlson School of Management Undergraduate Program's decision to implement a laptop program is in
conjunction with the development of Hanson Hall as a "new way of doing business." Hanson Hall, the Carlson
School's new undergraduate building scheduled to open in 2008, is being designed with laptop use in mind.
- more- ·
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School's new undergraduate building scheduled to open in 2008, is being designed with laptop use in mind.
Classrooms and student collaborative environments will be constructed and furnished to promote the most
effective use of technology. Hanson Hall is being built to foster a mobile, collaborative learning environment and
simulate a real-life business environment where group projects, class lectures and student participation can be
facilitated through synchronized software inside or outside the classroom.
Students will be able connect the existing University of Minnesota campus-wide wireless network and to print
wirelessly in any Carlson School computer lab.
Available laptop options
Students and their parents will have the option to buy one of two competitively priced models through Lenovo.
The company is offering its most technologically advanced solution and industry-leading notebooks with their
award-winning ThinkPad T60. The special Carlson ThinkPads come with a four-year warranty with on-site
repair available while they are enrolled in school.
"Lenovo is honored to partner with the Carlson School in implementing ThinkPad University for their graduate
and undergraduate populations," said Michael Schmedlen, education executive for Lenovo. "Carlson's
commitment to innovative curriculum delivery and technology-enabled learning further differentiates Carlson as a
global leader in management education."
By purchasing a Carlson School ThinkPad, students are eligible for on-site hardware and software support, with
a targeted four-hour turnaround on repairs and troubleshooting--an important service to college students and their
parents who know all too well the frustration of viruses, crashing hard drives and expensive service charges.
Under the agreement, students also will receive a 20 percent discount on peripherals such as USB flash drives,
extra batteries, memory and other technology purchased through Lenovo. Students will be responsible for
insuring and maintaining records of their machines.

•
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INNOVATIVE U OF M WRITING ENRICHED CURRICULUM PROGRAM RECEIVES A
BUSH FOUNDATION GRANT OF NEARLY $1 MILLION
MINNEAPOLIS I ST. PAUL-- The University of Minnesota today announced that the innovative Writing
Enriched Curriculum (WEC) program will receive a Bush Foundation grant of $996,645 over three years to
launch the first phase of the program, an important element in the university's strategic positioning plan. "This
marks an exciting opportunity for the university," said University of Minnesota Provost Thomas Sullivan. "The
university has received one of the largest Bush Foundation grants awarded and reflects the importance of writing
in the curriculum."
The WEC program, a component of the Baccalaureate Writing Initiative, seeks to improve the quality of student
writing and writing instruction on the Twin Cities Campus by engaging numerous departments in a multi-phase
program. The goal of this campus-wide initiative is to ensure that all university undergraduate students will
follow programs of study in which writing instruction has been sequenced intentionally and integrated
effectively. When fully implemented, the program will ensure that students in all academic units will follow
first-year writing courses with a series of well-sequenced and effectively taught writing-enriched courses within
their majors.
"Through the WEC Project, the university is not only taking an innovative approach to improve writing, but will
equip faculty with the tools they need for achieving and sustaining writing-enriched curricula," said Vice Provost
and Dean of Undergraduate Education Craig Swan. "The ultimate beneficiaries of this project will be students,
who will receive writing instruction, experience, and feedback throughout their undergraduate years, and
employers who need employees with sound writing abilities."
During the first phase of WEC, teams of consultants will work with instructors within departments to devise
Undergraduate Writing Plans. In designing these plans, faculty members will be asked to articulate the
discipline-specific qualities they expect of student writing. They will also be asked to ensure that their
undergraduate curricula are sequenced to foster writing development, to consider the support and development
needs of their instructors, and to develop plans for assessing both student writing and the writing plans
' themselves. During this phase, a representative sample of student writing may be assessed to provide a baseline
· for future comparison within departments.
• The second phase of WEC will include the implementation of the approved writing plans. In this phase faculty
members and other instructors will collaborate with the WEC team's writing assessment director and instructional
·. development experts to assess student writing within courses and majors and to support ongoing writing
-more-
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instruction.
In the third and final phase, writing plans will be assessed by departmental c.olleagues working in collaboration
with the WEC assessment director. Faculty members will continue to evaluate the efficacy of instructional
support and the improvement in student writing abilities.
"Other programs around the country have identified discipline-specific writing expectations," said Pamela Flash,
the university's Writing Across the Curriculum director and WEC project leader. "Our program is pioneering in
its holistic approach. We are interested in both triggering and sustaining pedagogic change. We are truly grateful
for the Bush Foundation's vote of support."
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JANE GOODALL VISITS THE U OF M FOR ECOLOGY AND COMPUTER
SCIENCE PROJECTS
- All media personnel must have press credentials -

MINNEAPOLIS I ST. PAUL Famed chimpanzee researcher Dr. Jane Goodall will visit the University of
Minnesota campus at 11 a.m. Tuesday, March 20 in Room 505 of the Ecology Building, 1987 Upper Buford
Circle, St. Paul, to hear about the interdisciplinary work of university ecologists and computer scientists on
chimpanzee data through the Jane Goodall Institute's Center for Primate Studies (JGI-CPS), based on the
St. Paul campus.
As part of the university project, researchers have been analyzing and digitally organizing more than 46
years of data collected by Goodall and Jane Goodall Institute researchers at Gombe National Park in
Tanzania.
Researchers are analyzing the data for patterns in everything from female grouping habits, to male
aggression mating habits relating, to the Simian Immune Deficiency Virus (SIV cpz). For more information
about university projects, visit www.discoverchimpanzees.org.
ABOUT JGI
Founded in 1977, the Jane Goodall Institute continues Goodall's pioneering research on chimpanzee
behavior -- research which transformed scientific perceptions of the relationship between humans and
animals.
The institute is a global leader in the effort to protect chimpanzees and their habitats. It also is widely
recognized for establishing innovative community-centered conservation and development programs in
Africa, and the Roots & Shoots education program, which has groups in more than 90 countries.

WHEN:

11 a.m. Tuesday, March 20

WHERE:

Ecology Building, 1987 Upper Buford Circle, Room 505, St. Paul

Goodall will be available for 15 to 20 minutes.
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'BRIDGING THE DIGITAL DIVIDE: THE FUTURE OF PUBLIC EDUCATION' IS
TOPIC OF U OF M GREAT CONVERSATIONS 2007 LECTURE
MINNEAPOLIS I ST. PAUL-- "Bridging the Digital Divide: The Future ofPublic Education" will be the topic
of discussion in the second University of Minnesota Great Conversation 2007 Lecture at 7:30 p.m. Tuesday,
March 27 at Ted Mann Concert Hall, 2128 Fourth St. S. Minneapolis.
In the lecture, Robert Elde, Dean of the University of Minnesota College of Biological Sciences (CBS), and Larry
Rosenstock, founder of the innovative charter school High Tech High in San Diego, will discuss how
conventional public education is failing to prepare a growing number of students for careers and citizenship and
what reforms are needed to tap the capacity of young people to learn and compete in a global economy.
Elde has transformed undergraduate biology education by reorganizing the university's biological science
programs, increasing research opportunities for students, and creating innovative programs to improve the
undergraduate experience. CBS is currently making a transition from conventional education to inquiry-based,
experiential learning. Nature of Life, a summer immersion program for CBS freshmen held at Itasca Biological
Station and Laboratories, is the only program of its kind in the United States.
Rosenstock founded High Tech High, where all students are welcome and all students succeed. Virtually 100
percent of graduates go to college. High Tech High is recognized nationally as a model for the high school of the
future. Rosenstock's visionary approach to public education has inspired the Bill and Melinda Gates Foundation
to pledge the funds to build 1,457 similar schools nationwide. His approach is to combat disengagement and low
academic achievement with a supportive environment, high expectations and project-based learning. Instead of
attending lectures and taking tests, students focus on projects that offer hands-on experiences. These students do
far better than their counterparts on college entrance exams. And they leave well prepared for success in college
and in careers.
Single tickets are $28.50, or $23.50 for university faculty, alumni, students and staff. "Great Conversations" is
produced by the College of Continuing Education at the University of Minnesota. Following the lecture,
- more-
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audience members are invited to share a dessert reception with the speakers.
For more information, visit www.cce.umn.edu/conversations. Call (612) 624-2345 to purchase tickets.
7:30p.m. Tuesday, March 27
WHEN:
WHERE:
Ted Mann Concert Hall, 2128 Fourth St. S., Minneapolis
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OSMO VANSKA TO MAKE CONCERT DEBUT WITH THE UNIVERSITY OF
MINNESOTA SYMPHONY ORCHESTRA
MINNEAPOLIS I ST. PAUL Osmo Vanska, music director ofthe Minnesota Orchestra, will make his concert
debut with the University of Minnesota Symphony Orchestra at 7:30p.m. Thursday, March 22 at Orchestra
Hall, 1111 Nicollet Mall, Minneapolis. Tickets for the concert are only $2.50 and are free for students with ID
and youth ages six to 17. Tickets and complete program information are available at
www.minnesotaorchestra.org. Tickets also can be purchased by calling (612) 371-5656.
The University of Minnesota School of Music and the Minnesota Orchestra share a long tradition of
collaboration, including many years during which the Orchestra performed on campus at Northrop Memorial
Auditorium. More recently, the School of Music and the Orchestra have shared a commitment to create
experiences--from side by side rehearsals and performances to master classes and sectional rehearsals--that
connect students with Minnesota Orchestra musicians and Orchestra Hall. Both institutions are grateful to be
able to present this concert and the activities surrounding it, which are made possible by the George T. and
Elizabeth H. Pennock Endowment gift.
The University of Minnesota Symphony Orchestra is a select ensemble of 80 to 90 students who are primarily
music majors. The orchestra rehearses and performs the finest orchestral literature available, from well-known
works to premieres of new compositions. The orchestra performs four to six concerts per year, in addition to
working with the University Opera Theatre and performing in the annual Bach Festival.
Finnish conductor Osmo Vanska became the Minnesota Orchestra's lOth music director in September 2003.
Praised for his intense and dynamic performances, Vanska is recognized for compelling interpretations of the
standard, contemporary and Nordic repertoires, as well as the close rapport he establishes with the musicians he
leads.

IPhotos

of Vanska directing university students are available upon request. I
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U OF M MAINTAINS CURRENT RANKING AMONG PUBLIC RESEARCH
UNIVERSITIES
- Strategic positioning efforts not reflected MINNEAPOLIS I ST. PAUL-- The University of Minnesota has maintained its standing among U.S. public
research universities in a report conducted by "The Center for Measuring University Performance" at Arizona
State University (ASU) --formerly located at the University of Florida. The annual report is considered one of
the most reliable academically based ranking of American research universities.
The center uses nine measures to rank research universities. The 2006 report uses 2004 and 2005 data and does
not reflect the results of the University of Minnesota's strategic positioning efforts in the past two years.
"We're doing very well and we're strongly positioned for future improvements," said Provost Thomas Sullivan.
"With the strides made with strategic positioning, we will see positive results in the upcoming years on these
measures."
The university ranks in the top tier in eight of the nine measures used, needing improvement in just one category
to be ranked with the nation's top public universities. The only measure the university does not rank in the
report's top 25 is SAT/ACT scores, where it ranks 30th. The university's actual average ACT score has risen
steadily in recent years, increasing by nearly one point to 25.2 over the past five years.
Since last year's rankings, the number of universities in the top tier of rankings increased by two, with the
University of Illinois and the University of Pittsburgh joining the University of California - Berkeley, the
University of California- Los Angeles, the University of Michigan, the University ofNorth Carolina, and the
University of Wisconsin - Madison.
"This year's rankings underscore what we've known for a number of years: the competition is getting more
intense," said Sullivan. "Although we've shown consistent and steady improvement in most of these indicators,
our challenge is keeping up with the competition. That's why our strategic positioning action in recent years, as
well as increased funding, is critical to the university's future success.
- more-
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The University of Minnesota's 2006 and 2005 results in the nine measured areas:
• Total research dollars in 2006 were $515,061,00 and ranked lOth and 2005 dollars totaled $508,557,000 and
ranked 7th.
• Federal research dollars in 2006 amounted to $308,369,000 and ranked 9th and in 2005 totaled $293,266,00 and
ranked 9th.
• Endowments assets in 2006 were $1.97 billion and ranked 4th and were $1.73 billion in 2005 and ranked 6th.
• Annual giving in 2006 was $265,499,000 and ranked 4th and was $249,782,000 in 2005 and also ranked 4th.
• There were 36 National Academy Members in 2006, which ranked 11th, and 37 in 2005, which also ranked
11th.
• There were 23 faculty awards in 2006, which ranked 12th, and 22 in 2005, which ranked 14th.
• There were 678 doctorates granted in 2006, which ranked 5th, and 592 in 2005, which ranked 7th.
• There were 629 postdoctoral appointments in 2006, which ranked 9th, and 614 in 2005, which was also ranked
9th.
• The SAT/ACT range for 2006 was 540-660; 560-680 and ranked 30th and 540-660; 560-680 and ranked 26th
in 2005.
For a table of the results visit:
http://www 1. umn.edu/urelate/newsservice/downloads/rankingsO 506. pdf
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UNIVERSITY OF MINNESOTA'S SIXTH ANNUAL DESIGN OF MEDICAL
DEVICES CONFERENCE TO BE HELD APRIL 17-19
-The conference will address major trends in medical device design, policy, engineering,
education and commercialization MINNEAPOLIS I ST. PAUL-- The University of Minnesota's Sixth Annual Design of Medical Devices
Conference (DMD) will be held April17-19, at the Radisson University Hotel, 615 Washington Ave. S.E.,
Minneapolis. The conference, designed to attract top leaders from industry and academia, will address major
trends related to medical device design, policy, engineering, education and commercialization.
"The momentum this conference continues to generate clearly demonstrates the evolving interest and expertise in
this field," said Art Erdman, University of Minnesota professor of mechanical engineering and DMD Conference
co-director. "Six years ago we had a vision to establish an event where leaders from academia and industry
would converge to share the latest in medical device design. This vision has become a successful reality and
continues to exceed even our own expectations."
The conference includes two days of technical sessions, including topics such as medical electronics, surgical
robotics, medical imaging, dental devices and cardiovascular engineering. Conference attendees will also be able to
observe a surgery that will be broadcast live via videoconference from the University of Minnesota Medical
Center Fairview. There will also be a scientific poster session that gives students an opportunity to showcase
their biomedical engineering related research while interacting with industry professionals.
Day three of the conference includes The President's 21st Century Interdisciplinary C~mference: "Inventing
Medical Devices." Dean Kamen, entrepreneur and inventor of the Segway, and John Najarian, transplant surgeon
and pioneer, will be among the keynote presenters.
University conference sponsors include The Biomedical Engineering Institute, The Institute of Technology, and
the Academic Health Center. Key industry sponsors include Boston Scientific, Medtronic, St. Jude Medical,
3M, Life Science Alley, Merchant & Gould, Minnetronix and Oppenheimer.

- more-
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For more information on the Design of Medical Devices Conference or to register, visit www.me.umn.edu/dmd.
Online registration ends April 6.
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KEEPING YOUR PET SAFE FROM POISON
The Animal Poison Control Center at the American Society for the Prevention of Cruelty to Animals reports
that thousands of cats and dogs needlessly suffer and many die each year by accidental ingestion of household
poisons. In 2006, the Animal Poison Control Center hotline managed more than 116,000 calls, a large number of
which pertained to common household items such as human medications, insecticides and plants. University of
Minnesota experts who can comment on this topic are:

Kelly Tart and Justine Lee, emergency service veterinarians at the University of Minnesota Veterinary
Medical Center
Tart and Lee can address the importance of poison prevention in cats and dogs.
To interview Tart or Lee, contact Mariah Carroll at (612) 624-7231 or (612) 730-9346; or Asim Dorovic at (612)
624-0214 or dorovic@umn.edu.

Expert Alert is a service provided by the University News Service. Delivered regularly, Expert Alert is designed

to connect university experts to today's breaking news and current events. For an archive and other useful media
services, visit www.unews.umn.edu.
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U OF M NAMES DISTINGUISHED MCKNIGHT UNIVERSITY PROFESSORS FOR

2007
MINNEAPOLIS I ST. PAUL-- Six University of Minnesota professors have received the 2007 Distinguished
McKnight University Professorship, an honor that recognizes and rewards outstanding mid-career faculty.
Recipients are honored with the title Distinguished McKnight University Professor, which they hold for as long
as they remain at the University of Minnesota. The grant associated with the professorship consists of $100,000
to be expended over five years.
The recipients were chosen based on the level of distinction and prestige that their scholarly work brings to the
university; the merit of their achievements and the potential for greater attainment in the field; the dimension of
their national or international reputation, including leadership efforts in interdisciplinary or collaborative
initiatives; the extent to which their career has flourished at Minnesota and their work and reputation are
identified with Minnesota; the quality of their teaching and advising; and their contributions to the wider
community. The 2007 award recipients are:
Gary Balas, Aerospace Engineering & Mechanics, Development and Application of Robust Feedback Control to
Complex Systems
Balas is a world leader in advancing control theory from theoretical development to actual aerospace
applications. His contributions are interdisciplinary and span the fields of aerospace, civil, electrical and
mechanical engineering, computer science and applied mathematics. He led the development of the first widely
available collection of computational tools for robust control; this software is now the gold standard for both
industry and academia. Balas has written more than 150 peer-reviewed research publications and is the recipient
of numerous awards, including the IEEE (Institute of Electrical & Electronics Engineers) Control Systems
Technology Award and the ASME (American Society of Mechanical Engineers) Dynamic Systems and Control
Outstanding Young Investigator Award. He is an IEEE Fellow and an AIAA (American Institute of Aeronautics
and Astronautics) Associate Fellow. As an assistant professor, Balas held a McKnight Land-Grant
Professorship.

- more-
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Bernardo Cockburn, Mathematics, Computational Mathematics
Cockburn is a world leader in the area of algorithms for computer simulation of physical phenomena. He is
known for his pioneering work on the development of highly accurate, flexible and robust numerical methods for
a wide range of problems of practical interest such as weather forecasting, compressible fluid flow,
semiconductor device simulation, electromagnetism, heat transfer and deformation of elastic bodies. His
numerical methods are ideal to use with adaptive strategies and can produce simulations of a quality impossible
to reach with other methods. His current research focuses on rendering these methods more accurate and
efficient. Cockburn has published more than 70 peer-reviewed articles and five monographs and has edited one
book.
Uwe Kortshagen, Mechanical Engineering, Cold Gas and Hot Electrons: Plasma Research for Microelectronics
and Energy Technologies
Kortshagen is internationally known for his research on partly ionized gases, also known as plasmas. His
research has influenced various areas of plasma science and engineering. His theoretical and experimental studies
of plasmas at low pressures have led to a better fundamental understanding of their properties, and to the
development of more accurate models for such plasmas used in microelectronics manufacturing. His more recent
work on the plasma synthesis of nanoparticles--small crystals containing only a few hundreds of atoms--aims at
developing new improved materials for energy-efficient light sources and for highly efficient low-cost solar cells.
The plasma technologies developed by Kortshagen's group are now being commercialized for the manufacture of
solar cells based on silicon nanoparticle inks. Kortshagen and his students have received numerous intra- and
extramural honors and his work has been published in over 75 articles in peer-reviewed journals.
Claudia Neuhauser, Ecology, Evolution & Behavior, Analysis of Mathematical Models in Ecology and
Development of Statistical Tools in Population Genetics
Neuhauser is well known internationally for her research contributions at the interface of mathematics and
biology. A talented mathematician, she is nationally recognized for her leadership in the quantitative training of
undergraduates, including authorship of a calculus textbook for biologists. Her research addresses effects of
spatial structure on community dynamics-in particular, effects of competition and of pathogens or mutualists on
hosts. In addition, she has developed statistical tools to analyze population genetics data. Neuhauser received the
University of Minnesota Horace T. Morse Alumni Award for Outstanding Contributions to Undergraduate
Education in 2004 and in 2006 was named Howard Hughes Medical Institute Professor, which recognizes leading
research scientists who have made innovative contributions to undergraduate education. She was invited by the
Institute of Mathematics and Statistics to present one of eight Medallion lectures in 2007. Neuhauser heads the
department of ecology, evolution and behavior.
Nikos Papanikolopoulos, Computer Science & Engineering, Robots and Vision-Based Algorithms-Breaking New

UNIVERSITY OF MINNESOTA
Frontiers
Papanikolopoulos, ari IEEE Fellow, is a leading figure in robotics and automation with groundbreaking
contributions in distributed robotics, computer vision algorithms and transportation systems. Adopting
pioneering interdisciplinary efforts that bridge computer vision with control theory, he has coined terms such as
"controlled active vision" that define new research frontiers. His widely cited "Scout" robot, featured on the
cover of National Science Foundation's robotics report, is one of robotics' most innovative concepts/prototypes.
Transportation safety has also been greatly affected by his work on vision-based monitoring of traffic and
humans. Advocating robotics-based education/outreach, he was also program chair of the most prestigious
robotics conference in 2006. As an assistant professor, Papanikolopoulos received a McKnight Land-Grant
Professorship and a National Science Foundation Career Award.
Eric Weitz, History, Germany in a Global and Comparative Context: Mass Movements and Genocides in the
19th and 20th Centuries
Weitz is one of the most original, wide-ranging and daring modem historians writing today. Internationally
renowned, he is notable for combining different interdisciplinary approaches to the study of history. He
challenges the limits of thinking within the national framework of German history and within the framework of
Holocaust Studies when considering the most extreme and tragic events of the 20th century. His work on
German communism integrated social, political and gender history, while his books on 20th century genocides
and the Weimar Republic added economic, intellectual and cultural history, along with anthropological
perspectives. Although trained in German history, he has also pursued comparative and transnational history.
He has won several large research grants, and has produced a prodigious amount ofhigh-quality scholarship,
including his extraordinary soon-to-be-published Weimar Germany: Promise and Tragedy. Weitz holds the
Ohanessian Chair in the College ofLiberal Arts, was formerly director of the university's Center for German and
European Studies, and is chair ofthe department of history.
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SURGE OF RETURNING VETERANS FOCUS OF NEW U OF M FACULTY, STAFF
TRAINING
In the next six months, thousands of combat veterans will be returning to Minnesota, and the University of
Minnesota is preparing faculty and staff on how they can assist veterans and their families during this time of
transition. From 1 to 4:30p.m. Tuesday, March 27, a training session on veteran re-integration will be held for as
many as 200 university faculty and staff at the Bell Museum Auditorium, 10 Church St. S.E., Minneapolis.
"These returning veterans are our students, co-workers, friends and neighbors," said Mary Koskan, director of
the university's One Stop Student Services. "These presentations will focus on addressing the needs of
returning combat veterans and the difficulties they may face. We have a responsibility to help these veterans
come back to school and succeed."
The workshop will include a presentation by Chaplain Major John Morris, a two-war combat veteran currently
serving as a full-time chaplain in the Minnesota National Guard, a discussion of the family experience and a panel
of student veterans.
University faculty and staff should RSVP by March 23 to veterans@umn.edu. Media wishing to attend the
event or conduct pre-interviews should contact Drew Swain at (612) 625-8962.
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U OF M CENTER FOR READING RESEARCH TO HONOR 22 ELEMENTARY
SCHOOLS FOR ACHIEVEMENT IN READING
MINNEAPOLIS I ST. PAUL-- The University of Minnesota Center for Reading Research will honor 22
elementary schools for their achievement in reading during the 2005-06 school year during a ceremony at 11 a.m.
Tuesday, March 27, in the St. Paul Campus Student Center, 2017 Buford Ave., St. Paul.
Elementary schools chosen for the honor are those that made adequate yearly progress (A YP) in reading under
No Child Left Behind during school year 2005-06 after failing to do that in one or more previous years. Eight of
the schools moved entirely off the state needs improvement list after two consecutive years of reaching A YP in
reading.
During a presentation at the event, elementary school administrators will present what their schools did to
improve reading achievement at their schools.
Professor Kathryn Au will give a presentation on balanced literacy and multiculturalism. Au is the Guy Bond
Visiting Scholar at the U of M.
The event is open to the general public. A private luncheon for honored guests will follow the presentation and
award ceremony.
The schools honored for making A YP in reading for two consecutive years and are no longer on the needs
improvement list are:
• Bancroft Elementary, Minneapolis.
• Hall Elementary, Minneapolis.
• Highland Elementary, Columbia Heights.
• Maxfield Magnet Elementary, St. Paul.
• Paul & Sheila Wellstone Elementary, St. Paul.
• Talahi Community Elementary, St. Cloud.
• Zane wood Community Elementary, Osseo.
- more-
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• Zanewood Community Elementary, Osseo.
The schools that did not make A YP in reading in 2005, but made A YP in 2006 are:
• Concordia Creative Learning Academy, St. Paul.
• Discovery Community Elementary, St. Cloud.
• Eastern Heights Elementary, St. Paul.
• Fair Oaks Elementary, Osseo.
• Highland Park Elementary, St. Paul.
• Homecroft Elementary, St. Paul.
• Jordan Park Elementary, Minneapolis.
• Lyndale Elementary, Minneapolis.
• Partnership Academy, Inc., Richfield.
• Prairie Elementary, Worthington.
• Pullman Elementary, South Washington County.
• St. Paul Open, St. Paul.
• Ramsey Elementary, Anoka-Hennepin.
• Waite Park Elementary, Minneapolis.
The Center for Reading Research is part of the College of Education and Human Development. For more
information, visit www.education.umn.edu/reading or call612-626-9147.
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SEN. AMY KLOBUCHAR WILL KICK-OFF 'CONNECTING WITH GOVERNMENT'
AT THE U OF M HUMPHREY INSTITUTE
MINNEAPOLIS I ST. PAUL -- The Center for the Study of Politics and Governance (CSPG) will kick-off a
new program series, "Connecting with Government: Public Forums with Minnesota's Elected Officials," with a
lecture from Sen. Amy Klobuchar. The program will be held from noon to 1:30 p.m. Monday, April2, at the
University of Minnesota Humphrey Institute of Public Affairs, 301 19th Ave. S., Minneapolis.
"Connecting with Government" will feature policy presentations from Minnesota's elected representatives. The
policy talks follow in the footsteps of CSPG's 2006 Candidate Forum, a series of public lectures that featured
major party candidates running for statewide office.
"The center is committed to fostering informed and substantive discussion on important matters of public
policy," said Lawrence Jacobs, Humphrey Institute professor and CSPG director. "These programs will allow
Minnesota's elected officials to rise above the talking points and fractious back-and-forth of the legislative
process and speak directly to the citizens of Minnesota."
'

Klobuchar's presentation is free and open to the public. Registration is not required. For more information on
CSPG and its activities, visit www.hhh.umn.edu/centers/cspg/.
WHAT:
WHEN:
WHERE:

"Connecting with Government: Public Forums with Minnesota's Elected Officials"
Noon to 1:30 p.m. Monday, April2
Humphrey Institute of Public Affairs, 301 19th Ave. S., Minneapolis
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A DRUG TO "REMOVE" TRAUMATIC MEMORIES OF WAR FOR SOLDIERS
American veterans of the war in Iraq, plagued by haunting and traumatic moments of combat, have hope to
"erase" those memories with the experimental drug, propranolol. A University of Minnesota expert who can
comment on the drug is:

Jonathan Gewirtz, professor of psychology at the University of Minnesota
Gewirtz can discuss how propranolol can help returning soldiers suffering from post-traumatic stress disorder,
how the drug works in combination with therapy and the ethical concerns with such types of treatment on the
human psyche.
Media Note: Professor Gewirtz is only available via phone.
To interview Gewirtz, contact Drew Swain at (612) 625-8962 or dswain@umn.edu, or Asim Dorovic at (612)
624-0214 or dorovic@umn.edu.

Expert Alert is a service provided by the University News Service. Delivered regularly, Expert Alert is designed to

connect university experts to today's breaking news and current events. For an archive and other useful media
services, visit www.unews.umn.edu.
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U OF M STUDENT NAMED PRWEEK'S 'PUBLIC RELATIONS STUDENT OF THE
YEAR'
MINNEAPOLIS I ST. PAUL-- Meghan Stafford, a senior in the strategic communications program at the
University of Minnesota School of Journalism and Mass Communication, has been named PRWeek's Public
Relations Student of the Year.
The PRWeek competition, presented by Hill and Knowlton, honors undergraduate public relations students who
show outstanding ability in a range of core public relations skills. Five finalists, including Stafford, were flown to
New York in late January for a one-day competition, which included a presentation, pitch call and on-the-spot
product promotion scenario. As winner of the competition, Stafford receives $5,000 and a paid internship at one
of the world's largest public relations firms.
"I don't know if I could truly describe the overwhelming sense of accomplishment that comes with receiving this
award," Stafford said. "I was so shocked and grateful because the other top five finalists were extremely
intelligent, professional and creative. It was the most amazing and rewarding feeling I've ever had the opportunity
to experience."
Finalists were required to create a public relations plan for a real-life client and make a 30-minute presentation in
front of judges comprised of professionals in the field.
Working with a superheroes theme for the client, Motorola, Stafford created the idea of a Motorola Mob Squad,
which would be made up of the company's most senior executives. Her plan included detailed explanations of
where the team would travel and why, in order to maximize high-profile technology events throughout the year.
Other components of the plan included a blogging initiative, viral video extensions to reach more of the target
demographic and creation of a Motorola-inspired "bat signal" to light up the sky in cities visited by the Mod
Squad.
After the pressure of the initial presentation, finalists were asked to make a pitch call to the editor of MIT's
Technology in Review magazine, which Stafford called, "nerve-racking."

- more-
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Finalists were also required to create an impromptu plan to promote a product. They were given just 90 minutes
to devise their plan before presenting their idea to judges.
Stafford's presentations and ideas were called "inventive and well-informed" by judges, who also said her
presentations were "confident, passionate, and sound. She was quick on her feet and took everything to the next
level. A real up-and-comer."
The competition was sponsored by Hill and Knowlton, which is considered one of the world's top full-service,
multi-specialist public relations consultancies.
"The recognition I've received from professionals and dozens of public relations firms all over the U.S. have
really made me feel like this award was an extremely huge honor for any student," Stafford said. "It comes as a
perfect confirmation that insanely hard work can actually pay off."
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PEACE ACTIVIST JEFF HALPER TO SPEAK AT U OF M
MINNEAPOLIS I ST. PAUL-- Internationally-recognized human rights activist Jeff Halper will speak at 4 p.m.
Wednesday, March 28 in Room 125 ofthe Nolte Center, 315 Pillsbury Dr. S.E., Minneapolis. His talk
"Countdown to Apartheid in Israel/Palestine," will address the components oflsrael's "Matrix of Control" and
how, in his opinion, it will lead to a permanent system of separation and domination of Israelis over Palestinians.
According to Halper, Israel's occupation is being transformed from a temporary military situation into a
permanent "fact on the ground," recognized by the United States.
Hibbing-raised Halper, an anthropologist, is the coordinator of the Israeli Committee Against House Demolitions
(ICARD) a leading organization of the Israeli peace movement. He has lived in Israel since 1973. Halper has
researched and written extensively on Israeli society and is the author of the book "Between Redemption and
Revival: the Jewish Yishuv in Jerusalem in the Nineteenth Century (Westview, 1991)." He was chair of the
Israeli Association for Ethiopian Jews. Halper has been active in the Israeli peace movement for many years. As
the coordinator ofiCAHD, he has forged a new mode oflsraeli peace activity based on non-violent direct action
and civil disobedience to the Israeli Occupation authorities and in close cooperation with Palestinian
organizations, even in times of intense conflict.
Halper is also teaching a seminar on the Israel/Palestine conflict while he is at the U of M. He will be available for
interviews in Minneapolis from March 16 until29.
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TOO MUCH OF A GOOD THING? EXCESS NUTRIENTS OR WATER LIMIT
BIODIVERSITY, U OF M STUDY SAYS
MINNEAPOLIS I ST. PAUL-- Too much of a good thing (nutrients or water) actually decreases the diversity
of species in an ecosystem while it increases the productivity of a few species, according to a grassland
experiment conducted by University of Minnesota researchers.
The reduction in species diversity occurs because increasing the amounts of limiting resources, such as nitrogen
and water, makes an ecosystem more homogeneous and consequently reduces the number of opportunities for
competing species to coexist. Put another way, it reduces the number of niches, allowing a few species to
dominate.
The study, conducted by David Tilman, Regents Professor of Ecology, and Stanley Harpole will be published
March 25 in the online version of the journal Nature. Harpole, who is now a postdoctoral associate at the
University of California, Irvine, was a graduate student at the University of Minnesota when the research was
carried out.
"In essence, the data in the article strongly supports a new explanation for why the world contains so many
species," said Tilman. "It shows that plant diversity is directly related to the number of limiting factors (such as
soil moisture, nitrogen, phosphorous, potassium and water)."
It also helps explain why grasslands, lakes and rivers that are polluted with nitrogen and phosphorous (usually

from agriculture) have fewer species. The reduction of species where the Mississippi River empties into the Gulf
of Mexico is one of the best known examples of this phenomenon.
The findings are based on experiments carried out at the University of California's Sedgwick Reserve in the Santa
Ynez Valley, where the researchers applied combinations of nutrients and water to plots of grassland. Plots that
received all of the resources had the fewest species and highest productivity. They combined this with analysis
of the 150 year old Rothamsted Park Grass Experiment. Both supported their hypothesis.
- more-
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"Our results show that the loss of plant species from a habitat due to nutrient pollution can persist for more
than 100 years," Harpole said. "Thus human actions that simplify habitats can lead to long-term loss of
biodiversity."
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U.S. AMBASSADORS TO NORDIC COUNTRIES TO VISIT U OF M FOR
RENEWABLE ENERGY FORUM
- Forum will highlight commerce and research opportunities between Minnesota and
ScandinaviaMINNEAPOLIS I ST. PAUL-- The University of Minnesota and the U.S. Department of Commerce will host a
Renewable Energy Forum in conjunction with the visit of the four U.S. ambassadors to the Nordic countries of
Denmark, Finland, Norway and Sweden. The event will take place from 12:30 to 2:30p.m. Monday, April16, at
the Cargill Building for Microbial and Plant Genomics, 1500 Gortner Ave., St. Paul.
"This forum will be an exciting opportunity to build on our strong international partnerships and identify
strategic opportunities for the future," said Dick Hemmingsen, director of the University of Minnesota's
Initiative for Renewable Energy and the Environment (IREE).
James Cain, Ambassador to Denmark; Marilyn Ware, Ambassador to Finland; Benson Whitney, Ambassador to
Norway; and Michael Wood, Ambassador to Sweden, have chosen to visit Minnesota because it is the U.S. hub
fot Nordic-American culture and business. Renewable energy is one of the most compelling areas of commerce
and research between Minnesota and Scandinavia.
The Nordic region boasts 25 million consumers with the highest per capita income in the world. Their
transparent, law-abiding and dynamic markets make business easy and effective. Minnesota companies, large and
small, have been successful in the Nordic countries, but the visiting ambassadors believe much more business can
be developed.
The Renewable Energy Forum will bring together the ambassadors, University of Minnesota researchers and
renewable energy executives to discuss new technologies and business trends while highlighting opportunities for
synergies between Minnesota and the Nordic countries. This is an invitation only event.
The agenda will include an update on the status of renewable energy research, commercialization and cooperation
between Minnesota and the Nordic countries, remarks from U of M researchers, local renewable energy
- more-
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between Minnesota and the Nordic countries, remarks from U ofM researchers, local renewable energy
executives and the Nordic ambassadors as well as a Q & A session.

The media is welcome.
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'SUPPORT THE U DAY' AT THE CAPITOL IS WEDNESDAY, MARCH 28
MINNEAPOLIS I ST. PAUL -- University of Minnesota students from around the state will rally at the
Minnesota State Capitol on Wednesday, March 28. The annual event brings together students, alumni and other
supporters from all five university campuses -- the Twin Cities, Duluth, Morris, Crookston and Rochester -- to
meet with legislators and discuss the importance of the U to the state of Minnesota. Each campus will be
unveiling "Support the U" banners at the rally that have been signed by hundreds of university supporters.
"There is a lot of excitement on campus about the changing face of the university and its future promise," said
Matt Schmit, vice president for public affairs of the U' s Graduate and Professional Student Association
(GAPSA). "Through 'Support the U Day,' we want to share that excitement with lawmakers."
The schedule of events is as follows:
Noon- Rally in the Capitol rotunda with featured speakers
1-3:15 p.m. - Meetings with legislators
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UNIVERSITY OF MINNESOTA TO HOST 14 OF MOST CELEBRATED DESIGN
THINKERS FROM THE UNITED STATES AND EUROPE
MINNEAPOLIS I ST. PAUL-- The University of Minnesota will host 14 of the most celebrated design
thinkers from the United States and Europe on April 27 and 28 for an international conference on the state of
contemporary design discourse. In complementary sessions, the conference will focus on Minneapolis' new
public architecture and new curatorial directions at major international museums.
The conference, "Design and Its Publics: Curators, Critics, and Historians" (DAIP) brings together leading
scholars, top critics, broadcasters and design practitioners with curators from some of the most influential
museums in the United States, London and the Netherlands to address how public understanding of architecture
and design is shaped by criticism, scholarship and curatorial practice.
"This is a remarkable line-up of senior opinion-leaders in the worlds of architecture and design," said Janet
Abrams, director of the Design Institute in the College of Design. "The fact that they've agreed to speak here
indicates that the University of Minnesota is becoming recognized as a key platform for debate on critical issues
in these fields."
Co-hosted by the Department of Art History and the Design Institute, DAIP is the first collaboration between
the College of Liberal Arts and the new College of Design at the U of M. The conference is co-organized by
Abrams and Steven Ostrow, chair ofthe Department of Art History. They, along with College of Design Dean
Tom Fisher, will serve as moderators during the conference.
On the first day of the conference, the invited architectural critics and historians will offer assessments of the
significance of Minneapolis' new public architecture (Herzog and de Meuron's Walker Art Center expansion,
Michael Graves' new wing at the Minneapolis Institute of Arts, Cesar Pelli's Minneapolis Central Library, and
Jean Nouvel's new Guthrie Theater) within the larger sphere of a global architectural culture, and the role of
critical writing and mass media in shaping this culture.
"This is a rare opportunity to bring together leading architectural critics and historians from North America and
- more-
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"This is a rare opportunity to bring together leading architectural critics and historians from North America and
Europe to exchange ideas about Minneapolis's new iconic buildings," Ostrow said. "This collaboration between
the College of Liberal Arts the new College of Design is an exciting venture and we're confident this will be a
landmark conference."
On the second day, the invited curators/museum directors will describe how they, too, shape public perception
of design and architecture through their curatorial and acquisitions strategies, exhibit designs, and museum
education programs.
Conference speakers will include Paola Antonelli, curator, Department of Architecture and Design, Museum of
Modern Art, New York; Ole Bouman, director, Netherlands Architecture Institute, Rotterdam; Margaret
Crawford, professor ofUrban Design and Planning Theory, Harvard Graduate School ofDesign, Cambridge,
Mass.; Jean-Louis Cohen, professor of architecture history, Institute ofFine Arts, New York University; Deyan
Sudjic, director, Design Museum, London; and Brooke Hodge, curator, Architecture and Design, Museum of
Contemporary Art, Los Angeles.
To see a full list of speakers, see http://www.design.umn.edu/go/project/DAIP07
Design and Its Publics will be held in Rapson Hall Auditorium, in Rapson Hall, 89 Church St. S.E., Minneapolis.
Conference sessions will run from noon to 6 p.m. on Friday April 27 and Saturday April 28. Admission is free
and open to the public. Seats will be allocated on a first-come basis by application to design@umn.edu with
"DAIP" in subject.
DAIP is made possible in part by funds from the Donald R. Torbert Lecture Fund at the Department of Art
History and the Scholarly Events Fund at the College of Liberal Arts.
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U OF M CARLSON SCHOOL OF MANAGEMENT PROFESSOR ROGER
SCHROEDER ELECTED 2007 POMS FELLOW
MINNEAPOLIS I ST. PAUL-- Professor Roger Schroeder of the Operations and Management Science
Department at the University of Minnesota Carlson School of Management, was recently elected a 2007
Production and Operations Management Society (POMS) Fellow, the most prestigious lifetime honor awarded
by the society.
Schroeder is one of only two POMS members, from a total membership of more than 1,000, elected to the status
of fellow this year for his leadership and exceptional intellectual contributions to production and operations
management through research and teaching. Schroeder will accept his award in May at the annual POMS meeting
in Dallas.
Schroeder holds the Frank A. Donaldson Chair in Operations Management and is the founding chair of the
operations and management science department at the Carlson School. He also is the co-director of the Joseph
M. Juran Center for Leadership in Quality at the Carlson School. Schroeder's colleagues consider him to be the
intellectual leader and key mentor for the department's faculty and current and former doctoral students.
"Roger's nomination and selection as a POMS Fellow indicates and supports the strength and quality of the
Carlson School and its highly motivated faculty," said Alison Davis-Blake, dean ofthe Carlson School of
Management. "We are pleased that Roger is being recognized for his achievements and continued dedication to
this field."
One of the first operations management scholars to embrace the empirical research tradition, Schroeder currently
has one of the most active and productive research programs studying the effects of quality on global
competitiveness. Schroeder's research involves collecting data from 280 manufacturing plants in eight different
countries. Among other findings, his research shows that high-performance operations beat their competitors on
at least one measure of cost, quality, delivery or flexibility.

- more-
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Schroeder researches quality management, operations strategy and high-performance manufacturing. He is the
author of five books and more than 150 research articles and widely recognized and honored for his expertise. In
2005, Schroeder was named one of the top 50 researchers worldwide in economics and business, based on the
number of citations in papers published in the past decade. That same year, he was inducted into the University
of Minnesota Academy of Distinguished Teachers. In 2004, Schroeder received a Lifetime Scholarship
Achievement Award from the Academy of Management, Operations Management Division.
Schroeder has received seven National Science Foundation grants to study quality management and high
performance operations. He also serves on the editorial advisory boards of the Quality Management Journal,
Journal of Operations Management and Production and Operations Management Journal.
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U OF M GRADUATE SCHOOL ANNOUNCES INAUGURAL CLASS OF
POSTDOCTORAL FELLOWS
- Initiative aimed at attracting promising scholars MINNEAPOLIS I ST. PAUL -- The University of Minnesota Graduate School today announced the recipients
of the newly established University of Minnesota Postdoctoral Fellowship for the 2007-08 academic year. This
fellowship is a university-wide initiative designed to attract promising scholars with potential to pursue future
faculty positions at the U of M and at other top research universities.
"This fellowship is intended to recruit the best and the brightest future faculty by bringing promising scholars
here early to consider a career at the University of Minnesota," said Provost Thomas Sullivan. "We are excited to
have the opportunity to prepare a new generation of faculty committed to interdisciplinary work, contributing to
diverse perspectives and pursuing community-engaged scholarship."
The fellows are Zenzele Isoke, Patina Mendez and Ludwin Molina. The following is more information about the
new fellows.
• Zenzele Isoke, a doctoral candidate in women's and gender studies at Rutgers University, will hold dual
appointments in the U of M departments of gender, women and sexuality studies, and political science. Her
research interest is to explore and enrich theoretical formulations developed in black feminist social theory
through empirical investigations of U.S. black women's political agency.
• Patina Mendez, who received a doctoral degree in environmental science, policy and management from the
University of California, Berkeley, will hold an appointment in the U of M' s department of entomology. Her
research focuses on variability in biological and ecological attributes of collected individuals across a family of
caddisflies (aquatic insects closely related to moths and butterflies), using a phylogeny, or hypothesis of
evolutionary history that will be constructed for the 73 species in the group.
• Ludwin Molina who is doctoral candidate in social psychology at the University of California, Los Angeles,

- more-
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will hold dual appointments in the departments of psychology and political science. His research focuses on
inter-group relations, with an emphasis on how social identities and group-based power asymmetries influence
prejudice. He will be a member of the Center for the Study of Political Psychology (CSPP), a nationally ranked
center jointly sponsored by the hosting departments.
The three fellows were selected from a competitive pool of 143 candidates representing 70 institutions
throughout the United States and Europe.
The purpose of the fellowship is to advance the intellectual agenda and enhance the cultural diversity of the
university community. The fellowship particularly seeks to identify scholars whose research and scholarly
interests reflect one or a combination of the following priorities: (1) scholarship that contributes to the
understanding of diversity in its multiple forms; (2) strong interest in interdisciplinary research and scholarship
or creative work; and (3) engagement in partnerships with communities outside of the academy.
The fellow selection process involved 55 U of M departments and programs across seven collegiate units that
assisted in identifying the top candidates. The fellows were selected based on evidence of outstanding academic
and scholarly achievements, strong potential for success in pursuing a tenure-track position at a research
institution and the level of commitment from sponsoring University of Minnesota departments or units to
provide research funding and faculty mentors.
Each fellow will receive an annual stipend of $45,000 plus benefits and will pursue scholarly research, teach one
course, participate in monthly professional development seminars and engage in mentoring relationships with
faculty. The fellowship may be renewable for a second year. For more information on the fellowship see:
www.grad.umn.edu/postdocfellowship/
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ANN NESS, VICE PRESIDENT OF BRAND MANAGEMENT FOR CARGILL TO
SPEAK AT U OF M CARLSON SCHOOL
MINNEAPOLIS I ST. PAUL-- Ann Ness, vice president ofbrand management for Cargill Inc., will be the
Brand Matters featured speaker at 7:30a.m. Wednesday, March 28, at the University of Minnesota Carlson
School's 3M Auditorium, 321 19th Ave. S., Minneapolis.
Responsible for Cargill's advertising and the brand identity launch ofthe new logo and strategy in 2002, Ness
has been integral in the company's pursuit of its strategic goals.
In her presentation, "Changing the Game: Moving Cargill from a Commodities to a Solutions Company," Ness
will discuss how Cargill has strategically reoriented itself since 2000. Ness will highlight decisions the company
has made to support this strategic redirection when they changed from a 140-year-old company with commodity
origins to a worldwide consumer brand.
Offered jointly by Yamamoto Moss Mackenzie, the Carlson School of Management and Twin Cities Business,
Brand Matters is a powerful speakers' forum that provides tools and insights to help companies build their
brands.
The cost is $25 at the door and includes breakfast.
WHEN:
7:30- 9:30a.m. Wednesday, March, 28
WHERE:
Carlson School ofManagement, 321 19th Ave. S., Minneapolis
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HEALTH AND MEDICAL EXPERTS WILL DISCUSS THE EVOLUTION OF WAR
INJURIES AND TREATMENT AT THE U OF M HUMPHREY INSTITUTE APRIL 5
MINNEAPOLIS I ST. PAUL-- The wars in Iraq and Afghanistan have produced a new category of combat
injury: the polytrauma. Many returning soldiers suffer from traumatic brain injuries and post-traumatic stress
disorders, as well as other physical conditions. In "The New Wounded: The Evolution of War-related Injuries
and their Medical, Social, and Economic Impact," a panel of experts will discuss the rewards and challenges of
treating the new wounded. This free program will be held from 7 to 8:30p.m. on Thursday, April 5, at the
Humphrey Institute of Public Affairs, 301 19th Ave. S., Minneapolis.
Panelists will include Barbara Sigford, national program director for physical medicine and rehabilitation for the
Veterans Administration; Irving Gottesman, Bernstein Professor of Adult Psychiatry at the University of
Minnesota Medical School; and Ardis Sandstrom, executive director of the Brain Injury Association of
Minnesota.
"The New Wounded" is another program in the Humphrey Institute's Home and Away series. Throughout
2006-2007, Home and Away programs have been held to examine the domestic and foreign policy implications
ofthe United States at war. For more information, visit www.hhh.umn.edu/news/home_and_away/.
WHEN:
7 to 8:30p.m. Thursday, April 5
WHERE:
Humphrey Institute of Public Affairs, 301 19th Ave. S., Minneapolis
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INDUSTRY LEADERS TO SPEAK AT U OF M CARLSON SCHOOL 'HR
TOMORROW CONFERENCE' APRIL 20
MINNEAPOLIS I ST. PAUL -- The Industrial Relations Center at the University of Minnesota Carlson School
of Management will host its 28th annual human resources conference from 7:30a.m. to 5 p.m. on Friday, April
20.
The conference, "HR Tomorrow: Win Your Talent War--Attract, Develop, Motivate and Retain," will be held at
the Carlson School of Management, 321 19th Ave. S., Minneapolis. The event draws more than 250
participants from across the country each year.
Featured keynote speakers include Kaye Foster-Cheek, corporate vice president of human resources at Johnson
& Johnson, and Scott Weisberg, vice president of compensation, benefits and staffing for General Mills.
Breakout session presenters include representatives from Best Buy, St. Jude, Thomson West, Select Comfort
and the Ceridian Corporation, among others.
Conference attendees will learn how to attract, develop and retain top talent for their organizations -- a crucial
task for the health and growth of the organization. Attendees will also learn about current HR trends and the
future of compensation, talent identification, motivation, mentoring, diversity and work-life programs.
Kaye Foster-Cheek earned her bachelor's degree from Baruch College ofthe City University in New York, and
received an master's degree from the Columbia University Graduate School of Business. Prior to her position at
Johnson & Johnson, Foster-Cheek held several senior human resources executive positions with Pfizer Inc.,
supporting its pharmaceutical business in Japan, Asia, Africa, the Middle East and Latin America. She led the
integration of both the Warner-Lambert and Pharmacia mergers for these countries.
Scott Weisberg holds a master's degree in organizational psychology from Columbia University and a bachelor's
degree in communications from California State University, Fullerton. Prior to his position at General Mills, he
held a variety of human resources positions at the Nabisco Biscuit Company and PepsiCo.
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The cost for the event is $225. To register, or for additional information, please visit
http:/!hrtomorrow.csom. umn.edu.
7:30a.m.- 5 p.m. Friday, April20
WHEN:
WHERE:
Carlson School of Management, 321 19th Ave. S., Minneapolis
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NEW BOOK CELEBRATES THE WORK OF JANE ADDAMS SCHOOL FOR
DEMOCRACY
- Book signing and reception on April 16 MINNEAPOLIS I ST. PAUL-- "Voices of Hope: The Story of the Jane Addams School for Democracy"
(Kettering Foundation, 2007, $19.95), a new book edited by Nan Kari and Humphrey Institute Senior Fellow
Nan Skelton, capture~ the story of educating new citizens and strengthening ties among cultural groups in the
West Side neighborhood of St. Paul. Ten years after the Jane Addams School (JAS) opened-- a community
initiative coordinated by the Center for Democracy and Citizenship at the institute-- more than 1,500
participants from around the Twin Cities have become U.S. citizens.
Voices of Hope is an engaging account ofthe Jane Addams School as told through the voices of the school's
participants. It features 22 essays by 12 writers, including non-native English speakers, and more than 75
photos. The essays cover topics such as the founding of the school and its role in providing a space for
democratic work, an American groom's story of his traditional Somali wedding, reflections from a language
instructor on how the school influenced her approach to teaching, and a poignant tale of one refugee's journey
from Laos to America.
Kari and Skelton, who co-founded the school with others in 1996, explain in Voices of Hope that the Jane
Addams School is "not a public school in the commonly understood sense of the word; nor is it a stand-alone
'bricks-and-mortar' institution." Meeting in space shared with Humboldt High School in St. Paul, participants
self-organize in learning circles and work together in learning pairs, usually mixing English speakers with native
Hmong-, Somali-, or Spanish-speaking people. There is no charge to attend, and there are no formal classes.
Individuals participate as long as they wish.
To celebrate JAS and the stories behind Voices of Hope, the Center for Democracy and Citizenship will host a
reception with readings by contributing authors from 6:30 to 8 p.m. Monday, April16, at the Humphrey
Institute, 301 19th Ave. S., Minneapolis. The event is free and open to the public. No registration is required.
Voices of Hope is available for purchase at www.publicwork.org and at all major online booksellers. For more
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information, contact Ellen Tveit at (612) 625-8330 or tvei0002@umn.edu.
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U.S. REP. BETTY MCCOLLUM WILL PARTICIPATE IN "CONNECTING WITH
GOVERNMENT" AT THE U OF M HUMPHREY INSTITUTE
MINNEAPOLIS I ST. PAUL -- The Center for the Study of Politics and Governance (CSPG) will host a public
forum with U.S. Rep. Betty McCollum as part of "Connecting with Government: Public Forums with
Minnesota's Elected Officials." McCollum's policy talk will be held from noon to 1 p.m. Monday, April 9, at
the University of Minnesota Humphrey Institute of Public Affairs, 301 19th Ave. S., Minneapolis.
"Connecting with Government" will feature policy presentations from Minnesota's elected representatives. The
policy talks follow in the footsteps of CSPG's 2006 Candidate Forum, a series of public lectures that featured
major party candidates running for statewide office.
McCollum's presentation is free and open to the public. Registration is not required. For more information on
CSPG and its activities, visit www.hhh.umn.edu/centers/cspg/.
WHEN:
Noon to 1 p.m. Monday, April 9
WHERE:

Humphrey Institute of Public Affairs, 301 19th Ave. S., Minneapolis
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MIDDLE EAST COMMENTATOR JUAN COLE TO SPEAK AT U OF M
MINNEAPOLIS I ST. PAUL-- Juan Cole, blogger, commentator and professor ofMiddle East and South Asian
history at University of Michigan, will speak at the University of Minnesota Institute for Advanced Study at 4
p.m. Thursday, AprilS, in Room 125 ofthe Nolte Center, 315 Pillsbury Drive S.E., Minneapolis.
His talk, "The Internet, the Public Intellectual, and the 'War on Terror,"' will address the role of intellectuals at a
time when Internet use intersects with U.S. government security concerns. The Internet has opened up new
ways for intellectuals to interact with the general public, allowing them to sidestep the gatekeepers that had often
marginalized university and college teachers. At the same time, the United States faces new asymmetrical warfare
from abroad and security challenges at home. Do these new possibilities for civic dialogue place any special
responsibilities on intellectuals to become public? What are the perils and promises of renegotiating the
relationship between academics and the political sphere?
Cole is a well known commentator on Middle East issues, especially Iraq, Iran and Israel, for media outlets
including Washington Post, Le Monde Diplomatique, The Guardian, Lehrer News Hour, Nightline, the Today
Show, Anderson Cooper, Wolf Blitzer, Al Jazeera, and CNN Headline News. He is also an award-winning
blogger, sharing his thoughts on the situations in the Middle East in his highly-ranked "Informed Comment" blog
at www.juancole.com.
Juan Cole is available for interviews in advance of his visit to the University of Minnesota.
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U OF M MCGUIRE SCHOLAR PROGRAM STUDENTS MAKING THE GRADE
- Twenty-two percent of the students made the dean's list and 100 percent retained for
second semester '

MINNEAPOLIS I ST. PAUL -- After a semester, the University of Minnesota's McGuire Scholar Program -designed for academically talented young people from economically disadvantaged backgrounds -- is
demonstrating that its approach is making a positive difference in the lives of the students.
The results so far are impressive: 22 percent of the students made the dean's list and 100 percent of the
McGuire Scholars have been retained and continued on to their second semester. The students' average grade
point average was 3 .1. These accomplishments either surpass or are equal to the successes of other freshmen at
the University of Minnesota, Twin Cities campus, despite the problems that often confront students from
economically disadvantaged backgrounds.
The McGuire Scholar Program, a pilot program in its first year and funded by a grant from the William and
Nadine McGuire Family Foundation, provides four-year scholarships to 77 freshmen at the University's Twin
Cities campus. The students, known as McGuire Scholars, receive funds to cover 90 percent of the total cost of
their attendance, including tuition, fees, books, and room and board. The McGuire scholarships leverage federal,
state, university grants, and other private funding the students receive in order to ensure that they can focus on
their studies and succeed academically.
In addition, through the McGuire Foundation's support, students receive intensive and frequent interaction with
academic advisers and with peer and faculty mentors; designated study space, including a computer lab; and
integrated learning experiences designed to forge a deeper connection with faculty and other students.
One measure of the impact of the program's academic and peer advising is seen in the ability of the advisers to
help the students turn around their performance in courses that, at midterm, appeared to be headed towards a
grade below "C." Although the percentage of McGuire Scholars who received negative mid-term alerts was
similar to that of other Twin Cities campus freshmen, about 67 percent of the McGuire Scholars who received a
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mid-term alert recovered to a grade of"C" or above, which is well above the Twin Cities campus' average.
"We are all very pleased to see such outstanding early results and also know that so many young men and
women are having a positive college experience with support from this program," said William McGuire, M.D.
The McGuire Scholars Program is coordinated by the University's College of Liberal Arts.
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LEGACY OF THE KOREAN WAR EXAMINED IN U OF MIINTERMEDIA ARTS
EXHIBIT
MINNEAPOLIS I ST. PAUL-- It was the first "hot" conflict ofthe Cold War, the first U.S. war on Asian soil
and the catalyst for adoption of more than 100,000 Korean children by U.S. families. The Korean War has a
legacy that most Americans have trouble understanding. The multimedia art exhibit "Still Present Pasts,"
presented in Minneapolis by the University of Minnesota, attempts to demystify and define what the Korean
War meant for the Cold War, millions of Koreans who were separated from their families and friends, U.S. and
Korean soldiers and the 150,000 Korean children (about 15,000 in Minnesota) who have been adopted
worldwide.
"Still Present Pasts" opens with a celebration at 7 p.m. Saturday, April 14, at Intermedia Arts, 2822 Lyndale
AveS., Minneapolis. The exhibit runs through June 2. The University of Minnesota Institute for Advanced
Study and Consortium for the Study of the Asias, along with a number of other university and community
organizations, are collaborating on a series of events including talks, classes, artist calls and more.
Local organizers hope participants will gain a better understanding of how the Korean War has impacted their
lives, even more than 50 years after the cease-fire that ended combat (but not the war). U of M psychology
professor Richard Lee studies the experiences of Korean adoptee children in his research. He believes the exhibit
is important to them.
"Adopted Koreans have a chance to learn how their own adoptions link back to orphaned children who survived
the war and were eventually adopted by American families," said Lee. "People who have lived through the
Korean War rarely talk openly about it, so most of us hear only fragmented memories of the war experience.
Many war survivors -- veterans and immigrants -- have silently endured the losses, grief and heartache over the
years."
"Still Present Pasts" was developed by a consortium of visual and performing artists and curated by Boston
College psychology professor Ramsay Liem. It was shown in Boston, New York, Los Angeles and Oakland. The
goal in creating the exhibit was to use art and oral history as a way to heal old wounds and to connect our past
- more-
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goal in creating the exhibit was to use art and oral history as a way to heal old wounds and to connect our past
histories with our current lives.
Professor Lee and artist Ed Bok-Lee (who is teaching a related course at the U ofM), and various members of
the Korean adoptee community in Minnesota are available for interviews about Still Present Pasts.
WHEN:
April14- June 2; Opening event at 7 p.m. Saturday, April14
WHERE:
Intermedia Arts, 2822 Lyndale AveS., Minneapolis, (612) 871-4444
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U OF M PRE-ARCHITECTURE STUDENTS USE BUILDINGS AS INSPIRATION
TO MAKE JACKETS OUT OF PAPER
,., Paper jackets are stylish enough for the runway ,.,

University of Minnesota College of Design associate professor Leslie VanDuzer has put her pre-architecture
students to the test in her latest assignment. In the class Design Fundamentals, she required students to do a case
study analysis of a building skin they found interesting, but the assignment didn't end there. After studying their
particular building, they had to take the principles of those skins and translate them to a design of a shirt or
jacket made of paper.
That's right. They could use paper of their choice and, only that paper, even for fasteners or thread to hold their
new creation together. Under the rules, they could not use adhesives or tape either.
The assignment results are on exhibit in Rapson Hall, 89 Church St. S.E., Minneapolis and believe it or not, some
jackets or shirts are fashionable enough to take off the hangers and wear for a night out on the town. This
includes a double breasted jacket made of paper; a jacket made of wallpaper; a shirt made out of Gap shopping
bags; a jacket formed out of a daily newspaper and a shirt filled with the pages ofNational Geographic magazine.
Students used nearly every type of paper including wax paper; meat wrap paper; notebook paper; a MTC bus
schedule pamphlet; paper towels; grocery bags; gift wrap; tissue paper and round paper doilies.

To interview Van Durzer, contact Patty Mattern, University News Service, (612) 624-2801.
Media note: To interview students, the class meets 10 a.m. to noon, Friday, March 30, Monday, April2
and Wednesday, April 4.
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U OF M TO HOST EVENT FOCUSED ON AFRICAN LEADERS AND HUMAN
RIGHTS AND DEMOCRACY IN AFRICA
- U.S. Rep. Keith Ellison to be one of the speakers MINNEAPOLIS I ST. PAUL-- A panel '"The New Breed' of African Leaders and the Future of Human Rights
and Democracy in Africa" will be held from 9 a.m. to 4 p.m. Friday, April6, in Room 25, University of
Minnesota Law School, 229 19th Ave. S., Minneapolis. The Humphrey Institute, the Law School and the
Human Rights Center are proud to present this .panel discussion event on African Leaders, the current state of
Human Rights and Democracy in Africa, and U.S. Foreign Policy. The event is free and open to the public, but
registration is required. To register, visit www.hrusa.org/workshops/africanleaders or contact the Human Rights
Center at (612) 626-0041 or humanrts@umn.edu.
The event is framed in the context of the expression, "the new breed of African leaders," coined by U.S.
President Bill Clinton. This expression largely refers to late- and post-cold war African rebel leaders who come
to power after long and bloody civil wars promising democracy and respect for human rights-- principally in
Eritrea, Ethiopia, Rwanda and Uganda.
This notion was further supported with new waves of aid, trade incentives and debt relief policies, both by
multilateral and bilateral donors. The United Nations Millennium Declaration and the Millennium Development
Goals, as well as G-8 poverty eradication policies, also gave further credence to the idea, and were aimed at
providing opportunities for these countries to advance in economic development, good governance and respect
for human rights.
At the event, policymakers, academics and human rights advocates will present and discuss challenges facing the
African political landscape.
Through panel discussions, the event will critically examine the challenges and obstacles to democratization and
to the respect for human rights that persist in African countries. The event is also intended to stimulate
discussion on policy options and possible practical guidelines in rethinking U.S. foreign policy in Africa to

- more-
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promote good governance and respect for human rights.
One panel will examine the Ethiopian elections of May 2005 and the continued human rights violations and
political repression in that country as a case study. This session will also critically analyze the role of the
international community in supporting the democratization process in Ethiopia and its implication for the
democratization process in Africa as a whole.
The panels will feature a variety of distinguished speakers and moderators, including: Michael Clough, former
director of Africa Advocacy, Human Rights Watch and U.S. Rep. Keith Ellison. A complete list of speakers can
be found at the Web site at http://www.hrusa.org/workshops/africanleaders
The panel discussion event is co-sponsored by the African News Journal; the African Student Association,
Amnesty International Law Student Group; Amnesty International, University of Minnesota Student Chapter;
Books for Africa, the Ethiopian-American National Alliance; the Humphrey Fellowship Program, the
International Leadership Institute; Minnesota Advocates for Human Rights; Minnesota African Women's
Association (MAWA); the Oromo-American Citizens Council; the Oromia Student Union, and the following
University of Minnesota departments and programs: the African American & African Studies Department, the
Department of Political Science, the Department of History, the Institute for Global Studies, and the Human
Rights Program.
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THE PHYSICS BEHIND THE 'CURVE' IN A CURVEBALL
Baseball season is upon us, and even experienced major league batters will be fooled by the tricky curveball for
the next seven months. The notorious pitch, if used properly, spins straight in on the batter and suddenly drops
down and away. A University of Minnesota expert who can explain the physics behind this and other pitches is:

Dan Dahlberg, physics professor at the University of Minnesota
Dahlberg can break down the curveball's movement and why it fools so many players. He says the curveball can
at one moment look like "gravity was turned off and then do something unexpected" when it drops. A former
player himself, Dahlberg said he had trouble mastering the pitch and had to stick to the more subtle "slider."
To interview Dahlberg, contact Drew Swain at (612) 625-8962 or dswain@umn.edu, or Asim Dorovic at (612)
624-0214 or dorovic@urnn.edu.

Expert Alert is a service provided by the University News Service. Delivered regularly, Expert Alert is designed to

connect university experts to today's breaking news and current events. For an archive and other useful media
services, visit www.unews.urnn.edu.
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BRUININKS TO GIVE ANNUAL STATE OF THE UNIVERSITY ADDRESS
.... Address rescheduled for April 5 after March snowstorm ....

University of Minnesota President Robert Bruininks will give the annual State of the University Address at
4 p.m. on Thursday, April 5. The address will be held at Coffman Memorial Union Theater, 300 Washington
Ave. S.E., Minneapolis.
The address seeks to re-establish the university's strategic goal and to inspire in the university community a
common vision of a transformed U. Bruininks' speech will focus on the achievements that have been made with
the university's strategic positioning initiatives and the need to reset its goals for the future to meet new
challenges.
"For the past three years, the U of M has taken great strides in its bold effort to become one of the top three
public research universities in the world, and we deserve to celebrate that success throughout our campuses,"
Bruininks said. "We must remain persistent in that cause, pursuing a common vision of excellence in order to
meet the challenges ahead."
The address can be viewed online at: http://www1.umn.edu/pres/stateoftheu.html
Interactive broadcasts will also be shown at the following sites:
• 100 Dowell Hall, 2900 University Ave., University of Minnesota, Crookston
• 410 Library, 416 Library Dr., University o,fMinnesota, Duluth
• Science Auditorium, 600 East 4th St., University of Minnesota, Morris
• ST1 08, University Center Rochester, University of Minnesota, Rochester
• 155 Peters Hall, 1404 Gortner Ave., University of Minnesota, St. Paul
A question and answer session will follow the speech.
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U OF M ROTC #1 IN NATION
-University ROTC ranks first out of 274 battalions says a century-old historical group;
veterans say war-time experience is one reason whyMINNEAPOLIS I ST. PAUL-- Another University of Minnesota organization is joining the wrestling team as
best in the nation. The U ofM ROTC is being recognized by the Order ofthe Founders and Patriots of America
(OFPA) as the top-rated ROTC program in the country.
ROTC battalions across the country submit their results to the OFPA based on a number of criteria, including
military test scores and cadet grade point average. There are two regional winners and one overall winner; a
distinction given to the U of M ROTC.
"The University of Minnesota Army ROTC Cadre, faculty and staff are honored to receive this tribute," said
LTC Curt Cooper, U ofM ROTC professor of military science. "This award is testimony to the efforts ofthe
cadets ... their character, determination and dedication and the University of Minnesota's' commitment to the
pursuit of excellence and development of the best students, cadets and future leaders of the nation."
Cadets who are part of the program, and have been on active duty to places like Iraq and Afghanistan, say
war-time ROTC is a different program than peace-time. Those cadets say the War on Terror has brought about a
higher level of enthusiasm that has led to the success of the U of M' s program.
The Order ofthe Founders and Patriots of American is made up of"Associates" who trace their ancestry back to
those first colonists and those who've served in the American Revolution.

Cadets and officers in the program are available to talk about their
experiences in the U of M ROTC program.
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U OF M STUDENTS TO HOST TASTE OF ASIA
MINNEAPOLIS I ST. PAUL -- The University of Minnesota will kickoff its Asian Heritage Month celebration
with Taste of Asia, a mixture of food, arts and games from 10:30 a.m. to 2:30p.m. Friday, April6, in the Great
Hall of Coffman Union, 300 Washington Ave. S.E., Minneapolis. All events are free.
Taste of Asia, organized by the university's Asian Pacific American Heritage Committee (AP AHC), will
showcase artwork by university and community artists and performances by local Asian American artists. The
event includes free ethnic food from local restaurants. Participants can also take part in fun Asian themed
activities such as Henna, Neha Desai and Tarun Jacob.
"We invite people from the community to come enjoy some great food, view the work of many talented artists
and experience the diversity of Asian Pacific American heritage," said Vivek Nevile, chair of the Asian Pacific
American Heritage Committee (APAHC).
Nevile and fellow event planners said a new feature in this year's Taste of Asia is to highlight contributions of
Asian Americans made to the United States.
"We want to honor the achievements of Asian/Pacific Americans and to recognize their contributions to the
United States," said Neville. "I feel this will be a great new tradition of Taste of Asia, to not only display art,
have performances and allow people to taste' some different food, but also expose them to the accomplishments
of both Asian Americans and Pacific Islander Americans (Hawaii, Alaska, etc.)."
Taste of Asia is one of many cultural events APAHC has organized on the University of Minnesota-Twin Cities
campus during Asian Heritage Month. The APAHC is a registered student organization at the University of
Minnesota and its mission is to highlight the many diverse cultures within Asian Pacific American heritage.
WHEN:
10:30 a.m. to 2:30p.m. Friday, April6
WHERE:
Great Hall, Coffman Union, 300 Washington Ave. S.E., and Minneapolis

- more-
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MIKE VEECK, CO-OWNER OF THE ST. PAUL SAINTS TO PRESENT "THE NEW
GUERILLA MARKETING FOR ENTREPRENEURS" AT U OF M CARLSON
SCHOOL
MINNEAPOLIS I ST. PAUL-- St. Paul Saints co-owner and President Mike Veeck will present "The New
Guerilla Marketing for Entrepreneurs" from 4:30 to 6:30p.m. Thursday, April19, in Room 2-260R at the
Carlson School ofManagement, 321 19th Ave. S., Minneapolis. The event will be hosted by the Carlson
School's Entreprenetirial Forum.
Attendees will learn how to utilize a range of creative and cost-effective marketing tools to take on larger
competitors. Veeck's speech will be followed by a panel discussion with marketing entrepreneurs and academics,
including Scott Litman, co-founder oflmaginet, SDWA Ventures, the Minnesota Cup and GetGoMN.
Veeck is part-owner of five baseball teams, an advertising professional, a public speaker and founder of the
Veeck Promotional Seminar. He is known for his outside-the-box thinking and creative approach to business,
such as using a pig to deliver baseballs to the umpire, hiring a Roman Catholic nun to give massages, using mimes
to perform instant replays and locking fans out of the stadium to set an all-time attendance record for fewest
people at a game.
Veeck has appeared on 60 Minutes, HBO Real Sports with Bryant Gumbel, NBC Nightly News with Tom
Brokaw, ESPN Sportscenter, CBS Sunday Morning, ABC's Nightline, National Public Radio's Weekend Edition
and Late Night with Conan O'Brien.
The Entrepreneurial Forum is part of the Gary S. Holmes Center for Entrepreneurship at the Carlson School of
Management. The forum was founded by local entrepreneurs who desire to continue to develop and share their
passion for entrepreneurship. The forum sponsors quarterly discussions on key issues facing entrepreneurial
leaders, in addition to providing assistance to emerging entrepreneurs.
The cost for the event is free for Entrepreneurial Forum members and $40 for non-members. To RSVP for the
- more-
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event, or for additional information, e-mail ces@csom.umn.edu or contact Sharon Hansen at (612) 624-0226.
WHEN:
4:30-6:30 p.m. Thursday, April19
WHERE:
Room 2-260R, Carlson School ofManagement, 321 19th Ave. S., Minneapolis
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U OF M DISCUSSION TO FOCUS ON THE PAST AND FUTURE OF THE
MISSISSIPPI RIVER
MINNEAPOLIS I ST. PAUL -- The University of Minnesota Institute for Advanced Study and its Telling
River Stories research collaborative will sponsor a panel discussion, "The Mississippi River Over Time" at 4
p.m. Thursday, April 12, in Room 125, Nolte Center, 315 Pillsbury Dr. S.E., Minneapolis. This event is part
of the university symposium on Time, a series of activities coordinated by the Institute for Advanced Study.
The event is free and open to the public.
The panelists for "The Mississippi River Over Time" will highlight scientific inquiry and how those
investigations have contributed new understandings of how the Mississippi has changed, is changing, and will
continue to change. Specific panelists and their subjects include:
Carrie Jennings of the Minnesota Geological Survey and an adjunct professor in the department of geology and
geophysics, will discuss the glacial origin of the Mississippi River and the various histories of different reaches
ofthe river. For example the Mississippi valley south of Hastings is visibly different than the Mississippi valley
north of St. Anthony Falls. Why? Understanding the long geologic history helps explain the difference.
Dan Engstrom from the St. Croix Research Station and an adjunct professor in the department of geology and
geophysics will discuss recent studies in Lake Pepin that illustrate changes in the Mississippi River landscape.
Using state-of-the-art geological methods, scientists at the St. Croix Watershed Research Station have
reconstructed a detailed picture of the pre-settlement Mississippi River from the sediments accumulating in Lake
Pepin.
Deb Swackhamer, interim director of the U ofM's Institute on the Environment and Public Health, will focus on
how our legacy in the river for future generations is being shaped by current pollution, health issues (e.g.,
endocrine disrupters) and climate change. She will also address stewardship issues and what we can do to help
protect and improve'the Mississippi River.
WHEN:
4 p.m. Thursday, April 12

- more-
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U OF M BUSINESS STUDENTS HELP NEW GRADS PREPARE FOR THE "REAL
WORLD"
In an effort to equip new university grads for life after college, a group of U of M business students have created
the "Alumni Advisor"-- a self-help guide to surviving the first years after graduation. It includes tips on career
planning, effective money management, insurance and first time house buying.
Published by Carlson School of Management students for the class, "Entrepreneurship in Action," the
"Advisor" will be distributed free of charge to upcoming graduates.
"The intention was to give something useful to students that they can't get in the classroom," said Nick
Goldstein, one of the business' organizers." We want this to be something they can keep for a long time and
always be able to refer back to."
Advertising space for each chapter of advice was sold to outside businesses that corresponded with their
services. For example, the chapter on home buying was sponsored by the real estate firm, Edina Realty. All
profits from the project will be donated to a scholarship that is yet to be determined.
To interview Goldstein about the "Advisor" and the student business, contact Drew Swain at (612) 625-8962 or
dswain@umn.edu or Asim Dorovic at (612) 624-0214 or dorovic@umn.edu.

Story Tips is a service provided by the University News Service. Delivered regularly, it provides unique story
ideas about U research, students and campus life. For an archive and other useful media services, visit
www.unews.umn.edu.
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U OF M WOLF EXPERT TALKS ABOUT KILLINGS
Recent reports say three wolves have been killed in northern Wisconsin since the animal has been removed from
the endangered species list. That is something a University of Minnesota wolf expert says he expected, but not
something he's worried will push the wolf back to the endangered list.

David Mech, professor in the U of M's Department of Fisheries, Wildlife and Conservation Biology
Mech (pronounced Meech) says the occasional farmer killing a wolf is unlikely to lead the overall population of
wolves toward extinction. To reduce the wolf population, Mech says humans would have to kill 30 to 60
percent of the population every year in order to keep pace with the reproduction of the animals.
"That would be impossible to do without poison," said Mech, "you can't do it by hunting alone."
Mech has spent the better part of his life studying wolves and is available to answer questions about wolves and
their relationship with humans since they've been removed from the endangered species list.
To interview Mech, contact Marty Moen at (612) 624-0793 or Justin Ware at (612) 626-1720.

Expert Alert is a service provided by the University News Service. Delivered regularly, Expert Alert is designed to

connect university experts to today's breaking news and current events. For an archive and other useful media
services, visit www.unews.umn.edu.
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MICHAEL HOFFMAN, CHAIRMAN AND CEO OF THE TORO COMPANY, TO
SPEAK AT U OF M
MINNEAPOLIS I ST. PAUL-- Michael Hoffman, chairman and CEO of The Toro Company, will speak at the
University of Minnesota Carlson School of Management's First Tuesday luncheon at 11 :30 a.m. Tuesday, May
1, at the McNamara Alumni Center, 200 Oak St. S.E., Minneapolis.
In his address, "Getting to Great: The Journey," Hoffman will share key decisions and milestones that resulted
in strengthening the financial performance and shareholder value at The Toro Company. Through a series of
deliberate changes and continuous improvement, Toro mobilized more than 5,000 worldwide employees to
achieve remarkable results amidst economic uncertainty, volatile weather and a transition in leadership. The
company's strong culture and its belief in putting people first never wavered, paving a solid path to improve
results.
Joining Toro in 1977, Hoffman spent several years in service, sales and marketing roles prior to holding a number
of top executive positions. Hoffman was elected president of The Toro Company in October 2004, chief
executive officer in March 2005, and chairman of the board in March 2006.
Hoffman also serves on the boards of the Toro Foundation, Donaldson Company, Inc., the Greater Twin Cities
United Way, the Outdoor Power Equipment Institute and the Carlson School of Management. Hoffman earned a
bachelor's degree in marketing management from the University of St. Thomas and a master's degree in business
administration from the U of M Carlson School.
Advance registration by Thursday, April26, is $23 and $30 for walk-ins. The fee includes
lunch and parking in the Washington Avenue Ramp. Register by calling (612) 626-9634, visiting
www.carlsonschool.umn.edu/events, or bye-mailing firsttuesday@csom.umn.edu.
WHEN:
11:30 a.m.- 1:00 p.m., Tuesday, May 1
WHERE:

McNamara Alumni Center, 200 Oak St. S.E., Minneapolis
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ST. JAMES NATIVE HONORED BY U OF M
MINNEAPOLIS I ST. PAUL-- St. James native Donald E. Jacobson has been recognized by the University of
Minnesota for his gifts to scholarships, helping more students attend the U of M and get the most out of their
education. In recognition of his generosity to the University, Jacobson was recently honored with membership in
the University's Presidents Club at the Regents Society level.
Jacobson graduated from St. James High School in 1947 and received a bachelor's and master's degree from the
University of Minnesota in 1959 and 1961.
Jacobson has designated all of his gifts to be used for scholarships for undergraduate students at the University
of Minnesota.
Jacobson's gifts contribute to the university's goal of expanding opportunity to students of all economic means.
The university launched a drive in 2003 to increase gifts for student scholarships and fellowships, and has raised
$165 million so far as part of this effort. Success with the drive has prompted the university to expand its goals
even more.
"Our goal in launching the scholarship drive was to help 50 percent more students by raising $150 million," said
University of Minnesota President Robert Bruininks. "We're going to meet that substantial goal thanks to the
generosity of our donors and we are on track with increasing the number of students helped, but there is still
great need. Student support will continue to be a top fund-raising priority and we are now committed to
doubling the number of students helped compared with when the drive was launched."
Thanks to record levels in raising gifts for student support, approximately 6, 700 students now receive
privately-funded scholarships and fellowships.
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U OF M OPERA THEATRE PRESENTS KURT WEILL'S 'STREET SCENE'
MINNEAPOLIS I ST. PAUL -- University Opera Theatre concludes its 2006-07 season with four performances
ofKurt Weill's "Street Scene." Performances will be held at 7:30p.m. Thursday, April19, Friday, April20 and
Saturday, April21 and at 1:30 p.m. Sunday, April22. The performances will take place at Ted Mann Concert
Hall, located at 2128 Fourth St. S., Minneapolis. Parking is available in the 21st Avenue Ramp, one block
southwest of the concert hall. A pre-performance discussion with university Opera Theatre Director David
Walsh begins 45 minutes before each performance in the lobby of the concert hall. Matthew Mehaffey, assistant
director of choral activities at the University of Minnesota, will conduct the performances.
Written by German-born composer Kurt Weill, "Street Scene" is based on American playwright Elmer Rice's
play of the same name. The play, a social-realist study oflife in a New York slum during the depression, tells
the story of neighbors on a New York street pursuing their dreams and experiencing a complex series of
seductions, betrayals and murder. In the composer's own words, "It was a simple story of everyday life in a big
city, a story oflove and passion and greed and death. I saw great musical possibilities in its theatrical device-life
in a tenement house between one evening and the next afternoon."
Weill met Rice shortly after immigrating to America in the mid-1930s and although Rice was fiercely protective
of his material, Weill succeeded in allaying his suspicions. Weill's rendering remains faithful in most respects to
the original, including extensive passages of dialogue adapted from the play. The African-American poet
Langston Hughes provided the lyrics and even escorted Weill through Harlem so that he could absorb the genuine
atmosphere of that world. Weill often referred to his piece as an "American opera" or a "Broadway opera." It
was meant to be a synthesis of European traditional opera and American musical theater. For his work on Street
Scene, Weill was awarded the very first Tony Award for Best Original Score.
Tickets for these performances are $18 (adults) and $10 (U ofM students with ID) and can be reserved by
calling the University Arts Ticket Office at (612) 624-2345 or online at www.tickets.umn.edu.
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U OF M CONFERENCE TO EXAMINE UNIQUE QUESTION OF NORWAY AND
THE HOLOCAUST
MINNEAPOLIS I ST. PAUL-- A conference at the University ofMinnesota will examine a seldom-considered
aspect of the Holocaust: the fate of Jews in Norway. Bringing together academics, researchers, a child survivor
and a resistance fighter, "Norway, World War II and the Holocaust" takes place from 9 a.m. to 6 p.m Friday,
April20, at the Radisson Metrodome, 615 Washington Ave. S.E., Minneapolis, and will cover topics including
the Norwegian government's collaboration with the Nazis, the role ofthe resistance and the issue of restitution
claims by the approximately 55 percent of Norwegian Jews who survived.
Recent events, such as the formation of the European Task Force on Holocaust Education, have pushed the
subject of the Holocaust in Norway to the forefront of educational challenges for all countries in Europe that
witnessed or participated in the deportation and murder of their Jewish population. In addition, there has
emerged a new generation ofhistorians in Scandinavia who are looking critically at the official version of World
War II events in Norway.
The conference at the U ofM was conceived after the university's Center for Holocaust and Genocide Studies
was contacted by a child survivor of the Holocaust in Norway, Irene Levin Berman. She is seeking to build a
relationship between an American university with the Oslo Centre for Studies of Holocaust and Religious
Minorities. Goals for the conference include establishing how Norway's history has ramifications for the present,
in terms of current Norwegian immigration policy and attitudes towards the Middle East, and showing how the
Holocaust affected even small countries.
During World War II, Norway endured a particularly brutal occupation by the Germans, who wanted mined iron
from northern Norway. With the aid of a collaborative government, 40-45 percent of Norway's Jews were
deported to Auschwitz, and the rest escaped to Sweden and elsewhere. Restitution for the Jewish population
was not considered until 1997.
Norway, World War II and the Holocaust is free and open to the public. A schedule can be found at
www.gsd.umn.edu or by calling (612) 624-0256.
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9 a.m. to 6 p.m Friday, April20
Radisson Metrodome, 615 Washington Ave. S.E., Minneapolis
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U OF M STUDENT GOVERNMENT FINDS UNIQUE WAY TO PROMOTE STUDENT
VOLUNTEERING
,., Ten hours of community service for ticket to rock concert ,.,

Doing volunteer work has its own rewards, but University of Minnesota students will receive an extra perk
when they volunteer their time around the Twin Cities -- a ticket to a concert with headliner Guster.

1

The university's student government the Minnesota Student Association (MSA) is proud to present Lend a
Hand Hear the Band, a new yearly concert where students will receive a free concert ticket after completing 10
hours of community service.
Guster, The Format and local band Roster McCabe will perform Wednesday, April 11 at Northrop Auditorium,
84 Church St. S.E., Minneapolis. The concert is for students who have volunteered their time. Doors open at 6
p.m. with the first band going on at 7 p.m. and Guster taking the stage at 9 p.m.
During the last two months, students have volunteered at MSA-suggested events to receive the tickets or they
had to submit the hours of volunteer service they currently perform. Students have participated in opportunities
including working at a food shelf, reading to children or cleaning at community centers. Students are able to
receive two tickets for more than 20 hours of community service. Although students may give their second ticket
to a non-student, this concert is not open to the public and tickets will not be sold. More than 25,000 hours of
community service will be represented at the concert.
"This new effort is aimed at building campus community, bettering relationships between students and
permanent residents in the neighborhoods near the university. It also changes how students think about
volunteering," said Max Page, president of MSA. "We have been overwhelmed by the number of students who
want to help their community."
MSA's Lend a Hand Hear the Band event puts a spotlight on the importance of student community
involvement.

- more-
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"One of the cornerstones of higher education is helping students develop a life-long desire to be involved and
engaged in their community," said University of Minnesota President Robert Bruininks. "I'm grateful to MSA
for their leadership in generating this outstanding display of student volunteerism."

Concert part of bigger national tour
Guster's tour presents its first annual "Campus Consciousness Tour," which was started in 2006 as a project of
their environmental non-profit, Reverb. The Campus Consciousness Tour's aim is to educate, inspire and
activate students, and above all leave a positive impact on each community and college/university that the tour
reaches.
The Campus Consciousness Tour concert schedule on Thursday, April 11 is as follows:
• 2:30p.m. Town Hall Forum, Lind Hall Room 305. All attendees get entered to win free tickets and a meet and
greet with the band for that night's show. After the forum students can come to just outside Northrop
Auditorium for "Pimp My Clean Ride" where they learn about alternative transportation and check out the
bio-diesel tour bus.
• Noon to 6 p.m. Shift Shout Out Video Contest, outside Northrop Auditorium. Students can win cash prizes for
themselves and their favorite charity.
Students are asked to participate in a a food drive. The person who brings the most canned goods to the show
will win a meet and greet with the band.
Before the concert, students can visit the Shift Consciousness Pavilion at Northrop to learn about all things
environmental and win cool stuff.

,..
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U OF M AND AREA HIGH SCHOOL STUDENTS UNITE TO END
DISCRIMINATION TOWARD LGBTQ YOUTH WITH NEW PLAY
MINNEAPOLIS I ST. PAUL -- Several high school and University of Minnesota students are collaborating to
present their original play "the Punch ... or how I became an ally" in area high schools throughout April. Part of
the Los Angeles-based Fringe Benefits project, "the Punch" was developed by students for high school students
in support of ending discrimination toward lesbian, gay, bisexual, transgender and queer (LGBTQ) youth.
Collectively the students have worked since January to develop the project, which began with a week-long,
intensive workshop between members of the community including U of M students, faculty and staff; District
202 youth, counselors and staff; Shakopee High School students, a counselor and the principal; members of the
community at large; several attorneys; and members of the Fringe Benefits Theatre Company. During the week,
the group shared stories and personal experiences, and improvised scenes that related to LGBTQ discrimination
· they had faced in high school. The workshop concluded with writing and editing an original script.
'

'

Since the workshop week, students have been volunteering their time, meeting nearly every weekend at Rarig
Center to revise and rehearse the show, design and build the set, costumes and props, and coordinate a tour of
high schools where the play will be presented. Participants have also developed a curriculum to support the
production, including a study guide for students, an educators' guide, resources for continued discussion of
topics surrounding LGBTQ discrimination, and information about starting LGBTQ alliances in high schools.
"This is the first time the project has been done in Minnesota, and that the focus is to bring the it to suburban
schools where LGBTQ alliances don't often exist," said U ofM student and project coordinator Xanthia Walker.
"It has been an amazing learning experience, being a community leader and facilitator. Though it has been
challenging to get our program in schools because teachers and administrators are all so busy and this is a difficult
project to introduce. We are still looking for more high schools to work with."
After months of hard work and lots of convincing, the Fringe Benefits project will take the play on the road to
local high schools including Roosevelt and Washburn schools in Minneapolis, Eden Prairie High School, Hastings
Senior High School and Shakopee Senior High School. Performances are also scheduled for OutFront

- more-
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Minnesota's justFair Lobby Day at the Capitol on April 19th and at Rarig Center on a date yet to be
determined.
For more information about "the Punch" and its contributors, contact Justin Christy at (612) 625-5380 or
Justin@urnn.edu. Project Coordinator Xanthia Walker and others involved in the project are available for
interviews.
The Fringe Benefits project is one of several outreach initiatives of the department of theatre arts & dance at the
University of Minnesota.
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U OF M BOARD OF REGENTS TO HOLD SPECIAL MEETING ON TUESDAY,
APRIL 10
The University of Minnesota Board of Regents will hold a special meeting at 9:30a.m. on Tuesday, AprillO, in
the McNamara Alumni Center, 200 Oak St. S.E., Minneapolis. The purpose of the meeting will be to consider
the acquisition of certain properties in the East Gateway District for right-of-way and parking purposes and to
receive a report from the All-University Honors Committee.
The Board will be asked to consider closing the first portion of the meeting to develop or consider an offer for
purchase of real estate. The remainder of the meeting, beginning at approximately 10 a.m., will be an open
meeting.
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THREE U OF M STUDENTS RECEIVE KATHERINE E. SULLIVAN SCHOLARSHIP
FOR STUDY ABROAD
MINNEAPOLIS I ST. PAUL -- Three students have been selected for the University of Minnesota's Katherine
E. Sullivan Scholarship for Study Abroad for 2007-08. The Sullivan Scholarship provides funding for
outstanding undergraduates to enrich their academic experience with a fifth year of undergraduate study in
another country.
Qualified seniors from all University of Minnesota campuses may apply. The.Office oflnternational Programs
grants the awards, and Honors-CLA, Twin Cities campus, is responsible for the selection of recipients. The
2007-08 winners selected by a faculty committee chaired by Richard McCormick, professor of German, director
of Honors-CLA, are:
' Harlan Chambers, an honors student in the Acting BFA program on the Twin Cities campus, will divide his time
between two internationally renowned theatre schools in France: the Ecole Philippe Gaulier in Paris and the
Centre Artisitque International Roy Hart in Malerargues. He will focus on experimental physical and vocal
acting techniques taught by these schools, and is interested in combining these techniques to develop
performance styles that "speak to their audience on the visceral level...[and] communicate with urgency and
accessibility."
Lisa Kissing, an honors student majoring in environmental science and minoring in Spanish Studies on the Twin
Cities campus, will study organic agriculture at the Center for the Study of Sustainable Agriculture, Agrarian
University of Havana, Cuba. She is interested in learning from the Cuban experience in order to develop methods
to help Latin American farmers "build sustainable agriculture systems that protect their natural resources and
strengthen community food security."
Emily Stout, an honors student majoring in Spanish, English and international social development on the Morris
campus, will participate in the Minnesota Studies in International Development (MSID) program in Ecuador.
She will focus on social justice and sustainability issues relating to international development. Stout's long-term
goals include earning a law degree with a focus on international law and social justice, and pursuing a career as a
- more-
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goals include earning a law degree with a focus on international law and social justice, and pursuing a career as a
human rights advocate.
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PRESTIGIOUS GUGGENHEIM FELLOWSHIPS AWARDED TO FOUR U OF M
FACULTV MEMBERS
,., Most since 1982 ,.,

I

MINNEAPOLIS I ST. PAUL-- Four University of Minnesota faculty members-- three from the College of
Liberal Arts (CLA) and one from the Institute of Technology-- have received 2007 Guggenheim Fellowships in
the 83rd annual U.S. and Canadian competition sponsored by the John Simon Guggenheim Memorial
Foundation. This is the most Guggenheim Fellowships awarded to university faculty since 1982.
"I warmly congratulate each of the four faculty members who received 2007 Guggenheim Fellowships," said
Provost Thomas Sullivan. "This sharp increase in Guggenheim Fellowships is a clear demonstration of how we
are receiving ever greater national recognition for the achievements of our extraordinary faculty. The breadth of
disciplines represented is yet another reminder of the university's academic strengths across a number of fields.
This year's recipients join a highly distinguished group of University of Minnesota faculty to have been awarded
a Guggenheim Fellowship."
The 2007 Guggenheim fellows from the university's College of Liberal Arts are Daphne Berdahl, professor in
Anthropology; Hisham Bizri, assistant professor in Cultural Studies and Comparative Literature; and David
Treuer, associate professor in English. The Guggenheim fellow from the Institute of Technology is Peter
McMurray, professor of mechanical engineering. The four received funding based on distinguished achievement
in the past and exceptional promise for future accomplishment.
"This is an extraordinary accomplishment for these three outstanding College of Liberal Arts faculty members,"
said Steven Rosenstone. "Their creative work, their research, and their teaching are extraordinary, and the college
is immensely proud of them. They are perfect examples of the wonderful faculty we have in CLA people who,
every day, teach and mentor our students."
Daphne Berdahl is associate professor in the departments of Anthropology and Global Studies in CLA. She is
author of"Where the World Ended: Re-Unification and Identity in the German Borderland" and co-editor of

- more-
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"Altering States: Ethnographies of Transition in East Central Europe and the Former Soviet Union." She is
currently completing her second book on the politics of memory in the former German Democratic Republic. In
addition, she is working on a project focusing on the relationship between mass consumption, globalization and
changing practices of citizenship in post-Berlin Wall Germany.
Hisham Bizri is a practicing filmmaker from Lebanon and an assistant professor in CLA's Department of
Cultural Studies and Comparative Literature. Professor Bizri is founding director of the U of M Institute for
Advanced Study Film Collective and in 2006 presented a first-of-its-kind symposium on film and culture in the
Arab world. He is also the co-founder of the Arab Institute of Film in Amman, Jordan. Bizri's films have been
shown internationally including the Louvre, Cairo Opera House, Biennale des Cinema Arabes (Paris), Milan Film
Festival (Italy), Walker Art Center (Minneapolis), Institut du Monde Arabe (Paris), Harvard Film Archives
(Cambridge), Museum of Modern Art (New York) and Cinematheque Fran<;aise (Paris).
David Treuer is an associate professor in CLA's Department of English. He teaches Native American literature,
the modernist novel, Nabokov and Proust, and he is the translator or many Ojibwe stories and texts. He is the
recipient of a Fulbright Fellowship to Canada, a Pushcart Prize, the 1996 Minnesota Book Award and was a
finalist for the Pen West prize in 1999. He has held a Bush Artists Fellowship, a National Endowment for the
Humanities Documenting Endangered Languages Fellowship and aU ofM McKnight Land-Grant Professorship.
Treuer is Ojibwe from Leech Lake Reservation in Northern Minnesota. His latest novel, "The Translation of Dr
Apelles," was named a "Best Book of2006" by the Washington Post, Minneapolis Star Tribune, City Pages and
Time Out.
Peter McMurry is a professor in the Institute of Technology's Department of Mechanical Engineering where he
also currently serves ·as department head. His Guggenheim Fellowship will support his research on new particle
formation and growth rates in the atmosphere. The formation of new particles by photochemical processes
affects particle concentrations. Because particles serve as seeds for the formation of cloud droplets, new particle
formation also affects cloud cover and therefore needs to be understood by global climate modelers.
McMurry will spend fall semester at the National Center for Atmospheric Research in Boulder, Colo., where he
will work collaboratively with other researchers to measure for the first time the complete spectrum of
nanoparticles in a nucleating system, from condensable molecules to molecular clusters and larger nanoparticles.
These measurements will enable researchers to identify the species that participate in atmospheric new particle
formation as well as the rates of reactions that lead to nanoparticle formation and growth.
McMurry will spend spring semester at the University of Helsinki where researchers will merge data collected
around the globe on atmospheric new particle formation and growth.
"Professor McMurry is recognized as one of the world's leading researchers on aerosol science," said Institute of
Technology Dean Steven Crouch. "We are pleased that this new honor will provide additional opportunities for
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him continue his important work."
The 2007 fellowship winners include 189 artists, scholars and scientists selected from nearly 2,800 applicants
for awards totaling $7.6 million. Decisions are based on recommendations from hundreds of expert advisors and
are approved by the Guggenheim Foundation's board of trustees. What distinguishes the Guggenheim Fellowship
program from all others is the wide range in interest, age, geography and institution ofthose it selects as it
considers applications in 78 different fields, from the natural sciences to the creative arts. The new Fellows
include writers, playwrights, painters, sculptors, photographers, film makers, choreographers, physical and
biological scientists, social scientists, and scholars in the humanities. A list of current and past U of M
Guggenheim recipients is available at:
http://www .academic. umn.edu/provost/awards/national_intl/Guggenheim.html.
The John Simon Guggenheim Memorial Foundation was founded in 1925 by Mr. and Mrs. Simon Guggenheim in
memory of their son, who died April26, 1922. The organization awards Guggenheim Fellowships to
professionals who have demonstrated exceptional ability by publishing a significant body of work in the fields of
natural sciences, social sciences, humanities and the creative arts, excluding the performing arts.
High resolution images are available at:
http://www 1. urnn.edu/urelate/newsservice/downloads/treuer-lg.jpg
http://www 1. urnn.edu/urelate/newsservice/downloads/berdahl-lg.jpg
http://www 1. urnn.edu/urelate/newsservice/downloads/bizri -lg.j pg
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U OF M PRESIDENT BRUININKS PRAISES ROCHESTER CITY COUNCIL FOR
SUPPORT OF HIGHER EDUCATION
MINNEAPOLIS I ST. PAUL -- This is a transcript of University President Robert Bruininks' remarks at his
State of the University address on Thursday, April 5, regarding the City of Rochester's financial support for the
U of M, Rochester:
"Let me thank the City Council for awarding four million dollars last week to the University of Minnesota. This
is a really interesting factoid, and I'll be real short. The community decided through its own vote to dedicate a
portion of its own sales tax as an incremental sales tax revenue to higher education, and to dedicate 11.3 million
dollars to the future of the University of Minnesota in Rochester. I think that's extraordinary!"
Listen!download audio: www. umn.edu/urelate/newsservice/downloads/bruininks-rochester .mp3
Listen!download video: www. umn.edu/urelate/newsservice/downloads/bruininks-rochester .mov
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BEE SHORTAGE COULD LEAD TO FOOD SHORTAGE
- U of M researchers working to educate the public and prevent the decline-

According to U of M researchers, disease, parasites and disappearing habitat are just some of the reasons why the overall, nation-wide
bee population is under serious stress. And that could mean a shortage of fruits and vegetables for all of us.
U of M professor Marla Spivak says honey bees pollinate a large number of fruits and vegetables many of us buy at our local grocery
stores. Those bees are also responsible for pollinating countless flower species.
"Without honey bees, and other bee pollinators, the produce section in our grocery stores would have about one-third fewer fruits and
vegetables," said Spivak, "It is impossible to estimate how many flowers would not set seed."
At the University of Minnesota, Spivak, her fellow professors and U ofM students are focusing all of their research and efforts on
keeping bees healthy. They teach several classes which are open to the public, provide education materials and conduct research which
will hopefully lead to stronger immune systems in honey bees.
Spivak has spent more than 20 years studying bees and is available for interviews about the impact of a lower bee population and what
both bee keepers and the general public can do about the problem.
To interview Spivak, contact Justin Ware at (612) 626-1720 or ware@umn.edu or Julie Christensen at (612) 626-4077 or
reuve007@umn.edu.

Story Tips is a service provided by the University News Service. Delivered regularly, it provides unique story ideas about U research,
students and campus life. For an archive and other useful media services, visit www.unews.umn.edu.

For more information, log on to www.extension.umn.edu/honeybees/
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U OF M WILL CELEBRATE SWAHILI DAY WITH TALK BY KWANZAA CREATOR
MINNEAPOLIS I ST. PAUL -- The University of Minnesota's department of African American and
African studies will host a community celebration honoring the return of Swahili language
instruction in their department from 3 to 6 p.m. Saturday, April 21, at Sabathani Community
Center, 310 E. 38th St., Minneapolis. "Swahili Open Day" will feature language lessons from
university students, cultural presentations by area youth and a talk by Dr. Maulana Karenga, the
creator of Kwanzaa.
Widely considered the lingua franca of most of East-, Central- and Southern Africa, Swahili
instruction plays an important role in the department of African American and African studies'
mission. The department fully integrates African and Middle East languages into its
undergraduate curriculum and learning abroad opportunities. Offering Swahili, Arabic and Hausa
(spoken in parts of West Africa), the department also encourages study abroad in African
nations that speak those languages.
Karenga will speak about language as a way of mediating differences, preserving culture and
creating a new dialogue. He created Kwanzaa in 1966 as an Afro-centric holiday intended to
bridge African Americans with African cultural heritage. Swahili is the language of Kwanzaa, which
takes its name from the Swahili word for "first fruits." Currently, Karenga is a professor in the
Black studies department at California State University, Long Beach.
"We're having this event in the community because it's important to have an exchange and
dialogue outside of campus," said Earl Scott, chair of the department of African American and
African studies. "We want people in the community to come visit with us, to learn about our
mission, our language classes and opportunities for our students to study abroad."
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U OF M STUDENTS SHINE AT REGIONAL CHINESE LANGUAGE COMPETITION
MINNEAPOLIS I ST. PAUL-- A team of students from the University ofMinnesota Department of Asian
languages and literatures won six gold and one silver medals at the College Student Chinese Speech Contest in the
Midwest March 31 at Northwestern University. The event is sponsored by the China Consulate General's
Education Section, and is co-sponsored by Northwestern University. There were 21 colleges and universities
competing at the event, with 65 participants.
"This testifies to the strength and efficiency of the Chinese program of the Department of Asian Languages and
Literatures at the University of Minnesota," said department staff Elizabeth Yuanjing Xue .
.
Ling Wang, professor and lead teacher of the U ofM Chinese program and an affiliate member of the graduate
faculty, was also pleased with the achievements of her three first-year Chinese language students: Alaya Lee,
Molly Tolzmann, Ryan Loomis; second-year students, Casey Kerian and Andrew Kruse, and third-year student
Andrew Ramdular.

"Every one of our contestants won and Minnesota won," Wang said.
To emphasize the growing popularity of Chinese language at the University of Minnesota, Wang said that 262
students enrolled for fall semester 2006, compared to only 109 students in 2001.
"Promoting good teaching and good learning is our high priority," said Wang. "We believe that the quality of
teaching predicates the quality of learning just as the quality of learning greatly determines the credibility of the
teaching group and the program."
The Midwest competition is a screening contest for the Chinese Bridge Speech Contest to be held this summer in
Beijing. This year, two contestants will be selected from the winners for the big contest in Beijing around the
time ofthe 2008 Beijing Olympics.

- more-
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"Nothing can give you more insight into a culture than its language," said Kerian, one of the participants. "I have
found, by studying Chinese, one is not only learning a foreign language, but is also given a valuable perspective
on its people and history."
Kerian has always been fascinated with Chinese history and feels it is very important for China and the United
States to establish good cultural and political understanding. He pursued language and culture study and would
like to see more Americans learn and create a better east-west understanding.
"I am confident that anyone who learns Chinese will find worlds of opportunity and will be sure to have a
rewarding future," he said. "To me, studying Chinese is not simply an academic measure; it's become a big part
of my life now. The opportunities are endless and the intercultural exchange is tremendous. Chinese has
impacted my life immensely and I know it will continue to do so."
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MEN'S CHORUSES FROM SEVERAL LOCAL UNIVERSITIES UNITE TO
PERFORM RANDALL THOMPSON'S 'THE TESTAMENT OF FREEDOM'
MINNEAPOLIS I ST. PAUL-- The University of Minnesota Men's Chorus and Symphonic Band will join
forces with the St. Olaf Viking Chorus, St. Cloud State University Men's Chorus and the Minnesota Boy choir to
perform Randall Thompson's "The Testament of Freedom." Performances will take place at 7:30p.m. on Friday,
April13, at Ted Mann Concert Hall, 2128 4th St. S., Minneapolis, and on Sunday, April15, at Boe Chapel on
the campus of St. Ohi.f College, Northfield. Both concerts are free and open to the public.
Randall Thompson (1899-1984) is considered one of America's greatest 20th century choral composers. Written
for the "Founders Day" celebration at the University of Virginia, "The Testament of Freedom" was composed to
commemorate the bicentennial of the birth of Thomas Jefferson, who founded that institution in 1819. In
composing the piece, Thompson utilized texts from Jefferson's writings. The opening, "The God Who Gave Us
Life," is from his 1774 pamphlet, "A Summary View of the Rights of British America." Lengthy passages from
his "Declaration of Causes and Necessity of Taking Up Arms," written two days after the adoption of the
"Declaration oflndependence," are utilized in the second and third movements. The final movement quotes a
letter written in Jefferson's later years to John Adams--once a bitter enemy of Jefferson's -- and concludes with a
repetition of the opening statement.
The piece was premiered on April 13, 1943 and, although it has been criticized by some for its zealous
patriotism, at the time of its composition the United States was deeply entrenched in a world war. Today, nearly
65 years later, the piece's message continues to be relevant.
Matthew Mehaffey, associate director of choral activities at the University of Minnesota School of Music, will
conduct this portion of the program. In addition to the Randall Thompson piece, each choir will perform its own
set.
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UNIVERSITY OF MINNESOTA HOSTS ITS FIRST ANNUAL PUBLIC
ENGAGEMENT DAY
The University of Minnesota will be hosting its first annual Public Engagement Day on Wednesday, April11 at
Coffman Union, 300 Washington Ave. S.E., Minneapolis.
Public Engagement Day seeks to provide a deeper understanding of what public engagement means both to the
university and its community partners; to learn from examples of community and university work about the
many dimensions of public engagement; to inspire interest and cultivate new relationships.
Engagement is defined as the partnership of university knowledge and resources with those of the public and
private sectors to enrich scholarship, research, and creative activity; enhance curriculum, teaching and learning;
prepare educated, engaged citizens; strengthen democratic values and civic responsibility; address critical societal
issues; and contribute to the public good.
The event starts at 8:30a.m. with registration and continental breakfast. Opening remarks will be delivered at
9:15 a.m. by Robert Jones, senior vice president for System Academic Administration.
The opening speaker will be Dr. Xolela Mangcu addressing "Public Engagement from an International
Perspective" at 9:25 a.m. in the Great Hall of Coffman.
The keynote address will be delivered by Elder Atum Azzahir, executive director, Powderhorn-Phillips Wellness
Center at 12:30 p.m. and will be followed by discussion and questions.
For more information about the event, the speakers and a complete schedule, go to
http://www.engagement.umn.edu/public_engagement_day/index2.html .
WHEN:

8:30a.m.- 6 p.m. Wednesday, April11

WHERE:

Coffman Union, 300 Washington Ave. S.E., Minneapolis
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UNIVERSITY OF MINNESOTA STATEMENT REGARDING ONGOING CRIMINAL
INVESTIGATION
MINNEAPOLIS I ST. PAUL -- The following is a statement from Daniel Wolter, spokesman for the University
of Minnesota, regarding the ongoing criminal investigation into allegations of sexual misconduct by three Gopher
football players:
"The University of Minnesota takes allegations of sexual misconduct and violent crime very seriously.
Everyone, from the central administration to the department of intercollegiate athletics, is cooperating with law
enforcement throughout the course of this investigation.
"In coordination with the Hennepin County Attorney's Office, the University of Minnesota Police Department
continues to investigate the alleged crime. These are serious matters and obviously demand a thorough
investigation.
"These student-athletes are innocent until proven guilty and continue to be students of the University of
Minnesota and attend classes. They have relocated to off-campus housing until the completion of the
investigation and also remain on suspension from the football team until the investigation is complete."
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CURA FORUM TO FOCUS ON BROOKLYN PARK NEIGHBORHOODS AND
HOUSING
MINNEAPOLIS I ST. PAUL-- How to maintain stable neighborhoods and affordable housing in Brooklyn Park
will be the topic ofthe University of Minnesota Center for Urban and Regional Affairs (CURA) monthly forum
from noon to 2 p.m. Friday, April20 in Room L-110 Carlson School of Management, 321 19th Ave. S.,
Minneapolis.
, Brooklyn Park is a transitioning suburb with a large concentration of affordable but outdated one-bedroom style
apartments that can destabilize certain neighborhoods. The city has a strategy to redevelop a number of
complexes and an innovative affordable housing replacement policy. Jason Aarsvold, project manager, and Joel
Spoonheim, economic development director, will discuss the city's approach as a case study for housing
redevelopment in older suburbs.
The free event is a monthly brown-bag discussion of housing issues and research in the Twin Cities. Forums are
held once a month during the academic year and are free and open to the public.
For more information, contact Adrienne Hannert at (612) 625-2086.
WHEN:
noon to 2 p.m. Friday, April20
WHERE:
Room L-110 Carlson School ofManagement, 321 19th Ave. S., Minneapolis
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U OF M STAFF RECEIVES STATE EXCELLENCE IN ASSISTIVE TECHNOLOGY
AWARD

MINNEAPOLIS I ST. PAUL --Philip Kragnes, director of computer accommodations program in the
University of Minnesota Office of Disability Services, has received the Minnesota STAR Program's Excellence
in Assistive Technology Award.
The award recognizes assistive technology (AT) champions from all over Minnesota. AT is any device that
maintains, improves or increases function of an individual with a disability. It can be an inexpensive item such as
a pencil grip, a homemade or modified device such as a desk riser for accommodating a wheelchair, or expensive
technology such as a communication device that generates speech, controls appliances and
performs computer tasks. AT removes barriers to independence by helping people of all ages with disabilities
perform tasks at home, school, work and
in the community. This year's recipients include pioneers in the field of assistive technology, educators, AT
professionals, and consumers who promote the use of assistive technology.
Kragnes is receiving the award in recognition of his efforts in promoting the use of adaptive technology and
advocating for individuals with disabilities.
"I am honored to be receiving this award," Kragnes said. "The award is not just recognition by my peers of my
efforts, it is symbolic of the efforts by the many individuals with whom I work and interact in advancing
accessibility. My hope is that one day the universal design of goods, services, information and physical
environments will significantly diminish or eliminate the need for individualized accommodations."
"Phil is the most experienced assistive technologist at the University of Minnesota," said Eric Schnell, interim
director of the Office of Disability Services. "Academic and central departments alike seek his expertise in
accessibility and assistive technology and he is a frequent presenter at national events. Phil is a well-versed and
articulate advocate for accessibility and the principles of universal design. He is a vocal supporter of the notion
that it is necessary but not sufficient for the ~niversity to strive for compliance with laws and regulations. Phil is
a passionate advocate for accessibility and universal design, and has helped the university see that accessibility
- more-
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makes the products more usable for all. Phil is also a great teacher. When a student or staff member realizes they
are in need of assistive technology, Phil's calm manner, patience and step-by-step teaching skills immediately put
the student at ease and improve their learning."
Kragnes will receive the award along with 20 other recipients in a ceremony in the Capitol rotunda from 1 to 3
p.m. Wednesday, April II. Minnesota Lt. Governor Carol Molnau will be in attendance.
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U OF M PROFESSOR RONALD PHILLIPS, RECIPIENT OF THE 2007 WOLF
PRIZE IN AGRICULTURE, TO BE HONORED
-Ceremony will be attended by Deputy Consul General of Israel to the Midwest, Dr. Andy
David-

Regents Professor Ronald Phillips, co-winner of the 2007 Wolf Prize in Agriculture, one of the world's highest
honors in agriculture, will be honored at 2:30p.m. Wednesday, April11, at the Cherrywood Room of the U of
M's St. Paul Student Center, 2017 Buford Ave., St. Paul.
Phillips, a professor in the department of agronomy and plant genetics, was awarded the ·prize for his
groundbreaking discoveries in genetics and genomics, laying the foundations for improvements in crop and
livestock breeding, and sparking important advances in plant and animal sciences. The award, which carries a
$100,000 prize, will be presented at a ceremony in Jerusalem on May 13.
The reception will begin at 2:30p.m., with remarks commencing at 2:45p.m.
Remarks will be delivered by University of Minnesota President Robert Bruininks, University Provost Tom
Sullivan, the executive director of the Jewish Community Relations Council Steve Hunegs, Deputy Consul
General of Israel to the Midwest Dr. Andy David, and Professor Ronald Phillips.
The Israel-based Wolf Foundation was established by the late German-born inventor, diplomat and
philanthropist Dr. Ricardo Wolf. Wolf Prizes have been awarded annually in five separate categories since 1978
"to outstanding scientists and artists-- irrespective of nationality, race, color, religion, sex or political view-- for
achievements in the interest ofhumankind and friendly relations among peoples." To date, a total of232
scientists and artists from 22 countries have been honored.
WHO:

Deputy Consul General of Israel to the Midwest Dr. Andy David
University of Minnesota President Robert Bruininks
University Provost Tom Sullivan
Executive Director of the Jewish Community Relations Council Steve Hunegs
- more-
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WHEN:
WHERE:

Professor Ronald Phillips
2:30- 3:30p.m. Wednesday, April II
Cherrywood Room, St. Paul Student Center, 2017 Buford Ave., St. Paul

Dr. Andy David will be available for interviews following the event.
An image of Prof. Phillips is available upon request.
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U OF M'S SCHOOL OF JOURNALISM AND MASS COMMUNICATION TO HOST
INTERNATIONAL JOURNALISTS AS PART OF U.S. DEPARTMENT OF STATE'S
EDWARD R. MURROW PROGRAM
MINNEAPOLIS I ST. PAUL -- The University of Minnesota's School of Journalism and Mass Communication
(SJMC) will host 13 journalists from East Asia April12-17 as part of the U.S. State Department's Edward R.
Murrow Program.

1

The Murrow program is an innovative public-private partnership between the State Department and 11leading
U.S. schools of journalism. The program will bring nearly 200 journalists from independent media outlets around
the world to the United States to examine the rights and responsibilities of a free press in a democracy, observe
operational practices, standards and institutions of the U.S. media, gain insight into the social, economic and
political structure of the United States and interact with professional journalists and experts in the field.
"This exchange program provides a unique and valuable opportunity for us to participate in an international
discussion about press freedoms and responsibilities," said SJMC Director Albert Tims. "It is an honor to be
one of the founding partners of the Murrow Program and to participate in a second year of activities. We
anticipate a wealth of stimulating discussions and interactions with our guests as we promote vigorous and
responsible journalism."
After a brief orientation in Washington, D.C., the international journalists will divide into groups and travel to
one of the 11 partner institutions, including the University of Minnesota. The other institutions include the
American University, Boston University, Louisiana State University, Syracuse University, the University of
Illinois, the University ofMaryland, the University ofNorth Carolina, the University of Oklahoma, the
University of Southern California and the University ofTexas.
The East Asian journalists who will visit the SJMC are from Hong Kong, Malaysia, the People's Republic of
China, Singapore and Taiwan, and hold positions in radio, print and broadcast in their home countries. The
SJMC has designed a specialized curriculum for the group's visit, including seminars led by faculty from the
SJMC and the Humphrey Institute. The group will participate in a roundtable discussion with professional
- more-
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SJMC and the Humphrey Institute. The group will participate in a roundtable discussion with professional
journalists from the Minneapolis Star Tribune, the Minnesota Business Journal, the St. Paul Pioneer Press and
Minnesota Public Radio. There will also be site visits to General Mills, the Minnesota Trade Office and the St.
Paul Pioneer Press.
Following their visit to the SJMC, the 13 East Asian journalists will visit a number of state capitols to examine
media coverage of statewide politics. They will then return to Washington, D. C. for a symposium hosted by the
Aspen Institute, which will focus on the challenges facing media in the U.S. and around the world.
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DAVID GERGEN, BILL GEORGE TO HEADLINE KICK-OFF EVENT FOR NEW
UNIVERSITY OF MINNESOTA CENTER FOR INTEGRATIVE LEADERSHIP
- Anna Lloyd named center's first executive director -

MINNEAPOLIS I ST. PAUL-- David Gergen, director ofthe Center for Public Leadership at Harvard
University's Kennedy School of Government and former presidential consultant, and Bill George, former
Medtronic Inc. CEO and chairman, will headline the official launch event ofthe University ofMinnesota's new
Center for Integrative Leadership (CIL), an initiative to examine and develop leadership models for complex
global challenges.
"The Age oflntegrative Leadership: A Conversation with David Gergen and Bill George" will take place from
noon to 1:30 p.m. Thursday, May 3, at the Ted Mann Concert Hall, 2106 4th St. S., Minneapolis.
The Center for Integrative Leadership brings together policy experts from all sectors to work on some of the
world's most pressing problems, such as international terrorism, disease prevention, world hunger and poverty.
The center is the first of its kind in the country to be jointly managed by a business school -- the Carlson School
of Management -- and a school of public affairs -- the Hubert H. Humphrey Institute of Public Affairs.
"A new vision ofleadership is needed, today and for the future," said Brian Atwood, dean of the Humphrey
Institute. "Challenges such as a possible flu pandemic don't adhere to national boundaries and aren't the province
of one sector or another. More than ever, leaders must muster resources and ideas from across the private,
nonprofit and government sectors to advance the common good."
Alison Davis-Blake, dean of the Carlson School, said that "Integrative leadership identifies the common ground
between sectors and leverages their unique influence and resources to better move organizations, communities
and society forward in times of increased interconnection and rapid change."
A reception in the Ted Mann Concert Hall lobby will follow the event. George also will sign copies of his new
book, "True North," in the auditorium after the program. The event is free and open to the public, but seating is
- more-
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book, "True North," in the auditorium after the program. The event is free and open to the public, but seating is
limited. To RSVP by April 30, visit carlsonschool.umn.edu/cil, or call Peter Rich at (612) 624-8913.
Lloyd named CIL executive director
In other CIL news, Anna Lloyd was named the center's executive director. In this position, Lloyd will be guided
by 20 steering committee members from throughout the university, and manage the center's non-academic
activities and support the center's two academic co-directors.
"We are excited that Anna has accepted the challenge to lead us in our efforts to respond to some of the most
pressing problems ofthe 21st Century," said Davis-Blake.
"Anna has a recognized track record directing high-impact, collaborative organizations that address key issues
between American business and education," said Atwood.
As president of The Lloyd Group, a Chicago-based consulting and training organization for non-profit
, organizations, Lloyd spent a decade specializing in board governance and working with clients such as the Ignatia
Foundation and City of Chicago Green Campaign. She also served as president and executive director of The
Committee of 200 (C200), a professional organization of pre-eminent businesswomen that promotes
entrepreneurship and corporate leadership among women.
Lloyd has held a variety of leadership roles for a number of nonprofit organizations, including Ms. Foundation
for Women, The New York Aids Coalition and the Interfaith Center for Corporate Responsibility. She also
served on the advisory board of the Center for Women and Aging, Brandeis University. Lloyd received a
master's degree in urban affairs and public policy from Hunter College in New York City and a bachelor's degree
in urban affairs from Boston University.
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EXPERTS URGE FINANCIAL RESPONSIBILITY WITH TAX REFUNDS
-Americans accruing debt and lagging in personal savings -

'

For those of us who will be receiving a refund check from Uncle Sam this April, the temptation may be to blow
that cash on some new summer apparel instead of on more financially sound options. Whether it is reducing high
interest credit card debt or maxing out a retirement fund, University of Minnesota experts who can explain the
best ways to make use of tax refunds are:

Cindy Petersen, University of Minnesota Extension educator
Petersen can discuss savings options no matter how large or small the refund and for either the short or long
term. As a family resource management educator, she can also explain how to get out of debt and use credit
wisely.
Sharon Danes, University of Minnesota family social science professor and Extension educator
Danes can discuss the best ways to be financially responsible, follow a budget and maximize retirement savings.
She specializes in family financial management.
To interview Petersen or Danes, contact Drew Swain at (612) 625-8962 or dswain@umn.edu, or Asim Dorovic
at (612) 624-0214 or dorovic@umn.edu.

Expert Alert is a service provided by the University News Service. Delivered regularly, Expert Alert is designed to
connect university experts to today's breaking news and current events. For an archive and other useful media
services, visit www.unews.umn.edu.
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ETHANOL DRIVING UP GROCERY BILLS
-University of Minnesota professor can give expert analysis on the effect ethanol has on
corn and grocery prices -

Everything from soft drinks, to cereal, to beef and poultry; food prices are going up and according to University
of Minnesota researchers, the culprit is ethanol.

Brian Buhr, University of Minnesota Extension Economist
According to Buhr, taxpayers are paying for ethanol through subsidies that help ethanol producers. In addition,
they're paying for ethanol by way of higher-priced food at the grocery store.
"Most food products have some relationship with com," said Buhr. "Ultimately, the consumer ends up footing
the bill."
In addition to higher com-J:?ased food costs, Buhr says the high pay out for com crops is causing some farmers to
grow more com, which is decreasing the size of other crops like soybeans and cotton and raising prices in that
way as well.
Buhr is available this week for interviews on the price of com, the effect ethanol has on that price, the effect
legislation has on that price and what it means for American consumers.
To interview Buhr, contact Julie Christensen, University of Minnesota Extension, (612) 626-4077; or Justin
Ware, University News Service, (612) 626-1720.

Expert Alert is a service provided by the University News Service. Delivered regularly, Expert Alert is designed to
connect university experts to today's breaking news and current events. For an archive and other useful media
services, visit www.unews.umn.edu.
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SEX SELLS VERSUS FEMALE ATHLETIC COMPETENCE TO BE TOPIC OF
TUCKER CENTER PANEL
- WNBA's Vice President of Business Development Kristin Bernert on panel MINNEAPOLIS I ST. PAUL-- Three decades of research indicates that sportswomen are portrayed in ways
that emphasize their femininity and heterosexuality versus their athletic competence. A group of experts will
explore this issue during the University of Minnesota Tucker Center Edie Mueller Distinguished Lecture "Sex
vs. Athletic Competence: Exploring Competing Narratives in Marketing and Promoting Women's Sports" from 7
to 9 p.m. Tuesday, April 17 in Cowles Auditorium at the Hubert H. Humphrey Center, 301 19th Ave. S.,
Minneapolis. The event is free and open to the public.
The panel lecture features panelists: Kristin Bernert, vice president of WNBA team business development;
Regina Sullivan, senior associate athletic director at the U ofM; Mary Jo Kane, director of the School of
Kinesiology and the Tucker Center and Heather Maxwell, Tucker Center research assistant and doctoral student
in the sport management program at the U of M.
Scholars argue that the portrayal of sportswomen that emphasizes their femininity and heterosexuality versus
their athletic competence marginalizes and trivializes female athletes. However, many people who market and
promote women's sports say this strategy is effective because "sex sells."
There is little empirical evidence that promoting women's sports with a "sex sells" narrative leads to greater fan
attendance, wider viewership or TV contracts. The panelists will examine differing philosophies and strategies
for marketing and promoting women's sports.
Bernert and Sullivan will discuss marketing philosophies and strategies employed by the WNBA and the
University of Minnesota to promote and market women's sports at the professional and collegiate levels. Kane
will examine recent trends in media representations of female athletes. Finally, Kane and Maxwell will highlight
their ground breaking study on media images and the impact of these images on fan interest in and respect for
women's sports.

- more-
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The Tucker Center for Research on Girls and Women in Sport is committed to research, education and
community outreach for sportswomen, their families and communities. The panel is co-sponsored by the
Minnesota Lynx and the University of Minnesota Athletics Department.
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HISTORIAN ROBERT BRENNER AT U OF M TO DISCUSS ROOT CAUSES OF
IRAQ WAR
MINNEAPOLIS I ST. PAUL-- University of California, Los Angeles historian Robert Brenner will speak about
the Iraq invasion at the University of Minnesota Institute for Advanced Study at 7 p.m. Monday, April23 in
Room 140 ofthe Nolte Center, 315 Pillsbury Drive S.E., Minneapolis.
In his talk, "Why Iraq? The Politics of Bush II," Brenner will address the causes of the Iraq war. The lecture will
seek to expose the forces and processes behind what Brenner considers "the greatest U.S. overseas misadventure
since Vietnam" by rooting it in the transformation of American politics of the last three decades.
Brenner is a professor of history and the director of the Center for Social Theory and Comparative History at
UCLA. He is the author of many works on historical political economy, including "The Boom and the Bubble:
The US in the World Economy," "Economics of Global Turbulence: The Advanced Capitalist Economies From
Long Boom to Long Downturn, 1945-2005," and "Structure and Conjuncture: The 2006 Elections and the
: Rightward Shift" (New Left Review, 2007). He is completing the book "Why Iraq: The Politics of Bush II,"
which seeks to understand the Iraq war in the context of the transformations of the domestic economic and
political scene taking place over the last three decades, especially the decline of liberalism and the rise ofthe
Republican far right.
Brenner is available for interviews in advance ofhis visit to the University of Minnesota.
WHEN:
7 p.m. Monday, April 23
WHERE:

Institute for Advanced Study, 140 Nolte Center, 315 Pillsbury Drive S.E., Minneapolis
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"GREAT CONVERSATIONS" EVENT FOCUSES ON INTERNATIONAL HUMAN
RIGHTS
-UN Special Advisor on the Prevention of Genocide to speak at UMINNEAPOLIS I ST. PAUL -- From the islands of Indonesia to the sands of the Sudan, the 20th century
witnessed egregious violations ofhuman rights and inhumane treatment of people throughout the world. The
April "Great Conversations" features two outstanding human rights advocates who are working to end abuses in
the 21st century. Juan E. Mendez and Kathryn Sikkink will be speaking Tuesday, at 7:30p.m. April24 in the
Ted Mann Concert Hall, 2128 Fourth St. S, on the University of Minnesota's West Bank campus.
Mendez is a human rights advocate, lawyer, and former political prisoner from Argentina. In 2004 he was named
the first Special Advisor on the Prevention of Genocide to the United Nations.
Sikkink is Regents Professor and Chairwoman of Political Science at the University of Minnesota. She is the
author of numerous books including Mixed Signals: U.S. Human Rights Policy and Latin America and The Power
of Human Rights.
Following their discussion, audience members are invited to share a dessert reception with the speakers.
Single tickets are $28.50, or $23.50 for University faculty, alumni, students and staff. For more information or
to purchase tickets, please visit www.cce.umn.edu/conversations or call 612-624-2345.
"Great Conversations" is produced by the College of Continuing Education at the University of Minnesota. This
annual series pairs outstanding U faculty members with a national thought-leader of their choice for a public
discussion on today's most pressing issues. ·
The next events in the 2007 series are: a May 8 talk on the human face of immigration, with
Emmy-award-winningjournalist Ruben Martinez and Director ofthe Immigration History Research Center
Donna Gabaccia; and a June 5 discussion of finding meaning in one's life with What Color is Your Parachute?

- more-
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author Richard Bolles and Power of Purpose author Richard Leider.
"Great Conversations"
WHAT:
WHEN:
April24, 7:30pm
WHERE:
Ted Mann Concert Hall, 2128 4th St. S
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U OF M HIRES EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR FOR THE OFFICE FOR TECHNOLOGY
COMMERCIALIZATION
MINNEAPOLIS I ST. PAUL-- University of Minnesota Vice President for Research Tim Mulcahy today
announced the hiring of Jay Schrankler as executive director of the University of Minnesota's new Office for
Technology Commercialization. Schrankler will begin his appointment on April 16.
The Office for Technology Commercialization oversees all aspects of technology commercialization at the
University of Minnesota through the Licensing Center, which manages patent and licensing functions, and the
Venture Center, which assists in the creation of university-based start-up companies.
"Jay brings a wealth oftechnology commercialization experience and knowledge to the university," said
Mulcahy. "As executive director, he will help us revitalize our technology transfer program to be more
responsive, responsible and productive."
"I"m excited for this opportunity to work on the university side of research commercialization and build upon
the university's strong tradition of discovery and innovation," said Schrankler. "I intend to strengthen
partnerships with the faculty and the business community through a user-friendly process that supports the
research effort and adds value to the university."
Schrankler joins the university after more thim 25 years at Honeywell, where most recently he led the intellectual
property licensing and marketing efforts of Honeywell's $11 billion global automation and control products
business. He received a bachelor of science degree from the Institute of Technology at the University of
Minnesota, earned his master of science degree from the University of Wisconsin and has completed executive
and management programs at Harvard University and UCLA.
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ECO TOURISM BECOMING BIG BUSINESS IN NORTHERN MINNESOTA
- U of M sustainable tourism will focus on the topic at a conference later this month MINNEAPOLIS I ST. PAUL --Brainerd-area resort owner Lynn Scharenbroich never set out to run an
eco-friendly business. But after she started going in that direction to save money a few years ago, running a green
business worked so well, she couldn't tum back.
"That became a reason why people wanted to stay here," said Scharenbroich. "It started contributing to people
booking with us."
Scharenbroich is one of the "green" business owners who will be featured at the Univeristy of Minnesota's
Sustainable Tourism Conference April25-26 at the Minnesota Landscape Arboretum, 3675 Arboretum Dr,
Chaska.
The conference will be hosted by the University of Minnesota tourism center and its organizers are excited about
the topics being covered and the ideas people like Scharenbroich will bring to the discussion.
"Initiating, encouraging and continuing the dialogue on sustainable tourism is a natural step for us," said Ingrid
Schneider, from the University of Minnesota deparment of forest resources. "The sustainable tourism
opportunity is an exciting addition for both communities and consumers from which we, and future generations,
can benefit."
The tourism conference kicks off at 1 pm, Wednesday, April25. Lynn Scharenbroich welcomes media inquires
about her "green" business any time leading up to or following the conference.
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U OF M TO HOLD ROUNDTABLE ON RISK, RESILIENCE AND RACE IN EARLY
CHILDHOOD DEVELOPMENT
1

MINNEAPOLIS I ST. PAUL --National experts on children's issues will discuss the current research and policy
on the role ofrace in early childhood resilience during the University of Minnesota's Center for Early Education
and Development (CEED) Round Table from 1 to 4:30p.m., Tuesday, April 24, at Coffman Memorial Union,
300 Washington, Ave. S.E., Minneapolis.
The round table, "Risk, Resilience, and Race in Early Childhood: Issues for Research and Action," is taking place
as early childhood education is gaining attention from the community, public policy makers and the university.
"The round table has a long history of focusing on issues in a multidisciplinary way. We believe that these
expanded perspectives inspire practitioners, policy makers and parents as we all work together to improve the
lives of young, at-risk Minnesota children," said Karen Cadigan, CEED's director of outreach and public policy.
During the event, panelists will examine several questions, including:
*How do we understand each of the terms risk, resilience and race? What misunderstandings are there about each
of these terms?
I

*How does race matter (or not matter) in understanding the impact of risk factors on children?
* What do we know about the factors that build resilience in children? Do these factors differ by race?
* How can we build resilience at a family level, a group care and education setting level, a community level and a
public policy level?
Organizers say audience response will be a critical part of the discussion.
Panelists are: Nicola Alexander, associate professor, educational policy and administration, University of
- more-
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Panelists are: Nicola Alexander, associate professor, educational policy and administration, University of
Minnesota; St. Paul Mayor Chris Coleman; Lillian Duran, assistant professor, elementary and early childhood
educational studies, Minnesota State University, Mankato; Byron Egeland, Irving B. Harris Professor of Child
Development, Institute of Child Development, University of Minnesota; Geoff Maruyama, professor,
educational psychology and associate vice president for system academic administration, University of
Minnesota; Minnesota State Sen. Patricia Torres Ray; Nicholas Wallace, research fellow, Institute on Race and
Poverty, University of Minnesota Law School; Wei-Jun Jean Yeung, professor, department of sociology and
senior research scientist, Center for Advanced Social Science Research, New York University.
Cadigan will moderate. Nancy Moore Latimer will posthumously receive the Light a Candle for Children Award.
George Latimer, former Mayor of St. Paul and widower ofNancy, will accept the award in her honor.
CEED has sponsored the round table for more than 20 years. The center is a part of the university's College of
Education and Human Development. It develops and directs research, disseminates information and provides

1

training for professionals who work with children and families. This year's event is also sponsored by the
Science Museum of Minnesota.
The round table is open to the public. There is a $50 fee that covers registration, handouts and refreshments.
Round table information and registration are available on the CEED Web site at http://education.umn.edu/CEED/.
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DISTINGUISHED TEACHING AWARDS
- Professors from Duluth, Morris and Twin Cities Campuses Recognized -

1

~

1

MINNEAPOLIS I ST. PAUL-- The University of Minnesota will honor 12 faculty members from the Twin
Cities, Duluth and Morris campuses. All have been named recipients of the Distinguished Teaching Award, the
University of Minnesota's most prestigious award for excellence in teaching. They will be honored at the
Distinguished Teaching Awards Ceremony, from 3:30 to 6 pm, Monday, April23, 2007, at the McNamara
Alumni Center, 200 Oak St. S.E., Minneapolis.
These faculty members provide important leadership to the university community and leave positive, lasting
impressions on students and colleagues.
"I've had the opportunity to visit with hundreds of alumni over the years," said Margaret Sughrue Carlson,
University of Minnesota Alumni Association CEO. "More often than not, their fondest memories of the
University involve a favorite professor. Co-sponsoring the Distinguished Teaching Awards is the alumni
association's tribute to those teachers that have made a difference in the lives of our alumni."
Recipients are at U of M, Twin Cities unless otherwise noted.
Seven faculty members will receive the Morse-Alumni Undergraduate Teaching Award for their outstanding
contributions to undergraduate education: Praveen Aggarwal, associate professor and chair, department of
marketing, Labovitz School of Business and Economics, U of M Duluth; Jay Bell, professor, department of soil,
water and climate, College of Food, Agricultural and Natural Resource Sciences; Thomas Hoye, professor,
department of chemistry, Institute of Technology; Patricia James, associate professor, department of
postsecondary teaching and learning, College of Education and Human Development; Ned Mohan, professor,
department of electrical and computer engineering, Institute of Technology; Paula O'Loughlin, associate
professor, political science, division of the social sciences, U ofM Morris; and Joel Samaha, professor,
department of sociology, College of Liberal Arts.

- more-
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Five faculty members will receive the Graduate-Professional Teaching Award for outstanding contributions to
post baccalaureate, graduate and professional education: Maria Damon, associate professor, department of
English, College of Liberal Arts; John Day, professor, departments of neurology and pediatrics, Medical School;
Ruth Lindquist, professor, adult and gerontological health, School ofNursing; Thomas Molitor, professor,
department of veterinary population medicine, College of Veterinary Medicine; and Bruce Wollenberg, professor,
department of electrical and eomputer engineering, Institute of Technology.
All twelve faculty members will be inducted into the Academy of Distinguished Teachers. As members ofthe
Academy, they will provide important leadership to the University community by serving as mentors, advisers
and spokespersons for the University's mission.
There is no charge to attend the awards ceremony. Registration is required and available at
www.alumni.umn.edu/distinguishedteaching. For more information, contact Jocelyn Brekken at (612) 625-9174
or brek0045@umn.edu.
The Distinguished Teaching Awards are sponsored by the Senate Committee on Educational Policy, the Senior
Vice President for Academic Affairs and Provost, and the University of Minnesota Alumni Association, whose
2007 signature partner is Macy's.
The University of Minnesota Alumni Association is an independent, 57,000- member organization dedicated to
connecting alumni, students and friends in lifelong support ofthe University of Minnesota and each other.
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U OF M CARLSON SCHOOL OF MANAGEMENT PROFESSOR SRILATA
ZAHEER ELECTED FELLOW OF THE ACADEMY OF INTERNATIONAL
BUSINESS

!

MINNEAPOLIS I ST. PAUL-- Srilata Zaheer, professor and chair of the department of strategic management
and organization at the University of Minnesota Carlson School of Management, has been elected to the Fellows
of the Academy of International Business (AlB). The AlB Fellows recognize outstanding contribution to the
scholarship and practice of international business.
Zaheer is one of 60 active AlB Fellows. New fellows can be elected only when vacancies occur. In order to be
elected, an individual must be nominated by two fellows and receive positive votes from at least 60 percent of
the voting fellows. Zaheer will be inducted as a fellow at the 2007 annual AlB meeting in June.
"Sri's nomination and selection as an AlB Fellow indicates and supports the interdisciplinary talents and
contributions of the Carlson School and its highly motivated faculty," said Alison Davis-Blake, dean of the
Carlson School of Management. "We are pleased that Sri is being recognized for her achievements with the most
prestigious honor in the field of international business."
Zaheer received her doctorate in international management from the Massachusetts Institute of Technology
(MIT), and her master's degree from the Indian Institute of Management, Ahmedabad. She is the author of more
than 30 publications and the recipient of several academic honors, including two previous awards from the AlB.
Her research interests focus on international strategy and organization, and in particular, the influence of
technology on global organization, and the legitimacy of multinational corporations. Her most recent work
focuses on offshore outsourcing in the software industry and on the impact of distance on knowledge acquisition
and dissemination.
From 1994 to 1996, Zaheer was a senior research fellow ofthe Wharton Financial Institutions Center. She is the
incoming reviewing editor of the Journal of International Business Studies, and has served on the editorial boards
of the Strategic Management Journal and Group and the journal Organization Management.
- more-
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of the Strategic Management Journal and Group and the journal Organization Management.
The Academy oflnternational Business is (AlB) is the leading association of scholars and specialists in the field
of international business. Established in 1959, AlB now has 3,182 members in 75 different countries around the
' world. Members include scholars from the leading academic institutions as well consultants and researchers.

Photo available on request.
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U OF M STUDENT'S WEB SITE NOMINATED FOR "WEBBY AWARDS"
-Graduate student's GeoGreeting.com nominated for "the Oscars of the Internet"MINNEAPOLIS I ST. PAUL-- University of Minnesota graduate student Jesse Vig's Web site
GeoGreeting.com has been nominated for the Best NetArt Website of2007. The winner will be announced May
1 and will be honored at the 11th annual Webby Awards June 5th at the Webby Awards Gala in New York City.
Vig started GeoGreeting.com for a class and .never expected to receive international notoriety for the assignment.
"I had no expectation of people actUally using the site, let alone being nominated for a Webby," said Vig. "I just
feel really fortunate that the site was recognized in this way."
GeoGreeting.com uses overhead, satellite images of letter-shaped buildings from Google Maps. Users can take
those buildings and form messages which they can email to friends.
The Webby Awards is the Internet's most respected symbol of success, according to Webbyawards.com. The
2007 Webbys received more than 8,000 entries from 50 states and 60 countries. For each category there is a
people's choice award and anyone can vote at pv.webbyawards.com.
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'LOST BOY OF SUDAN' TO SPEAK AT COLLEGE OF LIBERAL ARTS
COMMENCEMENT,MAY13
,.., John Bul Dau, a 'lost boy of Sudan,' is featured in the film 'God Grew Tired of Us' ,..,
MINNEAPOLIS I ST. PAUL-- John Bul Dau, one ofthe 'Lost Boys of Sudan' featured in the film "God Grew
Tired of Us" will deliver the commencement address at the University of Minnesota College ofLiberal Arts
commencement at 11 a.m. and again at 3 p.m. Sunday, May 13 at Northrop Auditorium, 84 Church St. S.E.,
Minneapolis. Tickets are required for both seatings and are reserved for graduates and their families.
Dau is one of thousands of African males in southern Sudan attacked in the 1980s and '90s by the Arab Sudanese
government in the north. For 16 years, beginning at age 12, Dau was either on the run from Arab militia and the
Sudanese army, wild animals, or starvation and thirst from living in refugee camps. In 2001, he was chosen to
immigrate to the United States, a place he had never heard of until he learned to read at age 17 .

.

Dau relocated to Syracuse, New York, to pursue a job and an education. Often working double-shifts at
McDonalds, UPS and other places of employment, he received a degree from Syracuse University. He was
fortunate to locate his parents and siblings in Uganda and Sudan and raised the funds necessary to bring his
mother and a sister to live with him in Syracuse in 2004.
Now married to one of the "Lost Girls," Dau has worked tirelessly on behalf of the citizens of Sudan. He is the
founder of the American Care for Sudan Foundation, which raises funds to build the Duk Lost Boys Clinic, the
first medical clinic in Duk County where Dau lived as a boy. Dau is the director of the Sudan Project at Direct
Change, which raises funds for rebuilding southern Sudan.
Dau's experiences as a Sudanese Lost Boy both in Africa and in the United States are recounted in his memoir
"God Grew Tired of Us," which was written with Michael Sweeney. "God Grew Tired of Us," recently featured
at area theaters, was directed by Christopher Quinn and narrated by Nicole Kidmari. National Geographic named
John Bul Dau as one of its eight Emerging Explorers for 2007.

- more-
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Dau photo available on request.
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TONY DUNGY SPEAKING EVENT MEDIA CREDENTIALS
-Dungy to speak at University of Minnesota Alumni Association annual celebrationMINNEAPOLIS I ST. PAUL-- The University of Minnesota Alumni Association's (UMAA) 2007 Annual
Celebration will feature U of M alumnus, world-champion Indianapolis Colts head coach and former Gopher
football star Tony Dungy as keynote speaker. This will be an open media event; however, due to ticketing of the
event, press credentials will be required.
University-issued credentials will be provided at a check-in table in Mariucci Arena the night of the event.
While the dinner portion of the event is sold out, tickets remain for the 8 p.m. program portion and can be
purchased online at www.northrop.umn.edu or by calling the ticket office at (612) 624-2345. They can also be
purchased directly at the Northrop Box Office, 84 Church St. S.E., Minneapolis.
Special guest at the event is Stan Freese, U of M alum, tuba soloist and talent, casting and booking director for
Disney Entertainment Productions. Freese will perform with members of the University of Minnesota Marching
Band.

Credential Requirements
Media should request credentials by going to www.urnn.edu/urelate/newsservice/cred/ and reply by completing
the on-line form by Friday, May 4.
To read a previous news release about the UMAA Annual Celebration, visit
http://www. ur. umn.edu/FMPro?-db=releases&-lay=web&-format=unsreleases/releasesdetail.html&-ReciD=3 62
82&-Find
Recording of the event is permitted for news purposes, but permission is needed to replay the whole event or
full-length speeches by the speakers. Media wishing to use audio or video of the full event or of one of the
speakers should contact Justin Ware at (612) 626-1720 or ware@umn.edu
- more-
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Media planning on sending satellite trucks or have other special needs should contact Ware.
Tony Dungy's media availability to be determined at a later date.
Event details are available at www.alumni.umn.edu/annualcelebration.
TCF Bank and M.A. Mortenson Company are co-sponsoring the UMAA Annual Celebration; Macy's is the
association's 2007 signature sponsor.
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U OF M PRESIDENT ROBERT BRUININKS TO VISIT ALEXANDRIA
,., President to discuss biofuels and renewable energy with community leaders,.,

University of Minnesota president Robert Bruininks will be spending the day in Alexandria, meeting with
community leaders and U of M alumni on Thursday, April 19. Bruininks will be available to answer questions
from the media from 4:30 to 5 p.m. at Discovery Middle School, 510 McKay Ave. N., Alexandria. Members of
the media are invited to the president's reception and speech from 5 to 6:30p.m. at the same location.
Earlier in the day, Bruininks will be meeting with community leaders and discussing a number of topics including
automation and robotics, biomedical technology, biofuels and renewable energy.
On Friday, Bruininks will make his way to Morris where he will attend the inauguration of U of M Morris
Chancellor Jacqueline Johnson. Media availability for that event TBD.

WHO:
WHEN:

University of Minnesota President Robert Bruininks
4:30p.m. Thursday, April19

WHERE:

Discovery Middle School, 510 McKay Ave N., Alexandria, MN
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ART AND PERFORMANCE FEATURED IN U OF M SPONSORED KOREAN
EXHIBIT OPENING SATURDAY
The multimedia art exhibit "Still Present Pasts" opens at 7 p.m. Saturday, April 14, at Intermedia Arts, 2822
Lyndale Ave S, Minneapolis, with a celebration. Galleries will be open from 7 to 10 p.m., and a program from 8 9 p.m. will feature the Chang Mi dancers, Shinparam drummers and poetry readings by Ed Bok Lee, Walter Lew
and Sun Y ung Shin.
"Still Present Pasts," presented by the University of Minnesota, attempts to demystify and define what the
Korean War meant in relation to the Cold War, millions of Koreans who were separated from their families and
friends, U.S. and Korean soldiers, and the 150,000 Korean children (about 15,000 of them in Minnesota) who
have been adopted worldwide.
"Still Present Pasts" was developed by a consortium of visual and performing artists and curated by Boston
College psychology professor Ramsay Liem. Their goal in creating the exhibit was to use art and oral history as a
way to heal old wounds and to connect our past histories with our current lives.
WHAT:

Still Present Pasts art exhibit about legacy of Korean War

WHEN:

7 to 10 p.m. Saturday, April 14

WHERE:

Intermedia Arts, 2822 Lyndale Ave S., Minneapolis
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GOV. TIM PAWLENTY TO SPEAK AT THE UNIVERSITY OF MINNESOTA LAW
SCHOOL MONDAY
Gov. Tim Pawlenty will speak at an event hosted by the University of Minnesota Law School Chapter ofthe
Federalist Society at 12:20 p.m. Monday, April16, in Room 25 of Walter Mondale Hall, 229 19th Ave. S.,
Minneapolis.
The governor will reflect on his time as a student at the Law School and speak about current legal issues. The
Federalist Society hosts a variety of lectures and debates throughout the school year.
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U OF M TO HOST NATIONAL TRANSPORTATION POLICY AND REVENUE
FIELD HEARING
,.. U. S. transportation secretary expected to participate in event,..
MINNEAPOLIS I ST. PAUL -- The University of Minnesota's Center for Transportation Studies (CTS) and
the Minnesota Department of Transportation will host a National Surface Transportation Policy and Revenue
Study Commission field hearing Wednesday, April18 at 8 a.m. at the McNamara Alumni Center, 200 Oak St.
S.E., Minneapolis. The event is open to the public. No registration is needed.
The Minnesota heari~g, one of several held around the country since July 2006, is expected to focus on five main
transportation themes, with several expert witnesses testifying about each. U.S. Transportation Secretary Mary
Peters, along with two dozen regional and national transportation advocates, policymakers, researchers and
professionals, will participate.
Wednesday's Minnesota field hearing is structured around five panels, followed by public testimony. Those
panels are: multidisciplinary solutions to traffic safety; role of rural areas and local governments in a new national
transportation policy; recommendations for a new national transportation policy; multimodal transportation
congestion solutions; and freight user perspectives and solutions.
Since May 2006, the National Surface Transportation Policy and Revenue Study Commission has met regularly
to hear about the challenges facing America's surface transportation network. The commission has been holding
field hearings around the country to gather input for its recommendations. Commissioners have heard testimony
from national transportation advocates, policymakers, industry, labor and from the general public in a series of
public sessions in Washington, D.C.
The National Surface Transportation Policy and Revenue Study Commission was created because members of
Congress declared "it is in the national interest to preserve and enhance the surface transportation system to
meet the needs of the United States for the 21st century."

- more-
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The commission consists of 12 members who represent federal, state, and local governments, metropolitan
planning organizations, transportation-related industries, and public interest organizations. The Commission is
working to examine not only the condition and future needs ofthe nation's surface transportation system, but
also short- and long-term alternatives to replace or supplement the fuel tax as the principal revenue source to
support the Highway Trust Fund over the next 30 years.
For further information about the hearing, contact Stephanie Jackson at 612-624-8398 or sjackson@cts.umn.edu,
or see www.cts.urnn.edu/Events/NatlSurfaceFieldHearing.html.
WHAT:
WHEN:
WHERE:

National Surface Transportation Policy and Revenue Study Commission field hearing
8 a.m. April 18
McNamara Alumni Center, 200 Oak St. S.E., Minneapolis
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CORRIDOR HOUSING INITIATIVE RECEIVES NATIONAL AWARD FOR
INNOVATIVE PROGRAM
- U of M to host screening of 'Corridor Housing Initiative: Because Place Matters' MINNEAPOLIS I ST. PAUL -- An effort that brings city and community partners together to design and shape
the future of housing and neighborhoods is receiving a national award for its work. The University of Minnesota
Metropolitan Design Center played a key role in the work of the Center for Neighborhoods' collaborative
Corridor Housing Initiative.
The Center for Neighborhoods' collaborative Corridor Housing Initiative (CHI) is receiving the American
Planning Association's (APA) 2007 National Planning Excellence Award for a Grassroots Initiative. The
initiative is receiving the award for its innovative program to develop affordable housing in existing
neighborhoods and the Metropolitan Design Center is a core member of the initiative's technical team
responsible for design.
To celebrate the award and to make people aware of what CHI offers and how it can be a resource for their
neighborhoods, a public screening of the DVD, "Corridor Housing Initiative: Because Place Matters," will be
held from 5 to 6 p.m. Thursday, April19, in the Rapson Hall Auditorium, 89 Church St., S.E., Minneapolis. A
reception will follow. Produced and directed by Tom DeBiaso, the video highlights the initiative's innovative
approach.
Proposals to increase housing density in existing neighborhoods are usually fraught with division, debate and
opposition. People are hungry to shape the places they live, but often lack the tools and knowledge to influence
design and development, said Ann Forsyth, director of the U ofM's Metropolitan Design Center.
"The initiative is a resource for those people and helps bring city and community partners together to shape that
future ofhousing, within the context of what is financially viable," Forsyth said.
"The initiative shows the importance of getting residents meaningfully engaged in shaping the future of their

- more-
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neighborhoods," said Carol Rhea, AP A Awards Jury Chairwoman. "Any community looking for a new way to
resolve controversial neighborhood redevelopment and infill issues should consider using this as a model," she
said.
The heart of the initiative's program involves an interactive block exercise facilitated by a neutral team of design
and development experts from the initiative's technical team. Through this hands-on educational workshop
residents, neighborhood leaders, and other participants develop their own housing development proposals and
test them to see whether they are financially viable. As a result, participants learn about cost factors and other
considerations developers must address when putting together a proposal.
"The Corridor Housing Initiative pulls citizens out of the reactionary role that they play in community
development decisions, and into a proactive role where they play an active part in directing development for
their community," said Gretchen Nicholls, executive director of the Center for Neighborhoods.
The Corridor Housing Initiative is highlighted in the April issue of Planning magazine, on AP A's website,
http://www.planning.org. and on its own web site at www.housingintiative.org
The initiative, started in 2001, has been used in eight project areas to date. Development proposals that adhere to
community defined development objectives are underway in five of those areas, all of which incorporate
affordable housing into the projects. The Corridor Housing Initiative is currently expanding to serve a broader
range of urban and suburban cities throughout the Twin Cities metropolitan area. Additional information is
available about the Initiative at www.housinginitiative.org.
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U OF M EXPERT HAS EARLY SPRING LAWN-CARE TIPS
- Warm weather doesn't always mean your yard is ready for work -

Warm weather's return might push a lot of us outside to work on our yards. But experts at the University of
Minnesota want to caution homeowners against doing too much, too fast.
Bob Mugaas, University of Minnesota Extension
Soft, wet ground is fine for reseeding, but any heavy-duty yard work should wait for dryer conditions, according
to University of Minnesota lawn-care expert Bob Mugaas.
The recent cold weather has slowed down the development of most area lawns. Mugaas has tips for homeowners
in the upper Midwest; what type of work should they be doing to their lawn, what they shouldn't do and how a
homeowner knows when is the right time to get work done.
"It is individualized," said Mugaas. "In a simple way, people can be their own detective ... it's not rocket
science."

Mugaas is available the week of April 16th with lawn-care advice for area homeowners as it relates to current
weather conditions.
To interview Mugaas, contact Julie Christensen at (612) 626-4077 or Justin Ware at (612) 626-1720

Expert Alert is a service provided by the University News Service. Delivered regularly, Expert Alert is designed to
connect university experts to today's breaking news and current events. For an archive and other useful media
services, visit www.unews.umn.edu.
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GREEN TOURISM IS DRIVING FORCE BEHIND U OF M CONFERENCE
- National Geographic's Costas Christ, WCCO's Paul Douglas and Sweet Land's Ali Selim
headline U of M sustainable tourism conferenceMINNEAPOLIS I ST. PAUL -- WCCO chief meteorologist Paul Douglas, world tourism expert Costas Christ
and Ali Selim, director of the critically acclaimed film Sweet Land, will participate in the Minnesota Conference
on Sustainable Tourism to be held April25-26 at the Minnesota Landscape Arboretum, 3675 Arboretum Dr.,
Chaska.
Sustainable tourism attempts to make a low impact on the environment and local culture, while helping to
generate income, employment and the conservation of local ecosystems. Hosted by the University of Minnesota
Tourism Center, the two-day workshop is intended for tourism practitioners, community decision makers and
elected officials, as well as members of the public interested in sustainable tourism.
The conference kicks off April 25 at 1 p.m. with a panel that will feature Douglas and U of M forest resources
professor Lee Frelich. The two will examine the implications of global warming on Minnesota's tourism industry.
Christ, a columnist for National Geographic, will speak at 9 a.m. April26 on global trends and how businesses
are moving forward with sustainable tourism practices.
Selim, who directed Sweet Land on location in southwest Minnesota, will show clips from the film starting at 6
p.m. April25. He will discuss the decision to make it a carbon neutral production.
Douglas, Christ and Selim will be available for interviews during the conference.
Research shows that sustainable tourism practices are recognized and desired by travelers. According to the
Travel Industry Association of America (TIA), one-third of all U.S. travelers say they are influenced by a
company's actions to preserve the environment, history and culture of destinations. In Minnesota, tourism
generates more than 10 billion dollars in sales and employs more than 240,000 people.

- more-
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A source of tourism research and education in the state and beyond, the University of Minnesota Tourism
Center is a collaboration of University of Minnesota Extension and the College of Food, Agricultural and Natural
Resource Sciences.
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UNIVERSITIES LAUNCH BROADBAND OPTICAL RESEARCH, EDUCATION
AND SCIENCES NETWORK
MINNEAPOLIS I ST. PAUL-- The University of Minnesota, Iowa State University, the University oflowa
and the University of Wisconsin-Madison announced today the creation ofthe Broadband Optical Research,
Education and Sciences Network (BOREAS-Net). The high-speed optical network allows researchers at the four
founding universities to share data and computational resources among researchers worldwide and to collaborate
on research activities with other institutions.
BOREAS-Net is a regional optical network consisting of a ring of optical fiber cable and associated optical
networking equipment that will allow the four partnering universities to connect to national networks based in
Chicago. The network's innovative use of fiber optic cable allows BOREAS-Net members to control their own
bandwidth and maintain a greater degree of flexibility within the network.
Among the many benefits of the partnership, the dedicated high-speed connectivity will allow campus
researchers to:
• Access databases at other institutions
• Aggregate data from sources around the country
• Allow institutions to share management of databases
• Access supercomputing centers
• Control and transfer data from specialized instruments, such as large telescopes, at national laboratories and
other institutions.
The universities believe the network will give their researchers an edge in competing for both top faculty
members and research grants.
The partnership among these often-competing universities will allow for greater capacity and lower costs to each
institution. "As our Universities generate and consume more and more network traffic, the BOREAS-Net project
will allow us to meet these needs in a cost effective manner," said project manager Pat Christian. "This
partnership will benefit all the members and provide this capacity and capability in ways that would not be

- more-
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attainable by any one of the individual institutions."
The four founding institutions hope that other Midwestern institutions will join the BOREAS-Net coalition.
"Minnesota, Wisconsin, Iowa and Iowa State have made the investment for the benefit of researchers at our
universities," said Steve Cawley, vice presid~nt for information technology at the University of Minnesota and
chair of BOREAS-Net. "But our primary goal is the advancement of research in higher education- and we think
other institutions will see the value in joining us."

..
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U OF M LAUNCHES NEW CAREER-BUILDING WEB SITE
- College of Continuing Education to hold a demonstration next month MINNEAPOLIS I ST. PAUL-- The College of Continuing Education is proud to announce the launch of the
University of Minnesota CareerPath; a free, online career management tool that helps professionals visualize
their skills and experience in a compelling new way.
The public is invited to a demonstration of CareerPath by lifework consultant Janet Pelto. The demonstration is
9-10 a.m., Saturday, May 19 and will be held at the Continuing Education and Conference Center at 1890 Buford
Ave., St. Paul. People can Rrgister by calling 612-624-4000 or by visiting www.cce.umn.edu/path.
CareerPath is a free online tool that helps users map out their career past and future by manipulating their career
and skill information in new ways to find unseen links. Features include:
• A "visual resume" that helps users see their background in a compelling new format.
• The ability to view other people's career histories, thus enabling a user to imagine new possibilities and map
out a new path for themselves. (Privacy controls protect potentially identifying information from being viewed
by others. Also, users can completely opt out of having their career history viewed by others.)
• "Power profiles" that offer many different "views" of a user's career history. This tool allows users to isolate
particular aspects of their background, so they can both better understand their own working styles and better
present themselves to future employers. Views include:
• A highly detailed career history, so that users can have all their employment information in front of them as
they select which portions to highlight for a targeted resume;
• "Self-knowledge" areas including strengths, weaknesses and decision-making skills, so users can see which areas
they might want to focus on for improvement and which areas are demonstrated strengths they can emphasize
- more-
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for potential employers;
• "Personal network" areas, listing friends and coworkers from different stages in life so users can maximize their
contacts;
• Past job "roles," as opposed to job titles, to help users have a fuller picture of what skills they have used in
particular jobs; and
• "Decisions" areas, which detail why users took or left each of their jobs, to help potential job-seekers better
understand what they're looking for in a job.
Through the University of Minnesota CareerPath, users can tap into all of these resources for free. For more
information, to register for the free demonstration or to start using CareerPath, visit www.cce.umn.edu/path or
call (612) 624-4000.
Through the University of Minnesota's College of Continuing Education, motivated adults enrich their personal
and professional lives through learning opportunities ranging from courses, workshops, and retreats to credit
certificates and bachelor's and master's degrees. For more information about the college, please call (612)
624-4000 or visit www.cce.umn.edu.
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VIRGINIA TECH SHOOTINGS AND SCHOOL VIOLENCE
University of Minnesota experts who can discuss the tragic shooting at Virginia Tech are:

Ross MacMillan, professor of sociology, University of Minnesota
MacMillan has taught classes on school shootings and researched the topic for nearly 20 years. He's an expert
in the field and available for interviews.
Jane Gilgun, professor of social work, University of Minnesota
Gilgun researches how people overcome adversities, the development of violent behaviors and the meaning of
violence to perpetrators. Gilgun just yesterday completed a research proposal to look into what happens in "real
time" to a perpetrator during an act of violence similiar to the Virginia Tech tragedy.
Gilgun has developed a checklist for detecting the potential for violence. It is available here:
www. umn.edu/urelate/newsservice/downloads/detecting-the-potential.doc
Her paper, "Assessing the Potential for Violence," is available here:
www.umn.edu/urelate/newsservice/downloads/gilgun-2-violence.doc
Edward Taylor, professor of social work, University of Minnesota
Taylor recently completed a research article on the developmental histories of more than 200 people who were
violent and had schizophrenia. He has also done a survey of high school students' fears about school violence.
His current research looks at mental disorders and violence.
To interview any of the experts above, contact Asim Dorovic at (612) 624-0214 or dorovic@umn.edu; or Drew
Swain at (612) 625-8962 or dswain@umn.edu

Expert Alert is a service provided by the University News Service. Delivered regularly, Expert Alert is designed

to connect university experts to today's breaking news and current events. For an archive and other useful media
services, visit www.unews.umn.edu.
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''WHY ASIAN AMERICAN STUDIES MATTERS," A TALK BY DISTINGUISHED
AUTHOR AND PROFESSOR SUCHENG CHAN
Sucheng Chan, a founder and leading scholar in the field of Asian American Studies, will give a talk on "Why
Asian American Studies Matters," Thursday, April26, 5 p.m. in 120 Andersen Library, 222 21st Ave. S.,
Minneapolis. This event, followed by a book signing, will inaugurate the establishment of the new Sucheng Chan
Collection in Asian American studies at the Immigration History Research Center at the University of
Minnesota.
"It is an enormous honor that she has chosen the University of Minnesota as the home for her invaluable
collection of Asian J\merican studies books and personal research files," said Erika Lee, associate professor of
history. "Faculty, graduate and undergraduate students, and community members will be able to take advantage
of this amazing collection in courses and for research. It confirms Minnesota's importance in the field of Asian
American studies nationally."
Chan is professor emeritus of Asian American studies and global studies at the University of California, Santa
Barbara. Her teaching and advocacy has influenced generations of students and has helped establish Asian
American studies programs across the country.
WHEN:
WHERE:
Minneapolis

5 p.m. Thursday, April26
120 Andersen Library, University of Minnesota, west bank campus, 222 21st Avenue South,
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U OF M'S GREAT CONVERSATIONS FOCUSES ON THE HUMAN FACE OF
IMMIGRATION
- Emmy-winner Ruben Martinez will appear with the U's Donna Gabaccia MINNEAPOLIS I ST. PAUL -- Immigration to the United States has been a dominant topic in recent political and
social dialogue. In the May Great Conversations, Emmy-winning journalist Ruben Martinez and Donna Gabaccia will
shed light on immigration's human face as they discuss recent political events, immigration policy issues and the
larger historical and social contexts of the American immigrant experience. The event starts at 7:30 p.m. Tuesday,
May 8, at Ted Mann Concert Hall, 2128 Fourth St. S, Minneapolis.
Martinez is author of The New Americans and Crossing Over: A Mexican Family on the Migrant Trail. Gabaccia is
professor of history and director of the Immigration History Research Center at the University of Minnesota.
Following their discussion, audience members are invited to share a dessert reception with the speakers.
Single tickets are $28.50 or $23.50 for university faculty, alumni, students and staff. For more information or to
purchase tickets, visit www.cce.umn.edu/conversations or call (612) 624-2345.
Great Conversations is produced by the College of Continuing Education at the University of Minnesota. This annual
series pairs outstanding U faculty members with a national thought-leader of their choice for a public discussion on
today's most pressing issues.
The final event in the 2007 series is a June 5 discussion of finding meaning in one's life with What Color is Your
Parachute? by Richard Bolles and Power of Purpose by Richard Leider.
Through the College of Continuing Education, motivated adults enrich their personal and professional lives through
learning opportunities ranging from courses, workshops, and retreats to credit certificates and bachelor's and master's
degrees. For more information about the college, please call (612) 624-4000 or visit www.cce.umn.edu.
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CARLSON SCHOOL STUDENT ERICK BOUSTEAD IS UNIVERSITY OF
MINNESOTA'S FIRST UDALL SCHOLAR
MINNEAPOLIS I ST. PAUL-- Erick Boustead, a junior at the Carlson School of Management, University of
Minnesota, has been named a 2007 Udall Scholar. Boustead is the first University of Minnesota student to be
awarded a Udall Scholarship.
The Morris K. Udall Scholarship Foundation was established by U.S. Congress in 1992 to honor Congressman
Udall's legacy of public service. There have been 916 Udall Scholars since 1996. The 80 Udall Scholars will
assemble in Tucson, Ariz., Aug. 1-5 to receive their awards and to meet policy makers and community leaders.
The scholarships are funded to support and encourage undergraduates who are committed to pursuing careers
related either to the environment or to Native American health and tribal affairs.
Boustead is an entrepreneurial management major and corporate environmental management minor, who received
the $5,000 scholarship for his commitment to environmental issues. During his time at the university, he founded
a U of M student group -- the Music and Entertainment Business Organization. He currently serves on the state
board of directors for the Minnesota Public Interest Research Group, plays drums in the local band GENA and
is interning with MusicMatters, a company that aims to green the music industry.
"I want my passion for music, interest in environmental issues and experience in business to be positive forces
for social change," said Boustead. Upon his 2008 graduation, he plans to found a company that will seek to
uncover innovative ways to release recordings, conduct marketing campaigns with environmentally friendly
materials and plan sustainable tours for groups.
"Of the many students I have interacted with, I would say without hesitation that Erick is the most devoted to
environmental issues," said Susan Meyer Goldstein, Carlson School associate professor.
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UNIVERSITY OF MINNESOTA PROFESSOR JOHN ARCHER RECEIVES
ARCHITECTURAL BOOK AWARD
MINNEAPOLIS I ST. PAUL-- University of Minnesota professor John Archer received the 2007 Society of
Architectural Historians' Alice Davis Hitchcock Award for his book "Architecture and Suburbia: From English
Villa to American Dream House."
"This honor not only recognizes John Archer"s exemplary work but reminds us of the importance to human
communities of the work we do in this college," said Steven Rosenstone, dean of the College of Liberal Arts.
"This remarkable book exemplifies the best in research and public engagement, addressing critical questions of
how and where we live. And as an award-winning teacher, John is bringing his gifts of understanding to his
students, who will shape tomorrow's homes and communities."
Archer is professor in the department of cultural studies and comparative literature in the College of Liberal Arts
at the University of Minnesota. He is also a professor in the art history department and an adjunct professor for
the department of American studies.
The Hitchcock committee described his honored work as "a history that explores the roots of contemporary
attitudes toward the most familiar of American architectural objects, the single-family suburban house ...
Rejecting the argument of the opponents of suburbia that cookie cutter houses create mass-produced
personalities, he sees the suburban house as a baseline of opportunity, a starting point. The homeowner's
personal experience determines how he or she reads what the developer provides and the marketplace offers
more than enough material goods to personalize each home."
The Alice Davis Hitchcock Book Award was established in 1949 to recognize annually the most distinguished
work of scholarship in the history of architecture published by a North American scholar. The winning
publication becomes part of the society's permanent collection, displayed in the library of the Charnley-Persky
House in Chicago, Ill.
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CONVERSATION ON ENERGY COMES TO U OF M ROCHESTER CAMPUS
MINNEAPOLIS I ST. PAUL -- How Minnesota and the United States will meet growing energy needs in the
future will be the topic of conversation at 6:30p.m. on Thursday, April26 in Rochester at a town hall meeting
hosted by the University of Minnesota and ConocoPhillips. It will take place at the Radisson Plaza Hotel, 150
S. Broadway, Rochester.
Several hundred Minnesota residents will discuss the state and nation's energy future as part of Conversation
on Energy, a public outreach program to discuss energy solutions that are secure, reliable, available and
environmentally responsible.
ConocoPhillips representatives and local leaders from business, industry, renewable energy, environment and
conservation will share their views on topics including traditional oil and gas development and consumption,
renewable fuels, alternative energy sources, and energy efficiency and conservation. Members of the audience
will be invited to ask questions and share their ideas on energy solutions.
Dick Hemmingsen, director, University of Minnesota's Initiative for Renewable Energy and the Environment,
will serve as the event moderator. Featured panelists at Conversation on Energy Rochester are:
• Bob Ridge, vice president, Health, Safety and Environment, ConocoPhillips
• Sabrina Watkins, manager, Advanced Technology, ConocoPhillips
• Representatives from the Minnesota Center for Environment Advocacy, the Minnesota Renewable Energy
Society and the Farm Bureau.
Several local and statewide business, community and industry associations are participating as partners for the
meeting.
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"The University of Minnesota has a long and distinguished history of research and outreach in the areas of
renewable energy and the environment," said Hemmingsen. "We look forward to participating with
ConocoPhillips and community members in southeast Minnesota for this important and timely discussion of the
nation's energy future."
Rochester is one of 35 stops on a nationwide "listening tour" that ConocoPhillips launched in late 2006.
ConocoPhillips is an integrated petroleum company with interests around the world. For more information, go to
www.conocophillips.com. Individuals interested in learning more about participating in the national
Conversation on Energy can visit www.conocophillips.com/energy.
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COMMUNICATIONS EXPERT SAYS MEDIA'S OVERPLAYING OF VIRGINIA
TECH GUNMAN'S VIDEO INCREASES ODDS OF VIOLENT BEHAVIOR
- New media expert talks on how news dissemination has changed -

The news media has become part of the story involving the Virginia Tech tragedy. One University of Minnesota
expert says that replaying the gunman's video will lead to more violence. A second U ofM expert can talk about
how new media has changed the distribution of the news. The experts are:

Edward Schiappa, communications studies professor at the University of Minnesota
Schiappa says television and online media are overplaying the news footage of Cho Seung-Hui. "As much as I
hate to say it- if another tragedy similar to the one at Virginia Tech happens in the next few weeks, the media
will be partly responsible," Schiappa says.
Schiappa says that one of the most specific proven theories of media effects is known as the "copycat
phenomenon." This phenomenon is particularly strong with media violence. "For example, nationally televised
bomb threats consistently produce copycats, as we've seen at schools and universities throughout the nation."
"Furthermore, research on media "priming effects" (more than a dozen studies) has shown that televised violence
primes this behavior among aggressive viewers and increases the odds of violent behavior," Schiappa said.

Nora Paul, the Institute for New Media Studies director in the School of Journalism and Mass
Communication
Paul can discuss how new media including the Internet, cell phones, blogs and social networking Web sites
played a significant role in getting the first news out about the Virginia Tech massacre. Paul has tracked the way
news was coming out about the massacre and found it intriguing that some of the freshest information was being
posted to non-mainstream news sources and provided by non-journalists. "This is going to be one of those
watershed moments that show how much alternative news feeds are informing both news organizations and news
consumers."

- more-
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To interview Schiappa or Paul, contact Patty Mattern at (612) 624-2801 or matte016@umn.edu.

Expert Alert is a service provided by the University News Service. Delivered regularly, Expert Alert is designed to
connect university experts to today's breaking news and current events. For an archive and other useful media
services, visit www.unews.umn.edu.
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U OF M'S COLLEGE OF CONTINUING EDUCATION HAS DIVERSE 2007
GRADUATING CLASS
-Former Gopher, NBA player and CCE graduate Trent Tucker to give keynote addressMINNEAPOLIS I ST. PAUL -- From a Hmong student hoping to use her degree to bridge the gap between
Hmong parents and their first-generation American children to an athlete with a degree in addiction studies who
hopes to prevent relapse in drug addicts; the University of Minnesota's College of Continuing Education is
graduating a strong and diverse 2007 class.
The CCE commencement ceremony starts at 10 a.m., Saturday, May 5 at Northrop Auditorium, 84 Church St.
S.E., Minneapolis.
Many of the outstanding graduates this year seek to make a difference in the community. For instance, the
following are three College of Continuing Education class of 2007 graduates who are ready to put their degrees to
work and improve the world around us.
Gao Vang, a member of the Minneapolis Hmong community and a 2007 graduate, plans to give to the
community by working for a social service agency. Her goal is to help bridge the gap between Hmong parents
and their first-generation American children, who, according to Vang, feel pressure to be both the perfect Hmong
child and a "cool" American child. V ang also wants to help educate the Hmong community about healthy
lifestyles. She designed her College of Continuing Education degree, with its concentrations in family social
science, public health and sociology, to help her move towards both of these goals, according to Vang.
Athlete Keith Clepper of New Hope also plans to help build healthier communities. Clepper will focus on
preventing drug addiction relapse through physical fitness. He will graduate with a degree in addiction studies,
psychology and coaching studies and hopes to earn certifications after graduation as a coach and psychologist.
After taking college courses at North Hennepin Community College and Saint Cloud State University, Clepper
enrolled in the CCE because he was attracted by the flexibility of creating his own degree. During his time at the
college, Clepper was a national qualifier for the United States Tennis Association League Tennis Championship

- more-
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in his category, completed an internship in chemical dependency counseling at Unity Hospital in Fridley and also
began working as an assistant tennis coach at Andover High School. His long-term goal is to build a "relapse
prevention program incorporating alternative therapies and then finally teach addiction studies here at the
university."
Maplewood resident Sandra Dolinski plans to have an impact in public health as well, but through a different
approach. Dolinski, who is graduating with a degree in life sciences, public health and the history of medicine,
plans to study intellectual property law in graduate school so that she can work in the medical device industry
with a focus on making devices safe and effective for future patients.
Overall, approximately 300 bachelor degree candidates will be graduating May 5. The keynote speaker will be
former Gopher basketball and NBA player Trent Tucker. Tucker, a 2005 College of Continuing Education
graduate, played 11 seasons in the NBA, was a commentator for the Minnesota Timberwolves, and can now be
heard on KFAN radio. In addition, he is the founder ofthe Trent Tucker Non-Profit Organization, which is
dedicated to helping inner-city youth make positive choices in life.
Through the University of Minnesota's College of Continuing Education, motivated adults enrich their personal
and professional lives through learning opportunities ranging from courses, workshops, and retreats to credit
certificates and bachelor's and master's degrees. For more information about the college, please call (612)
624-4000 or visit www.cce.umn.edu.
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THE DEATH OF BORIS VELTSIN
Boris Yeltsin, the first democratically elected leader of Russia, died today from heart failure. The controversial
politician brought revolutionary political change and the introduction of democratic principles that had been lost
to years of communism. A University of Minnesota expert who can comment on the Yeltsin years is:

Thomas Wolfe, University of Minnesota history professor
Wolfe's research focuses on post-communist Russia and the evolution of its media. He can discuss how Yeltsin's
regard for freedom of the press was "strikingly open compared to his predecessors" and what other changes the
president instilled in the troubled country.
To interview Wolfe, contact Drew Swain at (612) 625-8962 or dswain@umn.edu, or Asim Dorovic at (612)
624-0214 or dorovic@umn.edu.

Expert Alert is a service provided by the University News Service. Delivered regularly, Expert Alert is designed to
connect university experts to today's breaking news and current events. For an archive and other useful media
services, visit www.unews.umn.edu.
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UNIVERSITY OF MINNESOTA ANNOUNCES 2007 U READS LIST
-List, video clips, free posters available at www.cce.umn.edu/ureadsMINNEAPOLIS I ST. PAUL-- The University of Minnesota has announced the 2007 U Reads list, an annual
reading list of 10 books recommended by faculty, staff and students from around the University community.
This year's list features the program's first graphic novel and first book of poetry.
Also new this year is a revamped Web site, with short videos of recommenders ranging from Jon Hallberg,
associate professor of family medicine to Rusty Barcelo, vice president and vice provost for equity and
diversity, talking about their selections and the experience and importance of reading. The Web site also includes
written commentary from each of the recommenders about their books.
Free posters are available by visiting www.cce.umn.edu/ureads or by calling (612) 624-7770.
The 2007 U Reads poster was designed by College of Continuing Education graphic designer Adam Turman and
features the list and a graphic view of the Weisman Art Museum from the Washington Avenue Bridge.
On August 7, a one-day personal enrichment course, "You Have to Read This!" will focus on the U Reads list.
1

Instructors for the class include writers Robert Alexander and Charles Baxter, as well as three of this year's U
Reads recommenders: Julie Schumacher, Larry Jacobs and Jon Hallberg. For more information on the course,
which is offered through the Curiosity Camp program, visit www.cce.umn.edu/curiosity.
The 2007 list is:

The Art ofPossibility: Transforming Professional and Personal Life, by Rosamund Stone Zander and Benjamin
Zander
Recommended by Darlyne Bailey, dean, College of Education and Human Development and assistant to the
president

- more-
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Telling to Live: Latina Feminist Testimonios, by the Latina Feminist Group
Recommended by Rusty Barcelo, vice president and vice P\provost, equity and diversity

Field Notes from a Catastrophe: Man, Nature and Climate Change, by Elizabeth Kolbert
Recommended by Robert Crabb, director, U ofM Bookstores

Persepolis: The Story of a Childhood, by Marjane Satrapi
Recommended by Dr. Jon Hallberg, professor of family medicine and MPR health commentator

Mountains Beyond Mountains: The Quest of Dr. Paul Farmer, a Man Who Would Cure the World, by Tracy
Kidder
Recommended by Larry Jacobs, Walter F. and Joan Mondale Chair for Political Studies, and director, Center for
the Study of Politics and Governance, Hubert H. Humphrey Institute

The Year ofMagical Thinking, by Joan Didion
Recommended by Mary Jo Kane, Director, Tucker Center for Research on Girls & Women in Sport, College of
Education and Human Development

George Washington Gomez: A Mexicotexan Novel, by Americo Paredes
Recommended by Louis Mendoza, chair, department of chicano studies
On Late Style: Music and Literature Against the Grain, by Edward W. Said
Recommended by Clarence Morgan, chair, department of art
Incomplete Knowledge: Poems, by Jeffrey Harrison
Recommended by Julie Schumacher, director, creative writing program

On Beauty, by Zadie Smith
Recommended by Jenny Weber, U ofM student, host ofRock & Roll Over on Radio K
U Reads is coordinated by the College of Continuing Education at the University of Minnesota.
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U OF MALUM TO BE HONORED AT 2007 ANNUAL CELEBRATION HAS A
GREAT STORY AND A UNIQUE TALENT
.... World-renowned tuba soloist Stan Freese will perform at the 2007 annual celebration with
keynote speaker Tony Dungy -

With two sons whose resumes include performing with Green Day, Sting, Nine Inch Nails and Jewel, University
of Minnesota alumnus Stan Freese has a lot to be proud of. Not to mention the fact that Freese, a Disney talent
booking agent, is considered one of the best tuba players in the world, and, that he will be honored during the
2007 University of Minnesota Alumni Association's (UMAA) Annual Celebration program starting at 8 p.m.,
May 8, at Mariucci Arena, 1901 4th St. S.E., Minneapolis.
At the event, Freese will be presented with the Outstanding Achievement Award; the University of Minnesota's
highest award presented to alumni.
"I am totally blown away by this award from the U of M and am truly humbled and grateful and still in
disbelief," said Freese.
Freese will receive his award and perform with the University of Minnesota marching band as part of the
evening's entertainment. The theme for the night is bringing Gopher football back to campus: a new home for the
team and improved facilities for the marching band.
Freese is available leading up to the event to talk about his award and what it's like having a family with
incredible musical talent.
"Both of my sons are presently and have been for a long time involved in the pop music scene," said Freese.
"We are a busy tribe of musicians and loving every second of it."
Tickets for the 2007 UMAA Annual Celebration program are still available. Reserve your seat by calling U's
ticket office at (612) 624-2345 or by going online at www.alumni.umn.edu.
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UNIVERSITY OF MINNESOTA NATIONAL EXPERT ON TITLE IX AVAILABLE FOR
MEDIA INTERVIEWS
This year marks the 35th anniversary of Title IX, the landmark federal legislation requiring gender equity in
education and athletics. The law was enacted on June 23, 1972. Mary Jo Kane is a leading national expert on
Title IX who has written extensively on the social and political implications of Title IX. She is available to
discuss the impact of Title IX, criticisms of Title IX and the future of the federal law.
Kane, a professor of sport sociology and the director of the Tucker Center for Research on Girls & Women in
Sport in the College of Education and Human Development, Kane can discuss the numerous myths and
misrepresentations surrounding Title IX, such as the myth that Title IX forces schools to drop men's sports.
"Title IX brought about a sea change in American society when it comes to athletic opportunities for girls and
women," Kane said. "In one generation, we have gone from young girls hoping that there is a team, to young girls
hoping that they'll make the team."
Kane will be among leading policy makers, scholars and public officials who will speak at the one day national
conference, "Title IX Today, Title IX Tomorrow," hosted by the Stanford Center on Ethics at Stanford
University on Saturday, April 25.
Media Note: Title IX anniversary is June 23, but Kane is available starting now for interviews.
To interview Kane, contacts Patty Mattern at (612) 624-2801 or matte016@urnn.edu.

Expert Alert is a service provided by the University News Service. Delivered regularly, Expert Alert is designed to
connect university experts to today's breaking news and current events. For an archive and other useful media
services, visit www.unews.umn.edu.
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REP. STEVE SVIGGUM WILL JOIN U OF M HUMPHREY INSTITUTE AS SENIOR
FELLOW
MINNEAPOLIS I ST. PAUL -- The University of Minnesota Humphrey Institute of Public Affairs welcomes
State Rep. Steve Sviggum (R-Kenyon) as a senior fellow in the Center for the Study of Politics and Governance.
He will teach and conduct research primarily on legislative leadership, the legislative process and political ethics
reform. Sviggum will begin June 1.
"Representative Sviggum is a well-respected and longtime servant of the state of Minnesota. We are honored to
have him as a member of the institute," said Humphrey Institute Dean Brian Atwood. "We strive to teach our
students the importance of civil political discourse, and Steve Sviggum will show our students how important
ethics and integrity are to our political system."
Sviggum was first elected to the Minnesota House of Representatives in 1978. He served as house minority
leader from 1993 to 1998 and later as speaker of the house from 1999 to 2007, during which time he served on
the board of directors for the National Speakers Conference. He and his family reside in Kenyon, where they also
maintain a family farm.
"I couldn't be more thrilled to join the Humphrey Institute. This incredible opportunity will not only allow me
to combine my passion of teaching with my love for public service, but it also will enable me to encourage our
future leaders to aspire to serve in public office for the betterment of Minnesota," said Sviggum. "Advocating for
public policy and serving in public office are two fine ways to give back to our communities, and I am humbled
to be joining such a fine academic institution as the Humphrey Institute."
"We welcome Speaker Sviggum's contributions to the nonpartisan work of the Center for the Study of Politics
and Governance as we seek to develop practical solutions to the pressing political and policy challenges that face
Minnesota," said Lawrence Jacobs, director ofthe center.
The Humphrey Institute regularly invites former elected officials and other distinguished individuals from
outside the university who can make meaningful contributions to the institute"s research, teaching and outreach
- more-
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outside the university who can make meaningful contributions to the institute"s research, teaching and outreach
programs as senior fellows. These fellows include practitioners and policymakers with a significant national or
international reputation in some field of public affairs.
The Center for the Study of Politics and Governance strives to increase public understanding of politics through
research by conducting studies relevant to Minnesota policymakers and legislators throughout the Upper
Midwest and serving as a resource to the media and citizens on important policy issues. The center also regularly
hosts public events and programs to promote an informed and engaged citizenry. For more information, visit
www.hhh.umn.edu/centers/cspg/.
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U OF M TO HOST CELEBRATION OF MULTICULTURAL GRADUATES
The University of Minnesota will kick off its spring commencement season with the Multicultural Graduates
celebration from 1 to 3 p.m. Saturday, April28 at Ted Mann Concert Hall, 2128 Fourth St. S., Minneapolis.
Organized by the university's Multicultural Center for Academic Excellence, the event will celebra~e the
graduation and accomplishment offirst-generation students and students of color. About 1,000 students and
family members are expected to attend.
The celebration will include entertainments by the Minneapolis South High School Jazz Band, the singers and
drummers from the Red Lake Indian Reservation, the 4Given accapella singers and the Mariachi Serenata singers.
University of Minnesota College of Education and Human Development Dean Darlyne Bailey will deliver the
keynote speech. Each student's name and degree earned will be announced and several university deans will
present each graduate with an African stole that symbolizes unity, wisdom and connection.
1-3 p.m. Saturday, April 28
WHEN:
WHERE:

Ted Mann Concert Hall, 2128 4th St. S., Minneapolis
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U OF M POSTS ONLINE ARCHIVE OF DOCUMENTS ON PRISONERS OF THE
WAR ON TERROR
- Files document medical personnel remaining silent about abuses MINNEAPOLIS I ST. PAUL-- The University of Minnesota's Center for Bioethics and the university's
Human Rights Center have created a comprehensive archive of government documents describing medical
operations in U.S. prisoner of war facilities in Iraq, Afghanistan and Guantanamo Bay, Cuba. The archive can be
accessed from the home page of the Human Rights Library (www.umn.edu/humanrts) or directly at
www.umn.edu/humanrts/OathBetrayed/index.html.
The archive is designed to enable scholars, journalists, policymakers and interested citizens to study and
understand the medical operations in these prisons. It contains more than 60,000 pages of indexed White House
and U.S. Defense Department policies, prison medical records, autopsy reports, criminal investigations, sworn
witness statements and e-mails involving the U.S. armed forces and the FBI.
This project was organized by physician-ethicist, Dr. Steven Miles, professor of medicine at the University of
Minnesota's Medical School and professor ofbioethics at the university's Center for Bioethics. In articles and a
book, Oath Betrayed: Torture, Medical Complicity, and the War on Terror (Random House, 2006), he has tried
to answer the question, "Where were the doctors and nurses at Abu Ghraib while the notorious abuses were
taking place?''
Web archivist Leah Marks, of the Human Rights Library, built the archive.
The archive is eye-opening. Examples of documents available to the public include:
• White House and Defense Department policies and memoranda showing how medical and behavioral clinicians
were organized to exploit prisoners' emotional and physical vulnerabilities for interrogation.
• Death files describing 148 prisoner deaths, including that of a child who died after having untreated
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tuberculosis.
• Interrogation documents showing how medical personnel cleared prisoners, even with signs of abuse, for
interrogations; how the behavioral science consultation teams operated; and, how the FBI objected to harsh
Army interrogation techniques. One interrogation document tells how a pregnant prisoner's baby was delivered
and sent away to an orphanage or her family so that she could be interrogated.
• Silence files documenting medical personnel who remained silent about abuses, failed to record injuries or "lost"
records of prisoners who made allegations of abuse.
• Health documents describing the physical, sanitation and mental care in the prisons.
The comprehensive nature of this archive will facilitate historical research of this prison system. For example,
the thousands of pages of medical records are available, and easily searchable, for researchers who want to study
prison health care.
The construction of this special archive was supported by a grant from the University of Minnesota's Office of
Public Engagement. The Human Rights Center and its Human Rights Library are supported by private gifts and
foundation grants. Most, but not all, of these documents were obtained and posted by the American Civil
Liberties Union.
The mission of the University of Minnesota's Center for Bioethics is to advance and disseminate knowledge
concerning ethical issues in health care and the life sciences. The center carries out this mission by conducting .
original interdisciplinary research, offering educational programs and courses, fostering public discussion and
debate through community outreach activities, and assisting in the formulation of public policy
The Human Rights Library (www.umn.edu/humanrts/) houses more than 25,000 human rights documents and
several hundred human rights treaties and instruments and is available in eight different languages. It has more
than 4,000 links and a unique search engine for human rights sites. This resource is accessed by 200,000
scholars, educators, and human rights advocates from more than 150 countries every month. The Human Rights
Library is a major initiative of the University of Minnesota Human Rights Center located in the Law School.
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U OF M RESEARCHERS FIND THAT CEILING HEIGHT CAN AFFECT HOW A
PERSON THINKS, FEELS AND ACTS
-A design aspect of retail space that pays off for those with one eye on the ceiling and the
other on the bottom line MINNEAPOLIS I ST. PAUL-- For years contractors, real estate agents and event planners have said that
whether building, buying or planning an event, a higher or vaulted ceiling is always better. Are they right? Until
now there has been no real evidence that ceiling height has any influence or advantage with consumers. But recent
research by Joan Meyers-Levy, a professor of marketing at the University of Minnesota Carlson School of
Management, suggests that the way people think and act is affected by ceiling height.
Meyers-Levy and co-author Rui (Juliet) Zhu, assistant professor of marketing at the Sauder School of Business,
University of British Columbia and a Carlson doctoral alum, found that, depending on the situation, ceiling height
will benefit or impair consumer responses. The paper "The Influence of Ceiling Height: The Effect of Priming on
the Type ofProcessing People Use," will be published in the August issue of the Journal of Consumer Research.
"When a person is in a space with a 10-foot ceiling, they will tend to think more freely, more abstractly," said
Meyers-Levy. "They might process more abstract connections between objects in a room, whereas a person in a
room with an 8-foot ceiling will be more likely to focus on specifics."
The research demonstrates that variations in ceiling height can evoke concepts that, in tum, affect how
consumers process information. The authors theorized that when reasonably salient, a higher versus a lower
ceiling can stimulate the concepts of freedom versus confinement, respectively. This causes people to engage in
either more free-form, abstract thinking or more detail-specific thought. Thus, depending on what the task at
hand requires, the consequences of the ceiling could be positive or negative.
"Depending on the activity or the desired outcome, ceiling height can make a big difference in how the consumer
processes the information presented," says Meyers-Levy.
This work has important implications for retailers of all types who are faced with consumers whose thought
- more-
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This work has important implications for retailers of all types who are faced with consumers whose thought
processes might influence what products they buy, how they process point-of-purchase information and even
sales persuasion strategies. Careful attention to this important design aspect of retail spaces can pay off for
those with one eye on the ceiling and the other on the bottom line.
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SOUTH AFRICAN ACTIVIST TO SPEAK AT U OF M AFRICAN AMERICAN
READ-IN CELEBRATION
MINNEAPOLIS I ST. PAUL-- Neville Alexander, who spent 10 years in prison with Nelson Mandela for
speaking out against the apartheid government in South Africa, will be the guest of honor at the University of
Minnesota African American Read-In program's 12th-anniversary celebration from 4 to 6 p.m. Tuesday, May 1,
at the Elmer L. Andersen Library, 222 21st Ave. S., Minneapolis.
Alexander, who earned a doctorate degree in German, was deeply involved in the struggle against the apartheid
government in South Africa. He was the co-founder of the National Liberation Front. In 1964, he was convicted
of conspiracy to commit sabotage and was imprisoned at the notorious Robben Island until1974. There, for 10
years of his life, Alexander lived with, debated, learned from and was greatly respected by Mandela, the prison's
most famous inmate, future president and Nobel Peace Prize winner. Through education, and by being proactive,
Alexander and the other prisoners not only persevered, but were also able to take control of their brutal jailed
existence.
After his release Alexander continued the fight against apartheid, and worked with President Mandela when he
became South Africa's first democratically elected leader. Today, Alexander leads the Project for the Study of
Alternative Education in South Africa, helping to shape the country's language policy.
"Neville Alexander is the personification of the fact that literacy is the key to social change," said Ezra Hyland,
director of African American Read-In, aU ofM program aimed at increasing literacy rate among African
American youth by encouraging reading and writing. "He is living history. For so many of us "civil rights" and
"human rights" are abstract constructs. Neville will give the community an opportunity to see and hear and touch
history."
Hyland added that this event will serve as a springboard towards a 2008 journey to South Africa for a select
group of Minneapolis students. Alexander will serve as mentor and guide, passing down the wisdom of his life
experience, during the students' stay.
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"Come join us, be inspired by Neville Alexander's story and help empower our next generation," Hyland said.
This free event is co-sponsored by: the Givens Foundation, General Mills Foundation, North Point Health and
Wellness, Minneapolis Foundation, The African American Men Project & Black Men Reading, The
Interdisciplinary Center for the Study of Global Change, the University ofMinnesota College ofEducation and
Human Development, Barnes and Noble (Mall of America), Cub Foods West Broadway, America Reads and
Macalester College Mellon Mays Undergraduate Fellowship Program.
WHEN:
4 to 6 p.m. Tuesday, May 1
WHERE:
Elmer L. Andersen Library, 222 21st Ave. S., Minneapolis
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U OF M HORTICULTURISTS TO CONDUCT LAWN CARE WORKSHOP AT
UMORE PARK
- Environmentally friendly lawn care tips for the homeownerMINNEAPOLIS I ST. PAUL-- How to achieve a healthy, vigorous lawn while doing so in an environmentally
responsible manner will be the topic of a home lawn care workshop sponsored by the University of Minnesota
Extension Turfgrass Science and Management Program. The workshop will be held from 8:30a.m. to 3:30p.m.
on Saturday, April28 at the U ofM Outreach, Research and Education (UMore) Park, 1605 160th St. W.,
Rosemount.
University of Minnesota horticulturists will blend hands-on turfgrass and weed identification along with
presentations on several different lawn care topics. Professor Eric Watkins and Extension educator Bob Mugaas
will also share the latest in U of M turfgrass research.
Property owners with varying levels of lawn care knowledge -from first-time homeowners to seasoned veterans
- are encouraged to attend.
The course fee is $30 per person and includes lunch, refreshments and handouts. Emollment is limited.
Pre-register by calling the U of M Extension Regional Center in Farmington at (651) 480-7788.
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U OF M'S SPRING JAM 2007 BEGINS THURSDAY
- Rusted Root to headline Block Party concert MINNEAPOLIS I ST. PAUL -- Spring Jam, the largest student-planned, campus-wide event during spring
semester at the University of Minnesota, gets underway on Thursday, April 26, with everything from band
competitions to park cleanups.
Spring Jam is part ofthe Minnesota Programs & Activities Council (MPAC), and is planned by a student
committee that organizes events throughout Spring Jam week including live music performances, Ballyhoo (a
choreographed dance competition), sport competitions, novelty entertainment and a variety of other events.
Spring Jam's 2007 theme, "Bright Lights, Big Cities," celebrates large cities and the individual cultures they
possess. Each team in the various competitions will be encouraged to select a large vibrant city and foster that
cities uniqueness and individual culture in their performances and activities. City possibilities include: New York
City, Chicago, Paris, San Francisco, London and Minneapolis.
Some of the main Spring Jam events are:
• Thursday, April 26
--Campus & Community Day from 1 to 3 p.m. on the front plaza of Coffman Union, 300 Washington Ave.
S.E., Minneapolis. This event will include pizza, fun activities and an opportunity for students to learn about
ways to become involved on campus and in the local community.
• Friday, April 27
-- Spring Arts Day from 10 a.m. to 3 p.m. in the Great Hall of Coffman. There will be live performances, food
and student collective works of art.
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--Van Cleave Park Cleanup from noon to 2 p.m. at Van Cleve Park, 901 15th Ave. S.E., Minnepolis.
--Band Competition at 5 p.m. Riverbend Plaza, Coffman Union (Rain location is Coffman's Great Hall).
Students face off in a "Battle ofthe Bands" style competition. Winner ofthe competition opens for Spring Jam's
Saturday Block Party.
• Saturday, March 28
-- Ballyhoo Competition at 5 p.m. at Coffman Riverbend Plaza.
-- Block Party featuring the band Rusted Root at 7 p.m. at Coffman Riverbend Plaza. The band winning the
student band competition will open followed by the band Assembly of Dust. Rusted Root is expected to take
the stage at 9 p.m.
For a full schedule of Spring Jam 2007 events go to www.springjam.umn.edu
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UNIVERSITY OF MINNESOTA-TWIN CITIES ANNOUNCES DATES, SPEAKERS
FOR 2007 SPRING COMMENCEMENTS
MINNEAPOLIS I ST. PAUL -- Fonner Gopher and NBA star Trent Tucker, publisher Steve Forbes, infectious disease expert
Michael Osterholm and one of the original "Lost Boys of Sudan" John Bul Dau are among the speakers at this year's spring
commencement ceremonies at the University of Minnesota-Twin Cities.
This year's commencements are:
Medical School
2:30 to 4:30 p.m. Friday, May 4, Northrop Auditorium, 84 Church St. S.E., Minneapolis
The speaker is Michael Osterholm, Director of the Center for Infectious Disease Research and Policy (CIDRAP), associate director of
the Department of Homeland Security's National Center for Food Protection and Defense (NCFPD), and professor in the School of
Public Health, University of Minnesota.
Institute of Technology
7 to 9 p.m. Friday, May4, Northrop Auditorium
The keynote speaker is R.M. (Rich) Kruger, a 1981 University of Minnesota mechanical engineering graduate who now serves as
executive vice president of Exxon Mobil Production Company.
College of Continuing Education
10 a.m. Saturday, May 5, Northrop Auditorium
The keynote speaker is former Gopher basketball and NBA standout Trent Tucker. Tucker played 11 seasons in the NBA, was a
commentator for the Minnesota Timberwolves and can now be heard on KFAN radio. In addition, he is the founder of the Trent
Tucker Non-Profit Organization, which is dedicated to helping inner-city youth make positive choices in life. Tucker earned his
bachelor's degree from the College of Continuing Education's Inter-College Program in 2005.
College ofVeterinary Medicine
7:30 p.m. Saturday, May 5, Northrop Auditorium.
The speaker is Leslie Sharkey, Associate Professor of Clinical Pathology in the College of Veterinary Medicine.
College of Food, Agricultural and Natural Resource Sciences
2 p.m. Sunday, May 6, Northrop Auditorium
The speakers are:
Susan Galatowitsch, Department of Horticulture - CF ANS
Anne Kapuscinski, Department of Fisheries and Wildlife - CF ANS
David Mulla, Department of Soil, Water, and Climate- CFANS
Stephen Polsaky, Department of Applied Economics- CFANS
College of Education and Human Development
7:30p.m. Thursday, May 10, Northrop Auditorium
The speaker is Jim Sirbasku, aU of M graduate who is the CEO of Profiles International, Inc. in Waco, Texas. Sirbasku, originally
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from South St. Paul, graduated from the University of Minnesota after earlier receiving an associate degree from General College. After
many successful years as an entrepreneur with several companies, Sirbasku co-founded his company in 1991 with his business partner
and best friend, Bud Haney.
Graduate School
11 a.m. Friday, May 11, Northrop Auditorium
The speaker is Regents' Professor of Law David Weissbrodt. Weissbrodt is a distinguished and widely published scholar of
international human rights law. He teaches international human rights law, administrative law, immigration law and torts. In 2005, he
was appointed as the first Regents Professor at the Law School. Since 1998 he also has been the Fredrikson and Byron Professor of
Law. He also was the Briggs and Morgan Professor of Law for 1989-97 and the Julius E. Davis Professor of Law for 1985-86.
Mortuary Science
3 p.m. Friday, May 11, Coffman Union Theater, 300 Washington Ave. S.E. Minneapolis
The speaker is Robert Dowson, a 1986 graduate of the university's Mortuary Science Program and the Marketing Director of
Operations for Orange and South Los Angeles counties.
College of Pharmacy
7 p.m. Friday, May 11, Northrop Auditorium
Speaker: To be announced.
Law School
10 a.m. Saturday, May 12, Northrop Auditorium
The speaker is Edward Toussaint Jr., Chief Justice, Minnesota Court of Appeals. Toussaint was appointed chief judge of the
Minnesota Court of Appeals in 1995 and was reappointed in 1998, 2001 and 2004.
College of Design
3-5 p.m. Saturday, May 12, Northrop Auditorium
The speaker is Richard Koshalek (B.A. architecture and M.A. art history, University of Minnesota), president of the Art Center
College of Design, Pasadena, Calif.
College of Biological Sciences
7:30p.m. Saturday, May 12, Northrop Auditorium
The speaker is Deb Powell, Dean ofthe U ofM Medical School. Andrew Manning is the student speaker.
Humphrey Institute of Public Affairs
2 p.m. Sunday, May 13, Ted Mann Concert Hall, 2128 4th St. S., Minneapolis
The speaker is Norman Ornstein, a resident scholar at the American Enterprise Institute for Public Policy Research. He also serves as
an election analyst for CBS News and writes a weekly column called "Congress Inside Out" for Roll Call newspaper. He has written
for the New York Times, Washington Post, Wall Street Journal, Foreign Affairs and other major publications. Ornstein also regularly
appears on television programs like The NewsHour with Jim Lehrer, Nightline and Charlie Rose.
College of Liberal Arts
11 a.m. and 3 p.m. Sunday, May 13, Northrop Auditorium
The speaker is John Bul Dau, one ofthe Lost Boys of Sudan featured in the acclaimed film "God Grew Tired ofUs." The film, which
documents the experience ofDau and other Sudanese in the United States, won the Grand Jury Prize and the Audience Award at the
2006 Sundance Film Festival. Dau, who is pursuing a degree at Syracuse University, has begun two non-profit organizations to help
Sudanese youth throughout the United States.
Carlson School of Management
Monday, May 14. Ceremony for graduate students is from 9 to 10:30 a.m.; ceremony for undergraduates is from noon to 2 p.m.
Northrop Auditorium
The speaker is Steve Forbes, president and CEO of Forbes, Inc. and editor-in-chief of Forbes Magazine.
School of Public Health
5 p.m. Monday, May 14, Northrop Auditorium
The speaker is Laurie Garrett, a medical and science ~riter for Newsday. Garrett became the only writer ever to have been awarded all
three ofthe Big "Ps" of journalism: The Peabody, The Polk (twice) and The Pulitzer. She is also the best-selling author of"The
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Coming Plague: Newly Emerging Diseases in a World Out of Balance and Betrayal ofTrust: The Collapse of Global Public Health."
School of Dentistry
2 p.m. Friday, May 18, Northrop Auditorium
The speaker is Dr. David Engel, a 1967 graduate of the School of Dentistry and the co-inventor ofthe Sonicare toothbrush.
Physical Therapy Program
2 pm, Saturday, June 23, McNamara Alumni Center, 200 Oak St. S.E. Minneapolis
The speaker is Gary Soderberg, who established the first entry level Doctorate in Physical Therapy (DPT) program at Creighton
University in 1998. He is a Fellow of the American Physical Therapy Association and has received the highest levels of recognition
from the association including the Mary McMillon lectureship.
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U OF M ALUMNI ASSOCIATION LEADERS TALK ABOUT TONY DUNGY AS
KEYNOTE SPEAKER AT 2007 ANNUAL CELEBRATION
.... U alumnus and Super-Bowl winning coach to give keynote address at event ....

University of Minnesota Alumni Association (UMAA) CEO Margaret Sughrue Carlson and Board President
Denny Schulstad are available to talk about the UMAA's Annual Celebration and keynote speaker Tony Dungy,
U ofM alumnus and Super-Bowl winning coach. The program portion ofthe event takes place at 8 p.m.,
Tuesday, May 8 at Mariucci Arena, 1901 4th St. S.E., Minneapolis.
Before winning his first Super Bowl as head coach of the Indianapolis Colts in February, Dungy was a
quarterback for the Gopher football team in the '70's. While at the U ofM, Dungy set career passing,
touchdown and total offense records and was named to two academic all-Big 10 teams.
Program tickets for the 2007 UMAA Annual Celebration are still available. Reserve your seat by calling U's
ticket office at (612) 624-2345 or by going online at www.alumni.umn.edu.
The 2007 Annual Celebration theme is celebrating the return to on-campus football in the new, TCF Bank
Stadium.

To schedule an interview with Carlson or Schulstad, contact Justin Ware,
University News Service, (612) 626-1720.
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$50K IN 50 DAYS HEATING UP IN CROOKSTON
- U of M Crookston hoping for big financial push to help them stay put in Division II MINNEAPOLIS I ST. PAUL -- It takes a lot to convince someone to sit on top of a crane for two days in April.
And University of Minnesota, Crookston (UMC) head football coach Shannon Stassen has been doing just that
to raise a lot of money for the school's sports programs.
The UMC development office is working to raise $50,000 in 50 days in support of Golden Eagle athletics.
Donations given during the 50-day campaign will have even more impact since matching funds will be available,
thereby increasing the potential of the campaign.
Coach Stassen is perched 20 feet up on a lift in the middle of campus to raise awareness about another effort, the
Hersch Lysaker Endowment Fund, which goes to support athletes in all scholarship sports at UMC. But he's
also a big supporter of the $50,000 in 50 days campaign.
"The goal is to raise ~50K in 50 Days," said Stassen. "To my knowledge, this effort is going very well."
So far, the campaign's 30 some donors have helped to raise more than 50 percent of the $50,000 goal. Along with
the campaign, which ends Friday, May 10, the recent hiring of several coaches indicates campus support for
stronger investment in the athletic program.
"Chancellor Charles Casey has backed up his commitment to Division II sports with a significant investment in
the athletic programs at UMC," said Stassen. "Football has been the biggest beneficiary as we have jumped to 15
(full scholarships) for 2007 and there are plans to continue to increase even more over a three year period."
Corby Kemmer, director of development, is asking for donors to consider a $1,000 contribution to become a
partner in the effort. However, donations of any amount will be accepted. The funds raised will be unrestricted,
meaning that they can be used to advance Golden Eagle programs, scholarships and operations as needed.
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A special donor appreciation event will be scheduled in May to honor those who have supported the campaign.
For more information about how community members can support the campaign to raise $50,000 in 50 days for
Golden Eagles athletics, contact Bill Tyrrell at (218) 281-8436 (btyrrell@umn.edu) or Corby Kemmer at (218)
281-8434 or (ckemmer@umn.edu).
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U OF M MECHANICAL, ELECTRICAL AND COMPUTER ENGINEERING
SENIORS SHOW THEIR STUFF AT DESIGN FAIR
MINNEAPOLIS I ST. PAUL-- University ofMinnesota's senior mechanical, electrical and computer
engineering students will demonstrate their designs at the Senior Engineering Design Show from 2:30 to 4:30p.m.
Tuesday, May 1 in the Great Hall at Coffman Union, 300 Washington Ave. S.E., Minneapolis.
The semi-annual Senior Engineering Design Show showcases the learning experiences of the university's
mechanical, electrical and computer engineering undergraduates. Student projects range from ways to improve the
installation and removal of docks and piers to cargo carrying devices that covert from a bicycle trailer to
roll-along luggage and demonstrations of fluid power with exhibits called the "Hydraulic Bird." Judges from
Minneapolis area companies such as Eaton, Medtronic, 3M, Seagate and Boston Scientific will evaluate student
projects. The school awards prizes for Best of Session. Forty projects from more than 240 students will be on
display.
"The Engineering Design Show allows university engineering students to show their potential," said Marie
Johnson, course coordinator for the mechanical engineering department. "It provides an opportunity for students
to communicate and demonstrate the skills and knowledge they have acquired during their undergraduate
education."
The Senior Design Project gives advanced students the opportunity to solve real-world problems. Working in
teams of four to six students, and overseen by one or more industrial or faculty advisers, the students are charged
with developing a solution to a problem or set of related problems. Projects begin in January, involve about 16
weeks of work, and are completed by May. Participating in the senior design show provides students with a
transition between learning within the classroom and practical experience solving industry or research problems.
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FCC MOVES TO RESTRICT TV VIOLENCE
- U of M professor explains the history and politics behind the controversial agency -

The Federal Communications Commission (FCC) recently urged policymakers to push violent television
programming to late at night when most children are not watching. A University of Minnesota expert who can
discuss this and the history and politics of the FCC is:

Michael Stamm, U of M School of Journalism and Mass Communication professor
Stamm has studied the genesis of the FCC and the politics from all sides that drive its regulations. In his History
of Journalism class he says that "lobbying from both the far left and far right" is what runs the FCC's attempts
to "clamp down on the media's biggest concerns: obscenity and violence."
To interview Stamm, contact Drew Swain at (612) 625-8962 or dswain@umn.edu, or Asim Dorovic at (612)
624-0214 or dorovic@umn.edu.

Expert Alert is a service provided by the University News Service. Delivered regularly, Expert Alert is designed to
connect university experts to today's breaking news and current events. For an archive and other useful media
services, visit www.unews.umn.edu.
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NEW GAS-TAX OPTION PART OF UPCOMING TRANSPORTATION
CONFERENCE
,.. U of M Center for Transportation Studies examines funding for Minnesota
roads and transit at annual transportation research conference ,..
MINNEAPOLIS I ST. PAUL-- Paying for Minnesota roads and transit will be the theme ofthe 18th annual
Transportation Research Conference, Tuesday, May 1 and Wednesday, May 2, at RiverCentre, 175 Kellogg
Blvd. in St. Paul. The conference will feature leading scholars in the fields of transportation funding,
transportation technology and land-use planning, as well as public officials and transportation professionals.
Raising revenue to keep pace with Minnesota's transportation needs is a pressing issue. Other states are
struggling with this same challenge and myriad revenue-raising options are being explored. Speakers will share
these ideas and discuss what role they could play for Minnesota's transportation finance structure in the
opening session of the conference.
To begin the discussion, James Whitty, Oregon Department of Transportation, will offer preliminary results
from the state of Oregon's mileage-fee pilot project, which was launched in March 2006. A panel will then react
to Whitty's presentation and discuss proposed Minnesota finance initiatives. Invited panelists are: Lt. Gov.
Carol Molnau, commissioner, Minnesota Department of Transportation (Mn!DOT); Bernie Lieder, chair,
Minnesota House Transportation Finance Division; and Rick Krueger, executive director, Minnesota
Transportation Alliance.
The CTS Spring Luncheon, held in conjunction with the conference at 11 :30 am on May 1, will feature professor
Jonathan Levine ofthe University of Michigan discussing transportation and land-use policy in an address titled
"Zoned. Out: Regulation, Markets, and Choices in Transportation and Metropolitan Land Use." Levine will
explain why Smart Growth continues to elude American cities and present themes and findings from his research.
"The United States puts a lot of faith in the free market and the ability of consumers to choose," Levine says.
"But when it comes to transit-friendly, walkable neighborhoods and other 'Smart Growth' solutions, current
zoning regulations mean that Americans don't have many choices."
- more-
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zoning regulations mean that Americans don't have many choices."
Concurrent sessions at the research conference will touch on topics ranging from transitways to biofuels. A
selection of projects will also be on display as posters during the morning and afternoon breaks on May 1. Also
as part of the conference, the 2007 Bridge Workshop will be held May 2, focusing on bridge-load ratings.
The event, which begins at 7:30a.m. on May 1 and concludes at noon on May 2, is open to the public. Cost is
$175 for May 1 and 2 (or $135 for May 1, $75 for May 2), students $20. Walk-in registration is available. For
registration information, please contact Electra Sylva, (612) 624-3708, conferences5@cce.umn.edu. More
information about the conference and luncheon is online at www.cts.umn.edu/events/ResearchConf.
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ARBOR DAY 2007 BRINGS BAD NEWS FOR MINNESOTA'S TREES
.... U of M experts available to talk about Emerald Ash Borer ....

Today, Friday, April27, is Arbor Day. On Wednesday, agriculture officials released what could be very bad
news for trees in Minnesota.
Officials in Minnesota, Wisconsin and North Dakota said that Taylors Wood Products firewood, sold at
Menards and possibly some other stores, may contain emerald ash borers, which have killed more than 20
million trees in other states.
A University of Minnesota Extension expert who is available to talk about the issues surrounding emerald ash
borers is:

Jeff Hahn, U of M extension entomologist
Hahn is available with information on how the emerald ash borer made its way to Minnesota, what's being done
to stop any further spread, what consumers can do to stop the spread and much more.
To interview Hahn, contact Julie Christensen, (612) 626-4077 or Justin Ware, (612) 626-1720.
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U OF M TO HOLD CEREMONY TO HONOR GRADUATING GLBTA STUDENTS
AND BREAKING THE SILENCE RECIPIENTS
Gay, Lesbian, Bisexual, Transgender, and Ally (GLBTA) students will don purple mortarboards and rainbow
tassels for a graduation ceremony like none other at the University of Minnesota. Fall2006, spring 2007 and
summer 2007 graduates will be honored during the annual Lavender Graduation & Awards Ceremony from 4 to 7
p.m., Thursday, May 3, in the Memorial Hall of McNamara Alumni Center, 200 Oak St. S.E., Minneapolis. The
event is free and open to the public.
Lavender Graduation is a cultural celebration that recognizes GLBTA students for their academic achievements
and their contributions to the U ofM. It is sponsored by the University's GLBTA Programs Office and the
Queer Student Cultural Center.
During the ceremony, the GLBTA Programs Office will also present the 2006/2007 Breaking the Silence
Awards. The awards recognize individuals or organizations that have worked to confront discrimination based on
gender identification or sexual orientation, thereby improving campus climate for GLBTA people at the
university. Dave Dorman of Boynton Health Service at the University of Minnesota, Twin Cities; Mags David,
library assistant at the University of Minnesota, Duluth; and Tineke Ritmeester, professor of Women's Studies
at the University of Minnesota, Duluth are this year's recipients.
The ceremony will also recognize five recipients of the 2006/2007 Steven J. Schochet GLBTA Studies Awards
for excellence in creativity and scholarship, as well as three recipients ofthe 2007/2008 GLBTA Student
Scholarships.
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CONSTRUCTION WORK TO CLOSE SOME STREETS ON U OF M'S WEST
BANK BEGINNING MONDAY
MINNEAPOLIS I ST. PAUL-- Construction work on the Carlson School of Management's Hanson Hall will
create lane and street closures beginning Monday, April30, according to University of Minnesota Parking and
Transportation Services. Pilings will be removed from the perimeter of the site by equipment positioned on the
adjacent streets. Here is a list of the closures:
April 30 to May 1
The eastbound lane ofF ourth Street will close between 19th and 20th avenues. Only the westbound lane will
remain open.
Alternate routes
Traffic: Detour to Riverside Avenue.
Pedestrians: The sidewalk along the north side of Fourth Street will remain open.
Bikers: Follow the posted detour.
May2 to May8
20th Avenue will close to through traffic. Flagmen will be stationed at both Fourth Street and Riverside Avenue
to allow local access only. Drivers can expect periodic delays of 10-15 minutes. The contract parking exit to 20th
Avenue from the 21st Avenue Ramp will be closed from 7 a.m. to 3:30p.m. Monday through Friday.
Alternate routes
Traffic: Detour to 21st A venue or Fourth Street.
Pedestrians:
The sidewalk along the east side of 20th A venue will remain open.
Bikers: Follow the posted detour.
May 9 to May 10
The north side of Riverside Avenue will close between 19th and 20th A venues. The road will be open with one
lane in each direction.
- more-
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lane in each direction.
Alternate routes
Traffic: Expect delays.
Pedestrians:
The sidewalk along the south side of Riverside Avenue will remain open.

Bikers: Follow the posted signs.
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COLLEGE OF DESIGN STUDENTS UNVEIL PROTOTYPE AIMED AT SAVING
LIVES OF DISASTER VICTIMS
,... Unveiling to happen at 1 :30 p.m. TODAY, April 30,...

MINNEAPOLIS I ST. PAUL-- University of Minnesota College of Design students will unveil a structure
today that could be the answer to the power, water, shelter and sanitation needs of people struck by disasters. In
fact, FEMA is interested in the students' prototype. The unveiling will take place at 1:30 p.m. in the College of
Design's "sand lot" behind, 89 Church St. S.E., Minneapolis.
Throughout this semester, the students have designed and built what is being called a "clean hub," a portable
self-contained power, water and sanitation center.
Under the direction of instructors John Dwyer and Tom Westbrook, students started with an empty shipping
container and turned it into what could be a lifesaver.
The container's rooftop collects rainwater which flows into a filtration system inside and is stored. Inside the
container, there is a bathroom that rolls out with a composting toilet. Solar panels will provide power for the
filtration system and the toilet.
The students' prototype will be sent to New Orleans to be used in a community park in the city's Lower Ninth
Ward-- an area devastated by Hurricane Katrina.
"This will be the only functioning infrastructure in the whole neighborhood," Dwyer said.
Greta Gladney, a New Orleans community leader and the end user of the prototype, will be on-hand for the
unveiling.
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U OF M TO HOST STUDENT PARENT VISIBILITY DAY
-Event to inform local teen parents of the importance of higher learning-

MINNEAPOLIS I ST. PAULThe University ofMinnesota Student Parent Help Center (SPHC), in collaboration
with the Student Parent Association (SPA), is holding a Student Parent Visibility Day from 11 a.m. to 2 p.m.
Tuesday, May 1, outside Morrill Hall in the Northrop Plaza, 84 Church St. S.E. Minneapolis.
At the event, SPHC and SPA will recognize student parents for not only the contributions they have made to the
University, but for their commitment to securing a better future for their children. Currently, more than 400
undergraduate stud~nt parents are registered with the SPHC.
In addition to recognizing U of M student parents, more than 100 local teen parents from three Twin Cities high
schools will be attending the event as well.
"The Student Parent Visibility Day is a significant campus-wide event that highlights the important
contributions that student parents make to our campus and to campuses across the nation," said Susan Warfield,
director of the Student Parent HELP Center. "This is also a wonderful opportunity for U of M student parents
to inform this generation of teen parents about the endless opportunities that advanced education holds for them
and their young children."
This event will feature several speakers including; Warfield, Jerry Rinehart, Vice Provost for Student Affairs and
long time supporter of SPHC, and former and current U of M student parents.
This event is open to the entire campus and there will be free food provided to those who receive a ticket.
For additional information on this event, please contact the Student Parent Help Center at (612) 626-6015, Lisa
Coleman at (612) 327-1757, or Emily Schmall at (612) 384-4345.
WHEN:
11 a.m. to 2 p.m. Tuesday, May 1
WHERE:
Northrop Plaza, 84 Church St. S.E. Minneapolis
- more-
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U OF M CHINA CENTER NAMES DIRECTOR FINALISTS; PUBLIC FORUMS SET
MINNEAPOLIS I ST. PAUL-- The University of Minnesota China Center director search committee has
named three finalists for the position of director of the center.
The finalists will each visit campus separately and will each speak at a public forum on the topic, "Bridges to
China in the Next Decade: A Vision." The finalists are:
Xiaobo Hu is professor of political science and director of the· China Program at Clemson University. He
received his bachelor's degree in international relations and English in 1984 from the Institute of International
Relations (IIR) in China; a master of law's degree in foreign constitutions and world politics in 1986 from Peking
University and IIR in China; and a doctorate in political science in 1994 from Duke University. Prior to his
current faculty position, he was an instructor in the Department of Politics at Wake Forest University and
assistant professor of government at Morehead State University.
Public Forum: 2:30-3:15 p.m. Thursday, May 3 in Room 2-206, Carlson School of Management, 321 19th Ave.
S., Minneapolis. Reception will follow.
Xun (George) Wang is assistant professor in the Department of Sociology-Anthropology at the University of
Wisconsin Parkside. He received his bachelor's degree in 1982 from Fudan University Branch, a master's degree
in 1984 from Nankai University, and a master's degree and a doctorate in 1995 from the University of
Connecticut in sociology. He is a sociologist specializing in China studies. Previously, he was the assistant
director of the personnel office ofBaoshan Transportation Co. in Shanghai and served as the director of
undergraduate studies in the Department of Sociology at Shanghai University.
Public Forum: 2:30-3:15 p.m. Thursday, May 10 in Room 2-207, Carlson School of Management, 321 19th Ave.
S., Minneapolis. Reception will follow.
Dr. Y ongwei Zhang is director of international programs and affairs, assistant vice president of research and
economic development, and director of university programs in Asia at Missouri State University (MSU). He is a
tenured faculty member in the Department of Geography, Geology, and Planning. He is also chairman of the

- more-
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Joint Management Committee at the MSU-LNU College oflnternational Business, MSU's branch campus built
in cooperation with Liaoning Normal University in Dalian, China. He received his bachelor's degree in 1982 and
his master's degre in 1984 in geography from Northeast Normal University in Changchun, China, and a doctorate
in 1990 in geography with a concentration in natural resources planning and management from Southern Illinois
University at Carbondale. He was previously an assistant professor in the Department of Geography at
Valparaiso University.
Public Forum: 2:30-3:15 p.m. Thursday, May 17 in Room 2-207, Carlson School of Management, 321 19th
Ave. S., Minneapolis. Reception will follow.
More information about each of the finalists is available at: www.chinacenter.umn.edu/director search.
The China Center is the University of Minnesota's bridge to mainland China, Hong Kong, and Taiwan. Since
1979, the China Center has worked to strengthen the bridge of understanding, friendship, exchange and
cooperation between United States' and Chinese people and cultures. The director search is being led by Gene
Allen, Distinguished Teaching Professor and former associate vice president for international programs.
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OREGON MILEAGE FEE PART OF THE DISCUSSION AT U OF M
TRANSPORTATION CONFERENCE
- Oregon state leaders who've introduced the same plan in their state will be in Minneapolis
Tuesday and Wednesday MINNEAPOLIS I ST. PAUL-- Whether to raise the gasoline tax has been a big issue in Minnesota this
legislative session. On Tuesday, state leaders, including Lt. Gov. Carol Molnau, will hear about what another
state has put in place instead of a flat tax.
James Whitty, Oregon Department of Transportation, will offer preliminary results from the state of Oregon's
mileage-fee pilot project. Under the program launched in March 2006, people purchasing gas are charged at the
pump based on how much, where they drive and what they drive.
"More and more high-mile-per-gallon vehicles are traveling Oregon roads," said Whitty. "It's time to test a
program that makes paying for roads fair and equitable."
More information on the Oregon program can be found at
http://www.oregon.gov/ODOT/HWY/OIPP /ruftf.shtml.
Whitty will be speaking at 8:30a.m., Tuesday, May 1, at the RiverCentre, 175 Kellogg Blvd., St. Paul.
The discussion is part of the 18th Annual Transportation Research Conference, Tuesday, May 1 and
Wednesday May 2, also at the RiverCentre, where paying for Minnesota roads and transit will be the theme.
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HIGH FIRE DANGER REPORTED AROUND THE UPPER MIDWEST
- U of M expert has tips to help homeowners protect their property-

Dry, spring conditions have led to several grass fires across the state and experts say they expect the problem to
continue. A University of Minnesota fire prevention expert who is available to talk about what home and cabin
owners can do to protect their property from a wild fire is:

Mike Reichenbach, Regional Extension Educator
Reichenbach works for the University of Minnesota Extension office in Cloquet and has advice and tips for
homeowners.
"After the snow melts and before things tum green can be a time of risk," said Reichenbach. "Spring winds can
rapidly spread fires, even across lakes that are showing the tops of last years dried reeds and grass. Fires can
move ashore and bum right up to the cabins."
Reichenbach is available to talk about Fire Wise programs. Firewise is a plan that helps homeowners build and
landscape to make their property as fire resistant as possible.
To interview Reichenbach, contact Julie Christensen at (612) 626-4077, or Justin Ware at (612) 626-1720.
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